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Physics Teacher Professional Learning: Innovative Models 

 for Promoting Culture and Addressing Societal Issues 

 
Eilish MCLOUGHLIN 

School of Physical Sciences & CASTeL, Dublin City University, Ireland 

 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

Eilish McLoughlin is an Associate Professor in Physics 

Education at the School of Physical Sciences in Dublin City 

University. Her research interests focus on physics education 

research at all levels of education. She has led and collaborated in 

a wide range of research projects focussed on STEM teacher 

education at national and European level, including ESTABLISH, 

SAILS, IN-STEM, OSOS, ENERGE 3DIPhE, STAMPEd, RISE, 

and STEM DIGITALIS. She has served as a member of IUPAP 

C14 Commission for Physics Education 2014-2021 and as 

Executive Secretary of GIREP vzw (International Research Group 

on Physics Teaching) Board since 2020. 
 

Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

Two of the major challenges facing physics education internationally is the shortage of qualified 

physics teachers and an increased focus on the use of integrated STEM learning experiences at 

primary and second level.Firstly, this talk discusses the design and influence of a professional 

learning programme to upskill second-level teachers of mathematics, chemistry, biology to 

become qualified as physics teachers. The programme design includes principles that are 

fundamental to effective physics teacher education, i.e., strong physics knowledge is essential for 

good teaching, and teachers carrying out a practitioner inquiry (PI) on their own practice as part of 

a professional learning community (PLC) will enhance their content knowledge for teaching 

physics. Secondly, this talk shares the experiences and influences of a STEM Teacher Internship 

(STInt) programme that has provided paid summer placements for over 250 pre-service and novice 

in-service STEM teachers across 60 host organizations across Ireland. The influence on teachers’ 

personal and professional learning, awareness of equity and societal issues, use of ‘real world 

‘contexts and integrated STEM learning approaches, inspired by their own immersive learning 

experiences in industry, is discussed. This talk shares recommendations for the design and 

implementation of immersive and collaborative learning experiences for enhancing physics 

teacher professional learning and influencing classroom practice. 

 

Video recording links 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737922/girep_invited_lecture_01.mp4  

Invited talks — Eilish McLoughlin
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Challenges in AI-generated Physics Education 
 

Ľubomír ANTONI, Gabriel SEMANIŠIN 

Faculty of Science, Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice, Slovakia 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

     Gabriel Semanišin is a Professor of Computer Science at the 

Institute of Computer Science, Faculty of Science, Pavol Jozef Šafárik 

University in Košice, Slovakia. His research activities focus mainly on 

algorithmic graph theory, combinatorial optimization, machine 

learning, and their applications in various areas of theoretical and 

applied informatics. He participated in the development and 

implementation of a complex information system for university study 

management. He is a co-guarantor of study programs Applied 

Informatics, Data Analysis, and Artificial Intelligence and Computer 

Science.  He was an expert guarantor of the national project IT 

Academy – education for the 21st century. 

 

Ľubomír Antoni is an Associate Professor at the Institute of Computer 

Science, Faculty of Science. He aims to propose selected machine learning 

methods and applications of these methods in solving the tasks of 

supervised and unsupervised learning. He is a member of the Slovak 

Information Society. His scientific work is focused on methods of formal 

concept analysis, fuzzy logic, and machine learning.  

Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the fastest-growing fields dealing with understanding and 

building intelligent machines that can compute how to act effectively and safely in a diversity of 

novel challenges. Today, generative AI is applied in a varied collection of applications, from 

creating art to helping in education and improving healthcare. Generative AI has the potential to 

bridge the gap between the current state of knowledge and the knowledge of graduates by 

generating educational content that is tailored to the needs and interests of individual learners. 

Generative AI can form personalized learning paths for students based on their learning history 

and preferences, can generate simulations and scenarios that simulate real-world situations, or can 

help to analyze big data and identify patterns and hidden information that are difficult to detect by 

humans. Automated AI assessment, machine learning, or learning analytics can boost the learning 

and instruction quality in STEM education. Several types of AI applications in STEM education 

were investigated, for example, educational programming or social robots, intelligent tutoring 

systems, student behavior detection, learning prediction, automation, or AI textbooks. The 

applications of AI in innovative physics education can enhance the experience for both students 

and teachers. For example, the visualization and evaluation techniques can help to find hidden 

patterns in the students’ solutions which allow to prevent student mistakes or misconceptions. We 

present an example of the application of AI in innovative physics education with the help of several 

machine learning methods and algorithms. 

Video recording link 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737919/girep_invited_lecture_02.mp4  

Invited talks — Ľubomı́r Antoni, Gabriel Semanǐsin
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The Importance of Laboratory Instruction  

in the Physics Curriculum 

 
Ian BEARDEN 

Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 

 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

     Ian Bearden is a faculty member at the Niels Bohr Institute, 

University of Copenhagen. He came to Copenhagen in 1994 as a 

post-doc in high spin gamma-ray spectroscopy after receiving his 

PhD from Purdue University based on research performed as a 

graduate assistant at Argonne National Laboratory. In 1995, Ian 

moved up in energy and joined the High Energy Heavy Ion group, 

where he has been since. Ian Bearden is a member of the ALICE 

collaboration at the LHC.In 2020, he was appointed Professor of 

Experimental Particle Physics and Development of Teaching in 

Experimental Physics at the Niels Bohr Institute. 

From 2013-1023, Ian Bearden was the director of the NBI’s outreach lab “Ungdomslaboratorie” 

(Lab for Youth). He is the founding chair of the Danish Physical Society’s section for Outreach 

and Teaching, and a member of the European Physical Society’s Physics Education Division 

board. He currently serves as the Honorary Secretary of EPS Executive Committee and President 

of the Danish Physical Society. Ian Bearden´s interests include improving laboratory-based 

teaching and developing low-cost apparatus for use in teaching. 

Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

Laboratory instruction in physics is often justified with the claim "physics is an experimental 

subject." While this claim is certainly true, we can make much better and--one hopes--more 

convincing arguments for laboratory instruction in physics. This discussion is particularly 

important for many reasons. Among the reasons is that students are often unclear on why they 

have to spend time in the lab and thus feel the time would be more optimally used doing other 

course activities. A convincing argument for why we include "labs" in our curriculum could be 

helpful in obtaining student buy-in. Another reason is that there is little hard evidence that 

laboratory work helps students understand the subject, at least to the extent that end-of-term exams 

measure understanding. Finally, in many educational institutions, labs are under budgetary 

pressure since they often require a larger investment in both equipment and time. In this talk, I will 

give my views on why hands-on experience in the lab is important and how laboratory work can 

be tuned to give students meaningful educational experiences in the laboratory. 

 

Video recording links 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737913/girep_invited_lecture_03.mp4  

Invited talks — Ian Bearden
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Unexpected Trajectories into Higher Education Physics: 

Perspectives on Gender, Identity and Culture 

 
Anna DANIELSSON 

Department of Teaching and Learning, Stockholm University, Sweden 

 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

Anna T. Danielsson is a Professor of Science Education and 

Head of the Science Education section at the Department of 

Teaching and Learning, Stockholm University. Her research 

interests are centred around issues related to gender, identity and 

power in the context of teaching and learning science and 

technology. Danielsson recently published the co-edited book 

Physics Education and Gender: Identity as an Analytic Lens for 

Research (together with Allison J. Gonsalves) and her work has also 

been published in numerous international journals, including 

International Journal of Science Education and Physical Review 

Physics Education Research.  

 

Prior to joining Stockholm University she has held appointments at Uppsala University, 

University of Cambridge and King’s College London. Danielsson is a member of the Young 

Academy of Sweden. 
 

Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

This talk will explore a diverse set of trajectories into higher education physics, zooming in on 

what has made physics studies possible for minoritised students. In doing so, mechanisms of 

in/exclusion will be highlighted, with a focus on how gender and social class is made relevant in 

students’ stories about their trajectories to higher education physics. 

 

Video recording links 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737902/girep_invited_lecture_04.mp4  

Invited talks — Anna T. Danielsson
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From Theoretical Studies of Liquid Crystals 

to Professional Learning Communities of Teachers 
 

Mojca ČEPIČ 

Faculty of Education, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

Mojca Čepič was trained as a physics teacher. After 

graduating, she worked as a physics teacher at a high school for a 

few years. She did her PhD in theoretical studies on soft matter, 

on liquid crystals, focusing on the theory of polar smectics. She 

proposed the phenomenological model of antiferroelectric liquid 

crystals, which led to the prediction of the structure of one of the 

liquid crystalline phases. The structure was confirmed a few years 

after her prediction when the method of resonant X-ray scattering 

was developed, which is sensitive not only to the position but also 

to the orientation of molecules. She is still active in theoretical 

research in soft matter.  

After completing her PhD, she worked as an Assistant Professor of Physics at the University of 

Ljubljana, Faculty of Education, Department of Physics and Technology. Since her audience 

consisted of prospective physics teachers, she also became active in physics education research. 

She mainly focused on introducing contemporary physics to different levels of education, from 

superconductivity to liquid crystals and polymers. In addition, she also drew inspiration from 

everyday phenomena and observations. There she developed models to enable controlled studies 

of circumstances in which phenomena such as a double or spreading shadow, an artificial solar 

eclipse, or underwater light beams occur. She is currently the editor-in-chief of the European 

Journal of Physics, a journal that publishes articles relevant to university physics education. 

Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

Liquid crystals are materials that reflect physics from one to six dimensions, from orientational 

order to crystalline symmetries. They are complex, intricate, peculiar, and full of hidden beauty. 

Therefore, my desire was to introduce them to undergraduate students and to students at the pre-

university level, which resulted in a general theoretical framework on introduction of front-end 

research to physics education. As front-end research is not known to everybody, ideas that lead to 

discoveries may be used for identification of able students, and if the teaching is accompanied by 

illustrative and possibly hands-on experiments, these topics might be used also for identification 

of able students with a weaker social and economic background that often do not excel in regular 

schoolwork. Finally, any of these ideas cannot be implemented without teachers. ERASMUS+ 

projects 3DIPhE, STAMPEd and RISE allowed us to establish a strong community of physics, 

math and science teachers in general, we meet, discuss, try new experiments etc. regularly, and we 

have learned a lot from each other. To finish, the three focuses in physics education mentioned 

above will be discussed to more details in the lecture. 

 

Video recording links  

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737896/girep_invited_lecture_05.mp4  
 

Invited talks — Mojca Čepič
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Use of Quantitative Methods in Physics Education Research: 

Searching for New Perspectives to Inform Theory and Practice 

 
Italo TESTA 

Physics Department “E. Pancini”, University of Naples Federico II, Naples, Italy 

 

Introduction: Keynote Speaker Profile 

     Italo Testa is an Associate Professor in Physics 

Education at the Physics Department “E. Pancini”, 

University of Naples “Federico II”. His main research 

interests are the study of students’ attitudes, identity and 

metacognitive skills in physics through quantitative 

methods and the development of research-based teaching-

learning sequences for secondary school students. He is 

mostly recognized for his work on Rasch analysis and on 

the role of visual representations and spatial reasoning in 

physics and astronomy education.  

More recently, his research focuses on the role of accuracy of self-evaluation on students’ 

performances. He is currently in the editorial board of Physical Review Physics Education 

Research journal.  

 Invited talk: Overview & Highlights 

Starting November 2022, Physical Review Physics Education Research, the flagship journal in 

physics education research community, has announced the establishment of a Statistical Modeling 

Review Committee to assess the quality of statistical modeling techniques in submitted papers. 

The establishment of this committee reflects the increasing number of submissions that exploit 

techniques such as structural equation modeling, linear regression and Rasch analysis. While the 

declared aim of this committee is to relieve the reviewers’ burden to delve into technical details of 

papers, it also clearly signals that the physics education research community is increasingly 

acknowledging the need to support its claims through suitable quantitative methods, going beyond 

the old-fashioned motto Education is not Measurement. In the first part of this talk, I will briefly 

review the main statistical techniques used nowadays in physics education research and call for a 

better interaction with the statistical and educational psychology communities. Lack of such an 

integration, I will argue, is the main impediment to finding consensus about the obtained results 

even within the physics education research community itself. In the second part of the talk, I will 

try to envisage possible new research avenues for physics education research building on the 

possibilities offered by advanced statistical methods. 

 

Video recording links 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1162406/attachments/2722221/4737894/girep_invited_lecture_06.mp4  

Invited talks — Italo Testa
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SYMPOSIUM – Physics Education in Kindergarten:  

Children Learning and Teachers Training  
 

Federico CORNI1, Stamatis VOKOS2 

(1) Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Faculty of Education, Via Ratisbona 16, 39042 Bressanone, Italy 

(2) Department of Physics, California Polytechnic State Univ., San Luis Obispo, California 93407, USA 
 

Abstract. This symposium is proposed by the GIREP Thematic Group “Physics Preparation of 

Teachers in Grades K-6” and consists of a discussion on physics education in kindergarten from 

two interlaced perspectives: children teaching/learning and teacher training in physics. The three 

contributions suggest ideas to start a discussion on these challenging and multifaceted topics in 

view of the identification of innovative ways of teaching and learning physics in kindergarten.  

Introduction to the topics for the symposium discussion 

Physics education in kindergarten is a strong challenge for researchers and for teachers because, 

especially at this instruction level, physics cannot be taken as is and just simplified in order to be 

understood by the children. A deep reflection is required on the roots of thought development, on 

physics contents and method, as well as on the quality of teacher training. In the age range 3-6, 

children develop their first models of the world around them employing the cognitive tools and 

abilities at their disposal [1,2]. These models are not necessarily scientific in the sense the adults 

mean but make use of the basic conceptualizations and methods that will base their thought in the 

future. Physics education in kindergarten is very different from other school grades since it has 

primarily to take into account the children’s thought development and this influences the research 

on learning on one side and the teacher training on the other. 

Many studies deal with the issue of early science and physics learning [3–7], and, in parallel, 

many others investigate frameworks, contents and strategies for kindergarten teacher education 

[8–10]. In this symposium, stimulated by three contributions, we want to treat these two topics 

together. 

The first paper, “Is it possible to teach Nanoscience-Nanotechnology content to kindergarten 

students?” by Giorgos Peikos et al., emphasizes the development of reasoning skills through the 

acquisition of subject matter. The authors demonstrate that it is possible for kindergarten students 

to develop a linear causal reasoning after an appropriate introduction to the gecko effect, the lotus 

effect, and the restoration of marble sculptures. 

The second paper, “Interaction of physical and narrative experiencing of heat transfer 

phenomena by kindergarten children” by Angelika Pahl et al., deals with the experiences of 

children. It shows that the physical and the narrative experiences, and their interaction, have a role 

in making children focus the attention and the mind on the topic of the experimentation. The 

authors underline the importance for children to be offered many kinds of experiences for a 

prolonged period of time. 

Finally, the third paper, “(Successful) teaching physics in early childhood - why it is important”, 

by Grzegorz Karwasz and Katarzyna Wyborska focuses on kindergarten teachers. The educators 

have to be trained in a way so they appreciate physics, understand it, and above all, have the 

pedagogical ability to stimulate knowledge in children. 
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SYMPOSIUM – Physics Education in Kindergarten 

Is It Possible to Teach Nanoscience-Nanotechnology Content to 

Kindergarten Students? 
 

Giorgos PEIKOS, Anna SPYRTOU, Giorgos ANTONIADIS, Katerina KARATEGOU,  

Maria TZIOLI, Olga KREMMYDA, Spyridoula GKIREMEZI   

University of Western Macedonia, Florina, Greece 

 
Abstract. This paper focuses on the introduction of the Nanoscience-Nanotechnology (NST) 

content to kindergarten students. Four educational interventions were developed to explore 

kindergarten students’ ability to express linear causal reasoning based on NST-related agents, for 

the lotus effect, gecko effect, protection masks for the coronavirus, and preservation of cultural 

heritage. Data was collected through semi-structured interviews and kindergarten students’ 

drawings. Results showed that in some cases the kindergarten students were able to develop a linear 

causal reasoning including terms of nanoliteracy after an educational intervention.  

Introduction 

Early exposure to science education including NST-related content is important for all 

children as it fosters scientific literacy in modern citizens [1] [2]. Studies show that kindergarten 

students (KSs) as well as primary students provide explanations for natural phenomena including 

a linear causal reasoning based on perceptual-based agents [3] [4]. In context with the above 

consideration, the research question of this paper is: Can an educational intervention facilitate the 

development of KSs linear causal reasoning based on an NST-related agent? 

 

Methods  

 

This paper presents a synthesis of four studies that involved educational interventions to 

teach NST-related concepts to KSs (5-6 years old) using an inquiry-based approach (Table 1).  

 
Table 1. Summary of the educational interventions (ed. int.) and methods 

 

Study Content Participants Data collection 

1 Lotus effect n=4 Interviews after the ed. int. 

2 Gecko effect n=20 Interviews/drawings before & after the ed. int. 

3 
Coronavirus 

Protection Masks 
n=10 Interviews/drawings before & after the ed. int. 

4 
Nanolime particles for 

preserving cultural heritage 
n=13 Interviews/drawings after the ed. int. 

 

Our interventions aimed to help KSs develop a “scientific” explanation, based on a linear causal 

reasoning, in which an NST-related agent causes an outcome. For example, the structure (bumps) 

of the lotus leaf causes water to bead up and form spherical droplets (Figure 1, Study 1). The 

interventions involved hands-on experimental activities, model use and creation, incorporation of 

fairy tales, puppet shows, and playful activities. They varied in content and number of participants. 

The data was collected through semi-structured interviews and drawings. The data coding was 

conducted using content analysis method, which involved analyzing transcribed interviews and 

students' drawings. 
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Fig.1 The linear causal reasoning about NST-related content in each of the four educational interventions 

 

Findings-Conclusions 

 

At the upcoming conference, we will present qualitative data in which we identified four 

main Categories of explanations provided by KSs. Category 1 involves answers that were not 

comprised a specific agent, such as those who focused on the use of masks for protection against 

the coronavirus (e.g., study 3, before instruction), for example a KS mentioned “the use of the 

mask protects us”. Category 2 comprises a linear causal reasoning based on magical agents, 

such as “a prince of the fairy tale makes a droplet spherical on the lotus leaf” (e.g., study 1, 

after instruction). Category 3 includes a linear causal reasoning based on perceptual-based 

agents (e.g., study 2, before instruction) such as “the gecko lizard can walk on the ceiling 

because it has nails on its toes”. Category 4 consists a linear causal reasoning based on an NST-

related agent, such as “nanohexagons could travel into the sculpture’s wound and treat it” (e.g., 

study 4, after instruction). The most frequent category after the educational intervention was 

the Category 4. The findings of our research showed that it is possible for KSs to develop a linear 

causal reasoning based on NST-related agents after an appropriate instruction concerning the 

gecko effect, the lotus effect and the restoring marble sculptures, while for the protection masks 

against coronavirus the results are questionable. 
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Study 4. Nanolime particles (hexagon shape)
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gecko can walk upside down on smooth or rough surfaces 

protection of the virus
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SYMPOSIUM – Physics education in kindergarten 

Interaction of Physical and Narrative Experiencing of Heat 

Transfer Phenomena by Kindergarten Children 
 

Angelika PAHL, Hans U. FUCHS, Sara ZANELLA, and Federico CORNI 

Free University of Bozen-Bolzano, Faculty of Education, Via Ratisbona 16, 39042 Bressanone, Italy 

 
Abstract. We investigate the interaction of physical and narrative experience in the construction 

of concepts by young children in their early encounters with thermal phenomena. 24 children, aged 

between 3.8 and 6.0 years, were involved in both types of experience: first the physical one, 

consisting in heating of water by immersion of hot stones, then the narrative one, the listening of 

an illustrated story told by the teacher. We will present the outcomes of a qualitative investigation 

aimed at observing the conceptual development of the children by analysing their language in 

individual interviews performed in various phases of the intervention. 

Motivation of the study and research questions  

The present paper is part of an ongoing investigation of the interaction of physical and narrative 

experience in the construction of concepts by young children in their early encounters with thermal 

phenomena. In a previous paper [1] we have studied forms of verbal communication by 24 children 

of a kindergarten school in Bolzano, Italy, before any deliberate concrete didactic activity was 

undertaken and without bias toward particular scientific theories on the topic. In this way we 

ascertained the cognitive level and linguistic abilities of the children and their spontaneous ability 

to communicate about simple thermal phenomena. The results show that their understanding of 

thermal phenomena is significantly related to interest in science on one hand and language 

comprehension on the other, but not to task orientation and exploratory behaviour. In general, the 

children involved in the research did not use the word “heat” in their descriptions and explanations. 

Children’s conceptions of heat and temperature are the object of various studies, see for 

example [2–4], however these mostly refer to older target groups than those targeted in this article, 

and are biased to reveal common-sense misconceptions. Albert made some studies with 

kindergarten children on the development of the concepts related to heat [5]. He noted that children 

aged four to six refer in their answers to “hot objects” with expressions like the object ‘X is hot’ 

or ‘X makes me (feel) hot’. Children between the ages of four and five, in particular, gave examples 

like ‘The sun is hot’, ‘[The] fire is hot.’. Thus, children have an idea of hot objects, but they cannot 

yet distinguish between the object and the property of hotness which means that for young children 

hot objects are a unit. The idea of thermal processes taking place over a period of time is expressed 

only by seven- to eight-year-old children who start using the term heat occasionally. All this is 

reasonable, because our first (physical) experience of any phenomenon is via our senses which 

warn us about a high or low degree of intensity: high-low temperature, high-low brightness, high-

low speed, etc. Heat, light, or momentum, on the other hand, are abstract concepts that arise in our 

mind later, resulting from an imaginative process which in most cases must be triggered through 

other kinds of experience. Therefore, it is important to understand how the notion of heat as 

‘something’ contained in objects and flowing from object to object can possibly arise—in what 

sense it can possibly be experienced. This issue guides this study: we expose kindergarten children 

to a thermal process unfolding over time by offering them both physical and narrative [6] forms of 

experience, and investigate the effect of this intervention. The research questions are: 

• what is the result of the interaction of physical and narrative experience of heat transfer 

phenomena by kindergarten children? 
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• to what extent do the children develop their understanding about thermal phenomena? 

Experimentation and method 

The 24 kindergarten children of the previous preliminary study have been involved in (a) an 

experimentation that provided physical experience in a park by a stream in which they felt sun-

warmed stones and cool water with their hands before and after the stones have been immersed 

into the water in a thermally insulated container; and (b) narrative experience of a story about heat 

involving adventures of some children during a particularly hot summer. The whole intervention 

took place in three days.  

The results of the experimentation are obtained, following a qualitative methodology, by 

analysing the language of the children in three interviews, conducted in three different phases, in 

which each individual child was asked to answer the same following 6 questions: 1. What do you 

think happens if a stone is left in the sun for a while? 2. What do you think happens if we pour 

cold water over hot stones? 3. How will the water feel if you put your finger in it? 4. Why? 5. How 

will the stones feel if you touch them with your finger after you remove the water? 6. Why? 

The interviews were done (i) before any activity, asking the child for his/her prediction, (ii) the 

day after, in the afternoon, after the physical experience undergone in the park in the morning and 

after creating drawings of the stones in the water in early afternoon, and again (iii) on the third 

day, after the experience of hearing the story and discussing it while seeing its illustrations. 

Synthesis of the results 

Preliminary results show that in the initial interview, most children do not respond, or they give 

unspecific answers. In the successive interviews they were more able to focus their attention on 

the object of our research and to describe it more explicitly. This indicates that the physical and 

the narrative experiences, and their interaction, played a role. However, this intervention lasted 

only for very short in time; more experiences should have been allowed to take place for improving 

the children´s attention to and understanding of the thermal phenomena involved. A finer analysis 

is in progress in order to evidence how the children’s thinking and understanding developed and 

how it would allow them to respond in detail the research questions. 
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Abstract. Physics, in common opinion “is not a favourite subject in school”. We discuss that one 

of the reasons for this is the quite formal way of teaching physics, especially in the secondary 

school (Italy and Poland are examples of such traditional teaching). A way to overcome this 

difficulty would be to treat physics as it was done in early centuries (i.e. in ancient Greek times): 

the science about the “nature forces”, states of matter, movement and time. In practice, we have 

found out in numerous (>100) lessons for children, aged 3-8, that this approach does not exceed 

the mental capabilities of children. At this point, it is essential that these elements proved to be 

successful into teaching of future teachers of pre-schools (“kindergartens”). We will discuss at the 

workshop (and show experiments) how it can be done.  

Physics for “nani”  

We use the Italian name of “nani’ (gnomes) because it is related to “nano”, meaning smaller 

then micro. By this we mean that the first concepts of physics are not those that are taught in 

school, but those that children ("nani") learn right after birth: sound, vision, movement.  The 

understanding that children need to learn are the very basic principles of physics: 1) that the image 

formed in our eyes is upside down, and that the two pictures from two separate eyes must converge 

to get a 3D vision; 2) that the face of the mother is convex and not concave (they do it by touching); 

they must also learn that the ear is an integrate part of the father’s head while the glasses – no; 3) 

that objects thrown away from the bed fall down to the ground and will never come back without 

the help of the nurse. All this we call “principles of physics incorporated into the most primitive 

(i.e. old) part of our brain. Therefore, on our didactical pages [1] (about 2,000) entries every day, 

we dedicate a special part showing small (pre-school) children playing with interactive 

experiments in physics.  

Obviously, all mothers know the behaviour of children: we will show experiments to convince 

them that children are right: 1) a single convex lens gives an inverted image, 2) the 3D sculpture 

of human face inside a glass cube seems convex, even if we look on it from the concave side; 3) 

balls rarely (but sometimes – yes!) jump back to the kid’s bed. 

The didactical reason is not to joke: the conviction of the cognitive processes, that largely 

involve physical phenomena would help parents, children, and then primary and secondary school 

teachers. 

 

Physics is Fun     

 

 With this statement we intend that an appropriate environment for teaching sciences in general, 

not just physics may essentially change the perception of learning. But it's not just "fun" or play - 

it is necessary to ensure a balance between three cognitive functions [2]: 1) didactics, 2) 

amusement (ludic) and 3) scientific. Say, that after the lesson everyone (“no-student-left behind”) 

must get essential notions, must enjoy the lesson/ lecture/ exhibition, and the most reflective of 

them must be intrigued to further explore the phenomena. What we are saying means, that behind 

a “funny” or easy experiment must be always the pedagogical idea of  what kind of knowledge 
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and capacities the teacher wants to achieve. The kindergarten level is not excluded from this 

requirement.  

Numerous examples of applications in different teaching environments were given in our recent 

paper [3]. At the symposium we will discuss separately teaching at the very basic level (i.e. for the 

age 3-6 years) optics, mechanics, electricity phenomena, with practical advices on what and how 

to show. 

 

Physics in kindergarten  

 

Resuming, at the age of 3-5 years the principles of mechanics (objects move, because they 

“posses” energy), the four states of matter, the concept of heat (and the flow of cold, we refer it to 

narrative methods of teaching [4]), light – can be taught. But the condition for this is that the 

kindergarten teachers love physics, understand it, and above all, have the pedagogical ability to 

transmit all this to children. 
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Abstract. Active learning experiences can be significantly enhanced by the use of appropriate 

methods and technological tools. Interactive videos, collaborative learning platforms, interactive 

simulations, real-time data collection and analysis tools, modeling environments, adaptive 

learning technologies, and learning management systems are all examples of tools that can 

promote engagement, collaboration, and personalized learning. By incorporating these tools into 

their teaching, educators can create more engaging and effective learning experiences for their 

students. In this symposium, the use of some of the aforementioned tools in an active-learning 

environment and the necessary planning of pedagogical activities based on them will be 

discussed.  

Introduction to the Symposium   

  

Active learning is a student-centered educational approach that encourages students to take 

an active role in their learning process. The pedagogical methods related to this approach are 

credited with improving student conceptual understanding in many fields, including physics 

[e.g., 1-2]. Instead of passively absorbing information from the teacher, students are encouraged 

to engage with course material, ask questions, and apply what they learn to real-world scenarios. 

Consequentially, critical thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration are promoted and 

students can assume responsibility for their own education.   

In recent years, technological tools have been used to enhance active learning methods and 

experiences, providing new ways to promote engagement and facilitate the construction of 

knowledge and skills. These tools can help students engage with course material, collaborate 

with their peers, and personalize their learning experiences. By incorporating these tools into 

their teaching, educators can create a more engaging and interactive learning environment that 

can lead to better scholastic/academic outcomes.  

Among the many technological tools available for educational purposes, interactive videos, 

collaborative learning platforms, interactive simulations, real-time data collection and analysis 

tools, modeling environments, adaptive learning technologies, and learning management 

systems have been used to foster active learning in students. In this symposium the use in an 

active-learning environment of some of the abovementioned tools will be discussed. 

Particularly, we will concentrate on the use in inquiry/investigative-based learning 

environments at both school and university levels of:  

1. interactive simulations, where students can modify relevant parameters of the simulation 

and observe the results in real-time;   

2. real-time data collection and analysis tools implemented with computers, Arduino-type 

systems and smartphones;  

3. laboratory tools aimed at promoting experimental skills and developing expert-like 

attitudes toward experiments.  

The four contributions to this symposium will not only describe the use of these tools, but 

will also discuss the necessity to meticulously plan the structure of pedagogical activities and 

school/university courses based on them. Only then will students be able to not only perform 

hands-on activities, but also reflect on what they are doing and develop reasoning skills centered 

on the explanation of observed situations and conducted experiments.  
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Abstract. The introductory laboratory course at the University of Potsdam has been redesigned 

with the goal to engage students actively in experimentation and foster acquisition of 

experimental skills. In the transformation process, we defined learning goals, then developed 

activities to reach a specific set of these goals, and assessed the achievement of those goals based 

on students’ learning. The results of the assessment were used to revise the course activities and 

goals iteratively. I will present examples of newly designed, seminar-like and laboratory 

activities, describe the course scaffolding used to support students, and discuss the assessment of 

the course transformation.  

Introduction   

Teaching approaches that engage students in actively and collaboratively constructing their 

knowledge have been found to be more efficient than approaches in which students are just 

passively receiving information. A guide to the literature in this field can be found in [1]. 

Physics laboratory courses (PLCs) could be considered to be intrinsically “active learning” 

environments, but recent research studies have questioned the effectiveness of traditional 

prescriptive PLCs to improve physics content knowledge [2], experimental skills [3, 4] and 

students’ views and attitudes towards experimental physics [5]. New “active learning” teaching 

approaches in PLCs have been proposed [3, 6, 7]. Based on these findings, we have redesigned 

our PLC for physics major students at the University of Potsdam (UP) from a traditional 

“teacher-focused” and “concept-based” type into a “students-centered” and “skill-based” type 

of course in which students engage actively and collaboratively in learning activities. I will 

present the process and assessment of our course redesign.  

The “active learning” PLC at the University of Potsdam  

Before our transformation, the main goals of the PLC were to reinforce physics concepts and 

passively teach several types of measurement methods and data analysis techniques. The 

teachers pre-installed and pre-optimized laboratory experiments, and students followed detailed 

instructions on data-taking and analysis. As reported in the literature, we found that students’ 

engagement was low, and the acquisition of experimental skills was missing in this setting. 

Following the model proposed by Zwickl et al. [8] for transforming a PLC, we defined two 

course learning goals. First, students should acquire experimental skills like modeling, design, 

and communication. Second, students should understand the nature of experimental physics and 

develop expert-like attitudes toward experiments.   

To reach those goals, we carefully redesigned the course structure with frames to let students’ 

abilities grow systematically. We created new teaching materials and activities and offered 

students targeted support from instructors. We make use of authentic forms of laboratory 

notebooks [9], the modeling framework for experimental physics [6], and rubrics [3]. We 

encourage students to make decisions while designing experimental setups and procedures, 
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while doing the data analysis, and to reflect on those decisions. To make students feel confident 

in taking decisions and efficiently practice a particular skill, we designed special “active 

learning seminars”.  

We have established this for the fundamentals of data analysis and scientific documentation. 

We furthermore initiated laboratory activities to foster specific experimental skills. For 

example, to foster the modeling of a physical system, students receive a closed box containing 

an unknown electrical element (either resistor, capacitance or inductance) and typical laboratory 

equipment for electrical measurements with the task to find out which element is inside the box. 

To foster the modeling of measurement systems, students characterize the limits and non-ideal 

characteristics of different measurements instruments and sensors for Arduino microcontroller.  

To assess students’ learning during our course transformation, we used the Colorado Learning 

Attitudes about Science Survey for Experimental Physics (E-CLASS) [10]. We recently 

translated it into German and created an automated centralized system that allows instructors 

of German speaking countries to assess their courses [11]. We found a positive, statistically 

significant shift of students’ attitudes and views towards “expert-like” thinking. The largest 

positive shifts are observed for items regarding students’ confidence in taking decisions and 

overcoming difficulties independently. However, our findings show that the aspects that we did 

not specifically address in the laboratory course can degenerate to “novel-like” views.  
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Abstract. In the contribution, we discuss two taxonomies of active learning and illustrate them 

on some teaching-learning sequences related to using a force sensor. We illustrate active learning 

in demonstrations and teaching-leaning activities in which pupils have a force sensor in their 

hands and minds. The activities we try to arrange in a sequence, where we discuss some results 

of the learning sciences, including neuroscience, and model a design of part of the physics 

curriculum for the age of 12-15. In the examples, digital technologies are utilised, especially data 

gathering and presentation of the data in the form of a value and a graph.   

Introduction  

Last decades, if we discuss learning, one of the first few associations is active learning or 

deep learning. For both, the relevance of the content and types of activities is crucial. In 

active learning, pupils are engaged in the lessons (synchronous parts of the courses) as well 

as in the homework (asynchronous part of the courses). For learning to be active, we can 

find at least two taxonomies. In a strict taxonomy, activity is referred to as doing something 

physically [1] (e.g., manipulating with real apparatus, changing a power source voltage, 

manipulating with a slider in a computer model). In a wider use of this word, the pupil can 

be active also in watching a static chessboard (selecting from possible movements with a 

chess piece, or watching a video sequence of a physics experiment. Being active in learning, 

in this contribution, means doing something physically, e.g., look, gaze, or fixate, underline 

or highlight, gesture or point, paraphrase, manipulate objects, select, repeat, activate existing 

knowledge, assimilate, encode, or store new information, search existing knowledge [1]. 

Generally, we can use the term active learning to represent learning in learner-centred 

activities compared to passive participation in content delivery in teacher-centred education. 

Interesting findings were recently published by Buchan et al. [2]. They unexpectedly found, 

on the topic of evolution, that the teacher-focused scheme was the most successful in part 

owing to a replicable interaction effect but also because it enabled engagement. These results 

highlight the importance of testing lessons in a sequence and indicate that there are many 

routes to effective engagement with no “one-size fits all” solution in education [2].   

In this contribution, we present a series of teaching-learning sequences, activities, where 

a force sensor in a hand of a pupil (one pupil of a team of pupils) can have a crucial role in 

fulfilling the goals of physics education. Although it is obvious that the concept of force is 

one of the essential concepts of physics, we can document this truth through the work of W. 

Harlen [3]. W. Harlen with her team identified 10 Big Ideas of science, ideas which they 

recommend to be reached at the end of compulsory schooling. The third of the big ideas is 

directly related to the concept of force, “Changing the movement of an object requires a net 

force to be acting on it”. Some relevance has the concept of force also in the second big idea, 

“Objects can affect other objects at a distance”, and the fourth big idea, “The total amount 

of energy in the Universe is always the same, but energy can be transformed when things 

change or are made to happen.”   
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To present an active approach to the development of the concept of force and other 

concepts related to the concept of force, we try to apply well-known ideas that pupils learn 

better when they are scaffolded and when they work with data gathered by themselves (as 

teams of pupils), and within interleaved education [4]. So, we present a model of curriculum 

design, parts related to the use of force sensors, at the age of 12-15.  

Force sensor at the ages of 12-13, 13-14, 14-15  

The principles and other ideas of active learning from the view of neurosciences illustrate 

on the use of force sensors, in various ways, at different stages of physics education. We start 

at the age of 12, and build on the experience pupils usually have from lower grades and/or 

from common life, e.g., in a kitchen where they use kitchen scales. We do not cite any 

national curriculum; rather, we address theoretical possibilities and model a new curriculum 

design. In some parts of the curriculum, we mention the application of the design process to 

the design of the physics curriculum in Slovakia.   

Some implication for teacher training to foster active learning with a force sensor 

with casuistic  

This contribution also discusses some aspects of in-service teacher training to foster active 

learning with a force sensor. As the most difficult, we see activities where pupils should 

actively propose an experiment (or at least measurement). Teachers in Slovakia were not 

trained to foster experiments planned by pupils, and most of them say that it is difficult to 

engage all pupils working on different activities. In one example, pupils decided to measure 

the maximal force a thread can stand. In another example, pupils decided to measure the 

time variation of force exerted on a floor when a pupil does a squat. In the third example, a 

group of pupils examine the force necessary to keep a cart at rest on a slope.    
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Abstract. A case study of active learning based on the Investigative Science Learning 

Environment (ISLE) is presented. In this pilot lab format the iOLab digital devices have been 

adopted as a multipurpose, easy to use equipment to acquire and analyse data taken in various 

simple, yet significant experiments. The effectiveness of this approach is discussed and put in 

comparison with more traditional teaching-learning strategies.   

Introduction to Active Learning in the laboratory   

The introduction of active learning strategies is important in both physics lectures classrooms 

and in laboratory courses. Despite lab activities could be seen as interactive as students engage 

with various equipment and each other in group work, recent research indicates that traditional 

confirmation-style labs, at first year undergraduate level, characterized by step-by-step 

instructions and pre-determined outcomes, are ineffective in terms of both content learning and 

development of lab skills, as well as in fostering positive student attitudes towards laboratory 

work [1,2]. Possible intervention strategies thus involve reducing the detailed instruction to be 

given to students to leave room for their decision-making and limiting the confirmatory aspects 

of lab activities. A review of various approaches employed by physics lab instructors in lab 

courses can be found in [3].  

In the field of Physics Education Research (PER), various lab course curricula have been 

developed, such as the RealTime Physics (RTP), SCALE -UP (Student-Centred Active Learning 

for Undergraduate Programs) and ISLE (Investigative Science Learning Environment), each 

possessing its own unique features.  

Among the above formats, we rely in this work particularly on ISLE developed by Etkina 

and collaborators ([4] and references within). ISLE is a comprehensive approach that engages 

students in a cycle of learning that mimics the way professional physicists proceed. In ISLE 

based courses, students work in groups to formulate explanations for phenomena proposed and 

carefully chosen by teachers, then create experiments to verify their explanations.  

Additionally, the advent of new hand-on technologies such as apps to manage smartphone 

sensors, Arduino microprocessors, devices with sensors and a graphical user interface such as 

iOLab developed by the PER group at University of Illinois [5] can provide educational support 

in teaching fundamentals of data analysis and active learning. Students can work at home with 

their device, which remains the same during all activities, thus also reducing cognitive load for 

each student. An example of implementation of active learning strategies with Arduino and 

smartphone at first year university level can be found in [6].  

 In this communication we describe labs modelled after the ISLE approach, through the use 

of devices with sensors, for high school and undergraduate students as well as for high school 

physics teachers with the aim of introducing them to a modern and stimulating strategy.  
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Lab learning sequences: structure and pedagogy  

The ISLE- style laboratory activities take place over 4-6 hours, in sessions over 2 or 3 weeks 

and involve the use of devices such as iOLab or smartphones. Students initially answer a 

questionnaire intended to characterize their approach to the laboratory. In the first lesson of 

each sequence, the device is introduced and students are asked to take simple measurements to 

become familiar with it.  

The experiments were proposed as observational, testing or application experiments in 11th 

or 12th grades classrooms. Students worked in small groups with worksheets in which they 

reported their observations and conclusions about the phenomena to be analysed. In one of the 

sequences, devoted to sound and acoustics, students used also a Jupyter Notebook in Python as 

an interactive tool to learn the FFT amplitude spectrum and its use as an additional graphical 

representation [7]. At the end of every sequence, they were given a questionnaire on their 

perception of the activities and some specific questions to assess the effectiveness of learning. 

Other sequences to be proposed in 13th grade, consider the magnetic field and some elements 

of modern physics with LEDs.  
                                                Table 1: The sequences of labs  

Sequences  Lab activities  

Mechanics: applications 

of Newton’s laws   
Dynamic friction; Atwood machine; circular motion; 

harmonic motion  

Mechanical waves and 

sound  
Frequency of a sound; FFT amplitude spectrum of the sound 

recorded with a microphone; frequencies in a DTMF signal; 

acoustical standing waves in a tube  

Electric field and DC 

circuits  
Relationship between electric potential and electric field; 

studying a circuit with a light bulb or an LED; Ohm’s law  

Conclusions  

In this communication we describe some pilot lab format sequences carried out with high 

school classrooms in a ISLE framework and based on digital devices as iOLab and smartphone. 

Although the interventions were of short duration, it was observed in almost all classes that 

students succeeded in using the device fruitfully. On the other hand, as an indication, it emerged 

that in general students are not used to an inquiry-based approach to laboratory activities, and 

neither to comparing and testing the models studied on paper as exercises and problems with 

experimental activities.  In this workshop we will show the results of a more quantitative 

analysis, including the interventions in 2022-2023, that can be useful as a basis for designing 

reformed courses of broader duration over several years.  
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Abstract. In this contribution we discuss an educational approach based on modelling and 

simulation activities of surface phenomena in liquids. The approach aims to promote student use 

of lines of reasoning useful to explain proposed or observed surface phenomena. We outline a 

model of liquid based on a mesoscopic approach and examples of computer simulations students 

can use during the activities. Preliminary results of the analysis of student answers to a 

questionnaire before and after instruction and of other qualitative data show that these activities 

can help the students to think in terms of “mechanisms of functioning”.    

Introduction   

In recent decades, model-based methods of physics instruction and learning have gained 

popularity in the academic literature. (e.g., [1]). According to studies, the inclusion of modelling 

activities in physics classes can foster a positive attitude toward learning physics, enhance 

students' comprehension of the subject [2], and improve students’ epistemological beliefs [3] 

about models and their use in learning science [4]. Moreover, a teaching strategy that emphasizes 

modelling can improve students' reasoning by assisting them in recognizing similarities among 

a variety of phenomena that, upon initial inspection, may appear dissimilar [5].  

As reported by Rutten et al. [6], an effective way to introduce students to modelling is to 

engage them in collaboratively use interactive simulations that allow them to actively modify 

some parameters of the models and discuss the consequent effects in real time.   

In this contribution, we focus on the advantages offered by modelling and interactive 

computer simulation activities in promoting student use of lines of reasoning [1] useful to explain 

proposed or observed surface phenomena. The choice of the surface phenomena as a topic was 

driven by the consideration that the foundations and applications of this topic are relevant to 

many scientific and technical fields, like physics, engineering, medicine, and environmental 

sciences. Moreover, surface phenomena are often perceived by students, and even teachers, as 

obscure and not so relevant for educative purposes, also at university level [8].  

After a discussion on the physical aspects of a mesoscopic model of liquids [9], we present 

relevant examples of computer-based simulations we implemented by using the model and 

SmoothedParticle Hydrodynamics (SPH) computational method [10], and we discuss the aspects 

of a structured educational path on modelling and simulation of surface phenomena.   

 

Modelling and simulation activities  

The modelling and simulation activities are based on a mesoscopic model of liquids. Students 

are initially introduced to the model without discussing mathematical details of the SPH method. 

Students are only required to understand the types of interactions between particles by discussing 

the pressure force and the molecular like force. Particularly, they focused on the different role 

played by forces over small and large distances and on different interaction between two “liquid” 

particles and “solid” and “liquid” particles. By using numeric simulations based on the SPH 

method, students are able to control relevant model parameters and compare the results of the 
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simulations with the experimental results. Students are encouraged to use the computer tools to 

manipulate the main quantities of models and to visualize the simulation results. They actively 

discussed and compared the results collected by the various groups.  

By using the simulations, students are able to study different surface phenomena, manly 

qualitatively and, in some cases, also quantitatively. The primary objective is to enable students 

to comprehend, at least qualitatively, that the sources of these phenomena are particle 

interactions, by visualizing (also by making movies by means of the simulation software) the 

main forces acting on each particle. Students can modify the interaction intensity between couple 

of particles and observe the effects of these changes both on the mechanical equilibrium reached 

by the studied system and on the temporal evolution. For instance, students can study the rise of 

a liquid in a capillary tube. They can modify the values of interaction intensity and gravitational 

acceleration and observe how these changes affected the liquid level reached along the capillary 

tube and meniscus curvature radii which are formed inside the capillary tube and outside in the 

vessel. In this case, students can also estimate the capillary length for this system.   

 

Discussion and Conclusions  

Our preliminary results show that allowing students (and teachers) to control relevant physical 

parameters in a simulation, can enhance the understanding of the ways in which knowledge is 

constructed and improving students’ reasoning. Particularly, it can improve the understanding of 

the mechanism of functioning at the basis of phenomena that are observed or studied.  Further 

studies are necessary to better correlate the typical quantities of the model with the macroscopic 

ones in the specific case of surface phenomena, so to allow students to also explain complex 

situations, related to real-life situations and so particularly relevant for them.  
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Abstract. Although nowadays sciences are viewed by most people to be extremely important for 

society, their human, profound aspect – the one that allows touching, in a way similar to Art, the 

strings of the human soul – is still missing. Sciences are, in fact, deemed mainly for their utilitarian 

aspects. If we want science, and more specifically physics, to be truly considered cultural heritage 

of humanity in its most general sense, we must bring a deep, cultural vision of physics to all school 

levels, starting with university, highlighting connections and promoting synergies with other areas 

of human knowledge. 

Introduction 

In the 21st century, the relationship between Physics, the Arts and the Humanities – Painting, 

Sculpture, Poetry, Theatre… – has become ever more intense and fruitful, so much so that 

stimulating connections continue to be found – previously not even suspected – between the ways 

of discover reality that are common to research in the Arts and to basic research in physics [1]. 

However, in major Theatres, it is still difficult to see science plays put on the bill; and, in general, 

not even important paintings inspired by Physics are exhibited in the main museums of the world, 

and no poet received the Nobel Prize for literature with poems concerning Physics.  

Needless to blame Art gallery directors or Theatre operators; in fact, few think that science is 

able to touch people’s hearts as well as the mind, as Art is expected to do instead. Mona Lisa, not 

Le Coniche, is a painting by Leonardo, and Broken Symmetries is not the title of a best seller on 

the relationship between men and women. Who among the habitué would go to the Theatre on a 

winter’s night for a rerun of The Hilbert space? In fact, such a title would make us smile.  

The situation is symmetrical on the scientific side; indeed, there is still little Theatre, Painting 

or Poetry in university physics courses; or perhaps, there is none at all. This fact is so ingrained in 

our minds that it is difficult even to think that things could be different and that a true 

interdisciplinary construction of knowledge could even be useful and productive.  

To change this situation, it is essential to improve the cultural perception of Physics at all school 

levels – starting from that proposed in university courses – and to make explicit the links, often 

profound, of Physics with other disciplines, including those of a humanistic and artistic nature to 

generate that network of knowledge, which we call culture. To foster the production of meanings, 

necessary for this to happen, different interpretative tools are necessary; they can, in fact, help the 

construction/explication of these links in the active perspective of creating disciplinary knowledge. 

At the turn of this century, a cultural superiority of the Humanities over scientific disciplines 

was perceived [2] and brought to a decline of vocations to scientific faculties [3]. Now the situation 

has changed, but it is the technological aspects of science that is often put in the foreground [4]. 

The problem 

Present situation comes probably from an erroneous conception of science (particularly of 

Physics), and also from a too restricted idea of Art within our culture. When topics are meaningful 

to people (because they are perceived as useful, beautiful, or fascinating), interest, attention and 

the desire to understand are great. Indeed, it is completely natural to aspire to a happier life. It is 

precisely in this sense that, perhaps, the most significant aspect of culture manifests itself. On the 

contrary, culture is often spoken of as a citizen’s duty, or as a social elevator, but the most 
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important and characterizing element of culture is, in general, let apart: culture, in fact, is culture 

when it speaks to us in depth, modifying our vision of the world and of life, and giving the 

possibility to experience the pleasure of research and of understanding. Culture is the pleasure of 

a never-ending research. Therefore, if we truly believe that Physics should be perceived as a culture 

not only for a small group of insiders, we must ask ourselves if the image and vision of the world 

that emerges from modern physical science are useful for enriching our lives; and, therefore, 

whether or not science, and Physics in particular, can really play a role that helps us live better.  

In this symposium we will address precisely these issues by showing as examples also 

disciplinary methods and tools that can facilitate the cultural learning of Physics [5]. 

Contributions to the Symposium 

We begin with the presentation of the instrument of Augmented Reality; in fact, it is one of the 

main new technological tools that Science and Physics Education Researchers have been focusing 

on in the past decade. By exploring new interactions between computer simulations and the real 

world, what will be referred to as “augmented simulations”, a new way of a cultural understanding 

of what reality is may be obtained through the simultaneous presentation of physical conceptual 

interpretation and sensory perceptions.  

We continue by discussing how modern digital tools, can be used physics teaching in order to 

involve students in the design and construction of experimental apparatus to set up engaging 

activities connecting physics to students’ own experiences, leveraging more on the cultural aspects 

of the laboratory experience, rather than to achieving accurate and precise values from the 

measurements. In particular, exploiting “beauty”. The proposed approach fosters the integration 

of Physics with other disciplines, even non-scientific, and allows teachers to engage low achievers 

in science learning, and can be exploited to experiment with alternative assessment methods. 

A new approach to Physics is based on the simultaneous presentation of poems, and literary 

and philosophical passages discussed with various examples (second level Master courses for 

teacher training, physics orientation courses for high school students and theatrical performances) 

but refers, above all, to a new research work which aims to explore the importance of educational 

research for the History of Physics (while the inverse relationship is usually underlined) by 

bringing together educational acquisitions and historical rigor based on hundreds of primary 

sources, and concerning quantum physics education. 

Some fascinating connections between physics, philosophy and worldviews are then explored 

starting from the Methaphysics by Aristotle; while their importance for physics education is clearly 

highlighted: real objects used in didactics are not the aim per se but must fit a process of 

constructing notions, done (almost) independently by the students, under a subtle guide of the 

teacher in interactive lessons that contain not only experiments but also the history and much more. 
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Abstract. Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the main new technological tools that Science and 

Physics Education Researchers have been focusing on in the past decade. There are different AR 

setups, including smartphones or tablets, 3D cameras and projectors, AR Glasses and Headsets; all 

have two factors in common: their prices keep getting lower, and coding on these devices keep 

getting easier because of new software becoming available to coders. Our research group has been 

working on projects both for the use of AR in the laboratory and for communication events: we are 

going to present our research in this work. 

Introduction 

Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the main new technological tools that Science and Physics 

Education Researchers have been focusing on in the past decade. There are different AR setups, 

including smartphones or tablets, 3D cameras and projectors, AR Glasses and Headsets; all have 

two factors in common: their prices got lower during the years, and the coding on these devices 

got easier because new software has become available to coders. Our research group has been 

working on different projects both for the use of AR in the laboratory and for communication 

events, and we are going to present it in this work. 

The Augmented Laboratory 

During the years, we have mainly been developing two different hardware/software setups. The 

first one is based on a 3D camera and a projector and is called “The Augmented Laboratory” [1]. 

It is based on the capability of obtaining 3D reconstructions of the physical world through the 

camera, which can be visualised both live as the data is acquired and later on as interactive 

playbacks. The setup allows to obtain 3D tracking of multiple objects [2] and to project data of 

interest directly on and around the objects used in a real experiment of physics – what we call an 

“augmented experiment”. In Fig. 1, on the left, it is possible to see some frames of a live video 

using the setup during an augmented experiment. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Left: the live tracking of the position of two colliding spheres is shown; the results of the tracking can be 

recorded and seen again, also adding additional information such as vectors and graphs. Right: An “augmented 

simulation” of an AR Ripple Tank. 
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A new door opened by this setup is also that of exploring new interactions between computer 

simulations and the real world, what we refer to as "augmented simulations". An example of an 

augmented simulation is that of projecting simulated objects on the real world whose movement 

is influenced by the physical world itself. For example, it is possible to directly see the 

behaviour of a virtual sphere moving on real surfaces, that can be moved and changed in real 

time. This way, we can compare the results of measurements (e.g. the motion of a real sphere 

on a real surface) and simulations (e.g. the motion of a virtual sphere on a real surface). 

A second example of augmented simulation is that of the ripple tank (Fig. 1, right). It is 

possible to perform any experiment regarding wave propagation by using physical objects. The 

objects represent wave sources, obstacles, lenses, and areas of different wave propagation 

speed, and the software can recognise and distinguish them. This way, the discussion of topics 

such as reflection, refraction, diffraction, Doppler effect and the sonic boom can be presented 

in a very intuitive and straightforward way. 

The setup has been tested many times, both in formal (university and high-school courses) and 

informal contexts (in different exhibitions open to the general public). 

AR through VR and AR headsets 

The second main setup on which we have been working has been based on Virtual Reality (VR) 

and AR Headsets [3]. The idea behind their use is like the previous setup: being able to get 

quantitative measurements using the setup and visualizing the results of these measurements 

directly in the physical world (e.g. tracking the controllers and visualizing their 3D motion in real 

time using the headset, see Fig. 2, left) and being able to mix computer simulations and real 

experiments. 

Again, we’ve been testing this setup both in formal and informal contexts. 

In particular, we’ve been using it in a peculiar kind of theatre performance, which has been 

called “augmented lecture” (see Fig. 2, right). An augmented lecture is a performance in which a 

scientific subject is presented through the interaction between a scientist and an artist. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Left: realtime 6 degrees of freedom tracking of a controller, as seen through the AR headset and on the 

computer monitor. Right: some images of the augmented lecture “HyperVision”. 
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Abstract. Abstract. In this presentation, we suggest incorporating experimental activities, carried 

out with modern digital tools, into the teaching of physics, in order to involve students in the 

design and construction of experimental apparatus with which they collect data to be analysed. 

Our approach is made original by including aspects such as beauty, traditionally reserved for the 

humanities, and by drawing frequent parallels with the fine arts and literature.  

 

Introduction 

The interest in science among young students is declining since time, as reported in a 

publication of the EU dating back to 2012 [1]. The executive summary of the document highlights 

the facts that integrated science teaching occurs mostly at lower level of education, splitting it into 

separate subjects with age, that there are no specific support measures for low achievers in science, 

and that traditional assessment methods still prevail.  

In this presentation we suggest a possible way to improve the situation, based on the current 

availability of easy-to-use, affordable digital tools, that can be used to set up engaging activities 

connecting physics to students’ own experiences, leveraging more on the cultural aspects of the 

laboratory experience, rather than to achieving accurate and precise values from the measurements. 

In particular, exploiting “beauty”. 

Our approach foster the integration of physics with other disciplines, even non-scientific, and  

allows teachers to engage low achievers in science learning, and can be exploited to experiment 

with alternative assessment methods. 

Theoretical framework 

Technology pervades every aspect of our daily lives, yet teaching often favours the use of 

traditional instruments and methods in the mistaken belief that they are easier to understand. In 

this way, physics seems to celebrate the past rather than strive for the future. Even with modern 

equipment, which is specifically designed to eliminate systematic effects as much as possible, 

students' perception of science is that of a disjointed, decontextualized and collection of facts, 

unrelated to their own experience [2]. 

Students cannot see the relevance of what they learn for their lives and interests, also because 

physics is often taught in terms of mathematical models that are necessarily crude approximations 

of the real world, thus avulsed from everyday experience. Often, there is no clear difference 

between physics and mathematics, and, indeed, physics is perceived as a kind of “dirty” 

mathematics. 

Methods 

Phyphox [3] is an App that turns a phone into a real instrument for the measurement of 

acceleration, angular velocity, sound and light intensity, magnetic fields and pressure. With 
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phyphox and readily available materials, it is possible to design a number of experiments in which 

a lot of precise data can be collected in a short time. The same aim can be achieved using Arduino 

boards [4]. In this presentation, for the sake of brevity, we concentrate on smartphones, considering 

Arduino boards as effective substitutes in experiments in which the use of smartphones is 

impossible or inappropriate (though there are specific reasons to adopt them). 

In this proposal we leverage on the fact that smartphones (Arduino) allow us to collect huge 

amount of data, not so interesting as they are, but that can be distilled to obtain the relevant 

information in the form of tables, plots and/or equations. 

In this process, beauty, often considered a topic meaningful only for fine arts, plays a role. 

Extracting meaning from a formless mass of data in order to make plots is, after all, no different 

from extracting a sculpture from a block of marble; revealing the emotions one feels in front of a 

sunset through the making of a painting is a process quite similar to that which leads the scientist 

to write an equation that represents, concisely and precisely, experimental observations. 

Beauty, in physics, is not pursued only as an end in itself, but is functional to bring out more 

clearly the meaning of equations. We do compare the reconstruction of physics laws to poetry and 

literature. Moreover, beauty is a fundamental component of experiments’ design: beautiful 

experiments are often more reliable. 

Many of the proposed activities can be linked to the territory, strengthening the sense of 

community. Moreover, they easily engage low achievers, who can exploit and showcase their 

talents even to teachers who traditionally would have no way to appreciate them. 

Conclusion 

The activities suggested in this presentation are just starting in Italy, as school-university 

collaborative projects, and are the basis of an experimental laboratory course, in which we do not 

just teach the technicalities of statistical data analysis, but deeply address the cultural aspects of 

doing experiments. 

It is still to early to draw conclusions on the effectiveness of this approach. Studies are under 

way, but our impression is that, while low achievers gain interest in learning science at schools, 

even the best university students benefit: the answers they provide to the questions on the exam 

are more complete and deeper than the classical ones. 
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Abstract. Physics and culture are little perceived as related; conversely, they are strongly interlaced 

and tangled. In a society increasingly based on quantum technologies, showing how much physics 

(in itself) has a profound cultural value and not just an application utility is one of the most urgent 

challenges in Physics Education Research (PER). In this paper we will present the work of 

historical and pedagogical reconstruction of the birth and development of Quantum Mechanics 

done by the PER group of the University of Milan, aimed at providing an epistemological and 

educational framework, fundamental for a meaningful cultural understanding of this theory. 

What do we gain from physics? 

What do we gain from studying and teaching physics? The ancient Greek scientist Euclid 

(fl. 300 BC) would have smiled at this question (which he thought rather silly), simply dismissing 

us with a coin. However, 2300 years later, this query is instead extremely topical and important, 

especially in the case of scientific disciplines, such as physics.  

Why, then, studying and teaching physics is so important? What culture (understood as the 

formation of man as a person, that is Greek paidéia and Latin humanitas) derives from it? In order 

to be able to answer, it is clear that, first of all, we need to understand why it is important to know 

certain things: we have to grasp what conceptual, philosophical, historical and thought change in 

general lies behind the acquisition of new knowledge, and we must understand that new knowledge 

changes the way we relate to the world around us, giving us new eyes to look at the universe. 

Physics and culture 

Physics is defined through the study of phenomena, the constructions of theories, and the 

formulation of laws, written and described through the specific language of the discipline. 

Understanding laws and phenomena requires knowledge of their epistemological foundations and 

also of their historical development, because if we know the history and context in which specific 

laws were born, the meaning of a phenomenon and its role within the theory in which it is 

interpreted are fixed through language. Therefore, language, at all levels of teaching and learning, 

should be an expression of a deep understanding and of an acquired awareness. That awareness 

that allows us to marvel at a physical law, to understand its cultural value, and to grasp its intrinsic 

greatness and beauty, thus making us, using Feynman words, “atoms with consciousness...matter 

with curiosity.” [1]. In fact, physics and culture are strongly connected and interlaced, but this bond 

– concretely very close, but often apparently confused, intricate and tangled in the eyes of most – 

needs to be unravelled and brought to light. Therefore, one of the most important challenges for 

Physics Education Research (PER) consists precisely in this: showing how physics is culture and 

how it has great cultural significance, by exposing how physical knowledge is created and used 

[2]. On this direction, the PER group of the University of Milan projected the two initiatives 

“Principles and Equations of Physics” [3] (150 and 650 participants respectively), where physics 

was the central pivot of the discussion but where variations on the theme (taken from philosophy, 

poetry, art…) were addressed, to give a wide cultural framework.  

In particular, a cultural understanding of modern physics – and, specifically, of Quantum 

Mechanics (QM) [4] – needs even greater and more urgent effort, as is required by a society 

increasingly based on scientific knowledge and quantum technologies, in which the application of 
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physical knowledge risks taking over the true meaning of physics itself. In fact, the cultural 

relevance of QM is inherent in the fact that it has generated a more profound revolution in thought 

and in the way we see and interpret the world around us. Having radically changed our way of 

looking at and understanding reality, it is therefore configured as an indispensable cultural heritage 

for every citizen. To this purpose, the PER group of the University of Milan wrote an augmented 

lecture [5], with a cultural perspective of QM; the issue was further explored during the IDIFO21 

master course “Principia: from Quantum Mechanics to Field Theory” [6], in which the links 

between physics and other disciplines (art, literature, philosophy…) were showed. 

A cultural framework for Quantum Physics 

After these paths with multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches, the PER group of the 

University of Milan is exploring a further perspective for QP, based on an accurate historical 

reconstruction, developed within a PhD research work, and which will be discussed in this paper.  

The use of history in physics teaching is quite common [7]; on the contrary, the use of didactics 

within a predominantly historical work is quite unusual. Therefore, we made a critical analysis of 

the historical path that led to the birth of Old Quantum Theory (OQT) and QM, based almost 

entirely on primary sources (more than 800 documents, e.g., papers, books, letters…), and enriched 

with several pedagogical explanatory comments and notes, specifically designed for “inquiring 

minds”. The presence of didactic considerations within the historical account allowed to highlight 

the widespread conceptual misconceptions, providing also a broad cultural framework, thus 

facilitating the contextualization and the understanding of the physics discussed. In fact, the 

commented path is aimed at enhancing the understanding and engaging the natural curiosity and 

the desire to make sense of the quantum issues, as well as providing a concrete insight into the 

cultural significance of the first quantum revolution.  

Some parts of this research were used as a basis for the course “Old (but Gold) Quantum 

Theory” [8], a 15-hour activity held in early 2023, with 36 high-school students and 9 teachers, 

aimed at discussing the great cultural impact generated by the gradual birth of the OQT with a 

multidisciplinary vision, to help building a foundation for critical thinking. 
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Abstract. Physics, from times of Aristotle, Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, Einstein and Heisenberg 

influences not only paradigms of other sciences, but also our ways of thinking. In some cases, like 

in human sciences (psychology, pedagogy, philosophy, theology) a too tight adopting of standards 

of physics leads to methodological difficulties. We discuss these frontiers. Further, we show that 

faithful adopting of the achievements of the “giants” brings success also in didactics of physics.  

“Three are theoretical sciences”  

We use this quotation from the book VI of Metaphysics to stress that from ever physics is both 

an experimental and theoretical science. “Physics deals with objects that are extended and exist in 

matter, mathematics deals with objects that are extended but need not exist in matter, and 

metaphysics deals with objects that are extended but can not exist in matter.” We deduce from this 

statement the essential indications, also for the didactics of physics: it must use real, material 

objects (we call this requirement “neo-realism” [1]) but it works, similarly to mathematics, with  

abstract concepts. Therefore, real objects used in didactics are not the aim per se but must fit a 

process of constructing notions, done (almost) independently by the students, under a subtle guide 

of the teacher. Didactics of physics does not transmit mere notions, but allows students to build-

up their own (but scientifically correct) understanding of the world. We call this concept the 

“hyper-constructivism” [1].     

Time and space 

As far as the four states of matter of Empedocles and the definition of physics are given in 

Metaphysics, Physics concentrated on the definition of time, space and motion. It also defines the 

four causes, which are the domain of philosophy (including the teleological cause, which is still a 

subject of debate, even in biology [2]). For Aristotle the space was the distance between two 

(material) bodies. From here the statement on the horror vacui, attributed to him. With Galileo and 

Descartes the space and time became mathematical abstracts, and with Kant – metaphysical 

constructs of our mind. But then, much to surprise, with Einstein (and de Sitter, who first solved 

the equation of the General Relativity, for a stable but empty universe), the space and time again 

are defined by the matter which they contain inside.  

Space and time remain the “best-selling” narrations that physicists, from Roger Penrose and 

Stephen Hawking to Carlo Rovelli [3], more references will be given in the full text, produce.  

Physics, philosophy, theology 

The metaphysics of Aristotle was continued by Thomas Aquinas, who called the theology “the 

first philosophy”. To some extent this refinement still stays within Aristotle’s categories. Then, 

surprisingly, and particularly with the modern physics, the theology “borrows” concept like the 

principle of uncertainty (or better: indetermination in Italian) and of the relativity, even to explain 

human free will, that was, by the way, discussed also by Planck, see [4] for details. We postulate 

in an extensive study that the three sciences of Aristotle should somewhat better keep their 
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distinctions [5], even if their frontiers may overlap and move with the development of science, as 

it happened with the definitions of the space, time and matter).   

Physics, philosophy, didactics 

How do all these arguments influence the didactics? Essentially! In a free discussion with a 

wide public (but also in schools, as we experience, see for ex. [1]) the scientist need not be 

omniscient, but must give some “hints”, even on the very fundamental philosophical questions. 

Then, constructing interactive lessons that contain not only experiments but also the history, 

personalities and places of physics (Copernicus original drawing of the Solar System, the pending 

tower of Pisa, see fig. 1a and the story of Albert’s marriage) not only enriches the narrations, but 

it makes physics attractive in different intercultural environments, see fig. 1. Details of scenarios 

and the didactical impacts will be discussed at the Congress.  

  
 

    
 

Fig. 1.”Why do object fall? An interactive lecture on Copernicus, see on (a) the “animated” Solar System, Galileo, 

see the screen in fig. (a), Newton and Einstein - for a secondary school in Gunsan, Republic of Korea, 15/09/2015). 

After the lecture a student (b) asked what happens in an accelerating reference systems. Not being able to show a real 

experiment on spot, at NCU we filmed a falling pendulum (c): one notes the superposition of the two, “elementary” 

for Aristotle, movements – the straight-line accelerating fall of the rotation centre, and the uniform circular motion of 

the pendulum (we show the angles with red arrows and the distance of the fall with lines in the background).  
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Abstract. This symposium addresses four aspects of Physics education research and teaching 

and learning from Latin American perspective. Research outcomes, experiences and projects that 

are representative from the diverse lines of work in this multicultural region are presented here. 

The use of digital technologies, the critical challenges for the social and historical curricular 

design, the promotion of community participation and some training experiences of in-service 

teachers are presented and reflected in this work. In this way, this symposium will offer a clear 

vision of the efforts linked to the research and development of Physics education which are being 

made in this region of the world.  

Introduction  

Latin America is a blend of different cultures; therefore, the development of Physics 

Education research and the rich experiences on Physics teaching and teachers’ training offer an 

invaluable opportunity to bring to light the significant contributions of this region for the rest 

of the world.  

In this work, a group of researchers of different countries (in alphabetic order): Argentina, 

Brasil, Costa Rica, Colombia, México and Uruguay, who are part of the MIDEC (Inter-

American Table of Dialogue for Science Education- Mesa Interamericana de Diálogo por la 

Educación Científica) agree to reflect about important aspects of Physics education in order to 

contribute to wider discussion in an effort for improvement teaching and learning of scientific 

issues.  

  

Concerns, problems and advances  

  

The educational community responded to the pandemic by turning to digital technologies. 

However, there is still a lack of research which explain and guide possible intervention for 

teaching and learning Science, and particularly Physics in real educational contexts.   

In this line, the first work The experimental activity in Physics education: new digital 

realities of Idoyaga, Arguedas Matarrita, Varela and Lorenzo, examines ongoing Physics 

education research projects in Argentina, Costa Rica, and Uruguay that utilize digital tools.   

These projects focus on the use of remote laboratories, taking into account the new model of 

Extended Laboratory [1] and the research follows the principles of design-based methodology. 

Through this analysis, emerging trends, areas for further study, and opportunities for 

international collaboration can be identified.  

Teachers are essential to implementing any innovative proposals in Physics Education. 

Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention on their initial education as well as in-service training 

and updating. Reflections on curricular design from a social and historical perspective as well 

as the particular projects centred on in-service training may provide valuable insights for 

improving Physics education.  

In relation to this matter, two articles are included in this symposium. The former, The 

Physics teachers' formation and the curriculum reforms in Brazil, by Mattos and Rodrigues, 

considers the critical challenges from historical problems in Physics teacher education and 
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current educational reforms for Science education in Brazil. Concerns have been expressed by 

Science education researchers regarding the rushed reforms and their top-down implementation 

in the country. The curricular reforms at the high school level have resulted in uncertainty 

regarding the maintenance of scientific disciplines. Additionally, the shortage of Physics 

teachers in public schools may lead to the discontinuity or precariousness of Science teaching, 

potentially contributing to the socioeconomic fragmentation within the professional training of 

young students.  

The latter, Training of Physics teachers in Colombia, by Tuay Sigua and Forero analyses the 

training programs for Physics teachers in Colombia to identify the diverse formation purposes 

and conditions for their development. The study employs a discursive textual analysis based on 

program documents and surveys of program directors. The results show that the formation 

purposes and conditions are not homogeneous and articulated.  

All the efforts to enhance Physics education will be in vain if the knowledge obtained does 

not have an impact on transforming actual communities and contexts. The fourth contribution 

by Suarez Rodríguez, Teaching Physics and its contribution to the local development, presents 

the results of learning experiences that involve community participation and the development 

of projects that have social and environmental benefits, as well as teacher training, Integrating 

scientific concepts into real-world engineering and other problems relevant to students' 

immediate contexts.  

 

Perspectives to the future  

Physics education necessitates the ability to navigate between knowledge and diverse social 

systems and individuals, including politicians, educational administrators, teachers, students, 

and others, to transcend existing boundaries. In order to safeguard equity, diversity, and cultural 

identity, it is crucial to continue research in Physics teaching and learning, not only at the initial 

stages, but also at higher levels such as university, teacher education, and postgraduate 

education, to enhance teachers' competencies to meet future demands. Adopting an intercultural 

perspective, it is essential to increase Physics education research in specific contexts and 

establish interdisciplinary teams to generate new and innovative proposals for Science 

Education, as follows:  

To foster progress in Physics Education, it is crucial to embrace collaborative efforts that 

bring together diverse perspectives and areas of expertise. One approach is through 

interdisciplinary groups that incorporate Physics within the larger STEM framework. 

Additionally, international groups offer valuable opportunities to share and learn from diverse 

experiences worldwide. Furthermore, multilevel and mixed groups that involve both Physics 

teachers and researchers can facilitate constructive discussions on real-world challenges and 

innovative solutions. With the importance of international cooperation in mind, it is essential to 

promote open and multidirectional dialogue to shift the focus from "for" to "among all." By 

doing so, we can work towards a more integrated and equitable world.  
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Abstract. This study presents an analysis of research projects in Physics education that employ 

digital mediations and are currently being carried out in Argentina, Costa Rica, and Uruguay. The 

COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated significant changes in educational practices, resulting in 

the establishment of hybrid modalities. Consequently, these lines of research related to the use 

of technology in classrooms have become a top priority. The analyzed projects have demonstrated 

a particular interest in the use of remote laboratories, and the methodology employed adheres to 

design-based research principles. Such research enables the identification of emerging trends, 

knowledge gaps, and opportunities for cross-border collaboration.  

Introduction  

During the COVID-19 pandemic, educational institutions were compelled to rapidly adopt 

digital teaching tools in order to ensure pedagogical continuity. This resulted in the 

incorporation of digital technologies and has led to the emergence of new hybrid or technology-

rich educational settings beyond the initial Emergency Remote Teaching phase. However, the 

field of physics education has faced unique challenges in adapting to this new reality. 

Experimental activity remains one of the privileged modes of knowledge acquisition in this 

discipline, and laboratory practices are highly valued for promoting intellectual and 

sensorimotor learning procedures specific to the field. Despite this, these activities were not 

fully integrated into the digitalization process, and the incorporation of new technologies has 

been inconsistent or uncritical.  

This paper reports on research conducted in Argentina, Uruguay, and Costa Rica, which 

examines the role of digital resources in physics education in the post-pandemic educational 

landscape. The paper presents findings and the general characteristics of several projects that 

aim to design teaching with experimental activities mediated by technology, thus addressing the 

challenges faced by physics education during these unprecedented times.  

Theoretical framework  

Experimental activities are pedagogically designed actions that involve students in the 

creation and/or manipulation of devices and instruments to recognize, manipulate, and measure 

variables. These activities are now considered a complex and highly specialized set of practices 

specific to scientific education [1], which must be included in teaching proposals from a didactic 

and epistemological perspective to optimize student learning. The challenge in designing 

science education with technology is to redefine experimental activities. The Extended 

Laboratory (EL) model [2] proposes the systematic use of devices and strategies for 

experimental activities in digital educational environments. EL includes Simple Experimental 

Activities, Simulations, Smartphones or Mobile Laboratories, Virtual Laboratories, Remote 
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Laboratories (RLs), and emerging technologies. Furthermore, the EL model consists of general 

principles for designing science education with technology to increase students' degrees of 

freedom, diversify and personalize experimental activities, and consider heterogeneity. These 

principles can also be valuable input for addressing Design-Based Research. 

  

Methods and findings  

The methodology employed is that of a qualitative and descriptive documentary study. 

Various research projects, partial and final reports developed between 2020 and 2023, were 

analyzed. The studied documents are derived from six funded initiatives being carried out at the 

Universidad de Buenos Aires (Argentina), the Consejo de Formación en Educación (Uruguay), 

and the Univerisdad Estatal a Distancia (Costa Rica). For the analysis, categories were 

generated post hoc using the constant comparative method and triangulation of researchers.  

The primary findings shed light on several important matters. Firstly, all the analyzed 

documents (6/6) detailed significant changes in the education system following the pandemic, 

such as the introduction of hybrid modalities in higher education and the incorporation of 

technology throughout the system. These documents also highlighted the dearth of technology 

designed for experimental activities in physics and the importance of teacher training.   

Secondly, the incorporation of different types of technology in physics classes was 

mentioned in most cases (5/6), including simulations, virtual and remote laboratories. Notably, 

the latter were presented as promising for teaching physics by facilitating real experiences of 

high sophistication and increasing student autonomy. These projects made it clear that it is 

essential to propose the synergistic use of various devices. In addition, several of the analyzed 

documents (4/6) raised concerns about the scarcity of resources and developments adapted to 

the Latin American context, highlighting the importance of regional cooperation.   

Finally, the methodology employed in all the analyzed projects included qualitative and 

quantitative strategies. Half of the cases (3/6) proposed design-based research as a strategy for 

generating knowledge, teaching and learning sequences, and rapidly impacting classrooms.  

Conclusions  

The work carried out clearly demonstrates the concern of Latin American researchers 

regarding the teaching of physics in the new educational contexts. Specifically, regarding the 

need to redesign experimental activities to adapt them to the new reality. It is important to 

highlight that the studied projects propose the need to carry out experimental activities with 

different digital mediations. This aligns with the guidelines of the EL. Furthermore, there is a 

notable trend towards opting for design-based research and international cooperation as a 

strategy for improving physics teaching. Consequently, it is essential to sustain actions over 

time to achieve the implementation and analysis cycles inherent to this approach.  

As a corollary, it is opportune to add that the systematic study of research projects is of 

interest, as it allows for the recognition of the main lines of work, the identification of areas of 

vacancy, and the finding of opportunities for cooperation.   
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Abstract. We will discuss the historical problems in physics teacher education and current 

educational reforms that pose critical challenges for science education in Brazil. The science 

education researchers are concerned about the hurried reforms and top-down implementation 

imposed upon the country. The curricular reforms at the high school level bring uncertainty 

regarding maintaining scientific disciplines. Moreover, in public schools, the physics teacher 

shortage may imply the discontinuity or precariousness of science teaching and, therefore, the 

expansion of socioeconomic fragmentation within the youngsters’ professional training.  

Introduction - The curricular reforms in Brazil  

Brazil has lived in recent years in a threatened democratic state whose consequences deeply 

affected the relationship between teacher training and science curricular reforms. In this period, 

the same political forces that supported the rise of the right wing in many countries worldwide 

sustained the rise of anti-scientific propaganda movements. This movement attested to science 

education’s failure in recent years in the face of massive alienation through fundamentalist 

propaganda of fake news and support for post-truth. Propaganda aiming at discrediting science 

was spread not just in Brazil but across the world. The student’s initial misconceptions or beliefs 

got even stronger as a backfire effect, and many teachers became unprepared to deal with 

students’ beliefs and idiosyncrasies in the classroom. [1].  

Various countries, including Brazil, have made educational changes in recent years [2]. Many 

educational reforms have specific international interests, explicitly supported by international 

institutions such as the OECD, the World Bank, the World Trade Organization, and large 

corporations such as Pearson. It seems that these economic and private institutions supporting 

educational reforms contribute to the uncritical alignment of the educational systems to the 

interests of capital [3,4].   

After the 2016 coup d'état in Brazil [5], the new government implemented a new political 

project that impacted the educational system with a speedy reform of the High School system 

based on a Provisional Measure enacted and transformed into law the same year. During the 

same rushed process, the Common National Curriculum Base (BNCC) was implemented and 

approved a year later. It was viscerally associated with the Secondary Education reform, 

supposedly to create an educational system allowing students to choose their career when 

entering this level of education. However, this curricular change promotes content emptying 

through the creation of general areas of knowledge. It has reinforced the disparities between the 

private and public educational sectors, as the latter had a severe shortage of science teachers, 

particularly physics teachers.  

The shortage of science teachers  

Despite the historical efforts in the last decades, the Physics teacher shortage in Brazil has 

barely changed. We have discussed elsewhere [6] that less than 25% of Physics teachers have 

proper qualifications, going to 10% in some states. Such low numbers are only found in 

Chemistry education. Also, a high teacher attrition rate persists, and public policy fails to retain 
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qualified educators. In the last decades, the number of spots in Physics teacher training 

programs has roughly doubled across the country, but the number of degrees and qualified 

teachers within the classrooms did not follow the growing trend.   

Although there are scholarship programs for undergrad students in teacher education 

programs, which injects some hope for mitigating the Physics teacher shortage, the lack of a 

consistent teaching induction program remains a critical gap in educational policy. In most 

states, the teachers’ placement process in the public sector is arranged for open competition, 

and the time in a teaching career plays a significant role in the school choice. Experienced 

teachers go to highlyranked schools, while novice teachers end up far from city centers in 

schools with higher needs. Such unbalance shapes the types of teaching experience, demands, 

and guidance fresh Physics teachers will find.  

The most common teacher training programs model across the country is the so-called “3+1”, 

in which the undergrad students should attend three years of traditional scientific education, and 

the last year they should attend courses dedicated to pedagogical topics. This model has been 

strongly criticized due to its harsh cut between the scientific and pedagogical instructions 

because it often leaves Physics teaching issues aside. The teaching practice and experiences 

within the school are delayed to the program’s last year. It results in an uneven distribution of 

school-based activities and no time to digest the knowledge acquired at school (for instance, 

planning, teaching strategies, learning assessment, etc. [7].  

Consequences: the lack of Physics in the educational system  

While examining the current curriculum reform, it is critical to acknowledge the complexity 

of the task. Besides its continental dimensions and characteristics, Brazil keeps several 

disparities and inequalities that cannot be quickly addressed. Additionally, national curriculum 

reform demands changes in different levels and components, such as teacher education, national 

textbook program, and national high school assessment system, to mention a few.  

As far as we can see, the current educational policies, from curriculum reform to teacher 

education, are not driven toward addressing the historical issues of physics teaching. The 

curriculum reform seems to solve chronic problems like the physics teacher shortage by erasing 

physics classes. The top-down replacement of physics contents by competencies and supposed 

interdisciplinarity without the proper curriculum design, timing, and infrastructure might 

impose extra pressure on disciplinary courses like Physics.  
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Abstract. The training of Physics teachers constitutes a field of research, which allows to 

identify, among others, the conceptions of science that guide teaching, the purposes of learning, 

the role of research, the implications for the social environment and the meaning of Physics in 

the 21st century. In this communication, the purposes of the 6 training programs for Physics 

teachers in Colombia are analysed, in order to contrast the different visions that underlie and 

propose the type of training a Physics teacher should have to meet the needs of the contexts. The 

results show diverse formation purposes and conditions for their development that are far from 

being homogeneous and articulated.  

Introduction   

The initial training of physics teachers as a field of research poses several challenges, among 

which stands out, what skills and competencies teachers must have to face the constant changes 

in social and cultural dynamics, among them, the decreasing interest of young people in science 

education. Another challenge, in terms of education for all, according to [1], is how to contribute 

to training from scientific education to critical citizens who participate in decision-making in a 

responsible manner and with ethical conditions to face the evident crisis of humanity. It also 

highlights how to achieve relevance of science education, so that students achieve 

empowerment, which allows them to forge their own interests to meet their needs and society.   

The Ministry of National Education of Colombia [2] states that teacher training processes 

are a factor that impacts the quality of education and requires conditions to meet the territorial 

and population conditions of the nation through training in disciplinary, pedagogical, ethical, 

esthetic, investigative, communicative, personal, social and cultural knowledge.  

Frameworks  

The professionalism of teachers is crucial at all levels of the educational system. Teacher 

training has three essential pillars: 1) the teacher's identity, which involves personal, social, 

cultural, and professional recognition of their role in training others through deep, updated, and 

projective knowledge; 2) the dignity of the teacher, which includes policies that place the 

teacher at a certain level of responsibility and recognizing the teacher's dignity as a life project; 

and 3) the teaching career, which involves continuous innovation, capacity building, and 

knowledge with real-world experience to meet the challenges of changing students.  

For physics teachers, these pillars do not revolve around the discipline of physics but rather 

on the formation of the teaching subject. It is important to recognize the teacher's role as a 

permanent collaborator with the community and society and to have academic, technological, 

scientific, and social support. By prioritizing the professionalism of teachers, we can improve 

the quality of education at all levels and ensure that teachers are prepared to face the challenges 

of educating the next generation.  
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Methodology  

A qualitative methodology is approached with a method of analysis of institutional discourse. 

This consists of analyzing the structure of reasoning and the argumentative forms of the 

discourse of the documents of the 6 degree programs in Physics in universities of Colombia, 

Table 1. This requires a selection of documents according to the established categories of 

analysis. Then proceed to apply the technique of content analysis.  

Table 1. Bachelor's Degree Programs in Physics in Colombia 2023 

Universities   
 #semest 

ers  
Peridiocity 

admissions  Location  Number of credits  

Pedagógica Nacional   
 

10  Semestral  
Bogotá, 

D.C.  160  
Antioquia   10  Semestral  Medellín  180  

Valle   10  Anual  Cali  163  

Sucre   8  Anual  Sincelejo  124  

Distrital-Francisco José 

Caldas  
de  

10  Semestral  
Bogotá, 

D.C.  145  

Andes  
 

8  Semestral  
Bogotá, 

D.C.  125  

    

Half of the physics education programs in Colombia are located in the capital city, and 83.3% 

of them are developed by public universities. Four out of six programs explicitly state their 

training objectives and how they align with their program's mission and vision. These programs 

prioritize formative and production research in the teaching and learning of physics, as well as 

understanding diverse contexts of formal and non-formal education. Two of the programs aim 

to consolidate intellectuals capable of making their practice a field of research. However, one 

program only focuses on training for basic and secondary education levels. All six programs 

prioritize ethical training, social equity, the meaning of life, and creativity through research and 

innovation, highlighting their goal of citizen training. In terms of emphasis, the programs focus 

on pedagogy, pedagogical practice, discipline, didactics of physics, and teaching of physics. 

Three programs prioritize interdisciplinary training. Five programs include courses in modern 

physics, and three programs cover computational methods, revealing their different conceptions 

of science. Overall, these programs demonstrate a commitment to enhancing physics education 

through research, interdisciplinary training, and promoting ethical and social values.  

 

Conclusions  

The training of physics teachers is a field of research, which allows to identify, among others, 

the conceptions of science that guide teaching, the purposes of learning, the role of research, 

the implications for the social environment and the meaning of physics in the XXI century.  

In terms of disciplinary training, a teacher in physics orients his knowledge of physics to the 

learning process. This is essential to guide the training not only in the discipline but to guide 

the process towards the conditions of how physics contributes to understanding the world of 

physical phenomena and its contribution to the solution of problems in the contexts of young 

people.  
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SYMPOSIUM – New Perspective in Physics Education Research and Teaching & Learning 

Physics in Latin-American Countries 

Teaching Physics and its Contribution to the Local 

Development 
 

Carmen del Pilar SUAREZ RODRIGUEZ   

Academic Coordination South Huasteca Region, Autonomous University of San Luis Potosí, 79960, 

Tamazunchale, San Luis Potosí, México.  

  
Abstract. The way of teaching and learning science, mainly Physics, has undergone important 

transformation over the years, especially with advances in technology and active methodologies. 

The application of scientific concepts to engineering and other problems of the students' 

immediate context, promotes comprehension. In this paper we share results of learning 

experiences linked to community participation and the development of projects with social and 

natural benefits and teacher training.   

STEM and physics learning in rural contexts  

The complexity of the modern world, immersed in products developed by science and 

technology that are thought to somehow favour the economic development of people, the linear 

model of development (Bush, 1945), proposed that the greater science and technology, greater 

wealth and greater social welfare, governments bet in the mid-1920’s on scientific development 

but there were problems of poverty, environment, health and ethics that forced to rethink the 

scientific-technological policy of industrialised countries and their relationship with society, 

which has a strong impact on all aspects, from problems to address in public management, the 

exercise of economic resources and even in science education.  

At the end of the nineties, in the United States of America, it was proposed to increase the 

number of students of careers in the area of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 

(STEM), and above all, with a high academic level, able to develop cutting-edge technology 

during the exercise of their profession and thus compete with students from other regions of the 

world (Caprile, Palmen, Sanz & Dente, 2015; Honey, Pearson & Schweingruber, 2014). But 

subsequently a transformation was made from STEM as a public policy, to STEM teaching 

approach, since then it has been gradually extended to other countries of the world.  

With the idea that STEM education promotes students’ understanding on how the 

environment is constituted, how it works and how to use that knowledge to solve the problems 

of the context close to the academic environment and daily life. Therefore, it is expected to 

improve the quality of education and the living conditions of the inhabitants of the territories, 

especially in areas of high vulnerability.  

The implementation of STEM in diverse academic scenarios, both rural and urban, is of 

primary importance to identify those practices that can be systematized to favour learning, 

considering the differences between contexts and respecting the worldview of students in each 

region of the planet where they were carried out, and especially the local problems that solved 

and how they can be used for reproducibility in places with similar conditions, or not, but that 

could be adapted to the characteristics of the teaching centre.   

It has been seen that the learning of physics under this teaching approach promotes the 

appropriation of content and facilitates the understanding of concepts beyond memorization, 

while solving problems of their context.  
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Physics and community problems   

Identifying problems and proposing solutions requires training that favours the development 

of cognitive and research skills, especially when these problems come from a real context. The 

Academic Coordination of the Autonomous University of San Luis Potosi, located in 

Tamazunchale, San Luis Potosi, Mexico, has been working for ten years to promote learning 

about physics under a STEM approach.  

The work is done based on a group or locality with a need or problem (learning community), 

identified in conjunction with the inhabitants. Once the problem is identified, the solution is 

sought by applying the contents of physics and other areas of knowledge, using design 

methodologies, such as “design thinking”, among others.  

The problems addressed have ranged from the design of logistics for monitoring epidemics 

and other public health problems such as the prevention of road accidents to the generation of 

power from the river current, from the design phase and manufacture of:  

• Irrigation systems,  

• Rainwater harvesting systems for storage in the upland areas,  

• Machinery for agro-industrial development such as solar-powered vegetable drying and 

seed roasting ovens, grinders, coffee packers,  

• Functional foods,  

• Land and underwaters vehicles,  

• Cranes for sick people  

• Community gardens among others.  

In addition to the creation of science outreach workshops for non-expert audiences in formal 

and non-formal settings.  

Final comments  

  The proposal to extend the teaching environment to other members of the community seems 

to be an alternative to approach through non-formal scenarios those who have not had the 

opportunity to attend school, and especially the link with other social groups, called “learning 

communities”, can become allies to solve local problems and invite development in all its 

components, social, economic, environmental.  
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Abstract. This EPS-sponsored symposium follows on from a Round Table conducted at the EPS 

frum in Paris in 2022. We consider physics teaching in schools from a Europe-wide perspective 

and examine issues in teacher professional development ranging from enhancement of knowledge 

of the curriculum content, laboratory skills and pedagogy. We present views from the Physics 

Education Division of the European Physical Society, the Young Minds Programme of the 

European Physical Society, various sections of which actively work with schools around Europe 

and the Teacher and Student Programmes section at CERN. We explore the possibility of a 

European initiative in school-university collaboration.  

Introduction  

The immediate impetus for this EPS symposium grew out of a Round Table at the EPS Forum, 

Paris 2022, in which a panel of distinguished educational physicists discussed the issue with 

interested members of the physics community, but the idea has its roots in the extensive literature 

on physics education research, particularly as it relates teacher education. 

Two webinars hosted by the University of Malta in November of 2020 and 2021 dealt with this 

last issue. Organised under the aegis of GIREP, they were originally intended as a single seminar 

to be run in person, but the outbreak of the COVID pandemic and the restrictions placed on 

international travel during 2020 led to the event in November of that year being reduced in scope 

and held entirely on-line. The intention was to run the seminar in person the following year, but 

that was also held on line. The output of both seminars now comprises an extensive record of the 

most pressing issues in teacher education and development, which might be expected to feature in 

some form in collaborations between schools and universities. Some of the issues dealt with in 

Malta include the use of multimedia and technology in teaching, laboratory practice, initial teacher 

education and continuing professional development, all of which could feature in different 

collaborations. 

Some of the outcomes of the Malta webinars are unsurprising, but others give pause for serious 

reflection. The leaders1 of working group 6, on in-service teacher professional learning strategies, 

ran an informal survey among delegates to the webinar to get a sense from teachers themselves of 

their professional development needs. There were 38 respondents from all over Europe and some 

from the United States and Chile. The vast majority (over 80%) taught physics as a single subject 

and over 90% taught in secondary schools. The length of service was broken down into 4 crude 

intervals from 0-10 years, 10-20 years, 30-40 years and over 30 years and all four groups were 

 
1 Eilish McLoughlin, Wim Peeters, David Sands and Jenaro Guisasola 
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well represented. Therefore, we had a view of professional developments needs from across the 

entire spectrum of physics teachers, from relatively new to very well-established, with over 50% 

in the combined mid-career group spanning 10-30 years. We asked delegates whether they felt 

they needed professional development in three specific areas: content/science topics, pedagogy 

and classroom practice with teachers left to define these terms for themselves. Over 70% wanted 

development in content, nearly 53 % wanted development in pedagogy and over 81% wanted to 

develop their classroom practice. With only 26% of respondents having been teaching for 10 years 

or less, it is clear that large numbers of well-established teachers feel the need for in-service 

professional development in a range of areas, but especially classroom practice. We also asked 

about development opportunities in these three areas and it is clear that for a significant number of 

teachers, such opportunities are lacking. 

The results of this rather informal survey have been supported to some extent by a more formal 

study of teacher professional development by Horvac [1] in which enhancement of both the 

curriculum and concepts and models were considered as the two most important needs among a 

total of 10 items considered in the study. Enhancement of the curriculum related specifically to 

particle physics in Horvac’s study and although less definitive, our rather informal survey of 

delegates to the Malta webinar is perhaps more general and therefore more informative in as much 

as it provides an insight into possible areas of school-university collaboration. If we take content, 

for example, there was a clear need across a large number of teachers with presumably very 

different experiences. Whilst there is a clear role for disciplinary expertise in helping teachers to 

understand areas of so-called “modern physics”, such as quantum mechanics [2, 3], Einsteinian 

relativity [,4, 5], and, as discussed, particle physics [1,6], attention should not be restricted to just 

these. One question that was not asked in this survey concerned the educational background of the 

respondents. We do not know what fraction, if any, of the respondents have a first degree in physics 

or a qualification in an unrelated science, such as biology. For non-specialists, development of 

content could relate to any aspect of physics. 

Content cannot always be neatly separated from pedagogy and the two come together in the 

concept of PCK, or pedagogical content knowledge. This was emphasized by de Winter and Airy 

[7] in an article entitled, “What makes a good physics teacher?”  Quoting Shulman, they describe 

PCK as going “beyond knowledge of subject matter per se to the dimension of subject matter for 

teaching”. The relevance of expertise within universities for non-specialist teachers is obvious. 

Take Newton’s laws of motion, for example. Students’ difficulties with these are well known and 

there are too many papers to cite, but it might not be obvious to a non-specialist that Newton’s first 

law is simply a consequence of the second. Quite why Newton established it as a law on its own 

is not a matter for discussion here, but it is clear that a net force is needed to change the velocity, 

that is, the speed and/or the direction of motion. Two things follow immediately from this. First, 

if a nett force equals zero the velocity will not change, which is the first law. Secondly, as long as 

the nett force is not zero, the velocity will continue to change, which is at odds with the very 

common misconception that a nett force is required for a constant speed. It would seem sensible 

at first sight to teach Newtonian mechanics with reference to the second law first, but whether this 

is in fact appropriate can only be decided after research into student learning (as discussed for 

mechanics, e.g., by [8]). This raises the question as to whether teachers should become researchers 

themselves or rely principally on the research literature. 

One aspect of physics teaching in which sequencing is crucial is in experimental work. Working 

group 2 in the November 2020 webinar in Malta explicitly recommended collaboration between 

schools and universities as a way to improve practical instruction at the secondary school level. 

Experiment and observation are the bedrocks upon which science has been built and teaching 

practical classes is not just a way to cement knowledge of concepts, but of teaching the scientific 

method, that is, the Nature of Science [9]. Again, though, the best way to teach practical work 

should be based firmly on research. 
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We come to the crux of school-university collaboration. The preceding has argued that there is 

much that can be transferred from physics education research conducted at universities into 

schools. The question naturally arises as to why the findings of such research are not currently 

being transferred into much of school practice. Is it that they are they not being taught in either 

pre-service teacher education or in-service teacher education? Or is there some other reason 

connected with the need for on-going support and development? A genuine collaboration between 

schools and universities would offer a long-term relationship that is mutually beneficial to both 

organisations and ways of establishing such connections will be explored in this symposium. 

The symposium 

There will be 3 talks in this symposium aimed at addressing the issue of school-university 

collaborations and trying to identify a possible solution that goes beyond individual arrangements, 

offers a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship and may be susceptible to support from trans-

national bodies like the EPS or CERN. David Sands, currently chair of the Physics Education 

Division of the European Physical Society (EPS) will introduce the issue by expanding on the 

themes introduced above. Sarah Zoechling, a physics education researcher based at CERN, will 

describe physics education research from the perspective of a huge trans-national organisation with 

an extensive network of teachers developed through its teacher training programmes and its 

educational offers for high school students. Carlos Damián Rodríguez-Fernández will present an 

overview of the activities of the EPS Young Minds Programme, which aims to give young 

physicists, which includes everyone from the undergraduate student to the postdoc researcher, 

experience of outreach, research and educational leadership among other things. The symposium 

will then open up for discussion to allow attendees the opportunity to contribute with a view to 

helping define a possible trans-national initiative involving both CERN and EPS in helping 

promote school-university collaborations. 
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EPS SYMPOSIUM – School-university collaborations 

Introduction and Overview  
 

David SANDS  

Independent Physics Education Consultant, East Yorkshire, UK  

 
Abstract. This talk will give a general overview of the issues around the professional development 

of teachers, particularly in relation to content knowledge and understanding and the role of the 

laboratory in fostering not just a deeper knowledge of particular topics, but of the nature of science. 

Of particular interest will be the role that professional learning communities can play in supporting 

the development of teachers by teachers and whether the establishment of such communities aided 

and supported by the EPS and CERN could provide an effective model of school-university 

collaboration. 

About the speaker  

David Sands is formerly a senior lecturer at the University of Hull and now has visiting 

positions at the University of Chester and Sheffield Hallam University in the UK. At Sheffield 

Hallam, he is attached to the Institute for Education and assisting with the work that the Institute 

carries out with Teach First, an organisation dedicated to in-school initial teacher training.  

 

In this presentation, he will discuss the issues raised in the overview, specifically the issues 

around teacher development in content, laboratory practice and the use of technology. He will also 

discuss the concept of PCK and the importance of teachers having a strong conceptual foundation, 

how these relate to teacher development and raise a possible approach to a European initiative on 

school-university collaborations based on professional learning communities [1, 2]. These allow 

teachers to support each other over a long term and also allow for specific developmental activities 

related to enhancement of both knowledge and skills. 
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EPS SYMPOSIUM – School-university collaborations 

PER Findings – How Can We Enable Their Implementation 

 in Teaching Practice? 
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Group, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria  
 

 

Abstract. The gap between physics education research and classroom practice will be described. 

PER started in university physics departments and much of the activity reported in the literature 

pertains to teaching in HE, but the focus here is on those aspects of PER that pertain to school 

teaching. A broad overview will be given as well as examples of initiatives to make PER findings 

and research-based learning materials easily accessible for school students and teachers. 

About the speaker and the topic  

Sarah Zoechling is currently based at CERN and is researching in physics education for her 

PhD from the University of Vienna. As part of the Teacher and Student Programmes Section at 

CERN, Sarah is well placed to offer a perspective on both, the professional development of 

teachers and the conceptions and interest of students. In this symposium, she will focus on the gap 

between the findings of PER as published in the open literature and the practice in schools. The 

phenomenon is not restricted to physics education, but appears to be a feature of science education 

in general, as discussed, for example in [1,2].  

There are several reasons for this gap. For example, pre- and in-service teachers may not be 

aware of PER findings or research-based learning materials. First, the findings of PER studies may 

be written and published primarily for the research community.  To enable the implementation by 

teachers in their practice, PER findings need to be presented in an easily accessible and concise 

way. Second, evidence from PER may not form the basis of commonly used school books. 

Although many research-based learning materials are openly available online to be printed and 

handed out to the students or to be used on a laptop, these materials may still not be used in 

classrooms.  Especially, non-specialist teachers may face significant hurdles to develop their own 

content knowledge and to implement PER findings and use research-based learning materials.  

The problem of this gap between education research and practice faced for physics as a 

discipline are common around the world and even extend to higher education [3]. Yet, there is no 

common solution for schools. Education systems, as well as curricula, vary from country to 

country and the specific nature of the systems in each country make general interventions 

impossible. Nonetheless, initiatives to make PER findings and research-based learning materials 

easily accessible for school students and teachers are occurring and will be discussed in this 

contribution. 
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Abstract. This talk will describe the Young Minds (YM) Programme of the European Physical 

Society. The organisation and leadership of YM will be described, along with examples of the kind 

of activities undertaken within schools. These can be formal or informal, but with around 60 

sections located across Europe, the activities are specific to individual sections and the local needs. 

The potential for involving the YM network in a trans-national European initiative will be 

discussed. 

About the speaker and the topic  

C. Damián Rodríguez-Fernández, Carmen Martin Valderrama and Mattia Ostinato are 

respectively members and chair of the action committee of the EPS Youngs Minds Programme2. 

Started in 2010, this programme is intended to foster a connection between young people active in 

physics across Europe. Members of the Young Minds programme are predominantly young 

physicists  who may be either undergraduate or postgraduate, and are involved in various activities, 

such as outreach, informal education, and professional development. There are currently more than 

60 sections distributed all over Europe.  

The organisation of Young Minds is such that its leading body, the Action Committee, is not 

heavily involved in the activities organized by the sections. Each section is autonomous and is 

encouraged to plan and undertake whatever activities are appropriate for its members within its 

locality and possibly more broadly. Representatives of the sections come together regularly, 

fostering a sense of a single organisation, despite the geographical separation and independence of 

the different sections.  

Not all of the activities undertaken by the different sections involve schools, but many do and 

it is this aspect that is of particular interest in this symposium. Despite the independence that 

characterises the activities of each section, Young Minds is still an EPS-organised activity and if 

there is a role for EPS in fostering school-university collaborations across Europe, it is natural to 

think about how an organisation like Young Minds, with sections across Europe, can contribute. 

In this presentation, Carlos Damián will deliver an overview of the Young Minds programme and 

present examples of the kind of work undertaken by different sections within schools. 

 
 

 

 
2 https://www.epsyoungminds.org/ 
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LEGO Building Blocks Sets as an Experimenting Tool  

in Physics Classroom 
 

Marina BABAYEVA 

Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Department of Physics Education, V 

Holešovičkách 2, 180 00 Praha 8, Prague, Czech Republic 

 
Abstract. The following work concentrates on implementing building block sets in Physics 

Education in combination with smartphones’ applications. The description of the sets and their 

possibilities are presented. The list of possible implementations in different Physics fields is given 

based on the available hardware tools. The paper also provides advantages and disadvantages of 

using aforementioned systems in the classroom. One particular example of activity on visualizing 

the sound waves propagation is under closer investigation in terms of a pilot project and a series of 

further experiments is in development stage. 

 

Physics teachers tend to pursue the goal of giving students maximum of the knowledge about 

the subject. Hence still the most popular way of teaching complex subjects such as physics is 

lecturing. It is assumed that lecturing helps to give as much information as possible in short time  

and this is the way it should be done. Even though it is a widely used method, it is not necessarily 

useful in terms of information comprehension. Following work is aimed to provide possible aid to 

classical presentation of the information in classroom.  

 

The focus of this work is on secondary school students and older. The accent is put on increasing 

experimenting time during the lessons by using simple and familiar tools for students. In terms of 

this research the main tool for interaction with Physics is chosen to be LEGO building block sets; 

in particular, LEGO Spike and LEGO BricQ were selected. LEGO Spike set includes motors with 

rotation sensors, color, distance, and force sensors, and a programable block, that communicates 

between the external devices. The logic of device functioning is written in LEGO programming 

software – SPIKE App. The program can be written in icon blocks, word blocks, or Phyton.  

 

The research contains a literature reviewing on previous cases of using LEGO in classroom and 

possible advantages and disadvantages discovered through the experience. Thiciany Matsudo 

Iwano and her colleagues [1] in their article about the practical experience with LEGO Robotics 

of a teacher, outline several difficulties connected to technologies in the classroom such as high 

costs, low suitability for the school environment, and lack of knowledge among teachers about 

how to use them including in educational process. On the other hand, Isabelle M. L. Souza [2] and 

her colleagues highlight the fact that LEGO Sets showed their superiority over other robotic kits 

in several criteria such as modularity level, hardware, curriculum, price, etc. They can be used to   

explain a wide variety of topics and concepts and helped students to better understand them. 

However, in the article, it is said that there is no structured research on the implementation of 

LEGO Sets in Education and there is a potential for research with well-established methodologies 

and fulfilling statistical analysis. There are even exceptionally creative examples of using LEGO 

in Physics such as one Sascha Mehlhase [3] describes in his article about building particle detectors 

out of LEGO bricks. Of course, this is an example of an exclusively demonstration model, but the 

amount of attention being attracted by such kind of example should not be ignored. Moreover, 

LEGO sets are very well-known, affordable, and accessible to most schools. Marina Milner-

Bolotin [4] in her work on technology-equipped lessons states that they give teachers the 

opportunity to enlarge the number of concepts that can be examined during the lesson. 
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By implementing the curricula containing interactive laboratories and practical work using 

building block sets, students shall be able to recognize underlying theories and laws of Physics; 

relate previously learned material with new concepts and practical examples; illustrate studied 

concepts with a practical possible application; judge and criticize possible solutions and defend 

chosen approach; design and modify own experimental setting in order to achieve desired 

outcomes. 

 

Preliminary it was identified that following topics can be covered using LEGO BricQ and  

LEGO Spike building blocks sets:  

• measurements and uncertainties, 

• movement, 

• energy, 

• oscillations and waves, 

• light, 

• electricity and magnetism. 

 

The implementation of those sets can potentially increase information comprehension levels 

and attitudes toward science. The sets are affordable and accessible in most locations. They interest 

people of any age and, used properly, can interest more students in learning science. In order to 

effectively use presented technologies, I am developing the teaching materials using cognitive 

science findings and active teaching strategies. To evaluate the efficiency of implementation of 

LEGO in Educational process, activities will be performed among current students on secondary 

school level, observed and analyzed. There is already a developed experiment on the topic of 

waves and sound propagation using ultrasonic sensor. The experiment is at the pilot project stage 

in cooperation with American high school. I am planning to expand the variety of experiments’ 

topics considered the results of the pilot project. 
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How a Simple Activity Can Open a Door to Serious Inquiry:  

The Boat Competition 
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Abstract. The workshop introduces inquiry based learning approach and illustrates this approach 

by a very simple activity in a form of competition. Participants are required to construct a boat that 

carries the maximal cargo from a limited given material. The activity has a strong motivating effect 

on students, and it is used before introducing concepts of density and buoyancy. Besides, it is a 

treasure of hidden physics of various physics phenomena that influence the competition outcome 

and allow for additional open inquiries.  

Introduction  

Inquiry Based Learning became a popular method of teaching and learning a few decades ago. The 

method significantly differs from traditional teaching methods in several ways.  

- The teacher is a supervisor and does not offer answers but questions and hints. 

- The student is active, he/she is responsible for his/her actions, conclusions, and learning. 

- The process mimics the scientific method with organizing data, recognizing patterns, forming 

questions, suggesting explanations, testing explanations, drawing conclusions and reporting.  

 

Inquiry based learning is a cycle. It starts with a brainstorming around the problem the teacher wants to 

introduce or a student wants to inquire. The inquiry question, which can be answered by carrying out a 

practical inquiry, not by searching the literature, is formulated. The experiments needed to find data that 

allow to answer the inquiry question are performed, or designed and performed. Data collected from 

observations or/and measurements are organized and studied. Answers are formed from the conclusions 

supported by data. The findings are shared among students or even wider. Many inquiries can be further 

developed to open inquiries or even self-standing projects by motivated individuals or groups.  

However, designing and IBL unit is usually a difficult task [1]. The problem chosen for the unit has to 

fulfill several conditions. 

- The problem has to address at least one curricular goal. 

- It might provide preliminary experience and learning. 

- It might provide context and motivation.  

- It has to be interesting for students. 

- It has to bring new knowledge and experience.  

- And many others. 

Therefore, a teacher has to be trained and later supported in a professional learning community, which 

allows her/him to inquire the processes during implementation of inquiry based learning units [2], and in 

brainstorming helps her/him to solve potential problems in implementation [3]. 

The boat competition 

In this workshop we will try to consider the “theoretical considerations quoted above” during a very 

simple activity that was developed as one of activities in projects STAMPEd and RISE. 

It is a competition on maximizing the cargo of a boat constructed from a limited and prescribed material. 

To maximize the cargo, the participants have to find the shape of the boat that allows for the heaviest cargo. 
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I addition, they have to design the procedure which enables a fair comparison of different cargos. The 

competition as an activity can be used in an introductory brainstorming phase of inquiry based learning 

cycle focused on density and buoyancy, which is related to sinking and floating.  

In spite the activity is very simple and straightforward, it could be developed to an inquiry-based learning 

unit about more demanding topics in physics, to search of extrema, to surface tension and the free energy, 

all of them accompanied by simple experimental inquiries. 

 

Conclusion 

This workshop demonstrates the brainstorming phase of an inquiry-based learning approach on a simple 

example. In addition, it also demonstrates how a development of a relatively simple new activity can evolve 

into a serious experimental and theoretical problem for students of physics at various levels of education. 

 
 

[1] Dagmara Sokolowska (2020), Volume 1: Inquiry Based Learning to Enhance Teaching,  

http://archive3diphe.splet.arnes.si/files/2021/01/3D_VOLUME1.pdf 

 

[2] Jan de Lange (2020), Volume 2: Practitioner Inquiry in Context of Inquiry Based Learning 

http://archive3diphe.splet.arnes.si/files/2021/01/3D_VOLUME2.pdf 

 

[3] Wim Peeters (2020), Volume 3: Facilitate Reflect Learn: Building Professional Learning 

Communities  

http://archive3diphe.splet.arnes.si/files/2021/01/3D_VOLUME3.pdf 
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Surprising and Interesting Projects with Coach  
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(2) Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic 

 
Abstract. This workshop aims to make participants familiar with the power of tools like 

Measurement with sensors, video measurement and modelling (computational science) to enable 

more realistic and challenging Physics Education. With these tools students can experience the 

Modelling Cycle and carry-out authentic projects. The Coach Authoring and Learning environment 

is unique because it offers these tools in one environment, enabling combining these tools and 

making the learning curve for as well teachers as students very efficient. A number of projects will 

be introduced to inspire participants, and participants will receive a free 1-year license and these 

examples to continue the experience.  

 

 

The popular Authoring and Learning Environment Coach 7 offers many tools for STEM 

education, including for video-measurement and modelling.  

 

In the many years that Coach has been used, very interesting phenomena have been investigated 

by various users. Sometimes with surprising effects. 

In this working group we want to introduce participants to a number of these projects, and inspire 

them and their students not to shy away from a challenge themselves. 

 

Some examples of what will (or could) be discussed: 

 

a. Prediction that Usain Bolt can improve his world record. 

In an article in the American Journal of Physics, we stated that Usain 

Bolt could improve his time of the OS in Beijing (9.69 s). Article 

submitted on 10 November 2008, with prediction of  9.60  s, new world 

record run  in Berlin in summer 2009 9.58 s. 

Based on video analysis and models for runners, performed with 

Coach. 

 

b. Bungee jumping. 

In their research paper, high school students claimed that you get a much 

higher acceleration than gravity during the jump. Publication in the Dutch 

Journal of Physics) caused a lot of controversy. The students had measured 

with sensor, made videos and models. 

 

And several other examples, such as: 

Measuring the decrease of the head of beer 

How to measure eye reflex on light 

 

In the workshop participants will work themselves with Coach 7 and these 

projects. Participants will receive a free 1-year license and these examples to 

continue the experience.  
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Creating a Student-Centered Collaborative Learning 
Environment in a University Physics Classroom  

 

Gerald FELDMAN1, Guillaume SCHILTZ2 

(1) Department of Physics, George Washington University, Washington, DC, USA 

(2) Department of Physics, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland 

 
Abstract. An active-learning workshop is offered to provide an example of a collaborative group-

learning pedagogical environment for introductory physics at the university level.  Participants will 

engage in various hands-on and minds-on exercises to illustrate how such a dynamic classroom can 

transform the strategy for teaching physics in university classes.  A discussion about the benefits 

and challenges of this innovative approach will help guide the participants in adopting this teaching 

methodology in their own physics classes.  We are working to establish a network of pedagogical 

innovators among the participants so that this type of approach can be more widely disseminated.  

Background and Motivation  

The time-honored conventional lecture (“teaching by telling”) has been shown to be an 

ineffective mode of instruction for introductory physics classes.  For enhancing critical thinking 

skills and developing problem-solving abilities, collaborative group-learning environments have 

proven to be far more effective. Reducing dropout rates, promoting conceptual understanding, and 

enhancing student engagement are the major successes reported in the PER literature [1-3].   

At George Washington University (GWU), we started implementing a collaborative group-

learning pedagogical approach known as SCALE-UP [4] for the introductory physics classes in 

2008.  Since 2013, the entire introductory physics sequence has been taught exclusively in this 

mode, eliminating the “standard” lecture format, and this approach has been demonstrated 

empirically to yield higher gains in student learning [5].  This approach was also implemented on 

a trial basis at ETH Zürich in the Spring 2017 semester, and the results for the collaborative class 

were shown to be superior compared to those for a parallel lecture class [6].   

In the SCALE-UP methodology, students typically sit at large round tables in three groups of 

three.  The students work collaboratively in their groups to carry out a wide variety of pencil/paper 

exercises (ponderables) using small whiteboards and engage in hands-on activities like demos and 

labs (tangibles) throughout the class period.  Direct instruction (i.e. formal lecture presentation) is 

reduced to a minimal level and the instructor serves more as a “coach” to facilitate the academic 

“drills” that the students perform.  The SCALE-UP classroom at GWU is depicted in Fig. 1.  

 

     
 

Fig. 1 Schematic view (left) and photograph (right) of a collaborative SCALE-UP classroom.   
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This innovative pedagogy often arouses the curiosity of physics faculty, who wonder how the 

small-group format is organized and what physics activities constitute a typical class session.  Two 

short examples of such group activities are given below. 

• Ponderable: Students work together on a problem that can be easily solved by conservation 

of energy (e.g. “If a 5 kg block slides down from the top of a frictionless hill that is 20 m 

high, how fast will the block be moving at the bottom?”). 

• Tangible: Students place a beaker of water on a scale and then predict/determine the scale 

reading when a metal block is submerged in the water while suspended from a string. 

Workshop Activities 

This workshop is intended to be an active-engagement experience for all participants.  We will 

begin with an introduction to student-centered learning environments and discuss the challenges 

and possible drawbacks that might arise, as a contrast to typical physics lectures. Participants will 

then work together on a series of exercises covering topics from mechanics to electromagnetism to 

illustrate the possible range of physics group-learning activities suitable for calculus-based 

introductory courses.  The focus will be on the in-class delivery of the exercises and the pedagogical 

value of the collaborative activities. Our primary aim is for participants to experience this from the 

student perspective, which is necessary in order to fully appreciate the benefits of interactive 

engagement. Finally, we will invite a broader exchange and sharing of experiences from all 

participants and conclude with a discussion about possible schemes for further networking.   

During the workshop, there will be time for questions and discussions, which are highly 

encouraged in an active-learning environment. The workshop will be completely flexible, and the 

emphasis can vary depending upon the preferences of the participants.  We hope to demonstrate 

the feasibility and advantages of the collaborative group-learning approach and to inspire the 

workshop participants to consider their own implementations in their local institutions. 

Conclusion 

The objective of this workshop is to provide a clear and impactful example of the dynamic 

atmosphere that can prevail in a physics class conducted using such a collaborative group-learning 

approach.  Having the workshop participants play the role of “students” in this environment will 

help convey the real sense of teamwork and group dynamics that is brought to bear in such a 

classroom.  With this background, participants will be well prepared to identify the benefits of the 

method and to deal with the potential challenges linked to this adaptation at their own institutions. 

The materials that will be used in the workshop can also be shared with the participants if they wish 

to use some of these resources in their own classrooms.  We hope to establish ongoing connections 

with workshop participants that can be leveraged even after the time of the conference. 
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Discussion Workshop on ‘Physics and Society’  

(see corresponding GIREP Thematic Group) 
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(1) Department of Primary Education, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Tower of the 

Faculty of Pedagogy, University Campus, PC 54124, Thessaloniki, Greece 
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(3) School of Applied Mathematical and Physical Sciences, National Technical University of 
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Abstract. Our group, based in Athens and Thessaloniki, is researching issues related to the 

interconnection between Physics and Society. We operate the corresponding GIREP Thematic 

Group, which we aim to make a regular occurrence. Therefore, we are calling for a corresponding 

Discussion Workshop as part of the GIREP 2023 Conference. There, contributors who are 

interested in this field will be asked to share their ideas and results, as well as to propose related 

initiatives within the context of GIREP. The outcomes of this Discussion Workshop would, we 

believe, be of importance in the crucial drive to relate Physics instruction to social issues and social 

problems, at all levels of education.  

Introduction 

In recent decades, it has become more and more apparent that Physics education must develop 

in a direction that sees it becoming more closely related to the issues and values reflected in our 

society [1]. Several researchers [2], [3], [4] have highlighted issues of significant importance - 

including large-scale environmental problems, and discrimination between social classes, genders, 

and religions - for inclusion in Physics education. As a result, in primary, secondary and tertiary 

education, more and more curricula are embracing social aspects and issues as part of the teaching 

and learning of Physics [5].  

Theoretical framework and research questions of the workshop 

Based on the framework of the already-existing GIREP Thematic Group (GTG) ‘Physics and 

Society’, this Discussion Workshop is addressed to possible contributors in areas such as: 

• teaching Physics with a focus and orientation on big environmental problems, 

• overcoming discriminations towards female Physicists, as embodied in Physics and 

the history  of Physics education, 

• access to Physics laboratories, Physics textbooks and distributed knowledge, for 

people of all social strata and all levels of income, 

• recognition – in educational settings – of the contribution of non-Western or 

indigenous civilisations to the development of Physics, 

• the role of social context and of society in all major historical Physics’ discoveries, 

• the image of the Physicist as a scientist being integrated in society and not secluded 

from it, 

• infusing in classrooms the avoidance of using Physics as a tool in warfare, 

• the equal, just and sustainable distribution of resources on Earth, taught through the 

topic of Physics,  
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• the social issues in STEM education (gender discriminations, considered unsuitable 

for students with limited handwork skills, etc.) and how to treat them 

• and many others 

 

 It could be said that the research focus of this proposed Discussion Workshop is to find 

ways, existing methods and proposed ideas in order to better connect Physics’ Education and 

Society’s  issues 

 

The research questions of the proposed Discussion Workshop are: 

a. What methods can we use to include social issues in our teaching of Physics? 

b. What results are expected for the students? 

c. Could we create teaching material (textbooks, Web-material, etc.) for Physics with 

such stipulations? 

d. And other possible questions that would – ideally – to arise through the discussion. 

Methods discussed and expected findings 

The contributors of this Discussion Workshop would be expected to share their own methods 

of teaching Physics related to social issues and to society. They would be encouraged to deposit 

their experiences, share their ideas, and also to propose new – and possibly not yet tried – schemes. 

It is hoped that the proposed workshop will reach specific findings and propose specific teaching 

sequences and teaching methodologies in Physics that would help educators all over the world 

draw upon ideas of how to teach Physics about and for society. 

A potential outcome would be the creation of a repository of such teaching sequences and 

activities within GIREP, shareable with every member. Another possible outcome might also be 

the creation of textbooks or interactive Physics websites which promote such ideas. 

Conclusions – Answers to research questions – Impact of findings 

It is of high importance – as has been mentioned – to include social aspects in Physics education. 

The role of this workshop would be to initiate, or to facilitate the continuation of, such an effort at 

an international level, through networking practices. Specific methods could be formulated and 

specific research studies could be designed or discussed in the workshop, with an aim to measure 

the learning outcomes of these strategies for the students. In addition, the design or creation of 

teaching material could be initiated. In other words, every contributor would be positively 

encouraged to share their experiences and propose new ideas! 
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Development in the School Curricula  
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Abstract. Interest of youth in physics and engineering is declining, even though new generation of 

specialists is needed to ensure the continuation of cutting-edge research, primordial for innovation, 

economic progress and sustainable development (SD) [1]. While SD becomes ever more popular 

and even obligatory subject in schools, because of lack of teaching resources compatible with 

curriculum, high-school students situate SD outside of physics/STEM. Workshop aims to invite 

different stakeholders from science / academia, physics education and industry to brainstorm on 

how to tackle the issue of bridging the gap between science education and SD in the classroom.  

Introduction 

The interest of the young generation in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Mathematics), and especially physics and engineering studies, is declining, despite the fact that 

jobs in these areas are growing at a rate three times faster than in any other sector. Projections, 

given current trends, indicate that 7 million new STEM jobs will be created in Europe by 2025 and 

there will not be enough skilled people to fill them [2]. Moreover, the high-tech companies and 

physics-based industry, witness already today difficulties to recruit enough high-quality 

employees. A new generation of physicists and STEM specialists is needed to produce 

technologies and innovations to solve global societal challenges, like climate change, energy, 

health etc., summarized as 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [3]. 2022/2023 has 

been declared by UNESCO as International Year of Basic Sciences for Sustainable Development 

(IYBSSD) [4]. Yet, the awareness about the strategic role of basic sciences for sustainable 

development (SD) is rather low and SDGs are generally considered as a topic for specialists on 

economics, law, social sciences, finance and international relations [5]. Education for sustainable 

development (EDD) is considered as a goal in itself, as well as a means of attaining the SDGs 

[6,7]. Today, the subject of sustainable development is being official part of curriculum of many 

high-schools in many countries (e.g. in Switzerland [8]). However, this subject is generally tackled 

only during the classes of geography and economy, and because of lack of teaching resources 

compatible with curriculum of basic sciences, highs school students situate the subject of SD 

outside of physics and other basic sciences and do not realize how needed the STEM specialist 

are. No awareness is instilled on the need of STEM specialists to attain the SDGs! 

Basic research and especially physics are largely misperceived by society as complicated, 

abstract, and disconnected from real life. This is to large extend due to the rare exposure to modern 

natural sciences in school curricula [9], but also lack of information about concrete usefulness of 

the often perceived as “useless knowledge” from science [10]. This is generally also the case of 

most of the extra-curriculum programs offered by science community (e.g. CERN [10] and IPPOG 

[11]) to bridge the gap between cutting-edge modern science and school curricula.  

Concept 

PER New pathways are to be found in order to effectively reach a broader population with low 

or no interest in hard sciences and inspire more young talents to become engineers and physicists. 

Connecting research with society appears to be a correct way, even though this avenue has not 

been extensively explored so far towards reaching this objective. It has been observed in several 

studies [12], that while small fraction of students (population) are naturally interested in technical 

subjects of abstract nature, the majority find physics much more appealing when presented in an 

authentic context, e.g. in relation with nature, universe, humans, applications and relevance for the 
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society [13]. Today the strategic role of basic sciences, fundamental research and STEM education 

as driver of innovation for resolving global challenges, their omnipresent applications in everyday 

life (knowledge transfer (KT) success stories, spin-offs), their socio-economic impact, peaceful 

scientific international collaboration for noble goals and the vast and interesting career 

opportunities in and beyond academia (business & industry) are not sufficiently emphasized and 

understood and are even largely unknown by society and in schools [15,16]. And yet, it has been 

proven, that they are extremely inspirational for boys and especially girls, when hesitant about the 

choice of career in physics / engineering [12,15]. For example, the UK schools participating in 

extra-curricula activities on medical applications from CERN, reported a 38% increase in interest 

in engineering studies compared to a 33% decrease in other schools nationwide, whilst the increase 

in interest for girls was 200%. 

Workshop proposal 

The innovative pilot project aiming to increase the interest of youth in physics and STEM 

studies (see abstract #62 submitted) through the inspirational industry-research collaboration 

resulting in applications for society and sustainability is one of the pathways how to provide the 

connection of physics and societal challenges in the classrooms. The workshop aims to bring to 

the table different stakeholders from science / academia, physics teachers and industry to 

brainstorm on how to tackle the issue of bridging the gap between science education and 

sustainable development in the classroom. 
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Abstract. The International Handbook of Physics Education Research is a comprehensive review 

of the literature that spans learning, teaching and special topics, such as research methodology. The 

IHPER is the first such resource for the field and is intended to serve newcomers, as well as 

established researchers entering new areas. The development of the Handbook also served as an 

opportunity for contributors to reflect on major themes, to develop new insights, and to speculate 

about the future. In this session, contributors will discuss the process of preparing chapters, as well 

as major findings and notable gaps in the literature. 

The IHPER: Motivation and Development 

The field of physics education research (PER) has been growing and diversifying over the past 

few decades. New conferences and new journals have emerged, and a brief survey of their contents 

reveals an intellectually and geographically diverse field of inquiry. More sophisticated 

methodologies are providing deeper insights into long-studied issues, and cross-pollination with 

other fields is opening up new avenues of inquiry. Critical reflections on the discipline of physics 

itself are causing researchers to question long-held traditions concerning not only how we teach, 

but also what—and who—we teach. In short, no aspect of the experience of students and their 

teachers is off limits, and we increasingly acknowledge the complex interplay between disciplinary 

culture, teaching environments and tools, and students’ intellectual, social, and personal 

development. While growth and diversification represent progress, they also present challenges. It 

is no longer possible for any individual to be aware of both seminal and pioneering work across 

PER, and to have a sufficiently deep grasp of methodologies to evaluate the trustworthiness of 

claims arising from distant areas. In some quarters, there is a feeling that the field is at a crossroads: 

we might consolidate around a few critical themes or evolve into a set of related sub-disciplines as 

has been the case with physics itself. Therefore, the moment seems right for scholars to reflect on 

the past, to synthesize what we have learned, and to look ahead to the future. The International 

Handbook of Physics Education Research [1] serves as both a mechanism for such a reflection 

and a record of the results. The three volumes represent an up-to-date and authoritative review that 

encompasses all of the major strands of research. It is intended to help both newcomers and 

established researchers appreciate the major findings across all sub-domains, to discern global 

themes, and to recognize gaps in the literature. It is our hope that the IHPER will serve as a practical 

resource and contribute to vital conversations about what counts as PER, who counts as a physics 

education researcher, where we belong, and what, if anything, unifies us as a discipline.  

The IHPER: Structure and Contributors 

In order to tackle this enormous challenge, we relied on the expertise—and enormous effort—

of 19 leading scholars who served as Section Editors. They coordinated the construction of 12 

sections spanning Subject Matter Learning · Cognitive and Affective Aspects of Physics Learning 

& Teaching · Educational Technologies · Physics Teaching Environments · Physics Teacher 

Education · Assessment · Equity · History & Philosophy · Textbooks · Mathematics · Physics 

Education Research. The result is a coherent set of 69 chapters prepared, and reviewed, by a broad 
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spectrum of established and emerging researchers representing different countries, career stages, 

identities, backgrounds, and perspectives. We know that the inclusion of diverse viewpoints has 

strengthened the IHPER, ensuring it is valid, accessible, and relevant. We hope that the handbook 

will, in turn, contribute to the community’s shared goals of greater equity and inclusion. 

The IHPER: Contents 

Contributors were asked to consider the following central questions: What has PER 

contributed to our current knowledge of teaching and learning of physics? · What would we be 

lacking today without decades of continued PER? · How has PER evolved over the decades (in 

terms of research questions, instruments employed, methodologies used, etc.)? · What were the 

major turning points? · How has physics teaching and learning changed over the decades due to 

the direct impact of PER? · How has PER benefited from other disciplines (e.g. cognitive 

psychology, educational psychology, pedagogical research, instructional design research, etc.) 

and vice versa?  

The resulting chapters present an authoritative overview of the literature with an emphasis on 

major achievements and highly influential studies. They also feature important work that is not 

widely familiar in the PER community. We hope that readers will be able to identify areas where 

the literature is sparse, conflicting, or out-of-date, or cases in which conclusions assumed to be 

well-established actually have thin support. Moreover, readers should be able to grasp not only 

where we are now, but how we got here. The scope of the handbook is broad, but it does not 

attempt to survey all of physics education. In particular, we do not cover innovations in physics 

teaching that were not strongly driven by research or rigorously validated. Also, the handbook’s 

focus is on physics education research. While science education research may be relevant, 

comprehensive handbooks already exist to survey that literature. For the IHPER, the priority has 

been on research in which physics teaching is an intrinsic element. Finally, while the handbook is 

international in scope, the emphasis is on literature published in English, except for publications 

of exceptional significance. By its nature, research on education cannot be neatly separated into 

clear categories. For example, research on the learning of specific content often overlaps with 

research on teaching strategies, which, in turn, often overlaps with research on assessment. 

Nevertheless, we have organized the handbook so that it begins by focusing on the student and 

how they learn the specific concepts and practices of physics, including cognitive, affective and 

epistemological aspects of learning and teaching. Volume II focuses more at the level of the 

classroom, with sections on technology, teaching environments, teacher preparation, and equity. 

Volume III features an even broader perspective including the impact of history and philosophy 

on physics teaching, and the role of mathematics in physics learning and teaching. Volume III ends 

with a more “meta” view of the field itself, including developments in what we study and how we 

study it.  

Workshop Discussion 

Handbook contributors will briefly discuss the process they undertook to develop their chapters, 

review major findings, identify gaps in the literature and speculate about how researchers could 

use the Handbook to motivate and guide new directions in research.  
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Abstract. Increasing popularity of the escape rooms leads to using escape games in educational 

process. Attendants of the workshop will experience the game PhysLab Break – escape game 

designed for physics education. The game will be followed by discussion focused on potentials and 

obstacles of using escape games in physics education, and criteria for selecting physics tasks 

suitable for escape games. 

Introduction 

In recent years, escape rooms have become phenomenon as non-virtual entertainment activity 

popular among people of all ages. Escape rooms are live-action team-based games in which 

players encounter challenges in order to complete a mission in a limited amount of time. Originally, 

the nature of the mission was an “escape” from a room. Nowadays, the missions vary; players may 

solve a murder mystery or break into a vault [1]. Parallel to the immense popularity in the 

entertainment industry, escape rooms are gaining popularity as learning environments in primary, 

secondary, higher education, and professional development programs [2]. Educational escape 

rooms bring time constrained outer world situations into the classroom to engage students into the 

learning process, force them to collaborate and potentially help them to improve their skills and 

knowledge [3]. 

PhysLab Break 

We designed educational escape room PhysLab Break, in which team of 4 to 7 students tries to 

escape from the Physics Lab within the time of 1 hour. On their way out, students need to open 4 

boxes locked by number-code locks. Codes can be gained by solving 14 physics tasks focused on 

various physics topics, including accelerated motion, balancing the lever, buoyancy, electric 

circuits, reflection and refraction of light, spectrum of light and physics constants. Target group of 

the game are upper-secondary students or students from higher education. 

Purpose of the game is to develop students’ teamwork skills, problem-solving skills, ability of 

divergent and analytic thinking, experimental skills and understanding of physics phenomena. 

Designing process of the game included several cycles of testing and modifying the game. 

During this process, the game has been played by 8 groups of in-service physics teachers, 4 groups 

of pre-service physics teachers and 9 groups of upper-secondary students. Modifications included 

e. g. change of game structure, reformulation of the tasks, adding hints and clues. Purpose of these 

modifications was to decrease game’s difficulty, reduce the game time, increase understandability 

of the tasks’ instructions, or make the solutions of the tasks unambiguous. 

The workshop 

The workshop will consist of 2 parts. In the first part, participants will experience the game 

PhysLab Break followed by debriefing of the game. Second part of the workshop will take form 

of discussion focused on following topics: 

• What is the potential of using escape games as learning tools in teaching physics? 

• What are the obstacles and disadvantages of using escape games in teaching physics? 
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• What physics tasks or phenomena can be used as tasks in physics escape games? 

• What are the criteria for selecting the tasks for physics escape games?  
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Abstract. In this interactive workshop, participants will experience physics card games ("Phys-

Cards") designed as a summative activity to help students organize what they have learned and 

make connections between externally different scenarios and underlying physics principles. The 

Phys-Card games have been implemented in a national network of Professional Learning 

Communities (PLCs) for high school physics teachers (~300 teachers). The design principles, 

pedagogical rationale, benefits, and potential challenges will be discussed. We will share results 

from two years of experience with Phys-Card games in the PLCs and in teachers' classrooms, as 

well as insights into teachers' attitudes toward gamification in physics instruction.   

Rationale and Background  

The research literature indicates that integrating games into physics instruction promotes student 

engagement and fosters interactive learning [1]. Moreover, it can enhance knowledge and cognitive 

processes such as problem solving, spatial skills, and creativity, as well as promote collaborative 

learning and teamwork [2]. Gamification allows students to enjoy their learning process and increase 

their motivation to learn physics, a subject that is often considered difficult and abstract [3]. 

However, some questions arise: when do games have an added value for learning, and in which 

phases of learning?  

In this workshop, participants will experience a physics card game (titled "Phys-Card") designed 

as a summative activity intended to help students organize what they have learned by sorting and 

categorizing different physics scenarios into schematic representations (e.g., free-body diagrams) 

and motion equations (See Fig. 1), thus making connections between externally different situations 

and recognizing their similar underlying physics principles. This game was designed to address the 

difficulties in knowledge organization as pointed out by Chi et al. [6]: Students tend to focus on 

surface features of problems rather than on underlying physical principles. This is often reflected in 

students' difficulty to apply critical features of physical concepts when solving problems.  

The Phys-Card game was developed by the PER group at the Weizmann Institute of Science. It 

is designed as a hands-on classroom activity that lasts about 45 minutes, is conducted in teams, and 

involves several elements  of gamification, such as a competition, clues, levels, and storyline. It is 

part of a series of three Phys-Card games, each focusing on a specific topic: Newton's Laws, Circular 

Motion, and Electric Circuits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples from the Circular Motion Phys-Card Game 

 

Playing the Phys-Card game in the workshop will provide the basis for reflection on the design 

principles of the game, and discussion on how they meet the learning goals mentioned above. We 
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will present preliminary results of teachers' experiences with the Phys-Card games in their 

classrooms, particularly the challenges they encountered and how students responded. To benefit 

from game-based learning, collaborative activities must be carefully designed because even though 

games are motivating, the competition may be beneficial for some students and not for others and 

can stimulate status and power relationships [2].  

A major challenge in implementing gamification, as in any innovative teaching strategies, is 

teacher perceptions. There is little research on teachers' perceptions of gamification in general, and 

in physics instruction in particular [1]. Teachers' attitudes toward the use of games can vary from 

those who are enthusiastic about making lessons more interesting and increasing student motivation 

and conceptual understanding while having fun, to those who view physics lessons as "serious", 

while "playing games is fun", time-consuming, and difficult to manage in the classroom [4]. 

Accordingly, teachers need support to be able to utilize the benefits of gamification while 

successfully navigating the challenges [5]. To that end, teachers experienced the Phys-Card games 

in the setting of a national network of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for high school 

physics teachers (~300 teachers) [7]. They played each game in the PLC meeting and discussed the 

rationale and potential learning outcomes; they then implemented the games in their classrooms and 

in a later PLC meeting reflected collaboratively on their experiences. 

Workshop Activities 

The workshop is designed to be interactive. Participants will play one Phys-Card game (on 

circular motion). We will present an exemplary "solution" and highlight the underlying physics 

concepts and principles. Afterwards, we will reflect on the design principles of the game, the 

pedagogical rationale, the benefits, and the potential challenges in the classroom. Examples from 

the other two Phys-Card games will be presented, as well as results from two years of experience 

with the Phys-Card games in the PLCs, examining teachers' attitudes towards the implementation 

of these games and gamification in general in the physics classroom. Participants will be able to 

share their own experiences and ideas about integrating games into physics instruction. 

Conclusions   

Based on the experience with the Phys-Card game in the workshop, with the real sense of the 

hands-on teamwork, group dynamics, and competition in trying to solve the task, participants will 

have a better insight into the possibilities and challenges of gamification in the physics classroom 

as a means to promote collaborative learning and conceptual understanding  
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Abstract. One of the central features of quantum mechanics is entanglement. It is crucial for 

understanding the theory, and its applications, especially in quantum technologies. At the 2023 

GIREP meeting, an activity of the GTG "Teaching and learning in quantum physics" will address 

questions about this fundamental principle. The workshop organizers have invited interested 

parties to participate with their contribution to shed light on the specific challenges and solutions 

to address this aspect of quantum mechanics.   

Motivation   

The mathematical description of entanglement is clear and unambiguous: The superpositions 

of product states, which themselves cannot be represented as product states, are entangled states. 

In some cases, the entangled quantum entities are spatially separated, but appear to 

"communicate" between each other faster than the speed of light. While experts may be satisfied 

with the mathematical description, neuroscience tells us that a brain that has been newly 

introduced to the concept will inevitably search for interpretation, representation, and analogy 

among the things that it already knows. It is then the job of physics educators to provide the 

learners with a supporting learning environment by carefully and thoughtfully addressing each 

of the four elements mentioned above. These four elements are derived from a deeper analysis 

of current needs attached as the only predetermined contribution of the workshop.  

Aims of the workshop   

The discussion workshop will focus on three topics:  

1) Theoretical approaches and conceptual reconstruction of entanglement including 

aspects concerning formalism and interpretation;  

2) Role of representation and visualization in teaching entanglement and tools for 

teaching entanglement such as experiments, videos, simulations, games, models and 

analogical experiments;  

3) Empirical research on teaching and learning entanglement: analysis of learning 

difficulties of students or evaluation of teaching proposals (teaching/learning 

sequence on entanglement) implemented with students.  

Topic 1) will address conceptualization of entanglement. While experts might be comfortable 

with the formal definition of entanglement, novices likely search for interpretations beyond the 

formal. Especially in spatially separated entangled sates, the terms locality, separability and 

holism play a central role in the literature. Similarities and differences between them will be 

discussed and we will address questions of what kind of language should be used so that it 

encompasses nonlocality, but can still efficiently describe the performed experiments and their 

results.  
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Representations are crucial for any physics topics, and especially challenging in the case of 

entanglement, because it is a phenomenon that does not occur in classical physics. Visual 

representations are a fundamental part of many tools, be it games, simulations, animations or 

simply figures. It is crucial that representations do not invoke harmful associations, so they 

should bypass formalism but map it appropriately. In topic 2), the participants will discuss 

experience with different tools for teaching: their representations, their suitability and potential 

inadequate conceptions fostered by them.  

Topic 3) will address any known empirical research on the topic of entanglement. In the 

forefront will be teaching and learning activities already developed and tested in class, along 

with possible identified students' difficulties. A synthesis of empirical data will help identify 

relations to the other two topics.   

Methods  

The GTG has contacted members of the GTG, members of the Girep community on teaching 

and learning quantum mechanics and other interested researchers with an invitation to 

contribute to the topics described above. Based on the received contributions, the GTG will 

divide participants into groups with each group discussing one of the topics above.   

The workshop will start with a 15-minutes introduction to the topic based on contributions 

and an extended literature review.   

This will be followed by a 60-minutes discussion on specific questions as they will arise 

from the contributions. Participants will be expected to read all the contributions in advance. 

Only short, few-minutes reminder presentations will be allowed in the workshop.   

The last 15 minutes will be reserved for reports from the groups, and the search for newly 

identified synergies between the topics.  

Outcome  

The outcome of the discussion workshop will be a position paper detailing the findings of 

the workshop. Where consensus has been reached, evidence supporting such consensus will be 

referenced. Where consensus could not be reached, points of contention or lack of evidence will 

be reported to motivate further research.   

The outcome of the workshop will provide an important stepping stone in the teaching of 

entanglement as it will be the product of discussion among experts in the field and based on 

available evidence. Ideally, it may even set standards of language use for the topic.    
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Teaching and Learning Quantum Entanglement Workshop (II) 
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Abstract. Modern quantum technologies, especially quantum computing, are based on the 

fundamental principles of quantum physics. Herewith, entanglement is one of the central notions. 

At the 2023 GIREP meeting, an activity of the GTG "Teaching and learning in quantum physics" 

will address questions about this fundamental principle. There are different foci, some of which 

overlap: (1) formalism and interpretation of entanglement. (2) representation and visualization 

of entanglement. (3) model or analogy experiments. (4) prior understanding and conceptions of 

learners about entanglement. The GTG would like to discuss the topics and identify any existing 

evidence, consensus, and/or topics for future research.   

Formalism and interpretation of entanglement   

The mathematical description of entanglement is clear and unambiguous: The superpositions 

of product states, which themselves cannot be represented as product states, are entangled states.   

In some cases entanglement is independent of distance of the two photons. The question is 

how to incorporate these properties into a physical world view. In the literature the terms 

locality, separability and holism play a central role.  

By locality we mean "that there is an influence between variables that are spatially located 

with respect to each other, such that the influence between them would have to propagate faster 

than the speed of light" [1].  

Separability ultimately means that the common state of two spatially separated areas is 

determined by the individual descriptions of each area and spatio-temporal relations between 

them. Often in the context of the discussion about entanglement also the term holism is 

mentioned. On the one hand, this can simply mean "non-separability", namely that separate 

spatio-temporal areas must be considered together and cannot be described as two individual 

objects and their spatio-temporal relations. This implies that in an entangled system it makes no 

sense to speak of subsystems or parts at all.   

This leads to considerable difficulties in speaking about entanglement. What is the "object" 

in question: is it the whole system, or does the whole system consist of two parts (but without 

spatiotemporal relations in between)? A successful communication needs compromise: even if 

strictly speaking it does not really make sense to speak of "parts" of the whole system, one 

needs ways of speaking which allow to describe the performed experiments and their results.  

GTG would like to discuss the questions:  

• Which of the terms non-locality, non-separability, or holism should preferably be 

used in teaching quantum physics? In what ways should these terms be used?  

• Are there differences between high school and college students or student teachers?  

• What understanding of entanglement should learners achieve?  

Representation and visualization of entanglement   

While the mathematical description is clear and unambiguous, an accurate representation of 

entanglement is difficult because it is a phenomenon that does not occur in classical physics. 

Most importantly, it should be noted that interpreting and understanding a visualization can 
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create undesirable associations or conceptions if the underlying formalism is not known. 

Therefore, a visualization must make the translation of its elements into the formalism as 

unambiguous as possible.  

Three basic types can be distinguished among representations: (a) static or moving images, 

iconic representations that attempt to demonstrate the non-separability explained above; (b) XR 

techniques, which try to make entanglement in space tangible with the help of VR glasses; (c) 

Metaphors that verbally describe appropriate situations (not necessarily from physics, but from 

everyday life). In doing so, they bypass formalism but try to map it appropriately.  

GTG would like to discuss the questions:  

• What kind of representations are suitable, which ones can cause misunderstandings?  

• What experiences have already been made with different visualizations in school or 

studies at university?  

• Have certain student beliefs already been observed to be fostered by certain 

representations?  

Model or analogy experiments/games   

In teaching physics experiments play an important role. But quantum experiments as a rule 

cannot be done in school, not even in university. Therefore, people more often try to show 

entanglement using model experiments or games.   

GTG would like to discuss:  

• What suitable model experiments or games to introduce entanglement exist? What 

experiences have been made with their use?  

• How suitable are model experiments or games to make the phenomenon of 

entanglement visible?   

• Can formalism be translated into concrete actions without requiring students to learn 

the mathematics?  

Learners' prior understanding and concepts of entanglement.  

As clearly and unambiguously as entanglement can be described by the mathematical 

formalism, it defies purely conceptual representation. Therefore, two cases should be 

distinguished when investigating student conceptions:  

1. the students or pupils know at least the mathematical basics of two-state systems and the 

notion of basis and basis change using spin states as an example. Furthermore, they can 

distinguish product and entangled states.  

2. The students have received a conceptual introduction and know the most important terms 

such as superposition and the measurement process. However, they do not know a 

mathematical description  

GTG would like to discuss:  

• What student conceptions occur in each of these two cases?  

• Are there student conceptions that are avoided or reduced by the mathematical 

representation?  

• What learning difficulties are observed in each of the two cases?  
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Abstract. Superposition and entanglement are key concepts in quantum theory lacking a classical 

analogue. Finding an effective way to teach and popularize these concepts is of utmost importance to 

increase general quantum literacy, understand the basics of quantum technologies, and reduce the 

impact of quantum quackery. The main problem in achieving effective communication about quantum 

physics lies in the lack of everyday experience and the need for a minimum of mathematical tools to 

describe quantum properties. Our approach relies both on carefully selected analogies and toy models 

and on a mathematical description affordable for high school students. 

The usual communication strategies employed to explain concepts in quantum physics, in 

particular entanglement, often rely on analogies and images deriving from classical physics or 

from everyday experience. However, these analogies often do not accurately represent the 

actual structure of the physics being described, leading to more confusion than clarification. 

Many didactic and outreach materials available in books and on the web suffer from this issue, 

as they attempt to convey quantum ideas but end up providing inaccurate descriptions of the 

theory's results. This is particularly true for the concepts of superposition and entanglement, 

which are two fundamental aspects of quantum systems that distinguish them from classical 

systems. Richard Feynman considered the superposition of states as the “only mystery” of 

quantum mechanics, as it explains phenomena like the double-slit experiment with electrons 

[1]. On the other hand, Schrodinger regarded entanglement as “the characteristic trait“ of 

quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of thought” 

[2]. Superposition and entanglement are relevant for both fundamental (linked to the basis of 

the theory) and practical (linked to applications) reasons [3]. Moreover, entanglement is the 

core resource in the discussion on realism, locality, and completeness of the theory set by the 

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) [4] paradox and Bell's theorem [5]. 

Superposition and entanglement are mathematically described by states in a non-factorable 

quantum superposition of different classical options, either for single or multipartite systems. 

For instance, | = (|0A|0B +|1A|1B)/√2 is an entangled state of the two 2D systems A and B, 

being (|0A|0B and |1A|1B two possible orthogonal classical (factorized) states of the system. 

The structure of the entangled state clearly shows that the output of the measurement of the 

value of the state in system A is perfectly correlated with the value in system B and that before 

measurement the overall state is in a quantum superposition, even if the two subsystems A and 

B are very distant from each other. Note that, the two subsystems A and B of an entangled state 

are not described by a pure state like | A = (|0A +|1A)/√2, but by a statistical operator like  

A = (|0A A0| + |1A A1|)/√2, which describes a mixed state. 

An example of misleading communication about entanglement are statements like “if Alice 

makes a measurement on her part of the entangled state, the state of Bob instantaneously 

assumes the value correlated with Alice’s outcome, and this implies that there should be a sort 

of a (spooky) action at distance between the two systems”. In this narrative, the state of 

subsystems A and B are suggested to be in a superposition pure state that gets a defined value 

only after the measurement, a conclusion that does not fit with their nature of mixed states. A 

second confusing message could arise from the suggestion that perfect correlations only belong 

to quantum states. In fact, also in classical physics we can produce mixed states that are 
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perfectly correlated to each other in some variables. For instance, we could generate pairs of 

particles having. e.g. the same color, the same size and the same weight, so that when Alice 

observes one property on her part of the system she can forecast the output of Bob's 

measurement of the same observable. There is no “quantum” in this result and the emphasis on 

the “perfect correlations” within entangled states can be misleading. What is dramatically 

different for an entangled state is that we can also change the measurement and observe a 

different property that was not prepared before (e.g. the softness or the taste of the ball) and still 

find perfect correlations. Mathematically speaking, Alice and Bob could decide to measure non-

commuting observables and still get locally mixed states that cannot be defined simultaneously. 

It follows that it becomes impossible to define the properties of the local state because the theory 

cannot attribute non-commuting simultaneous properties to a system. The result contrasts with 

what might be expected for a locally mixed, and therefore “classical,” state. Clearly, there is a 

problem in understanding what happens in entangled states, but the solution cannot be some 

sort of mysterious process that collapses everything at the same time resulting in an 

instantaneous change in local properties.  
Only a suitable mathematical formalism can adequately describe these quantum properties, 

leaving room for various interpretations, while classical analogies fail to describe these features 

correctly and perhaps introduce erroneous concepts. Some may argue that the mathematical 

tools required by quantum physics are too advanced for high school students. However, it is 

possible to choose a simplified mathematical approach, based on a set of algebraic notions that 

students possess, to introduce the basic concepts of quantum physics, adopting a quantum 

information approach based on qubits to represent quantum states and quantum logic gates to 

describe system evolution and measurement results. This method has been employed in several 

teaching experiments, focusing on the relevant concepts already mentioned, such as 

superposition, entanglement, measurement, and noncommutative observables, rather than 

relying on a conventional (pseudo)historical narrative. The advantage of this approach is that 

Dirac's formalism for two-level states can be easily handled using vectors and matrices, 

mathematical content included in the curriculum of Italian high school students. To establish a 

connection between the abstract description of qubits and the physical world, one or more 

physical systems, such as electron spin or photon polarization, can be chosen as examples.  
The research work we have been doing in recent years [6,7] focuses on the question of 

whether the use of Dirac's mathematical formalism within a qubit-based approach geared 

toward examples drawn from quantum technologies is effective in conveying the basic concepts 

of quantum theory. 
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Abstract. To attract students to the study of physics, Augmented reality (AR) brings high hopes. 

But the use of AR in education has not yet reached a level of maturity. The ARphymedes project 

proposes a new educational tool that combines the use of a textbook and AR through a smartphone 

application. Based on its experience, the workshop aims to discuss the problems that arise in the 

case of such an approach, which pitfalls of communication arise between the physics teacher and 

the IT experts, as well as the ways by which teachers are helped to use such a tool easily and 

efficiently.  

Introduction 

In primary and secondary schools, physics is one of the subjects least preferred by students [1]. 

The apparent complexity, the tendency towards mathematization, causes many students to move 

away. The diversification of the paths through which physics becomes more attractive to students 

has become a necessity. Augmented reality (AR) can be one of them because it offers students an 

authentic, engaging and interactive learning experience. Moreover, it allows unlimited repetition 

of experiments, while making teachers less dependent on available resources and laboratory 

equipment in schools. The ARphymedes project proposes a new educational tool that combines 

the use of a textbook and AR through a smartphone application [2]. It is supplemented with 3D 

models to understand technical applications of the studied physical phenomena. But the use of AR 

in education has not yet reached a level of maturity. The workshop aims to present the hands-on 

experience gained in the ARphymedes project as a basis for discussion of the problems that arise 

in the case of such an approach: what should be the ratio between images and text, when to use 

animations and films, in what form can 3D models be used, etc. In addition, the pitfalls of 

communication between the physics teacher and the IT experts will be pointed out, as well as the 

ways by which teachers are helped to use such a tool easily and efficiently 

ARphymedes approach 

The general potential for smartphones to enhance the classroom experience has been discussed 

widely [3]. The intent is to combine the comfortable bound format of a book, which provides a 

tangible pleasure, and a modern channel of information to support deep learning, based on the new 

emerging technologies of AR applications. The use of digital technologies in schools is a growing 

concern, a number of studies have already been published [4]. 

The ARphymedes project is implemented by a consortium of 6 partners from Slovakia, Estonia, 

Slovenia, Italy, Greece and Romania. The output of the project will be an educational tool 
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consisting of: a student book, a teacher’s book (restricted for testing purposes only to some of the 

important chapters in physics) together with an AR application and a set of multimedia content 

accessible on the Internet. These should provide students and their teachers the tools to make 

learning physics more attractive, more interesting, easier to understand and, harder to forget. 

The main characteristics of the proposed educational tool are the following: 

- Each chapter is related to some important physicists and their epochal experiments 

- AR content can be triggered from the student book content and they can be in the form of 

animations or videoclips demonstrating experiments that students can watch or can do on 

their own (Fig.1). The student’s book has reserved spaces where student can comment or 

they can record their observations. 

- For each phenomenon or law of physics, examples from everyday life are given in the form 

of videos, 2D animations (Fig.2) or 3D animated models. Some of the 3D animated models 

are created and can be accessed in the AR application and can simulate experiments with 

which students can interact, similar to a real experiment, using a smartphone or a tablet. 

Our aim is to present the achievements of the project, showing the content of the prepared 

student’s and teacher’s book, the installation and the use of the AR application, the use of the 

additional content accessible on Internet, as well as how all these can be used within formal or 

non-formal learning activities. By passing through one chapter, participants will experiment a live 

experience, similar to that of students. Last but not least, teachers training, open lesson and meeting 

with parents carried out in Slovakia and Slovenia will be discussed. 

 

  

Fig.1 Pictures in the student book trigger AR 

application and start of the corresponding animation 

Fig. 2. Animation of cup of Justice. 

 

Conclusions 

Even though AR in education has not yet reached a level of maturity, we are convinced that the 

newly developed tool will provide students with authentic and interactive learning experience.  

This publication was supported by the Erasmus plus Programme of the European Union Arphymedes, grant 

agreement number 2020-1-SK01-KA201-078391. 
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Abstract. The nature of concepts and conceptual understanding is discussed in relation to 

approaches to teaching which enhance conceptual understanding. The role of qualitative 

relationships, mental models, discussion, team work and the use of different kinds of 

representations are all discussed with reference to their use in scientific reasoning and, by 

extension, learning to reason in science. Participants will have the opportunity to put these ideas 

into practice by, first, explaining or discussing difficult concepts and then bringing the ideas 

together in the design of teaching sequences that emphasize the conceptual approach. Both 

university and school teachers are welcome. 

What is teaching for conceptual understanding?  

What makes a good physics teacher? This question was asked by de Winter and Airey [1] and 

answered with reference to the stakeholder community.  A number of different attributes were 

described, but we focus here on just two: pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and instructional 

clarity, as exemplified by the requirement to be a good communicator/explainer. 

Quoting Shulman on PCK [2], the authors wrote, “In considering PCK, Shulman was looking 

beyond simply knowing the content to be taught and knowing about different general pedagogical 

strategies, to something… 

 

…which goes beyond knowledge of subject matter per se to the dimension of 

subject matter knowledge for teaching. I still speak of content knowledge here, 

but of the particular form of content knowledge that embodies the aspects of 

content most germane to its teachability. 

 

What is of particular note here is that PCK is not just a collection of separate, constituent parts, but 

rather a synthesis of multiple components of knowledge enacted in a context.”  

Although instructional clarity is not explicitly required in this definition of PCK, it is implied 

by the idea of “content knowledge ... most germane to its teaching”. If a teacher doesn’t have a 

clear conceptual grasp of a topic how can a student be expected to develop a strong conceptual 

understanding?  However, as discussed by Bolkan and co-authors [3,4] as well as Mayer & Moreno 

[5] and Moreno [6], instructional clarity goes far beyond providing clear explanations. Employing 

a range of techniques that help a student to form a clear conceptual picture helps to reduce the 

cognitive load on students, which in turn enables them to better learn the content of the lesson, but 

also helps to motivate the students to learn. 

Physics lessons conducted along these lines would no doubt appear to be the apotheosis of good 

teaching, but is there a case for trying to go further? Magdalena Kersting certainly thinks so [7]. 

In a deeply felt opinion piece, she has argued for an approach to teaching general relativity quite 

at odds with the normal approach in physics: “I believe that the very notion of “hard sciences” and 

an overemphasis on mathematics create false impressions of how physicists think and reason, 

which, in turn, can create obstacles to teaching physics. … After all, what is the benefit of having 

students who can do calculations without understanding what is going on physically - or why they 

do these calculations in the first place?”  

 She then goes on to write just a few lines later, “qualitative reasoning requires coordinating 

disparate areas of knowledge and invoking deep structural relationships between concepts. These 
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are distinct processes that differ from quantitative reasoning based on mathematical treatments. 

Simple models, heuristic analogies, geometrical arguments, and visual relations all constitute 

examples of qualitative reasoning and are part of the conceptual toolbox that physicists use on a 

daily basis.” 

 

The workshop 

The succinct summary of conceptual reasoning given above will serve as a definition for the 

purposes of this workshop. We will explore modern theories of reasoning as the basis for 

understanding why qualitative relationships and mental models are important in reasoning about 

science. We shall explore why simple models, heuristic analogies, geometrical arguments and 

visual relations are essential for scientific thinking and therefore why they are such an important 

aspect of teaching for conceptual understanding. Participants will be given the opportunity to 

practice using these representations on material from both the secondary school and first year 

university curricula to provide coherent and conceptually rich descriptions of difficult ideas. 

Participants will then have the opportunity to integrate these representations to form, first, a 

conceptual model, and then a simple mathematical model that follows on naturally from the 

conceptual model. 
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Abstract. Active Learning in Optics and Photonics (ALOP) is a program to improve the secondary and university 

learning environment. A full 5-day intensive, hands-on-minds-on ALOP workshop updates participants on 

introductory optics and photonics and introduces them to strategies that have been demonstrated to be more 

effective than traditional instruction. These are characterized by use of predictions, discussions, and inexpensive 

equipment. This is a very short introduction to the ALOP strategies, with sample activities from some of the five 

ALOP modules. Participants will receive an electronic version of the ALOP Manual including all activities. More 

information on ALOP is at: https://pages.uoregon.edu/sokoloff/ALOPwebpage.html 

 

Introduction 

Active Learning in Optics and Photonics (ALOP) is a teacher training program designed to 

strengthen the introductory physics learning environment at the secondary and university levels, 

especially in developing countries. [1-3] It was first developed by a UNESCO team and is currently 

sponsored by SPIE and ICTP. A full 5-day, in-person, intensive, hands-on-minds-on ALOP 

workshop updates participants on introductory optics and photonics and introduces them to active 

learning strategies that have been demonstrated to be more effective than traditional instruction.  

 

The ALOP strategies are largely based on RealTime Physics [4, 5] and Interactive Lecture 

Demonstrations. [6,7] The workshop activities are contained in the ALOP Teacher Training 

Manual [8], which also includes background on Physics Education Research, teacher's guides and 

information on how to evaluate student learning in optics using the Light and Optics Conceptual 

Evaluation [1].  

 

The Workshop 

This very short version of ALOP is offered as an introduction to the strategies employed in 

ALOP. Participants will actively experience sample activities from some of the five ALOP 

modules that they can use in their introductory courses. These are characterized by their use of 

predictions and small and large group discussions, and inexpensive equipment and supplies. They 

will also receive an electronic version of the entire ALOP Manual including all ALOP activities.  

 

More information on ALOP can be found  
at: https://pages.uoregon.edu/sokoloff/ALOPwebpage.html 
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Abstract. Is it possible to maintain elements of active learning for introductory university and secondary physics 

students working at home? I have adapted Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs) for home use, using the wealth 

of multimedia materials currently available (videos, simulations, photos, computer-based laboratory graphs, etc.) for 

experimental observations. While small-group discussions have not been included because of potential difficulties in 

implementation, these Home Adapted ILDs retain predictions as an essential element in engaging students in the 

learning process. Participants will have the opportunity to work with examples from the 26 sets that are available. 

 

Introduction 

The pandemic thrust us into a time when virtual learning was a necessity for many. But, even 

before Covid, there was an increasing need for online, distance learning. Given the curricular 

developments spurred by PER over the last 30+ years, the question is whether it possible to 

maintain elements of active learning for introductory physics students working at home?  

 

Home-Adapted ILDs 

I have adapted Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs) [1-3] for home use, using the wealth 

of multimedia materials currently available (videos, simulations, photos, computer-based 

laboratory graphs, etc.) for student observations. While recognizing that small-group discussions-

-and sharing in any way--may be difficult for many faculty to implement, these Home Adapted 

ILDs retain predictions as an essential element in engaging students in the learning process.  

 

In this workshop, we will first review the design features of ILDs and their adaptation for home 

use. Then participants will have the opportunity to work with examples from the 26 sequences of 

Home Adapted ILDs that are available to use online, free of charge, in most areas of introductory 

physics. 
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Abstract. Multi-representations are fundamental to improve the conceptual learning of abstract 

topics (such as mathematical aspects), allowing students to actively manipulate concepts and 

instruments which would otherwise be difficult and little accessible. In this presentation we will 

show different (and interconnected) representations for the acquisition of the basic mathematical 

formalism of Quantum Mechanics, that can be used to provide a conceptual introduction and 

construction of quantum formalism in high schools. 

Introduction: the state of the art and open problems 

Quantum Mechanics (QM) is a crucial topic for Physics Education Research (PER), being 

fundamental for the culture and the awareness of the individual citizen and of the whole society 

[1-2]. Around the world, PER has been carrying out many studies for more than 30 years on how 

to present QM, developing several approaches and offering different perspectives and paths [3-4]. 

Despite those efforts, one of the major obstacles is still represented by the fact that the 

substantial mathematics required for the presentation of QM is particularly abstract and difficult 

to visualize. This problem leads to numerous difficulties in understanding and is therefore an 

aspect on which numerous research groups have begun to focus their attention [5-6], in an attempt 

to find ways to make these concepts viewable and manipulable.  

This reduction of abstractness is aimed at enabling a deeper understanding of QM, providing 

both an adequate didactic reconstruction of the contents and an accessible mathematical apparatus, 

facilitating students’ comprehension and implementation of quantum concepts. 

A multi-representation approach to mathematics for the understanding of physics 

The project “The Elegance of Quantum Mechanics” [7] – developed by the PER group of the 

University of Milan and tested in A.Y. 2021/2022 in a first pilot teaching-learning sequence – is 

aimed at making a path based on the educational reconstruction model, which continues through 

various refinements and experiments, which highlights the conceptual construction of QM, 

inducing the postulates from a series of experimental considerations. Within the project, a new 

experimentation is being carried out in the Italian high school Liceo Palli (Casale Monferrato, AL), 

with 20 students of the 13th year, and 2 teachers. A teacher is experimenting the course within a 

PON (Programma Operativo Nazionale – National Operative Programme) project; the other 

colleague is attending the course, to identify mathematical aspects that might be taught as a 

prerequisite to the course, as they plan to include the topics of this experimentation into the future 

ordinary curriculum. The 30-hour activity – attended by one of the authors, as part of a master’s 

degree thesis on a didactic approach to QM – is going to run from October 2022 to April 2023, 

through bi-weekly afternoon meetings. In addition to the more known and striking conceptual 

aspects (e.g., those related to the wave-particle dualism, the problem of measurement…), in a 

formal presentation it is inevitable to refer to mathematical concepts that are not easy to visualize 

and interpret, such as those of complex Hilbert spaces (the simplest of which is ℂ2 and that cannot 

be represented), or the concept of Hermitian operator, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and so on. 

Aware of the usefulness of using multi-representations [8] to improve the conceptual learning 

of abstract topics, we have developed an approach to mathematics based on multiple types of 
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representations: the algebraic one, the geometric one with GeoGebra, another one obtained through 

a purpose-built web-based application, and also one based on a development of the histogram 

concept for the representation of Hilbert spaces with more than three dimensions, and for the search 

for Hermitian eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Furthermore, we have also developed the geometric 

meaning of these concepts: for example, the self-adjoint operators have been seen as a 

generalization of the concept of linear combination of orthogonal projectors, and a graphical 

interpretation of this has also been provided. 

Results and comments 

The analysis of the experimentation is based on the results coming from surveys (assigned both 

online and in classroom) and direct observation of the lessons. Classroom observation allowed us 

to keep track of students’ physical conceptions and questions that arose during the lessons, 

including the discussions with the teacher that resulted from them. As part of the analysis an 

interviews session with the students is scheduled by the end of the experimentation. Interviews 

aim to assess students’ understanding of core conceptual contents and to collect opinions about the 

methods and technological tools used during the course.  

After a brief comprehensive picture of the rational context of the proposal “The Elegance of 

Quantum Mechanics”, we will focus on the mathematical multi-representations and on strategies 

adopted for presenting some abstract mathematical concepts (complex Hilbert spaces, projection 

operators, action of 2x2 or 3x3 Hermitian complex matrices in search for eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors…) and their effectiveness in promoting a conceptual understanding of related 

physics. Although analysis is still ongoing, preliminary results show that students’ performance 

on mathematical tasks are similar to those on other topics of physics that are already commonly 

included in high-school curricula, meaning that mathematics used during the course is not an issue 

by itself. Moreover, despite the fact that handling vectors on complex spaces with dimensions 

bigger than three is neither perceived as a conceptual nor practical issue, the possibility to give 

graphical representation of such vectors seems to be intrinsically valuable to students, allowing 

them to build intuitive knowledge around abstract topics (such as complex eigenvectors, infinite-

dimensional vectors…) and improving their understanding of quantum issues. 
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Abstract. We present an overview of demonstration material used in quantum physics education. 

Our study categorises over 400 articles, covering experiments and demonstrations for quantum 

education from 1970 to now. Common research questions or goals of studies on demonstration 

material are identified, together with the number of studies per quantum physics topic. We share 

insights from studies regarding the use of demonstration materials to teach quantum physics to 

secondary school and undergraduate students and share considerations reported in these studies. 

Understanding choices and considerations made in previous studies can contribute to the 

development of new demonstration materials for quantum physics.  

Introduction 

The increasing use of quantum technologies requires effective ways to improve quantum 

literacy in science education and the general public. Quantum physics education has gained 

considerable attention in recent years; however the abstract nature and sub-micrometre scale of 

quantum concepts pose challenges for both students and teachers, which has led to a demand for 

demonstration materials that can make quantum concepts ‘visible’ [1].  

One approach that holds promise is the use of experiments and demonstrations [1–3]. Making 

quantum concepts such as superposition and entanglement more tangible, would provide students 

with tools to first observe quantum phenomena and then reason about them. The use of 

demonstration material could therefore have a positive effect on students' understanding of 

quantum concepts as well as on their interest in quantum physics [2].  

Although academic output on demonstration material for quantum education is on the rise, 

much can be developed in this field, particularly regarding designing and testing effective 

demonstration materials [3]. Therefore, we perform a literature review on the research on 

demonstration material for quantum physics education as support for future research.  

Goal and Methodology  

The literature review focuses on educational material that interactively visualises quantum 

physics concepts. Specifically, we examine experiments, lab courses, games, simulations, 

analogies, demonstrations, and haptic visualisations. All articles examined were intended for 

teaching in upper secondary school or lower-level undergraduate education. Our study aims to 

provide an overview of different types of quantum physics demonstration material studied in 

science education research from 1970 to now. We analyse which quantum topics are frequently 

and which are less frequently the subject of research on demonstration materials. The literature 

synthesis also obtains an overview of the questions or goals addressed by researchers.  

Published academic studies and conference results were gathered through a systematic search 

within title, abstract and keywords via ERIC, Web of Science, and SCOPUS. Search queries were 

built up by terms related to three categories: “[quantum physics term] AND [demonstration term] 

AND [education term]”. From over 400 documents, we extract the following data: the quantum 

topic addressed in the study, the type of demonstration material, the research question or objective, 

and the conclusions regarding the deployment and impact on students' learning experience and 

outcomes, if available. 
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Preliminary results and perspectives 

The synthesis of this literature review is ongoing. Based on 126 documents, our preliminary 

results show a range of distinct demonstration types used for different teaching objectives. 

Examples of some demonstration types are depicted in figure 1.  

Additionally, we identified choices made when designing or implementing demonstration 

material. Some materials aim to visualise “genuine” quantum effects, with accurate quantum 

reasoning to make the necessity for the quantum model plausible. This strategy is sometimes 

difficult for students to understand due to the microscopic or complex nature of the experimental 

setup. Others use physical analogies or digital simulations, which are often easier to implement 

but may cause challenges to transfer analogies to quantum concepts.  

Fig. 1. Examples of different types of demonstration material based on preliminary results [4–9].  

 

Currently, most demonstrations emphasise the physical phenomenon introduced from a physics 

perspective. However, we observe an increase in studies regarding demonstrations focusing more 

on practical applications using quantum concepts in other relevant fields. The latter demonstrations 

aim to show "what one can do with it" rather than "what exactly is it". A majority of studies on 

demonstration material for high schools cover topics such as the photoelectric effect, interference 

of light and atomic models. The number of studies on superposition and entanglement has 

increased over the past ten years. These findings will be valuable in developing and researching 

new teaching materials.  

At the conference, we present the analysis of all selected articles. 
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Abstract. In this research, we focus on undergraduate physics students’ hybrid views in two specific 

cross-cutting concepts in quantum physics, namely, wave function and measurement, and examined 

them in an international context, Italy and Türkiye. Our results indicate a weak association with the 

country of origin, whereas hybrid views are independent of the targeted concepts. 

Introduction 

Quantum theory radically changed our view of the world by introducing concepts as 

indeterminism, probability, and non-locality [1]. Different properties emerging from the nature of 

the theory such as complementarity, irreversibility of the measurement and collapse of wave 

function, relation observer − observed system [2] were challenging for scientists and made them 

revise their conceptions, rethink the nature of things deeply, and reshape the ideas of reality [3].  

This paradigm shift is challenging also for students. Several research studies at both high school 

and undergraduate level indicate that students may experience conceptual and mathematical 

difficulties in learning quantum physics. Previous research studies also indicate that students often 

do not discriminate quantum and classical ideas but, rather, construct new composite (hybrid) non-

scientific knowledge structures by getting some characteristics of classical and quantum ideas. 

Such hybrid views may lead to contradictory ideas that coexist with more correct conceptions [1, 

4, 5]. While most research has focused on identifying incorrect views and misconceptions, very 

little is known about whether how frequent these hybrid views are and whether they are resistant 

also to formal instruction in quantum physics at undergraduate level. In this paper, we address this 

issue by focusing on countries, Italy and Türkiye, and two specific cross-cutting concepts in 

quantum physics, namely, wave function and measurement. The specific research questions that 

guided the study were: RQ1) Do undergraduate physics students hold hybrid views about 

measurement and wave function? RQ2) To what extent do Turkish and Italian undergraduate 

physics students differ in such views? RQ3) How does the specific concept affect such views?  

Methods 

A convenience sample of 148 undergraduate physics students (Turkish N=77; Italian N=71; 

average age: 21.7 ± 2.7 years old) was involved in the study. All the students had been attending 

a course teaching quantum mechanics subjects. In both contexts, the course syllabi target 

introductory quantum concepts starting from the historical experiments (blackbody radiation, 

photoelectric effect…) up to spin, including topics such as the uncertainty principle, the atomic 

structure, wave function, probability, Schrödinger’s wave equation, operators, observables, Hilbert 

space, harmonic oscillator, potential well, tunnelling, the angular momentum, hydrogen atom etc. 

The adopted instructional approach is teacher-centred, focused on mathematical details of the 

theory. A 6-item ordered multiple-choice questionnaire developed by Testa et al. [5] was used as 

instrument. We chose this questionnaire because it was explicitly developed to address the 

dimensions of Measurement and Wave Function as cross-concepts in Quantum Mechanics. 

Moreover, for each item, the four answer choices was developed to be scored as correct, partially 

correct, or incorrect. Overall, the items were evenly split between the two cross-cutting concepts 

(three targeting measurement, three the wave function). To answer RQ1, for each target concept, 
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we assigned to each student a code according to the answer choices they picked to the three items. 

The coding is reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Coding of students’ answers 
Combination of picked answer choices  Code Interpretation Classification 
All three items correct Q The student holds an informed view about the target 

concept 

Quantum 

At least two correct and one partial 

 
QP The student mostly holds an informed view about 

the target concept 

Hybrid 

All three items partial 

At least one partial and one incorrect 
At least one correct and one incorrect 

M The student holds a mixed view of the target concept 

All three items incorrect  

 
C The student holds a not informed view about the 

target concept 

Classical 

To answer RQ2, we performed a chi-square analysis to investigate the association between the 

country of origin of the respondents and the views emerged by their answering patterns. To answer 

RQ3, we performed a McNemar test to investigate the transition amongst the emerging patterns 

for the two targeted concepts. Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS 28. 

Results 

Concerning RQ1, for both the targeted cross-cutting concepts, the hybrid view was the most 

frequent one (62.8% for measurement, 71.6% for wave function). Only about one third of the 

sample held a quantum view about measurement. The percentage of students holding a quantum 

view about wave function was even lower, about 25%. The classical perspective was observed in 

only about 2% of the respondents for both concepts. Concerning RQ2, the chi-square analysis 

shows no significant differences for the measurement concept (χ2=3.764, N=144, df = 1, p=.057), 

while a significant difference emerged for the wave function concept (χ2=4.89, N=145, df = 1, 

p=.039), although the strength of association is small (Cramer’s V = 0.184). Finally, concerning 

RQ3, the distribution of quantum and hybrid views between the two targeted cross-cutting 

concepts was not statistically different (p=.169). However, we note that only 34.7% of the 

students, who hold a quantum view about measurement concept, hold a quantum view also about 

the wave function concept.  

Conclusion and discussion 

Our study shows that even after being formally introduced to quantum mechanics, physics 

students mostly present hybrid views about two relevant concepts in quantum mechanics, namely 

measurement and wave function. Results are weakly associated to the country of origin, suggesting 

differences related to university curricula that merit to be further investigated. Finally, we found 

that hybrid views are independent of the targeted concepts. As a future step, we plan to identify 

clusters of students according to the expressed views using latent class analysis.  
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Abstract. Using models in the physics classroom allows students to explore phenomena in ways 

that could help facilitate learning. A laboratory exercise was developed where upper secondary 

school students worked with a mechanical Paul trap and a simulation to understand how a real 

Paul trap works to investigate the usefulness of ideal models in the physics laboratory for 

learning. A design-based research approach guided by variation theory was adopted for the 

mixed-method study. The results identified successful patterns of variations and how models in 

the physics classroom can be both a blessing and a curse for conceptual understanding. 

Introduction  

In physics education, models come in various forms. Therefore, there has been a need to 

categorise them in terms of, for example, analogue models, ideal models, and toy models. The 

usefulness and limitations of models have previously been discussed both in scientific use cases 

(e.g. [1]) and in modelling in the science classroom. However, a vital but unanswered issue 

regarding modelling in school is the issue of motivating students to develop and use models to 

learn, as scientists do, rather than "doing school" [2]. 

The current study investigates how students can use toy models to understand a real-world 

phenomenon by developing and iteratively revising a laboratory exercise, which has been 

documented in [3]. To this end, the current study explores how a mechanical analogue to the 

Paul trap, the mechanical Paul trap, as both a physical and computer-simulated model, can be 

used in a laboratory exercise to teach students the concept of trapping ions using varying electric 

fields (current results from this work can be found in [4]). The research question in focus is how 

interacting with a physical and simulated model of a mechanical Paul trap affects students' 

ability to understand how a real Paul trap qualitatively works.  
A Paul trap is a technique for trapping and guiding charged particles using a quadrupole. It 

utilises that by varying an electric field it is possible to create a pseudopotential where the net 

force on a particle is directed towards the middle. This can be thought of as having a ball placed 

on a saddle-looking shape (Fig 1). It is possible to trap a ball in this shape by placing it precisely 

in the middle (unstable) or rotating the saddle with a certain frequency. 

Fig 1. (A) Two configurations of the potential field in a linear Paul trap. (B) A particle in the linear Paul trap. (C) A 3D-

printed mechanical Paul trap. The figure is reused from [5], CC-BY. 
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Method 

By using a design-based approach, it is possible to generate powerful hypotheses for theory 

generation by developing an intervention (a lab exercise) in naturalistic classroom settings in a 

cyclical fashion that is not possible in a laboratory setting [6]. The experimental setup used in 

the current study is similar to the one proposed in [7] and was designed to fit within the course 

Physics 2 in Swedish upper secondary school. Students had access to balls of various sizes, 

densities, mass distribution, and materials and could change the rotational frequency of the 

mechanical Paul trap. They also studied the system without friction using the simulation.  
The design experiment cycle consisted of three phases. 119 students and six teachers 

participated in the study, spread over 12 lab sessions. Data were gathered through pre and post-

tests, field notes, and semi-structured interviews with two randomly selected students after the 

lab session. The data were analysed using thematic analysis [8] guided by the theoretical 

framework of variation theory, as described in [9]. 

Results and conclusions 

The analysis identified that although many of the students had trouble successfully seeing 

the mechanical Paul trap as a toy model of a real Paul trap, the ones who did exhibit similar 

patterns of variation. Further, it was also possible to identify the importance of the teacher’s 

role in introducing the lab in a mindful way and the importance of being agile in how they 

provide guidance. The identified patterns of variation provide valuable information for teachers 

on what guidance to offer and when.  
Our study shows general agreement with previous research in that using models can develop 

students understanding of them and their limitations. It also provides insight into how the 

mechanical Paul trap and models overall can be utilised in the physics laboratory to learn about 

their usefulness and limitations. Finally, this study also contributes to the analytical tool set for 

structuring educational science laboratories and can serve as an example of how using variation 

theory can be a fruitful approach to exploring the use of models for teaching conceptual 

understanding in a laboratory environment. 
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Abstract. Wave-particle duality is included in many high school physics curricula as a concept 

central to quantum physics. However, whether wave-particle duality can be taught effectively 

depends on the students’ notions of the classical concepts of waves and particles and the ability to 

apply these concepts in modelling the physical world. Using a questionnaire on these concepts, we 

investigate the development of the mental models of waves and particles from novice to expert. 

The outline of this study as well as the results will be presented at the GIREP conference. 

Introduction 

Wave-particle duality (WPD) is often cited as being at the heart of quantum mechanics and is 

therefore regularly a main topic in many secondary school curricula [1]. A recent update of the 

Dutch curriculum has put even more emphasis on the concept of WPD. Yet, it is not at all clear 

cut what is meant by WPD: a simple definition is elusive. Moreover, students often struggle with 

grasping the ideas pertaining to WPD. A deeper understanding of the nature of science (NOS) and 

models, and the concepts of waves and particles seems required. 

Waves and particles can be regarded as classical models that fit certain experimental outcomes. 

Moreover, WPD is often taught by citing and demonstrating historical experiments that show 

explicitly either the wave or particle aspect of nature. Thus, when introduced to quantum 

mechanics, students are required to switch between their wave and particle models. While experts 

are known to be able to fluently switch between various models and representations, students often 

are not [2]. The ability to switch between these models and  use them appropriately requires both 

a clearer understanding of NOS and the meaning of models [1] and of the classical concepts of 

waves and particles [3]. However, it is not at all clear what intrinsic concepts students hold on what 

constitutes a wave or a particle property. 

If a clear understanding of classical concepts is lacking, the puzzling idea of WPD is not 

understood clearly by students: in descriptions of classical physics wave and particle models are 

often seen as mutually exclusive concepts whereas in the case of WPD students need both to make 

meaning of all aspects of a phenomenon. As an example of this, a high school teacher recently 

echoed the following often heard sentiment after teaching about the wave nature of the electron: 

“The students did not show any surprise that electrons show wave behaviour.” The teacher added: 

“It would be good to point out the difference between wave and particle better in advance and let 

students predict what they would expect to happen with the electrons." 

We could try to circumvent the need to discuss WPD altogether by focussing on the outcome 

of an experiment, such as electron interference, as-is [4]. However, it is likely that students 

themselves attempt to make mental models regardless of whether they are prompted to do so or 

not. Such mental models are bound to use, implicitly or explicitly, notions associated with classical 

waves and particles. Whether, when and how we can teach WPD at secondary school thus depends 

on the conceptual understanding of the classical wave and particle concepts. The central question 

in this study is therefore: 

How do mental models of waves and particles – as basis for WPD – develop from 

novice to expert? 
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Method 

To study how the mental-models develop from novice to expert, we followed [3] and developed 

a questionnaire addressing both concepts. We started with two general questions: “What is a wave 

(particle)? Describe what you understand by it.” Answers to these questions reveal what the 

respondents associate with these concepts, without being directed to the topic of quantum 

mechanics. In follow-up questions we investigate how respondents link this understanding to 

quantum mechanics, for instance: “an electron is said to show both wave and particle behaviour 

or have properties of both. What is here meant by the wave (particle) properties of an electron?”  

The survey has been conducted among high school students at three different stages of their 

education and a small sample of high school teachers. We are in the stage of collecting answers 

from first-year bachelor's and master's students, secondary school physics teachers, graduate 

students and university professors. Answers to the first questions are analysed using a 

phenomenographic analysis. Answers are first grouped revealing various categories such as 

associations not related to quantum mechanics, physical features, examples. Secondly, we identify 

the number of answers belonging to a category for each level group. Subsequent answers are 

analysed using a pre-made marking scheme which sought for terms such as (non)localized, 

wavelength, mass, momentum, frequency and so on. The final average score per group is an 

indicator for the level of proficiency, so is expected.  

Preliminary outcomes 

Some preliminary data have been analysed showing that young students (14y) relate mostly to 

phenomena from their daily live such as waves at sea. Older students (18y) are able to recall more 

concepts related to waves and/or particles, such as sinus, amplitude and photon. Still, detailed 

answers are lacking indicating a not fully developed understanding of both waves and particles. 

Not surprisingly, physics teachers’ answers relate more directly to features of waves and particles 

in the context of quantum mechanics, with examples as deBroglie wavelength and localisation. 

Conclusions 

The preliminary data show there is a clear growth in students’ associations with waves and 

particles, but at the highest level of secondary school (generally where quantum mechanics is 

introduced) important features of waves and particles are still lacking. More elaborate results will 

be presented at the GIREP conference, where we hope to demonstrate how the mental-model 

develops and whether students in their final year of high school education have an adequate 

understanding of both waves and particles once they are introduced to wave-particle duality. 
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Abstract. One amazing characteristics of quantum algorithms is how they can deliver results with 

100% certainty despite their structure being based on the probabilistic interpretation of quantum 

mechanics. This type of algorithm requires a different way of thinking and sets a challenge for 

science educators. Two routines to emulate quantum cryptography protocols (BB84 and EK91) are 

proposed in this work. The educational procedure uses a tool we have developed and called 

MACROBIT as a mean to mimic algorithms of quantum key distribution. The MACROBITS are 

useful to illustrate quantum mechanics concepts such as superposition, change of basis, quantum 

measurements and entanglement. 

Introduction  

Quantum cryptography is a growing research field that had overcome technical difficulties, 

both theoretical and experimental, over the past few decades. The idea of building a quantum 

computer is attributed to R. Feynmann during a seminar in 1981 [1]. The main issue was to discuss 

the impossibility of using classical computers to simulate quantum mechanical problems due to 

the intrinsic probabilistic character of the quantum theory. The smallest information unit in 

quantum information is nowadays called the q-bit, a term that appeared in 1995 in a paper by B. 

Schumacher [2]. Cryptographic methods based on quantum properties begun to pop-up in the 80´s 

when Bennet and Brassard first presented the BB84 protocol, which is based on quantum 

superposition in different basis and in quantum measurements [3]. Another important work is due 

to A. Ekert who developed the EK91 protocol which uses another characteristic of quantum 

mechanics: entanglement [4].  

The development of quantum mechanics required major paradigm shifts and still causes 

perplexity, even for experienced physicists. Nevertheless, the necessary effort has been done in 

order to bring quantum physics concepts to the secondary education audience [5,6]. In the present 

work, the development of a toy game that can be manipulated by the students is reported. They are 

invited to exchange a cryptographic key, in order to send a message using tokens called 

MACROBITS (M-bits). In the process, they get in touch with quantum concepts and can see how 

sure results can be obtained even using the probabilistic methods of quantum theory [7].    

Methods  

Cryptography requires a few steps such as coding a message in a binary sequence, producing a 

encrypting key and transmitting the encrypted message. Quantum mechanics is useful in two 

aspects: the construction of a random sequence of bits, which represents the encrypting key, and 

the security of the key transmission process. By MACROBIT (M-bit) we stand for an object in the 

scale of centimetres, shaped in such a way that it can be classified by two distinct properties and 

because of that, it introduces a useful ambiguity in regard to a binary representation. The M-bits 

were crafted using common materials such as PVC tubes, plaster and coloured tape. It consists of 

a right round cylinder painted in two different colors (figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Four possible side views of one M-bit. The M-bit "state vector" can be written in two different basis. 

 

As seen in Figure 1, from left to right, the M-bit can be characterized by its side views according 

to its colour (black or white) or to its shape (circle or square). This permits to represent the binary 

values "0" or "1" in two different bases.  

In the BB84 mode two participants (emitter and receiver) can simulate the so called sifting 

procedure. The emitter prepares a set of 8 M-bits taking note of the basis in which he organizes 

the set. He hides them inside a blackboard box eraser and sends to a receiver. In his turn, the 

receiver opens the box and measure the M-bits according to his own set of basis. The final step to 

produce the cryptographic key is the comparison between the set of basis used by each participant. 

The results to be kept in the this sifting process are the ones in which the M-bit was measured by 

the receiver in the same basis as it was prepared by the emitter.  

In the EK91 mode a third participant and two sets of M-bits are required. This third partner is 

the entangler. He prepares two sets of M-bits taking note of the basis and according to the 

entanglement rules. If the entangler chose the basis color he set one M-bit white and the other 

black for instance. He sends one set to the emitter and the entangled one to the receiver. Both 

partners make their measurements and if they choose the same basis as the entangler they will be 

sure that their results are complementary to each other (if one measures a white M-bit the other 

will have the black M-bit). 

Conclusion  

The M-bits showed its usefulness to introduce the quantum concepts behind cryptographic 

protocols such as superposition of states, change of basis, quantum measurement and 

entanglement. Although, some goals can be achieved with them, it is necessary to stress that M-

bits are classical objects and there are crucial differences that have to be addressed. The most 

important is that the M-bit is not destroyed because of the measurement as it happens to a q-bit, so 

there is no state vector collapse in the M-bit case. Presenting the conceptual framework of quantum 

mechanics (including vocabulary) to the students and the quantum mechanical way of thinking are 

some benefits of using the MACROBITS. 
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Abstract. One of the key points for understanding quantum physics is the measuring process. In 

the context of modern approaches to quantum physics via two-state systems, the question of tools 

for assessing students’ understanding and identifying learning difficulties in quantum physics 

arises anew. As a first step towards a comprehensive concept inventory, a questionnaire  to inquire 

the student’s perspective and reasoning about the measurement process as a key concept in 

quantum physics is developed and presented. This contribution will describe first results of its 

evaluation.  

 

Motivation  

The measurement process represents a key concept in the understanding of quantum physics. 

It has special features that are completely different from classical physics.  

There are hints that current approaches to quantum physics using two-state systems can help 

to reduce students' learning difficulties [1]. Therefore, assessment instruments for understanding 

quantum physics based on wave-particle duality have limited applicability in the context of two-

state systems. This requires the use of new assessment instruments which could help also 

teachers to support their students in the conceptual change from classical to quantum physics and 

thus promote understanding. 

But even when choosing an approach via two-state systems, there are different possibilities of 

implementation, such as via polarisation, via spin or via the double-well potential. A new 

instrument for assessing understanding should be equally suitable for all these different 

approaches. Within the framework of the Quantum Flagship (https://qt.eu/about-quantum-

flagship/projects/education-coordination-support-actions/), a pilot project DQC-2stap, was 

therefore launched to develop such an instrument. In view of the external constraints on the 

project, a strict focus had to be made. The choice fell on the measurement process as a central 

characteristic of quantum physics. In this paper we describe the development of the 

questionnaire, the piloting, the final questionnaire and first results from its evaluation. 

Design of questionnaire 

In the framework of the two-state approaches some aspects of the measuring process as well 

as overarching aspects have to be considered. In particular, it involves the indeterminism 

implying that individual measurement results cannot be predicted. On the other hand, the 

probability of measurement results can be calculated and thus predicted. So the items of the 
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questionnaire were developed along different aspects of the measurement process. The detailed 

procedure of the  development was described elsewhere (presentation at GIREP 2022).  

The main aspects of the measurement process taken into account in the questionnaire are 

predictability, the influence of the measurement process on the state, the probability of 

measuring results and characteristics of the measurement process itself. 

In the pilot version of the questionnaire there were 9 items with closed answer options (3 to 5 

options, of which one was correct) and 4 items with open answer options. For each closed item 

the students should also give a reason why they choose their answer. The open items covered the 

described aspects of the questionnaire. 

Evaluation of pilot questionnaire 

In the first pilot study overall 39 students took part, mostly physics teacher students from 

Germany and Hungary. After some changes a second pilot was conducted with 50 students, 

mostly  high school students from Italy and university students from Slovenia.  

Results of quantitative answers 

The closed answers were evaluated with descriptive statistics and served for deciding which 

items or distractors should be removed or changed. Answer options with less than 10% ticks of 

the participants were excluded or revised. Items with sings of misunderstandigs were 

reformulated or excluded. In addition, the reasons given by the students were evaluated and 

served as hints for the construction of the final questionnaire.  

Results of qualitative answers 

For analysing the answers to the open items and the reasons a category system with a coding 

manual was developed to evaluate.  

The answers were categorised by several intercoders independently of each other. The codes 

were compared and after discussion the categories were adjusted. The main categories are: 

Effects of measurement, characteristics of measurement process, knowledge of quantum states, 

probability of measurement, predictability of single measurement results, General characteristics 

of quantum physics, difference of classical and quantum physics. In addition the reasoning of 

students in giving the answer was coded.   

The answers mirrored some misunderstandings, learning difficulties and students’ 

conceptions. Examples will be represented in the contribution. 

Final version of the questionnaire 

On the basis of these results the final questionnaire on the quantum measuring process is 

constructed. It was evaluated with a group of future physics teachers. First results will be 

presented. 
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Abstract. In the last years, quantum computation was mainly addressed in advanced master’s 

degree courses for physicist and computer scientist, but the experiences in secondary schools are 

quite few. In this presentation the preparation and the experiences of a pilot project will be shown. 

The introductory quantum mechanics is based on polarisation extended with the basics of quantum 

information science. The speciality of the pilot project is that it does not exceed the secondary 

school level mathematics, only real numbers are used with avoiding the formalism of matrices and 

the time development of state. 

Introduction and methodology 

In the last few years, teaching materials [1-3] and several scientific papers [4-9] appeared with 

respect to introducing quantum information science (QIS) [10]. Most of them start with a 

mathematical introduction of complex numbers, matrices or higher dimensional vectors which are 

beyond the secondary school curriculum. However, using only real numbers and avoiding matrices 

is essential in secondary schools. Investigating two-state quantum mechanical systems [11-12] 

such as teaching materials [13-19] do seems appropriate for this purpose. The presented learning 

path is based on Dirac’s polarisation approach to quantum mechanics [20] which was developed 

into a school material in Udine [13-14]. This project is carried out as a case of Model of 

Educational Reconstruction (MER). The learning path is constantly being refined by the feedback 

of students. In this presentation the experiences of the first implementation of this 

teaching/learning project are shown. 

The preparation and the goal 

The core quantum mechanical concepts with respect to QIS are state, superposition and 

measurement as [6-7] established. These are all accessible via the polarisation approach [13-17] 

and photon polarisation can illustrate the process of quantum computation: 

1. we prepare a photon in a well-defined state (input information), 

2. then the input state is transformed into a different one (information processing with quantum 

logic gates), 

3. finally, we carry out measurements in this new state with a detector giving a probabilistic 

outcome (output information). 

Since the physical realizations of quantum logic gates are often oversimplified, they are imagined 

as black boxes, in the teaching material we provide elementary examples. 

It is found that students’ learning path can be supported by illustrating quantum states and 

quantum gates. All real quantum states (qubits) can be represented on a circle, in analogy with the 

polarisation directions of photons [17]. Quantum logic gates are just transformations between 

quantum states, i.e., between points of the circle. For instance, the so-called Pauli-X gate changes 

the coefficients of the state |0⟩ (vertically polarised photonic state) and |1⟩ (horizontally polarised 

photonic state), as Fig 1 shows. It is found that, during the tasks, students found very useful to 

utilize a booklet with visual presentation to overcome their mathematical limitations (e.g., Pauli-

X gate mirrors on the diagonal). 

 
Fig 1. Left panel: Visual representation of quantum states and Pauli-X gate. Quantum state of real number two-state 

systems can be represented along the perimeter of a circle. States |0⟩ and |1⟩ correspond to the horizontal and vertical 
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polarisation directions, respectively, the others to superposition states as indicated by the notations. Right panel: The 

Pauli-X gate provides a reversible transformation between two states. A few examples of this are shown here, in 

harmony with the blue arrows of the left panel. 

 

 

 

An example of the effect of Pauli-X gate with quantum computation perspective is: 

1. A photon is prepared in state α|0⟩ + β|1⟩ (input information), 

2. the Pauli-X transform the state into β|0⟩ + α|1⟩ (information processing), 

3. the measurement is performed, the outcome is probabilistic (output information). The 

probability of measuring state |0⟩ and |1⟩ is β2 and α2, respectively. 

If the probability α2 of projecting the input state into |0⟩ was large, then the probability β2 of 

projecting the output state into |0⟩ will be small. 

The pilot project will end at the end of spring 2023. An ongoing goal is to identify the learning 

difficulties and misconceptions of students and recognize a possible learning path which is also 

appropriate in secondary schools not exceeding the available mathematical apparatus. 
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Abstract. This study examines the conceptual understanding of the scientific principles of climate 

change of German A-level students using the CCCI-422 climate change concept inventory. The 

sample under investigation consists of 501 A-level students of five German upper-level secondary 

schools (Gymnasium) representing the complete A-level student body in their schools. Results show 

that the CCCI-422 seems difficult for the A-level students, because less than half the items were 

answered correctly. Alternative conceptions known from literature (e.g. ozone hole explanation) 

can be approved with this instrument and this sample. The self-assessment drops from pre to post 

strongly and becomes more realistic. 

Introduction 

Knowing the conceptual understanding of the underlying scientific principles of climate change 

of (young) learners can not only guide future instruction but also assess previous instruction on 

climate change. Concept inventories serve to reliably evaluate the understanding in large scale 

studies to elicit misconceptions and to distinguish them from lack of knowledge. Over the last 

years and decades, several such concept inventories for the topic of climate change have been 

developed in English (e.g. Keller, 2006; Jarret & Takacs, 2020). Most recent addition is the up-to-

date and psychometrically refurbished climate change concept inventory “CCCI-422” in German 

(Schubatzky et al, 2023). Typical student conceptions on climate change include a confusion about 

climate and weather, a confusion with the ozone hole, and a reflection conception for the 

greenhouse effect. Our research aim is to assess the conceptual understanding of the scientific 

principles of climate change of German A-level students. Such A-level students can shed light on 

the effect of all formal schooling on students’ conceptual understanding. There are two guiding 

research questions: Which student conceptions are prevalent among (German) A-level students at 

the end of formal schooling? And how do students rate their knowledge about climate change and 

how does their rating relate to their conceptual understanding? 

Design & Methods 

The sample under investigation consists of 501 A-level students of five German upper-level 

secondary schools (Gymnasium). The 501 students represent the complete A-level student body 

in their schools, except for random sick-leave students. The five schools are all well-situated in an 

urban setting in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. 71.8% believe that current climate 

change is man-induced, with another 25.5% believing in a mix of man-induced and natural causes, 

and four of the 501 students believing only in natural causes and nine students feeling unsure. A 

student’s conceptual understanding of the scientific principles behind climate change is defined as 

the person ability measured with the CCCI-422 using Rasch analysis. Central concepts were 

derived from literature search and expert interviews (n=8 climate scientists from Austria and 
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Switzerland) resulting in five concept areas: 1. Facts of the atmosphere of planet Earth. 2. 

Distinction between weather and climate. 3. Earth’s climate as a system. 4. The greenhouse effect 

and 5. The carbon cycle. Distractors were derived from 40+ interviews with open ended questions 

ending in 36 closed multiple-choice items concerning the five concepts with three to five 

distractors delivering alternative conceptions. Student knowledge self-assessment is 

operationalised as a single open question (0-100%) and tested prior and after the concept questions. 

The study follows a cross-sectional design. The learners were tested once in 2022 online in-situ 

using LimeSurvey ® on their personal device with a test duration of about 20 minutes. Planned 

analyses consist of performing a Rasch-analysis using RStudio and the TAM-package to obtain 

the person ability of each student. To obtain the prevailing conceptions about climate change 

descriptive analyses are planned regarding the five concept areas including the most difficult 

item(s) and regarding overarching ideas (natural – artificial, overestimation of effects, reflection 

conception, …). 

Results 

Students answered on average 14 of the 36 items correctly. Most difficult item with an item 

parameter of 3.25 is the question, how high the percentage of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 

is. Answer choices range from “less than 1%” to “more than 55%” with more than half of the 

students choosing between 5% and 55%. The alternative conception of the ozone hole being 

responsible for the strengthened greenhouse effect is held by roughly 30% of the students with less 

than 20% choosing the correct explanation. Concerning overarching ideas preliminary results are 

still pending. Before taking the concept inventory, students believe on average they can solve 60% 

of the items, with only 33% after having taken the inventory. The difference between pre- and 

post-self-assessment analysed by t-test is significant (t(495) = 28.2, p< 0.01) with an effect size of 

d= 1.4, which is a strong effect. Concerning the self-assessment and its relation to their actual 

knowledge the correlation of person ability and pre-self-assessment is significant with p < 0.01 

and small with r = 0.16. After finishing the concept survey, the correlation of person ability and 

post-self-assessment is similarly significant with p < 0.01 and r = 0.25. 

Discussion 

Overall, the CCCI-422 seems difficult for the A-level students, because less than half the items 

were answered correctly. Alternative conceptions known from literature (e.g. ozone hole 

explanation) can be approved with this instrument and this sample. These results may be seen as 

problematic regarding the fact that A-level students should steer future decisions wisely and well-

informed in face of climate change. Concerning the second question there is a weak correlation. 

The self-assessment drops from pre to post strongly and becomes more realistic. Overall, it looks 

like there has been little schooling on climate change. Data is all in, full results will be presented 

at GIREP 23. 
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Abstract. Lab reports form an important part of learning experimental physics in undergraduate 

courses. Advances in natural language processing give us new tools that allow for the large-scale 

qualitative analysis of lab reports to understand how students demonstrate their skills and 

knowledge. Hence, we compare natural language processing techniques to understand whether it 

is possible to reliably extract information about student argumentation from lab reports on two 

different spectroscopy experiments. We find that the transformer model BERT results in the highest 

accuracy of 84 ± 5 % and is the only model to show improved accuracy when analysing both 

experiments simultaneously. 

Introduction 

Lab reports are one of the most common forms of assessment for undergraduate teaching 

laboratories. Given the ubiquity of this form of assessment, little research has looked at how 

students engage with such tasks. One learning objective that can be assessed is students’ level of 

data-based argumentation they employ when writing a lab report [1], which is an essential skill 

that is needed in a data-literate society.  

At Imperial College London each cohort is approximately 250 students and the lab courses in 

Year 1 and Year 2 of the degree are compulsory for all students. Until recently, they completed up 

to three lab reports per year, giving a total of 1500 lab reports per cohort. The large number of 

reports proves a challenge for traditional qualitative analysis. Therefore, we have chosen to utilise 

the advances in artificial intelligence technologies, specifically machine learning using Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) to scale our analysis, inspired by the work of Rosenberg and Krist 

[2]. In the current work, we present a small part of this larger project, to establish the reliability of 

such an approach. 

Theoretical framing 

We think about argumentation as an element of writing through the lens of the “Framework of 

goals for writing in physics lab classes” [3] as well as make use of the “Modelling framework for 

experimental physics” [4] to build an a priori coding scheme for student argumentation (Table 1). 

The methodological approach we take is based on the NLP-augmented qualitative analysis 

methods of Rosenberg and Krist [2]: an initial coding scheme is developed and used to train a NLP 

model to apply the codes to a larger data set. We address the question: how reliable is a model 

trained on the lab reports from one experiment compared to one trained on lab reports from 

multiple experiments? 

 
Table 1. A priori codes for the analysis of reasoning levels demonstrated by students. 

Code Description 

Superficial It could be X. 

Extended It could be X because of Y. 

Deep It could be X because of Y which would have the following effect on X... 

Prediction Deep & made a prediction for further study. 

Expert Prediction & did some analysis/measurements to check this. 
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Methods 

Anonymised lab reports from two different experiments were analysed, both involving 

measuring the spectrum of a light source: the Year 1 course used a grating spectrometer (96 

reports) and the Year 2 course used a Michelson interferometer (85 reports). All of the 85 reports 

from the Year 2 experiment were written by students who wrote one of the 96 reports from the 

Year 1 experiment. The codes (Table 1) were applied by all three authors to the same 10 lab reports 

before discussing any discrepancies between the application of the codes. EA and JZ then applied 

the codes to the remaining lab reports.  

Four traditional NLP models were used (see Table 2) as well as the transformer model BERT 

[5], which uses contextualised embeddings to interpret a word based on the surrounding words. 

All methods were trained to apply one of the five codes to each lab report and were trained on the 

Year 1 reports, the Year 2 reports, and both Year 1 and Year 2 reports. Ethical approval was 

received from Imperial College Education Ethics Review Process EERP2122-073. 

Results 

We found that BERT achieved the highest accuracy (Table 2). All models produced a lower 

accuracy on the Year 2 reports than the Year 1 reports. Training on all the reports achieved the 

same or lower accuracy than training on just the Year 1 reports for all models except BERT. 

 
Table 2. Accuracy of the NLP models using a 80/20 train/test split. All use term-frequency inverse-document-

frequency text vectorisation, except for BERT. Note, random assignment of codes would give an accuracy of 20%. 

Errors are the standard error on the mean from repeated hold-out validation. 

Lab reports 
Naïve 

Bayes/% 

Random 

Forest/% 

Support Vector 

Machine/% 

Linear 

Regression/% 
BERT/% 

Year 1 43.2 ± 0.2 41.2 ± 0.2 42 ± 3 43 ± 3 81 ± 3 

Year 2 29 ± 3 25 ± 2 32 ± 3 30 ± 3 58 ± 7 

Year 1 and Year 2 39 ± 3 39 ± 2 41 ± 2 39 ± 2 84 ± 5 

Conclusions 

We found that all the traditional models did not improve their accuracy when trained on a larger 

and more varied data set. The BERT model shows some improvement with the combined data set, 

though this is within the uncertainty, suggesting that it is robust to small variations in context. 
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Abstract. The current data-driven era is rapidly transforming the world around us, including 

physics education research (PER) and education. Modern statistical, data science, and artificial 

intelligence (AI) methodologies enhance data processing, analysis, and visualization, enabling 

optimal data-driven decision-making. However, as PER increasingly adopts advanced methods and 

tools, there is still a lack of complete openness, which provides a unifying framework connecting 

research practices, methods, data, and code for everyone in the PER community. Our key aim is to 

share our experience with open data science, encouraging broader adoption within the PER and 

education. We also underscore the potential benefits of data science and AI in helping teachers 

adopt more effective blended learning. 

Introduction: How Data is Transforming Our World 

The astonishing exponential progress in digitalization and technology rapidly changes our 

world into data-intensive age [1]. We now generate and interact with enormous amounts of data 

in various fields, including all STEM fields, medicine, economics, or industry. While classical 

statistics, such as ANOVA and hypothesis testing, were crucial in the 20th century, the 21st century 

requires new and more advanced approaches. Modern data comprises not just numbers but also 

shapes, images, and texts featuring complex hierarchical structures and high dimensionality. 

Contemporary open statistical, data science & AI methodologies and tools address these 

challenges, enhancing data processing, analysis, and visualization to a whole new level. 

Techniques like machine learning, deep learning, and network analysis enable extracting valuable 

insights from diverse data sources, facilitating optimal, data-driven decisions [2-6]. 

PER & Education in the Data Era: Rethinking Perspectives 

PER and physics education itself are no exceptions to these trends; in November 2022, Ch. 

Henderson, an editor of the prestigious Physical Review Physics Education Research (PRPER), 

announced the Statistical Modeling Review Committee to check and support advanced statistical 

methods in submitted papers. We utilized data science tools [5,6] to analyze recent PRPER papers 

(N=682, years 2016-2022) to quantify the impact of the data era on PER more precisely. The main 

conclusion based on Fig. 1 says that despite growing momentum using data science and AI in PER 

[7], there remains a need for complete openness connecting research practices, methods, data, and 

code for everyone in the PER community.  

Our key aim will be to present and share how open data science transformed our approach to 

science and education (very similar to [8]), trying to inspire more colleagues from PER community 

to adopt similar practices, ultimately enabling all of us to improve PER outcomes in less time 

(further illustrative examples will be in our second contribution, "Enhancing University First-Year 

Physics Education: Implementation of Interactive-Engagement Methods for Deeper Conceptual 

Understanding"). Data science can also significantly help our STEM teachers, especially in the 

context of blended learning which became especially important during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

With the inevitable integration of digital technology in blended learning, teachers find themselves 

in an unprecedented position to obtain and analyze data (much more and more frequently) to 
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improve their instruction. We will outline possible steps in how, with the help of AI [9], the 

effective use of open data science by teachers themselves does not have to be a distant utopia. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Results of our automated keyword search in the PRPER summarized as a heatmap created using open data 

science tools – Pandas and Seaborn libraries (pybliometrics, a library for Scopus, was also applied)  
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Abstract. In this presentation we describe how we incorporated data analysis with Python in the 

first year laboratory course at the University of Potsdam. This transformation was implemented 

without considerably altering the course structure. We carefully designed Jupyter Notebooks with 

exercises and applied physics examples. We use these Notebooks to guide students through the 

fundamentals of data handling and analysis in Python while performing simple experiments. We 

present our approach and the developed materials. Finally, we discuss the effectiveness of our 

intervention based on qualitative empirical studies in the lab class. 

Introduction  

There are many possible learning objectives pursued in introductory physics laboratory classes 

(PLCs), for example learning how to evaluate measurement uncertainties, document experimental 

work or perform data analysis [1].  

In all empirical science disciplines, data rates are rapidly increasing, and powerful tools are 

needed to analyse and condense them. To prepare students for their future careers, there is a 

growing need to foster 'computational skills' in the physics curriculum, beyond the common use 

of spreadsheets and integrated mathematical computing packages already employed in PLCs [2-

3]. As an explicit advantage associated with such competencies, there is also an improved 

awareness to physics teaching methodologies. On the other hand, due to the already existing large 

amount of learning goals of PLCs and due to time constraints, teaching how to develop program 

code for data analysis is rarely included in those settings.  

The goal of this study is to find a feasible way to introduce students to data analysis in the 

Python programming language in an introductory PLC. We chose Python because it is widely used 

in scientific research and an attractive skill for the job market [2].  

To this aim, we use the capabilities of Jupyter Notebook (JN). It is an open-source web 

application that allows users to create and share documents that contain code, equations, plots, and 

text. We created several introductory JNs dealing with the fundamentals of Python, that are 

actively and collaboratively used by PLC students. We also created additional JNs including 

physics application and data handling examples to be utilised independently and asynchronously 

by students. In the following we describe in some detail the design and implementation of this 

introduction to Python data analysis in the PLC as well as the evaluation of our intervention. 

Design and implementation 

We implemented the newly designed introduction to Python data analysis in the first semester 

PLC for physics major students at University of Potsdam in Germany. Before our computational 

instruction students had already learned and practised on how to evaluate measurement 

uncertainties, how to do graphical analysis and how to keep a lab notebook. Since we could base 

our data analysis programming activities on solid content knowledge, our JNs were carefully 

designed to directly engage students in solving coding exercises and problems in groups. Examples 

are calculating mean and standard deviation, plotting data, doing a linear regression, compute 

statistical quantities like χ2 and r2 and creating histograms. In Table 1, we describe the details of 
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the intervention. We used two laboratory sessions to introduce the foundations of Python for basic 

data analysis. Additional JNs have been provided and used by students in asynchronous mode.  

 

Notebooks’s 

Material 

Short description Type of instruction 

Foundations 

(four JNs) 

Introduction to various platforms for JN and their 

installation. Basic elements and techniques of data 

analysis in Python. Use of Pandas dataframe 

two lab sessions of 

three hours each (in 

presence) 

Application 

examples 

(five JNs) 

Moving average applied to a time-series containing 

the number of sunspots, linear fit for illuminance of a 

light source vs distance to a light sensor, histograms of 

the measured periods of a pendulum; use of variables 

to simulate a parabolic motion; plot atmospheric CO2 

data from a website 

asynchronous work, 

to be done 

independently for the 

next lab module 

Additional 

techniques  

(two JNs) 

Import of data files in different software environments 

(Jupyter Lab-Anaconda, Google Colab, from the 

internet); example on how to edit data files 

asynchronous work, 

to be done 

independently for the 

next lab module 

 

Table 1. Python data analysis curriculum implemented in the introductory laboratory course. 

Conclusions 
After our action, students now regularly perform their further PLC data analysis using JNs in 

Python. Although our student population had very heterogeneous backgrounds in programming, 

the analysis of students’ answers to a pre/post questionnaire shows that they all recognize the 

importance of learning programming for data analysis and value doing it as soon as possible in the 

curriculum. Students particularly appreciate JNs for the data analysis and graphing, but less for 

documenting experiments. 

 In conclusion, our analysis indicates that the approaches described here improve students’ 

computational skills without significantly altering the course structure. 
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Abstract. Our increasingly data-driven societies put pressure on the students’ skillsets while 

schools struggle to fit the demands of global digitalisation into their curricula. Promoting data-

based literacy skills in the students’ upbringing requires their committed long-term application in 

meaningful contexts, in which open data from “the real world” of scientific experiments and 

governmental institutions serves a valuable purpose of increasing the authenticity of the learning 

experience. We present the case for educational use of open data and integrated programming in 

developing the students’ cross-disciplinary thinking and appreciation of data-analysis. Feedback 

from teachers and students between 2016-2023 has been very positive. 

1. Introduction – the problem and the project  

On an ideal level, educational systems should produce citizens that are able to operate in and 

contribute to the society they will be living in as active participants, yet it is unrealistic to expect a 

wide array of expert skills from pre-university level students. Still, developing an understanding 

of and familiarity with connections between new technologies and their role in addressing larger 

societal questions is an oft-stated goal in many curricula and international policies. The aim of 

creating more digitally competent students often falls under broad terms such as scientific literacy 

or data literacy [1]. This lofty goal is often in tension with the mundane realities of everyday school 

life (time, teacher competencies, lack of support). A globally observed decline in student 

motivation towards STEM subjects and careers is certainly not helping, partially explained by the 

students’ experienced lack of meaning in the activities they partake in during their science classes 

[2]. Combatting this trend has spawned multiple approaches towards more engaging science 

education, like CSE, that try to bridge the gap between “the real world” and the classrooms. 

Tapping into the fundaments of life-long learning provides tangible connections for the students 

beyond the school environment. 

 

To this end, our Education and Open Data project at Helsinki Institute of Physics has been 

working closely with secondary-level teachers in Finland and CERN since 2016 [3]. The project 

organizes teacher trainings, student workshops and cooperates with the teachers on integrating 

easily accessible phenomenon-oriented programming into their classes utilising open data from 

sources like the CMS particle physics experiment or the Finnish Meteorological Institute. The core 

idea of the project is to promote the use of freely available programming tools (Python, Jupyter) 

and data-analysis skills that are not tied down to any singular subject (general, transferable skills 

as understood in the 21st century skills). This combination of meaningful programming for a 

purpose, usage of authentic research-quality data in open-ended inquiry practices and the huge 

potential of available materials has garnered overwhelmingly positive feedback from teachers and 

students alike. 

2. Theoretical framework – agency and authenticity from openness 

Literacies in science education usually describe an individual’s personal comprehension of 

concepts, methods and ontologies ascribed to scientific thinking and actions or a collective 

improvement of the citizenry’s appreciation and trust of scientific institutions [1]. There is a 
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“scientific literacy for all” push in the current literature that aims to foster such understanding for 

whole populations, in contrast to the traditionally criticised practices that mainly emphasise the 

needs of those who aim for scientific careers in the future [4]. This expands into data literacy as 

well, where students are expected to be capable of working, analysing and arguing with data as 

well as understanding what applications it can have. 

 

Such development requires authentic practice, taken here to mean something that both 

resembles the methods used by practising scientists as well as being contextually meaningful for 

the students themselves to feel motivated to inquire further. This motivation to find out is at the 

heart of epistemic agency [5] that the students can express when working with open data, allowing 

them to improve their subject knowledge while necessarily dealing with the various data-based 

idiosyncrasies and challenges confronting practising analysts as well. Formulating research 

questions, finding suitable data sets to answer them (even if scaffolded by teacher curation 

beforehand), analysing the data and then arguing based on one’s results form the basis of a simple 

scientific knowledge creation process which can be effectively facilitated by integrating 

programming into the regular schoolwork. As argued in the literature on computational essays [6], 

this form of work utilises modern technology on its own strengths instead of merely digitising 

existing exercise types and forces the students to explicate their thinking into a communicable 

shape that can be replicated by others. 

 

3. Praxis – findings and conclusions 

 

As of February 2023, the project has reached some 200 teachers and more students, as well as 

many CERN visitors from the Finnish national program. Feedback has been gathered with 

voluntary e-forms immediately following the sessions. Feedback percentage is encompassing, 

between 80-100% per session, and rather uniform between sessions and schools. Typically, almost 

all (> 90%) participating students feel that scientific institutions should publish more open data, 

using programming is a natural fit for such exercises, they have learned more about the methods 

of science and that they’d like to use similar tools more frequently in their education. Teacher 

response is similar, with some 70% being positive and the rest worried about their time 

management rather than dismissing the methods themselves. We see the yet rather under-utilised 

potential of open data as an opportunity worth promoting in these changing times when teachers 

need more cost-free, equitable support and meaningful ways to incorporate knowledge building 

digital practices into their work [7]. 
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Abstract. Quantum boom has brought quantum physics to everyday life, e.g., to movies or 

newspaper articles. But do Finnish university students with different majors notice it? Here, we 

explore their perceptions about the presence of quantum physics in their lives (past), its importance 

(present), and a possible interest to study it (future). We find that noticing the word “quantum” in 

their free time and considering quantum physics being relevant to society and everyday life is 

independent of study major. In addition, if study credits can be provided, students express interest 

in studying different topics related to QP.  

Introduction 

Quantum physics (QP) is becoming a worldwide boom driven by quantum technology development 

and media. This boom can be seen as a great benefit for the society, but it can also conceal a potential 

danger (“quantum hype”) if people are unaware of what QP is really about. One can hear the word 

“quantum” while watching a movie or even to find a product in a supermarket making use of quantum 

hype. But do Finnish university students with different majors notice these mentions of “quantum” in 

their surroundings, do they feel that QP is relevant to them, and would they be interested in knowing 

more about QP? Here, we explore the perceptions of Finnish university students with different majors 

about the presence of QP in their lives (past), its importance (present), and a possible interest to study 

QP topics (future). All students either have no or a narrow background in QP from high school and 

university. 

Research & Methods 

Our research questions are 

1. Where do Finnish university students notice the presence of QP in their life? 

2. In which ways do they perceive QP as being relevant? 

3. How much are they interested in studying QP topics?  
To address these questions, we collected questionnaire responses from 270 Finnish university 

students (122 men, 133 women, 8 others, 7 declined to respond), 50% of which are studying STEM 

and 50% non-STEM fields. Most of them study at the University of Turku (201 students), others at the 

University of Helsinki, the University of Jyväskylä, and Aalto University. 

The questionnaire was designed by the authors to discuss contexts in which students have come 

across QP, their perceptions of QP’s relevance, and their interest to study QP. We also collected 

information about the students’ backgrounds, including their studies before the university and self-

assessed knowledge of QP. The questionnaire had open, multiple-choice, and single-choice items. 

We report here some of the descriptives from the questionnaire items and the results of the 

emergent thematic coding of the open-ended items. 

Findings 

Independent of study majors, university students had noticed the word “quantum” in pop culture 

(43%), during their free time (39%), e.g. while reading books or watching YouTube, and in their 

surroundings (26%), like news and conversations. “Quantum” was also noticed in studies or work 
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by 46%, 2/3 of whom studied STEM-related subjects. In addition, even 84% of all have either 

heard about QP but didn’t know much about it (45%) or had got to know QP a little bit (39%).  
The majority of university students considered QP to be relevant or almost relevant for the 

future of society (94%) and their everyday life (85%), but over 60% of them saw QP as mainly 

irrelevant to their studies and future work. Nevertheless, they expressed moderate interest in 

studying topics related to QP, especially about its relevance to society and possible connections of 

QP to their study fields (see Fig.1), if such studies would fit into their curricula and students would 

get study credits. Students would prefer to study the topics from Fig.1 either in a shorter intensive 

course or a full-length course via videos, podcasts, and online platforms. In addition, circa half of 

the students would like to have textbooks or lecture notes, and educational games in QP teaching. 

Fig. 1. Responses to the question “How much are you interested to study the following subjects?” 

Conclusions 

The quantum boom is indeed visible for Finnish university students in their studies and work, 

especially for STEM students. They also notice QP in pop culture, during their free time and in 

their surroundings. Almost all students consider QP to be relevant to the future of society and their 

everyday life, but not that relevant for their studies and future work. This captures the absence of 

QP in present curricula in different study fields and also the well-known attitude that QP is 

“important, but not for me” (1-3). Considering the future, however, students express quite 

satisfactory interest in studying different topics related to QP, if study credits can be provided.  
These findings not only indicate an urgent need to educate all university students with basic 

knowledge of QP, but they also uncover the willingness and readiness of students to learn about 

QP. The results of our study can help Finnish quantum educators to create good QP teaching 

modules taking into account what contents students want to learn and how. However, we need to 

find ways to naturally fit these contents into the already overloaded schedules of students, without 

adding extra pressure, but rather triggering and maintaining interest towards QP. 
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Abstract. We present the results of research on the understanding of basic concepts in the field 

of thermodynamics. A study was prepared using the translated and locally adapted TCE test [1]. 

About 400 people in different age groups were surveyed. The aim of the study was to check how 

the understanding of concepts such as heat, temperature and energy evolve with the age of the 

respondents, whether education and type of education significantly change the perception of 

these concepts.  

 

 

A key factor in finding the best teaching strategies is understanding what issues students 

identify as the most difficult in their learning process. For this reason, many researchers in 

physics education in recent decades have devoted their work to collecting information about 

students' knowledge[2]. Knowledge, including common knowledge, is defined in various ways. 

There are many studies on this subject in the literature. We quote one of the definitions of 

common knowledge proposed by Władysław Błasiak.  He defines common knowledge as 

obtained through the personal experience of a person who has not undergone educational 

processes (or is highly resistant to these activities) [3]. Research on knowledge, common 

knowledge about natural phenomena has shown that new scientific concepts cannot be 

effectively assimilated if alternative models explaining a given phenomenon already exist in 

the mind [4].  

Perpetuated misconceptions hinder learning because they often seem more reasonable to the 

student and perhaps more useful to his goals [4]. Research in physics teaching has shown many 

cases of discrepancies between what students learn and what they actually believe [1]. 

Increasing understanding of how students construct knowledge gives teachers the opportunity 

to improve the teaching process. Before assimilating scientific concepts, students must confront 

their own beliefs, their paradoxes and limitations, and then make an effort to reconstruct their 

knowledge in order to understand the presented scientific model [4]. This process requires the 

teacher to identify students' common knowledge, create a learning environment, actively reflect 

and evaluate existing knowledge, and help students reconstruct new knowledge based on 

scientific models [4]. 

In the study presented, we used the TCE (Thermal Concept Evaluation) questionnaire 

developed by S. Yeo and M. Zadnik [1]. The test was translated from English into Polish. The 

test consisted of 26 multiple-choice questions (in each question a person could choose one of 

four or five answers), developed on the basis of a list of alternative concepts on topics related 

to thermodynamics. One of the main criteria for choosing this test was the fact that the authors 

of the questionnaire formulated the tasks in such a way as to limit the use of scientific language 

as much as possible and place them in the context of everyday life situations. The TCE test in 

its original English version was assessed for validity and reliability. In addition, in 

conversations with students, it was checked whether the questions were interpreted in 

accordance with the intentions of the authors [1].  

These analyses made it possible to recognize the TCE questionnaire as a reliable scientific 

tool and to use it in this work. In total, over 400 people took part in the research. Research 
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questions: What are the most common knowledge representations and perceptions about the 

concepts of heat, temperature and energy among elementary and high school students and 

adults? Depending on the stage of education and level of education, are the alternative concepts 

the same and common? Do misperceptions differ by gender, and if so how? How do knowledge 

and misconceptions vary depending on where students live? Do the alternative ideas, concepts 

of knowledge regarding the concepts of heat, temperature and energy in students of Polish 

schools differ from the ideas identified among students from other countries?  

Increasing understanding of how students construct knowledge gives teachers the 

opportunity to improve the teaching process. As L. Kelo points out, numerous works in the field 

of didactics allowed to formulate the rules that physics teachers should follow [5]. The obtained 

results may have a significant impact on how we should construct the didactic process in our 

education system. 
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Abstract. Covering the most exciting results that push the limits of our knowledge about the 

Universe is a challenge for school education. Several complications hinder the direct 

implementation of such content into school curricula. This gap can be bridged by outreach 

activities. We report on outreach activities in particle physics that are organised in the Czech 

Republic and Slovakia, most notably the International Particle Physics Masterclasses, coordinated 

globally by the International Particle Physics Outreach Group (IPPOG). Based on surveys that we 

have collected over several years of Masterclasses, we examined their long-term impact on the 

participants.  

Bringing cutting-edge science to school pupils  

There is no doubt that science education is a complex problem. On one side of the spectrum 

basic principles must be acquired so that proper understanding can be built upon them. On the 

other end of the spectrum, there is cutting edge science. Usually, the principles are implemented 

there at the highest level of complexity and thus are most difficult to comprehend. Nevertheless, it 

is important that these results are propagated to the public and particularly young people, since 

future political and societal decisions may be based on this knowledge.   

Since many years ago, high-energy physicists—perhaps being most sensibly dependent on the 

decisions of governments and lawmakers—have recognised the necessity of knowledge 

dissemination towards the public. As a result, today we look at some well-established activities 

that run regularly and are being coordinated globally. We believe that there is collected experience 

that may serve as inspiration to others and want to share it in this paper.  

Although our perspective here will be mainly focussed on the Czech Republic and Slovakia, it 

is important to recognise that over the years the global common efforts lead to the establishment 

of an official collaboration that goes under the name International Particle Physics Outreach Group 

(IPPOG) and is supported by CERN (The European Organisation for Nuclear Research).  

International Particle Physics Masterclasses 

The most important event in the calendar of outreach in particle physics is Masterclasses. The 

idea is to let the upper secondary level school students experience a simple but realistic analysis 

of data that have been collected by one of the experiments in particle physics. The pioneers here 

were the experiments at the former LEP collider at CERN, and later the four big experiments at 

the current LHC accelerator: ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb. With the help of specially 

designed software and the guidance of consultants, the pupils manage the analysis with their own 

hands. There is also a collaboration example overreaching even different countries because in the 

end the results from individual participants are statistically combined into a statistically more 
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significant data sample. This is considered an important illustration of the global collaboration 

which became indispensable in today’s world and science may serve as an example here.   

We know from our colleagues that some of the young ones were positively impressed by 

participating in Masterclasses and chose science or directly high-energy physics for their future 

career.  

Other activities 

In order to bring particle physics closer to the public, events started to be organised as parts of 

large summer music festivals. Inspired by such activity in the UK, there were regularly series of 

lectures and hands-on activities (like, e.g., building of simple cloud chambers) at Colours of 

Ostrava and on one occasion at Pohoda, the two largest summer festivals in the Czech Republic 

and Slovakia, respectively.  

We do not want to dwell, however, on public lectures and debates and want to focus in this 

paper on events that involve the active participation of the participants. Other examples that we 

want to report on are the video-making competition Cascade, devoted to the production of short 

footages with physics content, or camps for students organised by universities.  

Many events are also organised directly by CERN and are rather unique. Among the most 

profound examples is Beamline for Schools: an annual call for experimental proposals that teams 

of upper secondary school pupils can design. Two teams are selected to perform their experiments 

on-site at the beam provided by CERN. 

Conclusion 

We shall report on good practices and experiences that we have collected during the years that 

we have organised our outreach. On the other hand, being primarily active particle physicists, we 

would look forward to the discussion with education experts ultimately aiming at improving the 

public awareness about our fascinating science.  
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Abstract  
This contribution is focused on getting feedback from students and teachers on science textbooks. 

A literature search was conducted to answer two questions: How are teachers’ and students’ views on 

science textbooks obtained? And what should a good science textbook look like? The search revealed 

the most commonly used methods for obtaining opinions on textbooks and several textbook analysis 

tools were found. The information obtained from the research will be used to develop a tool to get 

feedback on a new upper secondary school physics textbook, which is being created at the Faculty of 

Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague. 
 
 
Introduction 

 
Textbooks are very important for both students and teachers. They very often influence what 

and how teachers teach [1]. At the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, 
Prague (FMP), a new physics textbook is being created. This textbook is meant for a two–year 
physics course for upper secondary schools, not only grammar schools. It should include 
approximately 75 chapters for 100 physics lessons. This textbook will be available in print and 
online in digital form. The first piloting of chapters already completed is in progress. Teachers 
are using these chapters to teach and provide feedback on them. 

The textbook is being created on the basis of the findings of the study [2], which I follow up 
with my work. The authors of the study explored the ideas of leading physicists to determine the 
physics curriculum for upper secondary schools. They then investigated the views of other 
scientists (non-physicists), physics education experts, and secondary school physics teachers on 
the original physics ideas. In developing the above-mentioned physics textbook for upper 
secondary schools, an emphasis is placed on the views of leading physicists, which were 
considered important by other respondents. 

The aim of my study is to test the new physics textbook and based on the results to suggest 

its improvements. In this contribution, I would like to describe the first goal, which is to conduct 

a literature search focused on obtaining feedback on the textbook from teachers and students and 
to identify the criteria that a good science textbook should meet. 

 

Methods and findings 

 
The search for resources was conducted in the Web of Science database using various 

combinations of the following keywords: textbook, schoolbook, physics, science, pilot*, 

evaluat*, analyse*, develop*, feedback, and assessment. The asterisk * sign can be used in place 
of several letters at the end of a word. At first, I read only the abstracts of the studies and then 

I read the relevant studies in their entirety. 
The studies found in the search describe the methods used to gather student and teacher 

feedback on the textbooks they use in their learning and teaching. In the studies found, students’ 
opinions were gathered using questionnaires and an eye-tracker. One of the questionnaires 
examined the students’ learning personality, and their attitude toward teachers, the curriculum, 
and the school. Other questionnaires investigated students’ knowledge gained from working with 
an augmented reality textbook and students’ attention when working with a regular textbook and 
with augmented reality teaching materials. A study using an eye-tracker examined attention and 
perception of the text in textbooks in relation to its design, structure, and content.  
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Teachers’ opinions about textbooks were also collected using questionnaires. One of them 
investigated how teachers choose textbooks for teaching, another questionnaire surveyed 
teachers’ views on the new textbooks and the new curriculum compared to the previous ones.  

The eye-tracker was used in a study to investigate teachers’ behaviour in selecting and using 
textbooks. Interviewing can also be conducted. In one study, physics teachers were interviewed 
about textbooks and how teachers use them. 

In our literature search, we found several tools for a textbook analysis, evaluation, or 
selection. One of the tools for the evaluation of textbooks consists of 131 criteria in different 
categories (physical characteristics, content, explanation and language, activities, instructional 
support, organization, and illustrations). Next, two lists of criteria were found that teachers can 
use to select a textbook. In the first one, the criteria are divided into three areas – the general 
structure of the textbook, the text material, and the pictorial material. The second list contains 
several criteria for selecting a textbook – these include, for example, didactic design, content of 
the material and its topicality, logical-structural arrangement, graphic level or language and 
accuracy of the text. Another tool found was used to determine whether a textbook prepares 
students for the 21st century. It assesses the content of the textbook, the skills the textbook 
develops, and other criteria, including students’ independent thinking skills. We also came across 
a list of 17 elements of digital textbook usability, which include accuracy, aesthetics, appearance, 
completeness, clarity, consistency, and content. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The search of the literature found that teachers’ and students’ opinions on science textbooks 

are usually obtained using questionnaires, interviews, and eye-tracking. Several different tools 

for a textbook analysis, textbook evaluation criteria, and various questionnaires for teachers and 

students were found. Based on the results of the literature search, we consider the use of 

a questionnaire in our future research. However, none of the tools we found seemed completely 

suitable for our research, therefore we will probably create our own questionnaire.  
When creating our questionnaire, we are going to use the questionnaires and tools designed 

to evaluate textbooks that were found within the literature search. Among these tools, we will 
look for criteria that are common to several ones – we assume that such criteria are of greater 

importance in the textbook evaluation. These criteria will form the basis of our tool. Afterward, 
we will add to them some other items that we find important in our context. 
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Abstract. Physics textbooks are viewed as primary resources for the implementation of curricula 

throughout the world. Scientific literacy (SL) skills are a core goal of physics education in many 

curriculum documents, in which four aspects of SL are recognized: Science as (1) a body of 

knowledge, (2) a way of investigation, (3) a way of thinking, and (4) the interaction amongst science, 

technology and society. This paper, which forms part of a broader review, highlights a gap between 

curriculum and content, and concludes that most physics textbooks cover aspect (1) of SL 

adequately, but that they significantly understate the other three aspects.   

Introduction  

Scientific Literacy (SL) is a term that has been used by educators since the late 1950s, and it 

can be defined as an individual’s understanding of scientific concepts, phenomena and processes, 

and the individual’s ability to apply this knowledge to new situations. SL skills are a core goal of 

physics education in many curriculum documents. SL is associated with the process of thinking 

scientifically and identifying natural phenomena [1]. Four aspects or themes of SL have been 

recognized: "science as a body of knowledge", "science as way of investigating", "science as a 

way of thinking", and the "interaction among science, technology and society" [2] 

Physics textbooks play an important role in the learning and teaching of physics at all levels. 

Textbooks are generally viewed as primary resources for the implementation of physics curricula 

throughout the world. In textbook evaluation, three domains [3] are usually identified: 1) content, 

2) pedagogy, and 3) presentation. SL is an important aspect of the content domain.  

 

While there is universal acceptance of the importance of SL in physics/science education, there 

are only a relatively small number of SL research papers that discuss the implementation of SL in 

physics textbooks. The following research questions are raised for the presented study: 

1) What are the outcomes of Physics Textbook Evaluation Literature (PTEL) regarding SL?  

2) What conclusions can be drawn from PTEL regarding the level of SL in physics teaching 

and learning?  

Methods and Findings 

The presented paper is part of a wider review study entitled “Evaluation of Physics Textbooks” 

[4], which is a book chapter that has been published in the Handbook of Physics Education 

Research. For the book chapter, a total of 248 papers were selected for analysis. Later, the authors 

categorised relevant papers according to research topics and quality, and narrowed their final 

analysis to 126 papers written in English. With regard to the specific topic of SL evaluation in 

physics textbooks, the authors analysed 14 research papers from various countries published 

between 1989 and 2018. All the SL-related evaluation papers focussed on secondary physics 

textbooks only; none of the SL-related studies analysed physics textbooks in higher education.  
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 All four aspects of SL can be found in physics textbooks evaluation literature. The most 

ubiquitous aspect of SL found in physics textbooks is “knowledge of science”, and the other three 

aspects are significantly underrepresented.  Interestingly, the aspect "interaction among science, 

technology and society" gained more representation in textbooks that were published in the latter 

part of the analysed time period.  

Conclusion 

     In general, there are few studies about the extent to which the results of PTEL influence the 

development of textbooks. While PTEL serves a useful purpose in stimulating further research 

into physics textbook evaluation, the results of PTEL do not have sufficient influence on the 

positive development of new textbooks. SL has been acknowledged as a very important skill that 

needs to be taught to all physics students, and it has been included in the 16 learning skills for the 

twenty-first century identified by the World Economic Forum [5]. Nevertheless, the majority of 

the physics textbooks that have been analysed with respect to the four SL themes (either 

qualitatively or quantitatively), emphasized the importance of science as a "body of knowledge" 

rather than as a "way of thinking" or a “way of investigating” or as the "interaction among science, 

technology and society". These results reveal the gap between the curriculum vision and the 

content of textbooks. There is a need for more communication between educators, policy makers 

and textbooks authors if this gap is to be narrowed. Further physics textbook evaluation research 

is needed to find out if all 4 SL aspects are better represented in future physics textbooks.  
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Abstract. This contribution is focused on the physics upper secondary school curriculum. We 

were inspired by an objectivist grounded theory approach, and we conducted in-depth interviews 

focused on the physics curriculum with 29 leading Czech physicists and identified 56 ideas they 

agreed on. Two years apart, the questionnaire survey based on the 56 ideas was held among the 

original group of the physicists, other scientists, physics education experts and physics teachers. 

All groups of respondents generally support physicists’ ideas that emphasize all curriculum 

orientations but the cognitive processes and the humanistic orientation most. 

Introduction  

The physics curriculum can be regarded in various orientations [1, pp. 359–362], and 

dimensions [2, pp. 118–119] or elements [3, pp. 422–426]. Currently, an academic orientation is 

the prevailing one at secondary schools, where the content is more important than the process [1, 

p. 359]. In Czechia, the upper secondary school physics curriculum is typically academic, the 

origins of the curriculum goals are unclear, the content is very traditional, and the curriculum 

organization often follows established textbooks. 

These features of the Czech physics curriculum led us to the research question: “What should 

physics education in upper secondary schools be like?” Moreover, Czechia is presently 

attempting to reform the upper secondary school curriculum (including the physics one), and the 

National Pedagogical Institute of the Czech Republic, which is in charge of the curriculum 

reform, is continuously informed about our research. 

Another motivation for this research is our intention to create a new physics textbook for 

upper secondary schools. The creation is in process, and secondary school teachers have already 

piloted several chapters which were created on the basis of the results of our research. 

In our research, we decided to put emphasis on leading physicists (group of 29), who can 

bring a lot of current and authentic information to a newly constructed science curriculum, which 

not only presents interesting facts from contemporary science, but also the very essence of 

science [compare with 4, 2008]. 

The research among other relevant stakeholders followed. Other scientists (non-physicists), 

physics education experts, and secondary school physics teachers were asked to express their 

views on the physicists’ ideas. 

Research questions 

The general research question: “According to leading Czech physicists, what should physics 

education in upper secondary schools be like?” Specific research questions: “What are the most 

common ideas of leading physicists about what physics education in upper secondary schools 

should be like?”, “To what extent have these ideas changed over time?”, and “To what extent do 

other relevant stakeholders agree with leading physicists?”. 
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Methods  

Our methods of data collection and analysis were inspired by the objectivist grounded theory 

approach [5]. We conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews with 29 leading physicists. 

Through a concept-indicator model of constant comparisons [6, p. 278] we identified 56 ideas 

physicists agreed on. Approximately two years apart, we addressed a questionnaire based on the 

physicists’ ideas to the original group of physicists, to other 77 scientists, to 44 physics education 

experts, and to over 3 000 upper secondary physics teachers. We obtained responses from 26 

physicists, 32 other scientists, 31 physics education experts, and 539 teachers.   

Results  

The leading physicists’ ideas reflected all curriculum orientations; however, they supported 

especially cognitive processes and humanistic orientation. Further, context, experiments, 

classical and modern physics, and mathematics are crucial in a physics curriculum according to 

them. The questionnaire survey has shown that ideas connected with the width and depth of 

physics education are ambiguous for the leading physicists. On the basis of the comparison of the 

interviews and the physicists’ questionnaire responses, we can state that most of the ideas are 

permanent (in a two-year interval). The questionnaire survey among other groups of respondents 

showed they are generally supporting physicists’ ideas. 

Discussion and Conclusion  

Our research fills the gap in the international literature focused on the science or physics 

upper secondary curriculum development where the views of scientists are not usually utilized. 

Surprisingly, leading physicists support rather a non-academic curriculum more than an 

academic one and emphasize context. Moreover, a broad group of stakeholders agree with the 

physicists' ideas, making the results relevant. 

The results like the emphasis on thinking or interest may seem obvious but they are usually 

not a part of national curricula. Some “obvious” ideas are also ambiguous according to our and 

they demand a further analysis. 

A more detailed description of our research can be found in the [7]. 
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Abstract. The central topic of the paper is the specialized physics test in which the Czech Republic 

participated in TIMSS Advanced 1995. We briefly recall the methodology of the TIMSS study and 

the test results of Czech students in the final-year of upper-secondary school. We present the 

repetition of the TIMSS Advanced physics test in the Czech Republic in 2023. We discuss future 

outputs of the currently running testing, its limits, and possible benefits. 

Introduction 

In the TIMSS 1995 survey, 24 countries participated in the testing of students in the final year 

of upper-secondary school [1]. The final year of schooling varies across and within countries, so 

it was a special challenge for TIMSS. What mathematics and science knowledge should students 

have to meet the challenges of the real world beyond secondary school? For this purpose, TIMSS 

conducted three different tests for final-year students. The mathematics and science literacy test 

was designed for all final-year students, the second test was designed for students who had taken 

advanced mathematics, and the third test, a physics test, was designed to measure the learning of 

physics concepts among final-year students having studied physics.   

16 out of 24 countries participated in the physics test (for the list of countries, see [1]). This was 

the first and last time the Czech Republic participated in this part of the testing. Therefore, and for 

many other reasons stated in this paper, we decided to repeat the physics test and compare the 

results of final-year students in 2023 with the results of students from TIMSS 1995. 

Methodology  

Since the study took place in 1995, the tests were administrated in paper form. There were 3 

versions of purely physics tests. The sample consisted of school-leaving students having studied 

physics. 

Only eleven countries have met the TIMSS requirements for testing a representative sample 

(consisting of the final-year students who had taken advanced physics courses). Many countries 

did not reach the participation rates for both students and schools of at least 85 % (or a combined 

rate of 75 %) specified by the TIMSS guidelines or failed to satisfy student sampling [1]. 

The Czech Republic met the sampling requirements. The sample consisted of four-year 

gymnasium students in their final year of study [2].  

Results of Czech students in the TIMSS Advanced physics test in 1995 

The mean physics achievement of the Czech students was significantly below the international 

average. This pattern was confirmed by the comparison of the mean achievement for the top 5 %, 

respectively, the top 10 % of all students in the school-leaving age cohort1 – only the top 5 % of 

 
1 To compute the top 10 % of the school-leaving age cohort, TIMSS assumed that the students in the school-leaving 

age cohort not tested would have scored below this level and added them to the lower tail of the distribution. 
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students in the United States2 had significantly lower mean achievement compared to the top 5 % 

of students in the Czech Republic. Males had significantly higher achievement than females in all 

but one of the participating countries. The Czech Republic belonged to the group of countries 

(together with Switzerland and Slovenia) where the differences in mean physics achievement 

favouring males rather than females were the greatest. 

The Czech Republic and Austria were the only two countries in which there were more female 

than male physics students. From the results, it is clear that the gender differences cannot be 

explained by the disparity in the proportions of males and females taking physics.  

Methods and Intentions of Current Research 

In November 2022, we have sent a proposal to all 90 schools [3] participating in the TIMSS 

Advanced physics test 1995. As of February 2023, 71 schools from the original sample agreed to 

take part in the repeated physics test. Another nine schools agreed to participate in the testing as 

substitute schools for those that refused to participate. Substitute schools were selected after careful 

consideration of geographic proximity and similar size of school locations. In total, the 

participation rate for original and substitute schools is approximately 89 %. 

We have preserved both the original sample of schools and the paper form of testing. We are 

currently in the phase of testing students in schools. The schools are located all over the Czech 

Republic. When the data collection is completed, we will begin to analyse them. 

Discussion and conclusion 

We are aware of several limitations of the research. It is obvious that we will not be able to 

follow up on an international comparison. However, we will be able to compare the students' 

results with the results of students from 1995 and look at how the physics knowledge of students 

at the end of secondary school changed since 1995.  

In the Czech Republic, there is no national assessment of physics knowledge at the end of 

secondary school. The only formal output of secondary physics education is the Maturita 

examination in physics. However, the Maturita examination in physics is elective for students and 

its form is not unified (this problematic is described in more detail in a paper that will be published 

as part of the Proceedings of the GIREP 2022 conference). Also for this reason, we are sure that 

the findings of this research will be unique and interesting. 
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Abstract. Objective evaluation of learning outcomes is a major part of teaching. Choosing an 

appropriate test analysis method is crucial. Item response curve analysis, as part of item response 

theory, and the Rasch method effectively analyse test scores and indicate the possibilities of 

improving the selection of questions or the offered answers, in terms of identifying students’ 

preconceptions. In the contribution, we will present the results of both methods on selected physics 

knowledge tests including multiple-choice questions, in order to indicate the method of analysing 

knowledge tests for the purpose of evaluating physics conceptual knowledge and understanding. 

Introduction  

Since the beginning of the pandemic COVID-19, efforts have been made to identify successful 

teaching methods used during that period. Part of the analysis of physics lessons includes analysis 

of student knowledge tests. However, the question arises as to which methods should be used to 

provide an insight into the students' preconceptions and the possibilities of their correction, 

according to used teaching method. 

Item response curves analysis (IRCt) [1] and the Rasch method [2] provide detailed insight into 

both the questions within the tests and the characteristics of the respondents who solved the tests. 

This is very important if we are to compare the levels of physics knowledge acquired when using 

different teaching methods.  

Research questions and methodology  

The research question that arises is which method of analysing the knowledge tests should be 

used for the purpose of identifying the level of knowledge acquired in relation to the applied 

teaching method. In our case, we compare the level of physics knowledge and performance of 

students during regular classes, distance learning and hybrid teaching. 

To conduct the research, 6 conceptual physics tests of knowledge were created (for students of 

grades 7 and 8 of elementary school and grades 1-4 of high school), and given to students in Croatia 

in two cycles (1st cycle during distance teaching and 2nd cycle during hybrid teaching). The results 

of these physics knowledge tests are comparable with the results during the time of regular 

teaching, because the questions in the test (20 of them for each test) are taken from the state matura 

[3]. The tests were conducted via Google forms, anonymously, and data were collected in MS 

Excel for IRCt analysis and initial data preparation for the Rasch method conducted using 

WINSTEPS Rasch Software.  

Results  

Overall, the results of the physics tests show that students’ knowledge is rather low compared 

to the state matura, and items are are more difficult for the students tested during our research. 

Figure 1 shows the result for the 1st year of the high school curriculum. Here we should take into 

account the preparation of students for the state matura exam, but also the tests for our research 
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were conducted in the 1st semester of the next year for the curriculum of the previous year. There 

is a decrease in student knowledge, especially during our testing, with a slight increase in the 2nd 

cycle. From the results it was evident that Item response curves analyses provide the same 

problematic tasks as the Rasch method, with better insight into conceptual problems. The Rasch 

method, on the other hand, provides insight into the student ability in relation to the difficulty of 

the tasks, which means level of physics knowledge according to the group of students who took 

appropriate test.  

In the contribution several concrete examples as on Figure 1 will be exposed.  

 

Figure 1: Ability of students according to measures over the years of applying state matura in 

relation to our testing (1st grade of high school) 

 

 

Conclusion  

Both Item response curve analysis and the Rasch method provide important results in test 

analysis, which is important not only for identifying the problems in conceptual knowledge and 

understanding but also in some extend for adapting appropriate teaching methods. 
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Abstract. As a school-university collaboration, the Eszterhazy University in Hungary has launched 

the Physics from the suitcase project in 2019, i.e. it established a lending library of classroom-sized 

experimental kits. Pre-service teachers designed inquiry-based activity sheets for the optics and the 

electricity kits, covering 12-14 weeks of teaching. The two, one-semester-long modules have been 

implemented among 7’th and 8’th graders in two controlled pilot experiments that demonstrated 

significant enhancement of the students’ content knowledge, progressively improving inquiry skills, 

and a more positive study attitude in the members of the experimental group. 

 

The Physics from the suitcase project 

 
The EU-funded [1] Physics from the suitcase project started at the Eszterházy University Eger 

is a pioneering initiative, being the first of its kind in Hungary. The basic idea of the project is to 

provide a lending library of experimental kits, usually packed compactly in suitcases, that can be 

borrowed and shipped free of charge to any elementary, middle, or high school in the country. The 

project is meant to promote individual student experiments rather than teacher demonstrations, 

thus each of our ‘suitcases’ consists of 7-8 sets of student experimental kits that can be used 

comfortably in a classroom of up to 32 students, and each set allows the pupils to perform 10-12 

different experiments. These high-quality laboratory kits cover a big variety of topics for grade 

levels 7 to 11, and are of great help for schools that have limited financial and/or infrastructural 

possibilities to run well-prepared labs in their premises.  
Regarding the methodological part of the project, the student teachers at our university designed 

educational materials for the suitcases [2,3] in form of student activity sheets that can be shipped 

together with the kits and facilitate inquiry-based teaching in public schools. The currently available 

literatures on inquiry-based science education (see [4] and refs. therein), and inquiry-based learning 

with science kits (for a review see [5]) point out however a number of factors that inhibit the large-

scale spread and acceptance of IBSE. Besides the lack of kits, educational materials, and pedagogical 

knowledge of the teachers to use IBL, they mention most importantly the overloaded school curricula 

that do not allow enough time for additional inquiries. Our project attempts, therefore, to provide a 

teaching material that does not add new inquiries to the existing school program but instead, 

transforms the existing curricula into a fully inquiry-based activity. Our research aim is to test the 

applicability and performance of such alternative school curricula. 

 

Inquiry-based student activity sheets 

 
Individual student experiments are very similar to an obstacle race where the challenges get harder 

as the race progresses, thus more and more participants fall out of the game. Students are also very 

excited about experimenting at the beginning, but then they face gradually increasing difficulties, lose 

their interest and abandon the experiment. The explanation of this failures lies in the students’ poor or 

completely missing inquiry skills [6]. Starting from the ability to read and interpret work sheets; the 

possession of a certain degree of abstract thinking that is necessary to formulate a hypothesis; to the 

skill to design an experiment or to draw a conclusion from an observed phenomenon, these inquiry 

skills and abilities have to be taught and practiced in appropriate ways. 
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To promote such inquiry skills, our student teachers elaborate the activity sheets in a way 

that enforces students to follow the scientific method of carrying out an experimental 

investigation. Designed especially for lower secondary, or even primary level students, these 

activity sheets use small clip art images that denote the steps of an experiment and enforce 

students to execute them always in the right order: set the question, devise a hypothesis, plan 

the experiment, identify the materials and instruments you need, perform the experiment, 

observe the results, draw your conclusion, check your hypothesis, link the experiment to your 

everyday life. Activity sheets are organized in teaching modules that cover usually 10 or 12 

consecutive lessons (i.e. a whole semester), in which each worksheet enforces the same 

algorithm in every single subsequent lesson. Thus, students first get familiar with, then get 

used to, and finally master the right work method, and upon completion of the program they 

become self-directed and able to perform independently an experiment. 

 

Evaluation of the teaching module. Two pedagogical experiments 

 

Two, half-year-long IBL modules aligned with the guidelines of the Hungarian National 

Curriculum were developed by our student teachers and implemented in two controlled 

pedagogical experiments: (i) electricity suitcases in 2020/21 in the 8’th grade of the Lónyai 

Elementary School (in the village Tuzsér), a school with a high percentage of disadvantaged 

and multiply disadvantaged students and several pupils with special needs (e.g., dyscalculia); 

and (ii) optics suitcases in 2022/23 in the 7’th grade of the Arpad Fejedelem Elementary 

School (in village Ostoros). 
 

Both pilot experiments demonstrated that content knowledge has been considerably improved 

in the experimental group, with a striking improvement found in the disadvantaged Lónyai School 

where the experimental group scored 73% in the final test, as compared to the score of 54% of the 

control group. Especially students with special needs responded very well to the new program. 

 

We have also assessed changes in students’ motivation and study attitude via Ryan & 

Deci’s Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [7]. Our module (alternative curriculum) turned out to 

be mostly efficient in reducing subject anxiety. We can conclude thus, that apart from 

promoting inquiry skills, the teaching module presented here can provide better content 

knowledge recall and a more positive attitude towards learning Physics, and it deserves to be 

tested on larger student populations. 
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Abstract. This contribution reports the findings of a study with approximately 400 secondary 

school students in Germany. These students were introduced to a physics problem and had different 

opportunities to handle hypotheses, before analysing measurement data. First results indicate that 

if students have high data competencies, then the hypothesis does not influence students’ data-

based conclusions. However, this is not the case if students have weak data competencies. Students’ 

confidence in their hypotheses does not seem to influence their data-based conclusions. 

Introduction  

One important goal in teaching physics is to enable students to understand science practices in 

order to actively participate in science-related issues in society [1]. Therefore, it is important to 

learn how to draw conclusions from (experimental) data in the light of previously formulated 

hypotheses (e.g., [2, 3]). However, students have difficulties in dealing with conflicting evidence 

related to their hypotheses (e.g., [4, 5]).  

Theoretical framework and research questions 

It was shown that students have difficulties with adequately evaluating experimental data 

embedded in a physical context because contextual prior beliefs influence the evaluation of data 

[5]. Kanari and Millar [4] observed that students who saw conflicting evidence to their hypotheses 

rarely modified their hypotheses to fit the data. Students preferred to fit the data to their hypotheses, 

for example, by repeating measurements and considering only “preferred” data to confirm their 

expectations. Thus, both the hypotheses themselves and a presumably high confidence in these 

hypotheses, seem to have an influence on the analysis of measurement data and, thus, also on the 

evaluation of measurement results. In the light of this background, we ask the following research 

questions: 

1. What influence does the handling of a hypothesis before an experiment have on the 

correctness of the conclusions when experimental data are given?  Handling of the hypothesis 

means: The renunciation of stating a hypothesis (group A), the simultaneous consideration of 

several hypotheses (group B), working with a self-generated hypothesis (group C), working with 

a given hypothesis that later turns out to be scientifically correct (group D), or working with a 

given hypothesis that later turns out to be scientifically incorrect (group E). 2. In the case of 

working with a hypothesis (groups C-E): How does the degree of confidence in the hypothesis 

influence the correctness of the conclusion after data evaluation? 

Methods and findings 

This empirical study follows an experimental, between-groups design with systematic variation 

in the handling of hypotheses with approximately 400 secondary school students from an urban 

area in Germany. First, participants worked on a teaching unit on data competencies [6]. In this 

unit, students were introduced to the topic of measurement uncertainties and the adequate 

evaluation of measurement data. The effect of the teaching unit was measured with a data 

competency test. Then, the context of free-falling objects was introduced using a video that 
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focusses on two different cases: the falling time of a free-falling ball and that of a horizontally 

launched ball. Next, students had to state or were given—depending on their group—a hypothesis 

(before the data) and were asked how confident they were in “their” hypothesis (based on a four-

item Likert-scale). Finally, students were given measurement data and were asked to make a 

conclusion based on this data. We obtained the following results: 

We found no influence of the variable “handling of hypotheses” (groups A - E) (𝑝 > .1) or grade 

of confidence (𝑝 > .1) on students’ choice of a correct or incorrect conclusion for the complete 

sample. However, if the participants are split into high, middle, and low, based on their data 

competency test scores, the following differences emerge: We found a significant influence of the 

variable “handling of hypotheses” (groups A-E) for students with low scores (Fisher’s exact Test: 

𝑝 = .04, Cramer′s 𝑉 = .22) but no influence for students with middle or high scores (𝑝 > .1). On 

average, 60% of students with high data competency test scores reached the correct conclusion. 

This is different for students with low and middle scores. Here, 22% and 34% of students with low 

and middle scores, respectively, came to a correct conclusion. 

In this contribution, we will present the final results in more detail. 

Conclusions 

The results clearly indicate that data competencies—e.g., calculating measurement 

uncertainties—play a central role the come to a correct conclusion when experimental data are 

given. This is no surprise. However, competencies in calculating and evaluating measurement 

uncertainties are hardly taught in secondary education [7]. Further, even university students still 

do have problems applying their knowledge about uncertainties correctly to contexts [8]. If 

students lack appropriate data competencies, they rely on gut feelings and beliefs about the 

correctness of hypotheses and do not base their conclusions on empirical results [9]. This asks for 

putting more emphasis on teaching competencies in data evaluation, e.g. measurement 

uncertainties. 
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Abstract. As part of the AT-NE-ST project, which aims to bring children closer to complexity and 

sensors, we designed and tested an educational path for middle schools concerning the development 

of the concepts of heat and temperature. It is based on a narrative approach and the exploitation of 

basic mental schemes. A series of measurements are carried out using appropriate sensors on model 

buildings in which parameters can be varied. Results show that pupils are able to describe these 

experiments, but still struggle when it comes to developing a coherent abstract model for even the 

simplest thermal phenomena. 

Introduction  

The AT-NE-ST three-year project at the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano aims at bringing K-

8 students closer to the theme of complexity [1]. In its first phase, which was presented at the 2022 

GIREP conference [2], a set of materials and an educational pathway were designed and tested to 

be offered to teachers and children in primary schools, concerning the concept of circuit. In the 

second phase, again focusing on the exploitation of imaginative abilities and their expression 

through basic conceptual metaphors [3, 4], a path for older children in grades 6-8 was developed 

and experimented. In this case, the concept of heat and its characteristics were considered. Again, 

the goal was to construct an educational pathway that could be used autonomously by teachers and 

moreover to bring pupils closer to the use of electronics/sensors, as well as being an example of 

training in the scientific way of proceeding. 

 

Theoretical Framework and research questions 

 

The underlying hypothesis on which the designed learning path is based, is that, when it comes 

to science, one should not impart notions to the children, but guide them in reasoning by eliciting 

the formation of models based on the observation of experimental outcomes and its description 

through image-schemas such as CONTENT/CONTAINER, FLUID SUBSTANCE, CURRENT, HIGH/LOW 

LEVEL, AGENT/PATIENT. These image-schemas, used as sources for conceptual metaphors, are 

developed by children from an early age and continue to be developed through their body’s 

interaction with the environment [3, 4] and employed to interpret phenomena.  

The following research questions were at the basis of this work: 

1) what knowledge do sixth graders have about heat? Are they able, for example, to describe 

the difference between heat and temperature? Or a process in which heat is involved? 

2) what conceptual metaphors do children use to make sense of experiences involving heat? 

 

Materials and Intervention 

 

The designed experimental material consists of five small, closed boxes, measuring each 

17x9x7 cm, and made of wood (two different thicknesses), metal, plexiglas, and cardboard. In 

each box two windows can be opened. These boxes can, for example, serve as a rudimentary model 

for buildings. Six devices consisting of transmitters and receivers communicating via Bluetooth 

were developed. The transmitters measure the changes in intensity of light, temperature, and 
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humidity. Then the data are sent to the receivers and can be displayed on LCD screens and saved 

to an SD card for future data analysis. The Sun, wind and environmental humidity were modelled 

using a powerful 400 W incandescent lamp, a small fan and a humidifier, respectively. 

In the first intervention, we first sought to understand children’s ideas about heat and 

temperature by either engaging them in a dialogue or submitting a questionnaire. We then led the 

children in two experiments. In the first, we familiarized them with sensors, used to measure the 

change in temperature and humidity at three different points in the classroom, such as in the centre 

of the room, near the radiator, and outside the window, for about a quarter of an hour. The data 

were transcribed into tables, and from these the pupils derived graphs as a function of time, which 

then they commented on by linking the data to the construction of a mental image of what had 

happened (“the heat from the radiator enters the sensor box and is accumulated there, and because 

of this the temperature rises”). Then, we placed three transmitters in as many building-boxes that 

we left in front of the lit lamp for fifteen minutes, again detecting environmental data every two or 

three minutes. Comparing what was obtained for three different materials of the model buildings, 

the pupils began to develop a mental model in which heat, as a fluidlike substance, penetrates more 

or less easily through matter and accumulate there. In the second intervention, we repeated the 

experiment, this time comparing the temperature variations inside the model buildings when the 

windows were open or closed. In the third meeting, the experiment was further complicated: while 

being warmed by the heat carried and produced by the light of the lamp, the buildings were first 

ventilated with the help of a fan and then periodically watered with a sprayer. Again, a comparison 

was proposed between the changes in temperature with or without the atmospheric agent. At the 

end of the third intervention, we submitted questionnaires to the children. These questionnaires 

contained questions and exercises that allow us to answer the research questions. 

 

Outcomes and comments 

 

From a first rough analysis of the available data, we can say that the activity has been very 

effective in gaining the interest and participation of the children. Teachers, who were very 

supportive, were also very satisfied and confirmed the appropriateness of the goals set with the 

age and abilities of the children, and also the consistency of the project with the topics normally 

posed in that school grade. We found that the activity lends itself very well to be replicated 

independently by teachers, once properly trained, and to become a cornerstone in their annual 

planning. Results of the analysis of the students’ outcomes show that while they are able to 

properly describe experiments, they struggle to develop a coherent abstract model. For example, 

although they recur to potentially effective conceptual metaphors - such as that of heat as a 

substance that can be contained in and flow from one body to another - they sometimes fail to 

select the domain the metaphor can be effectively used. This therefore shows how necessary it is 

for a teacher to be aware of the mental images conveyed by the students’ language in order to 

explicitly encourage their refinement. 
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Abstract. Several research-based suggestions have been made on how concepts from particle 

physics can be taught to high school students. A frequently used subject-related representation 

within particle physics is the so-called Feynman diagram. However, very little is known about how 

this form of representation is perceived by students. 

This project aims to design learning materials for 16-19-year-olds on Feynman diagrams so that 

they are conducive to learning concepts of elementary particle physics. We used an eye-tracking 

study to test the materials. The results give insights into the strategy development process of 

students when using this form of representation. 

Motivation and context 

For well over 30 years, there has been discussion about whether and how elementary particle 

physics should be taught in schools. During this time, several concrete and research-based 

suggestions have been made on how concepts from particle physics can be taught to students. A 

frequently used subject-related representation is the so-called Feynman diagram. However, very 

little is known about how this form of representation is perceived and understood by students.  

To find an empirically based approach to using Feynman diagrams with high school students 

we design learning materials in the framework of design-based research (DBR). The DBR 

approach has been proven effective in designing learning resources (e.g. [1]). It combines the 

development of a product ready for use in teaching with testing and consolidating design 

knowledge in this area and follows an iterative approach based on design principles derived from 

learning theory. We are using the Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning with Media (CATLM, 

[2]) to derive design principles for the design of the learning environment. According to the DeFT 

framework of learning with multiple representations [3], several cognitive tasks are involved in 

learning with multiple representations, in our case Feynman diagrams. The question which is being 

investigated in the current study is: How do students examine Feynman diagrams? 

Design of learning material 

The first step of designing the learning material was to find possible learning objectives which 

could be achieved from the learning with Feynman diagrams. From expert interviews, we found 

four learning objectives : charge conservation, interaction particles, the superposition principle, 

and using Feynman diagrams for modern particle physics [4]. 

The learning objectives were then implemented using design principles derived from CATLM 

and DeFT, such as the signaling principle [3], the feedback principle [2], or the adaptation to prior 

knowledge [5].  

In the current study, the perception of learning materials with the objective of understanding 

charge conservation is investigated. 
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Methods 

The learning materials were tested at CERN with 21 high school students aged 16–19 years 

old. We used a combined interview- and eye-tracking study to investigate students’ perception of 

Feynman diagrams. The method of eye-tracking has become a state-of-the-art method in physics 

education research over the past 15 years. It has been used to get insights into cognitive processes, 

such as selecting, organizing, and integrating information both in assessment and knowledge 

construction scenarios  [6]. To investigate the strategies students use, we examine the gaze 

transitions between different parts of the diagram and apply different measures such as the ratio of 

specific sub-scanpaths and the entropy of the scanpath [7]. 

Results 

The first results show that students who use a more random scanpath, indicated by a high 

entropy, also spend less time on meaningful sub-scanpaths throughout the diagram. By the time of 

writing this abstract, these results are not conclusive and will need more investigation, but they 

already give evidence for a possible classification of students’ strategies as more explorative and 

more strategic. More complete results will be presented at the conference.  

Conclusion 

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first one to empirically investigate the perception 

of Feynman diagrams. We are making an evidence-based contribution to the ongoing debate on if 

and how they can be used in upper secondary education. 
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Abstract. Electrical concepts are difficult to grasp for secondary school students. According to 

multimedia learning theories, multimedia technology can be used to support the learning of didactic 

models and the collection of data in experiments. A study was conducted with 200 secondary 

school students, investigating the effects of using multimedia applications on students’ conceptual 

knowledge gain and experienced cognitive load while learning. The multimedia applications used 

are an Augmented Reality (AR)-Application and a Simulation. This contribution presents the 

design, method and material of the student lab study and shares early results of the currently 

ongoing study. 

Introduction & Theoretical Background 

Secondary school students struggle with understanding basic electrical concepts like the 

difference between voltage and current [1]. To support the students in the learning about electric 

circuits, the use of didactic models based on analogies is widespread [2]. In a complex learning 

scenario involving multiple sources of information, the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning 

recommends reducing the strain on the cognitive resources by supplying the learner with all the 

necessary learning contents at the same time and in the same place [3]. Two situations in 

introductory electricity lessons were identified in which students would profit from multimedia 

support: (1) learning about didactic models for electricity and (2) measuring and displaying data 

in experiments involving simple circuits. The application “PUMA : Spannungslabor” supports 

these processes by overlaying didactic models and real measured values atop a real-life circuit 

using Augmented Reality (AR)-technology or overlaying the didactic models atop a computer-

modelled circuit as a simulation [4]. 

Research interest and methods 

In the presented study, two research questions were investigated: “How does using the AR-

application or the simulation to visualize the didactic models affect conceptual knowledge gain 

and cognitive load experienced while learning, compared to the use of more traditional 

infographics?” and “How does using the augmented reality-application to measure and display 

values in physical experiments affects these variables, compared to using traditional 

multimeters?” The study followed a pre/post-test-design with one control and several test groups 

and took place during a five-hour student laboratory at the University of Würzburg, where the 

participating students were randomly assigned to one of four groups. The control group was using 

traditional infographics and multimeters, test group 1 was using the simulation and multimeters, 

test group 2 was using the AR-application for the model visualization and multimeters for 

measuring and test group 3 was using the AR-application for both the model visualization as well 

as taking measurements (compare table 1). The sample consists of N = 200 secondary school 

students from schools in and around Würzburg. 

Before the intervention, the students’ conceptual knowledge of electricity [1] and several 

suspected moderating variables were measured. The conceptual knowledge test used was divided 

into four equal parts, each pertaining to the contents of one of the four units of the intervention. 

After every unit, first the participants had to fill out a questionnaire about their perceived cognitive 
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load [5], after which they answered the quarter of the conceptual knowledge test assigned to the 

unit they just finished. 

Content and Material 

The student laboratory consists of four units that are worked on in sequence, with each unit 

addressing central concepts of electricity: “Current and Voltage”, “Electrical Resistance”, 

“Parallel Circuits”, and “Series Circuits”. Over the course of the first unit, the students learn how 

to use digital support to visualize didactic models and practice reasoning with those models. The 

focus of the second unit is taking physical measurements while being supported by digital 

technologies. In the third and fourth unit, the students form hypothesis based on the visualizations 

of the didactic models and then conduct quantitative physical experiments using the digital 

support. The students work through the intervention using a printed workbook (compare figure 1). 

 
Table 1. Diagram for comparison of the different groups 

 
Visualizations 

via infographics 
Visualizations 
via simulation 

Visualizations 
via AR 

Measuring 
via 

multimeters 

Control 
Group 

Test Group 
1 

Test Group 
2 

Measuring 
via AR 

  
Test Group 

3 

 

Figure 1. Experimental setup and material 

Outlook regarding results 

The study is currently ongoing and is projected to be finished in early May. We will be able to 

present first results regarding the impact of multimedia support at the GIREP conference 2023. 
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Abstract. Learners tend to perceive electric circuits as abstract and uninteresting, and often fail to 

achieve a basic conceptual understanding. Therefore, we have developed a teaching concept for 

simple circuits with real-world contexts which is based on findings from research on students' 

interests and includes contexts that appeal to different interest types. Controlling for various 

covariates in an empirical evaluation, we find no significant differences between the conventionally 

taught group (n = 24 classes) and the context-based taught group (n = 11 classes) based on the 

preliminary data in terms of the development of conceptual understanding and affective variables. 

Introduction and theoretical framework 

Science education aims not only to help students understand key scientific concepts, but also to 

raise their interest in science. This is particularly important in physics, which is one of the least 

popular subjects [1]. However, previous research has shown that students’ interest is not primarily 

determined by the content itself (e.g., pressure), but depends significantly on the context and the 

applications at which the content is discussed (e.g., heart pumps) [2]. In order to foster students' 

interest in physics, we therefore developed a context-based teaching concept for a unit on simple 

electric circuits taking relevant research findings into students’ interests into account [3]. The 

teaching resources include a textbook and additional digital resources to facilitate the 

implementation of the concept. Each chapter focuses on a specific application-related question, 

such as whether electric eels are dangerous to humans. In particular, the concept respects prior 

research findings by relating physics to the human body, medical applications, or natural 

phenomena. By implementing the curriculum in the classroom, our main research aim is to 

investigate the effects of context-based teaching on students' conceptual understanding, interest, 

and self-concept compared with conventional approaches to teaching electric circuits.  

Methods 

In order to address the research question, we collaborated with physics teachers in the German 

state of Baden-Württemberg. The teachers were asked to teach the unit on electric circuits twice: 

in a first round in their usual way (“conventional teaching”) and in a second round – with different 

classes, e.g., one year later – based on the provided context-based teaching concept. The unit 

usually requires about 25-30 lessons (45 minutes each) and is usually taught in grade 8 in Germany. 

Due to the length of the unit and the fact that the collaborating schools are spread throughout the 

state, we did not observe or videotape lessons. However, teachers were thoroughly briefed prior to 

the study and were also asked to fill in a teaching diary so that we could keep track of the structure 
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and contents of their lessons. Students’ conceptual understanding was assessed in a pre-post-

follow-up test design using the 2T-SEC test [4]. In this two-tier test, students must not only provide 

a correct answer (first tier), but also provide an appropriate justification (second tier) for an item 

to be marked as correct. Among other constructs, we also assessed students’ topic-related interest 

in physics and their physics-related self-concept. 

Results & Outlook 

So far, 461 conventionally taught students and 158 students taught with the context-based 

teaching concept have completed pre- and post-test. The data was analysed using Rasch analysis 

in combination with a multilevel analysis in order to control for the nested data structure and a 

number of covariates. The results presented in Figure 1 show that there is no statistically significant 

difference between the conventionally and context-based taught students with regard to conceptual 

understanding, self-concept, and topic-related interest. With the larger data set that will be 

available at the GIREP conference, a more detailed analysis of differential effects is planned. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Post-test results of conceptual understanding, self-concept, and topic-related interest in logits 

 

However, this design-based research project also investigates other aspects. For example, we 

are interested in which design aspects of context-based teaching resources are crucial for teachers’ 

willingness to integrate the context-based teaching resources into their lessons. The corresponding 

post-surveys of the participating teachers are still taking place, and the results will be presented at 

the GIREP conference.  
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Abstract. A central goal of PER is to improve the quality of physics instruction. Therefore, 

researchers develop and disseminate teaching-learning solutions, like course formats, teacher 

guides, or student materials to support teachers in practice. The paradigm of Design-Based-

Research (DBR) is one framework used to develop such teaching-solutions systematically. DBR 

also aims to contribute to local theories about teaching-learning processes and to knowledge about 

how to design and implement these processes. Our project analyses DBR contributions to German-

speaking PER-conferences of the last 20 years to shed light on the theory- and research-led design 

processes and theoretical and practical output of DBR projects. 

Introduction 

A central goal of physics education research (PER) is to improve the quality of physics 

instruction in schools and at universities and to support school and university teachers in doing so. 

For this purpose, researchers develop and disseminate teaching-learning solutions, like course 

formats, teacher guides, or student materials to support teachers in practice. In the last decades, 

some of these solutions were developed in the paradigm of Design-Based Research (DBR) [1–4]. 

Following the logic of this paradigm, the output of DBR projects goes beyond practical outputs, 

that can be directly implemented by school or university teachers [5, 6]. DBR also aims to 

contribute to local theories about teaching-learning processes in specific subject areas and specific 

contexts, and to knowledge about how to systematically design and implement these processes 

theory-led and research-based [7]. This design knowledge and contributions to local theories are 

intended to construct a cumulative, subject-specific body of knowledge about teaching and 

learning that is transferable to related subject areas or contexts [8, 9]. For building and transferring 

this body of knowledge, the design process, the contributions to local or domain-specific theories 

and design knowledge as well as cooperation- and disseminations-strategies with practitioners 

must be documented and communicated. However, when DBR projects are reported, we seldom 

get the full picture of procedures, research and development outcomes, what is problematic for the 

desideratum of cumulative knowledge construction. 

The Framework of DBR 

DBR serves as framework for the development of teaching-learning solutions in PER. Although 

DBR cannot be seen as one approach, but as a movement of different strands emerging mostly 

from the context of instructional design projects [5, 10], there are several common characteristics 

and features: DBR can be seen as an approach “which blends empirical educational research with 

the theory-driven design of learning environments”; an overall aim of DBR is to learn “how, when, 

and why educational innovations work in practice” [10]. It aims at generating new forms of 

content-related instruction as well as domain specific theories about teaching and learning. Both 

areas are intertwined and developed in iterative cycles. DBR claims feasibility in “naturalistic 

contexts” in the sense of effectiveness and easy implementation in authentic classroom settings [5, 

11]. Consequently, teachers and instructors are usually integrated in the design process. 
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Research Design and Methods 

DBR projects are sometimes criticized for focusing more on practical output, and that 

corresponding studies rarely report theoretical output and the structure of research-practice co-

operations systematically [3, 12]. This is problematic for the synergistic use of this knowledge by 

other researchers, developers, or practitioners. To get to the bottom of these presumed voids 

empirically, we examine DBR projects of the German-speaking physics education research 

community of the last 20 years. We analyse contributions of DBR projects published in the annual 

conference proceedings of the German Physical Society (DPG) and the Gesellschaft der Didaktik 

für Physik und Chemie (GDCP). After extracting all contributions containing the term “Design-

Based Research” and writing variants of this term of the corpus, we performed a content analysis 

[13] using a deductive coding system that is extended by inductive categories. The deductive 

categories of the coding system are based on characteristics of DBR derived from literature (see 

the previous section). In our case we put a focus on the following aspects: theoretical DBR 

fundamentals/references to preliminary works; types of practical output (e.g. course formats, 

teacher guides, or student materials); contributions to local / domain-specific theories; design 

knowledge; practice cooperation- and disseminations-strategies. 

Preliminary results and outlook 

Preliminary results of 121 selected conference proceeding contributions show a large variety in 

the way DBR projects are realized, implemented and reported and which focus is taken. We could 

identify DBR projects in the field of secondary and tertiary education. We also found that results 

on the level of local theories are rarely reported. The same is true for collaborations with 

practioners. Next to detailed results our presentation will contain suggestions how to report DBR 

projects to come closer to the desideratum of cumulative knowledge construction of DBR in PER. 
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Abstract. Nowadays in teaching physics in high school, one of the biggest problems is attracting 

and maintaining students' attention. Gamification can be a very easy and exciting way to get 

students involved in the class. In my research, I used an RPG (role-playing game) based online 

platform (Classcraft), where the students can have their own character that they can personalize 

and level up as they receive XP (experience points) if they turn in assignments or participate in 

class. This platform has several tools too to gamify each lesson. At the end of the chapter, I 

compared their results. 

Introduction 

A major problem for physics teachers today is to attract and maintain the interest of (mainly) 

secondary school students in physics. There are ways of making lessons more colourful with 

spectacular experiments and interesting facts related to the subject, but unfortunately, these often 

do not lead to students deepening their knowledge of the subject. The world around them is 

changing very fast and they are exposed to a lot of stimuli during the day. They are not used to 

paying attention for long periods of time, as videos on topics of interest are only a few minutes 

long and it is difficult for them to pay attention for longer. So our challenge is to find and develop 

a way to engage students in physics in a way that is relevant to their own world, without sacrificing 

learning for the experience. 

Research 

Gamification as a teaching method is becoming more widespread. The idea is to introduce 

elements of play into the lessons. This can be done simply by carrying out a single playful task, or 

by implementing a project that spans several lessons, or even a topic. The method I have chosen 

falls into the latter category. 

The majority of students enjoy playing video games, most of which fall into the RPG category. 

RPG stands for Role Playing Game, which means that the player has a character of his own, which 

he can develop as the game progresses. By gaining experience points (XP), he can level up and at 

higher levels, he can gain more powerful abilities. And by earning in-game currency, you can 

upgrade your equipment. 

This can be a great way to gamify lessons. Students can earn experience points by actively 

participating in lessons and completing assigned tasks (compulsory or homework) at home. In this 

way, their character will level up and they will be able to carry out different activities at different 

levels. These activities and skills can make their work easier and give them advantages when 

writing essays. The method also helps them not only to have fun in class but also motivates them 

to study at home. 

I conducted my research with 18-year-old high school students who are basically maths and 

physics students, but by the time they got to this stage in their studies, many of them had given up 

physics and wanted to do something else. The experiment covered a whole range of topics in 

modern physics (relativity, quantum physics, the photoelectric effect, and atomic models). 

I used the online platform Classcraft for my research. It is a ready-made application that allows 

up to a whole class to participate. In the app, the teacher can manage the progress of all students 

at once, rewarding them with experience points or deducting health points depending on whether 
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they have completed the tasks assigned to them. The game automatically levels up players based 

on the XP they earn. You can also set the discounts and abilities that students receive at each level. 

You can create missions that consist of solving and completing tasks. In-app games (e.g. boss 

fights) can be used to further enhance lessons. Students can track their character's progress on their 

phone via an app that can be downloaded from Google Play or the App Store, or on a computer 

from a web browser.  

 

Figure 1: The character of a student in Classcraft 

 
Figure 2: Map of assignements 

However, the application has some flaws that make it difficult to use to a certain extent and was 

not suitable for some of the operations that were intended to be carried out. In my presentation, I 

would like to address these bugs and how a similar application could be made easier to use. 

In my research, I tested the usefulness of the method in several ways. First, I wanted to see if it 

would change students' attitudes towards physics. To do this, I carried out attitude tests before and 

after the topic and conducted personal interviews to assess their attitudes towards physics lessons. 

I also wanted to find out whether learning through gamification significantly contributed to their 

knowledge of the subject. To do this, I completed a pre-and post-test with them and a control 

group. In addition, I compared the two groups' final tests for this topic. These tests are usually 

based on the final exam in physics. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, RPG-based gamification seems to be a good way to motivate students less 

interested in physics to learn. Although the evaluation of the data is still ongoing, it can be 

preliminarily concluded that students were more enthusiastic in attending lessons and completing 

homework. Also, correcting certain shortcomings would make the app even more useful. 
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Abstract. Elixir to Schools started ten years ago as a project aimed at improving physics education 

in the Czech Republic. It soon became apparent that it was sensible to support teachers from the 

primary school, and over time the support was extended to preschool teachers as well. Therefore, 

for the last five years, Elixir to schools has also targeted these teachers. This contribution has three 

main aims. To introduce the structure of support Elixir offers to the teachers of the young children, 

to describe in details some of the physics activities used and to present teachers’ feedback gathered 

through the annual evaluation. 

Introduction 

School is a key place that can help make the journey to knowledge inviting, fun and 

meaningfully rewarding. Every child is naturally curious and can get excited if enthusiasm is 

allowed [1]. If we get children excited in preschool and younger school age, they will be well 

equipped to understand the more complex mysteries of science in later education and in life. 

However, preschool teachers usually lack a deeper science education, so we cannot be surprised 

that they do not feel competent to experiment more. In our experience, they often worry that they 

cannot answer children's inquisitive questions and explain things properly. 

How Elixir to Schools supports preschool and primary school teachers 

The basis of the work of the Elixir to schools is the regular meeting of teachers in the network 

of centres [2]. The centres meet either monthly or at larger intervals. The meetings take place on 

weekday afternoons, when teachers are no longer teaching, and last two to three hours. Each centre 

has a leader, an experienced teacher, who works with the participants to prepare a tailor-made 

programme. The programme focuses on hands-on and exploratory learning, but didactic issues are 

also addressed. Centres that are dedicated to pre-school and primary teachers can be divided into 

two types. One is for these teachers only and is often held in a preschool. The other type connects 

teachers of all age groups and only adds overlap to the topics and experiments for the little ones. 

Both types of centres have a number of advantages and disadvantages. Centres dedicated only to 

teachers of young children can focus more on their needs and adapt everything to the level 

required, whereas in the second type of centre, teachers from different levels of education are 

brought together and collaboration is established across different types of schools. Teachers of 

younger children who do not have physics or chemistry facilities in their schools borrow 

equipment or visit the laboratories of schools for older children with their pupils, and there is also 

collaboration between pupils of different ages from different types of schools.  

What activities we use 

Our aim is to inspire preschool and primary school teachers to open up the world of science to 

children, to show them its beauty and magic, and to encourage and develop children's natural 

interest in science. This is done through a variety of research-oriented activities that have been 
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tried and tested working directly with children. Teachers try their own explorations, make different 

tools and share their experiences. Popular activities include making parachutes and testing their 

different properties, building and testing catapults, making blowing rockets and exploring their 

flight properties, and many more. Selected activities and teachers’ responses to them will be 

presented during the presentation.  

Feedback from teachers 

The teachers’ feedback was gathered through the annual online evaluation. Out of the total 

number of responding teachers, 333 were teachers from preschool or primary school (1st to 5th 

grade). These teachers reach to almost one thousand seven hundred children in preschools and 

more than nineteen thousand three hundred pupils in primary schools. Since the number of 

preschool and primary school teachers increased significantly in the last year's survey, we plan to 

look at them in more detail next year. Otherwise, this year's survey was primarily focused on 

physics teachers. However, it also reveals interesting information. 

Conclusions 

One of the best way to allow children to understand the world around them is to let them explore 

it. And because after family members, teachers are among the biggest influencers of young 

children, we, as physics educators, should attract, encourage and support them to take up science 

in an appropriate form even with the youngsters. According to our experiences, confirmed by the 

findings of the annual evaluation of Elixir to schools, preschool and primary school teachers 

appreciate it. 
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Abstract. Despite its relevance in secondary science education, measurement uncertainty is a topic 

that is largely neglected in classroom practice and for which hardly any suitable (evaluated) 

teaching material exists. Consequently, it is a topic that many students have conceptual difficulties 

with. To investigate how this topic can be introduced, we developed a digital learning environment 

and report on its evaluation with 154 students from grade levels 8 to 11. 

State of the field 

Measurement uncertainties are crucial when comparing empirical data in science. However, 

many students experience difficulties with its concepts [1-3]. Students’ reasoning and actions can 

be associated with the point and set paradigms [4]. In the point paradigm, measurements are 

regarded as single isolated events while in the set paradigm, measurements are seen as an interval. 

Despite students’ difficulties [5, 6], the topic is largely neglected in secondary education [7]. 

But, with the introduction of measurement uncertainties into physics curricula (e.g. in Germany), 

there is now a pressing need for suitable and evaluated teaching material. For this purpose, we 

have developed a conceptual Digital Learning Environment (DLE), aimed at secondary education 

[8]. In this contribution, we focus on the effect of grade level on the results of the evaluation. 

Method – evaluating the Digital Learning Environment 

The contents of our DLE are based on an established subject matter model for secondary 

education [7]. The DLE consists of three parts: it starts by addressing the conceptual underpinnings 

of measurement uncertainties, followed by the mathematical procedure and conceptual 

interpretation of the mean and the uncertainty, and, lastly, the comparison of measurement results. 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: A, B, or C which go through one, two, 

or all three parts of the DLE where they are sequentially taught more concepts. 

The DLE was evaluated in a pre–post design using three probes. The first probe is a competency 

test containing ten items [8, 9]. Each item consists of four statements and each has to be marked 

correct in order for the item to be answered correctly. The last two probes are embedded in a data 

comparison problem that starts with a decision followed by a justification [8]. Participants are 

shown two data sets that have to be compared for agreement. The justifications were analyzed and 

coded based on the compared quantity and the criterion that was checked [8]. The combination of 

these two codes was used to associate students’ justifications to the point and set paradigms. 

The study took place between April and August of 2020 (during the COVID-pandemic) and 

154 students (grades 8–11, age 14.9 ± 1.3 yr) participated voluntarily and worked from home. 

Working on the DLE took students about 60 minutes plus 30 minutes for the pre and post-test. 

Results – the effect of grade level on the probes 

The competency test scores were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA. In the model that we 

calculated, we looked at the effect of group and grade level on the competency test score. In the 

pre-test, we found no main effect of grade level or group nor an interaction effect between group 

and grade level on the competency test score (p > .5). 
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In the post-test, we found a significant, medium-sized, main effect of group on the competency 

test score (p < .5, ω2 = .03). The analysis indicated that group A scored lower than groups B+C, 

but C did not score better than B. We found no main effect of grade level on the competency test 

score and no interaction effect between grade level and group (p > .1). 

The justifications were first coded. The interrater agreement of ten random justifications 

showed excellent agreement between coders κcomparison = .93 and κcriterion = .99. Using these codes, 

the association with the point and set paradigms were analyzed. Using a Pearson’s chi-square test 

we found no significant difference between grade levels in association during the pre or post-test 

(χ2(3) = 1.61, p > .1 and χ2(3) = 6.18, p > .1 resp.). During the pre-test, 1% of the justifications 

could be associated with the set paradigm, in the post-test, this increased to 70%. 

Discussion – suitability of the DLE for the different grade levels 

The analysis of students’ decisions appeared to be an unreliable probe. The high percentage of 

correct pre-test decisions (71%) stands in strong contrast to the 1% set paradigm justifications. 

Participants appear to have made correct decisions for the wrong reasons, something that has been 

identified in previous research [4]. 

The results of both the competency test scores and the analysis of the justifications did not differ 

between grade levels in the pre or post-test. This confirms that the topic of measurement 

uncertainties is largely neglected in secondary education. Were this not the case, one would expect 

to see either a gradual or a stepwise increase in score or point/set association for these grade levels. 

The absence of an interaction effect between grade level and group on the competency test 

scores shows that all of the parts of the DLE, i.e., all the pieces of conceptual knowledge, were 

equally suitable for all grade levels. After the DLE, 70% of justifications could be associated with 

the set paradigm, rendering a result similar to other studies [2]. This indicates that our DLE—

which took the students a mere 60 minutes to work with—was successful at transferring the 

fundamental concepts of measurement uncertainties. More importantly, the success of our DLE is 

independent of the grade level. This shows that the concepts of measurement uncertainties that our 

DLE addresses can be successfully introduced as early as 8th grade. 
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Abstract. Awakening, recognizing, and fostering gifted students is a challenge in science 

education, that teachers should address for the purpose of a comprehensive STEM support. A 

number of models and strategies are known for promoting giftedness. In this talk, we will discuss 

to what extent a format such as the Physics Olympiad is at all suitable to meet the desiderata of 

educating the gifted. Moreover, we focus on tasks to promote gifted students which have been 

developed within pre-service teacher courses at the University of Vienna. The tasks as well as 

results on the students’ learning processes will be presented.  

Introduction  

It is repeatedly complained from different sides that high school students in Austria, as in the 

whole German-speaking area, show too little interest and competence in the STEM fields [1]. This 

goes hand in hand with a resulting a shortage not only of skilled workers, but also in the top-level 

field. The question arises as how to support interested or gifted young people on their way. One 

possibility is to support them by participating in Science Olympiads. In this talk, the desiderata of 

research on giftedness will be compared with the implementation in so-called preparatory courses 

for the Physics Olympiad, as they take place in Austria. In a second part, tasks are presented that 

can be used as an element to foster students’ learning processes in such courses.  

Theoretical framework 

The definition of giftedness is an inconsistent one [2], not only in the German language area. 

Likewise, a wide variety of models for promoting giftedness are available. Since the focus here is 

on the implementation of giftedness support in the context of the training for the Physics Olympiad 

and, in turn, specifically on the tasks used in this context, a comprehensive discussion of the terms 

and models will be omitted here, but only the ones used will be presented.  

As one of the core statements of the research on giftedness it can be extracted that above-

average abilities do not necessarily have to lead to excellence in performance. According to a 

Delphic definition, a highly gifted person is one who is likely to achieve performance excellence 

one day [2, p. 17]. In order for this to unfold, the interaction of personality traits and environmental 

factors is required. One of the models that, according to the author, clearly and stringently depicts 

these multi-factorial interactions is the Triadic Interdependence Model according to Mönks [3]. 

Giftedness is thus not only seen as a process since [4], which leads to a dynamic concept of 

giftedness. Learning can be described as a bridge that starts from a person's potential and leads to 

his or her performance [5]. The formats that are suitable for this range from enrichment offers to 

acceleration and pull-out programs. 

Research questions 

The Physics Olympiad, like other Science Olympiads, is a competition-oriented format in 

which students have to work through tasks individually. In Austria, as in Germany, there is a four-

stage selection system in which the five best students in the country qualify to participate in the 

international competition. Unique in Austria is the course system at the schools, which ensures 

continuous support throughout the entire school year. There is strong evidence from research on 

giftedness that enrichment opportunities should be organized through continuous support over 
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time in order to ensure optimal development with respect to the high school students’ achievement 

[6]. These considerations lead to the following research questions:  

RQ #1: To which degrees is the Physics Olympiad as a format suitable for promoting gifted 

students?  

RQ #2: Which type of asks are suitable for this purpose?  

Method and prototype of a task 

In the course of preparing and conducting a teacher training course on promoting giftedness in 

physics teaching in the winter semester 2019 at the University of Vienna, a total of seven learning 

tasks were developed, which subsequently resulted in three qualification papers. The research 

designs have in common that the developed tasks were tested with two to five students each, 9th 

to 12th grade, and were subjected to corresponding revision cycles. Qualitative data collection was 

conducted either by means of pre- and post-interviews, the content of which was analyzed 

according to Mayring et al. [7], or by means of probing acceptance [8]. 

The task presented here is exemplary for these learning tasks and was tested by means of pre- 

and post-interviews with two test persons of the 11th school level. 

Results (selection) 

It could be seen from interviews with the students that common students’ conceptions also 

emerge in the population of the gifted. Furthermore, the comparison of the pre- and post-interviews 

clearly revealed developments in the students’ concepts. Moreover, the distribution of interests as 

reported by Häussler et al. [9] could be confirmed with respect to interest type B (humans and 

nature) as interesting.  

Thus, even in this population it seems appropriate to focus on students’ conceptions and 

possibilities of conceptual change in the development of further learning tasks.  
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Abstract.  

Assessment plays an important role in teaching and learning. Within the assessment, teachers and 

students interact to obtain the information needed to improve learning. As the learning can be 

supported by the quality assessment, the survey was conducted at the lower and upper-secondary 

schools to investigate the assessment and feedback students were given. The aim of the study was 

to find out how the students perceive the obtained assessment. The paper describes the results of 

the preliminary survey on the students’ perceptions of the assessment in physics lessons and 

compared them to the teachers’ ideas about how the students experience the assessment.  

 

Introduction  

Physics has been known as a not very popular subject in terms of learning. In addition, students 

are likely to learn the physics not to understand nature and physics laws but because of good 

grades. However not only grades should be students’ motivation to learn physics. One of the issues 

that can influence motivation and the learning of physics itself is the assessment. The way the 

assessment and feedback are used can influence the students’ perceptions of the subject itself. 

Assessment, mainly the feedback given to students plays a crucial part in the influence on the 

students [1,2].  

As various researches [2,3,4,5,6] stated, the assessment can have either positive or negative 

effects, depending on its quantity and quality as well as its’ appropriateness. The assessment 

focused on grades and testing can have a relation to negative effects on students’ learning and 

motivation. On the other hand, the teacher could use assessment to support the student’s learning 

process and motivate them not only to learn more and deeper but to improve their attitudes towards 

physics.  

To claim the assessment to be supportive, the way it is carried out is important. However, the 

information gained from the teacher should be not the only source. The studies [1,7] show the 

quality of feedback was perceived more positively from the point of view of teachers. Therefore, 

it is significant to find out how students perceive the assessment obtained, and how their 

perceptions agree with the teachers’.  

Methods 

The purpose of this study is to look at the students’ perceptions of the assessment and feedback 

during the physics lessons. The main objective is to find if students identify the obtained 

assessment to be supportive and motivational for their learning. The study also wants to determine 

if students consider the assessment to be appropriate.  

The questions that arose about the assessment were mainly: Do the students know what is 

expected of their work? Do the students gain quality feedback? On what aspects of learning 

(memorization or understanding) is the assessment focused? How is the ungraded work valued by 

the students? The students’ answers are to be compared to the teachers’ to find out the level of 

agreement on the assessment.  
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The survey was based on the Assessment Experience Questionnaire (AEQ) [9]. It contained 15 

statements with a five-point agree-disagree response scale. The combination of the statements 

covered the following areas: 

• goals and standards, 

• quality and quantity of feedback, 

• formative assessment,  

• appropriate assessment. 

The mirrored questionnaire was prepared for the teachers to find out their ideas on how their 

students experience the assessment. The teachers view gives us the other point of view and can 

help us identify the space for the improvement.  

The survey was conducted among lower-secondary and upper-secondary students and their 

physics teachers. The survey involved 7 teachers from 6 different schools – 9 middle school classes 

(pupils aged 12-15) and 8 high school (pupils aged 15-18).  

The contribution will present the results of the survey. The results lead us to think deeper about 

the assessment, its planning and carrying out at class with aim to be supportive and motivational 

for students and to help students to change their attitudes towards physics. Based on the results the 

recommendations for the individual teachers involved in the study will be given.  
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Abstract. Scientific education needs to be started early, with explorative experiences of the physical 

world. This contribution presents the implementation of a Teaching Intervention Module (TIM) on 

magnetic phenomena, using integrated strategies of active learning and arts. A theatrical 

performance is designed, prepared and implemented by children, during and for their own learning 

of the main basic concepts on the magnetic phenomena, explored by an Inquiry Based Learning 

approach. This research, with 4th-5th grade children, uses in/out tests, tutorials and an observation 

grid to guide and monitor the children’s learning through both the scientific inquiry and the theatrical 

activities. 

 

Introduction 

 

Magnetic phenomena are in children’s hands every day and this is an opportunity for 

scientific education. There is literature that evidences learning difficulties in this area: the 

magnetic poles and the interaction in relation to their distance; the concept of field, its sources 

and its graphical representation [1,2,3]. Role play and theatrical activities promote active 

learning and support activities based on IBL (Inquiry Based Learning) [4, 5, 6, 7]. We design, 

implement and monitor a Teaching Intervention Module (TIM) that aims to overcome the 

learning obstacles (knots) and to help children produce conceptual appropriation of these 

concepts so as to enable them to design and perform a theatrical presentation of explained 

phenomena. The research on the learning processes is empirical and qualitative. 

 

Theoretical framework, research and research questions, original aspects 

 

In the framework of the Model of Educational Reconstruction (MER) we analyzed the 

spontaneous ideas that children had and we built a TIM based on IBL and practical experiments, 

to offer the opportunity to the children to discover and interpret the phenomena using a 

scientific method. Children were then introduced to several approaches to theatre and role play; 

their acquired drama abilities were then used to represent simulations of the magnetic 

phenomena explored before through the use of role-play. The children prepared and performed 

a complete theatrical play, selecting the magnetic phenomena to present and how to do it. The 

research questions were: 

RQ1: How do children deal with the interpretation of magnetic phenomena and which are 

the principal conceptual knots that they encounter? - RQ2: How can a teacher prepare children 

for a theatrical activity that contributes to scientific education? - RQ3: Through the planning of 

a theatrical play, how do children consolidate the principal concepts with explorative activities, 

and how do they strengthen learning and build a scientific and social identity? 

 

Methods and findings  

 

Empirical research is carried out adopting a Design Based Research (DBR) [8] and Learning 

Analytics approach [9] with a sample of 12 children of 4th and 5th grade, participating in a TIM 

of 40 hours of post-school activities over 6 months in Trieste (Italy). Tutorials of stimuli 
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questions support children’s learning during the first explorative phase. The same in-out test of 

19 open questions was submitted to every student. In the end a survey of 15 questions focused 

on children's perception of their own learning and of the experience. An observation rubric was 

filled in during three different moments. Data analysis was carried out according to pre-defined 

categories, completed a posteriori including examples of observations, representations and 

interpretations by children.  

Tab 1. Results 

RQ1: The children face every experimental exploration in a positive and active way. The biggest conceptual 

knots they encounter are related to the reciprocity of the interactions and the distinction between interactions of 

two magnets or a magnet and a ferromagnetic material. 

RQ2: The planned goal requires that the teacher: provide preparatory exercises on theatrical activities, prepare 

the script, organize rehearsals; then provide opportunities for the children to: reflect and reconstruct the core 

concepts; individuate representation methods; select the proposals; create the theatrical context and characters; 

prepare the costumes and props; perform in front of a public. 

RQ3: Children show a good appropriation of the main concepts (7/12 identify a magnet from interactions with 

other materials, 9/12 individuate poles phenomenon and 8/12 that poles cannot be divided, 12/12 the role of 

distance in the magnetic interactions, 7/12 identify the compass needle as a magnet, 9/12 explain how not all 

metals are ferromagnetic, 10/12 are aware of the temporary magnetization). The theatrical performance also 

confirms the gain of soft skills and an identity planning ability (the children chose a way to perform and 

correctly acted out the phenomena, even when they had to improvise out of the script); children were enriched 

by expression; communication; body, voice and space management; collaboration; cooperation; respect and 

work organization (the observation grid shows an overall improvement across all these skills ) 

 

Conclusion 
 

The results show also that oral interviews would have been more effective in illustrating the 

real competence of children than the written tests, since many children have low ability in 

writing. We have evidence of a way to carry out a TIM by means of theatre activities capable 

of producing effective conceptual learning: the majority of children gained a clear 

understanding of the main concepts and chosen phenomena, and enhanced their motivation and 

communication and social skills. 
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Abstract. Two curricula of introducing measurement uncertainties for high school students have 

been developed. The central design principle was “trustworthiness of experiments and data” 

following the GUM recommendations of Type-A and Type-B methods. A time-delayed post-test 

showed the long term acceptance of the key ideas. In lower secondary level starts with an experiment 

that leads them to measurement uncertainties. Sources for uncertainties and the trustworthiness are 

discussed and data is analysed by simple statistical means. In upper secondary level, students first build 

a measuring instrument by themselves for introducing Type-B uncertainties. Both curricula together 

provide a complete introduction in ISO standardized methods how to deal with uncertainties of 

measurement. 

 

Introduction 

 
Acquiring experimental skills is part of every physics curriculum. While the hands-on part of 

experiments raises the interest in physics, the part of calculating and discussing measurement 

uncertainties sometimes has an unsatisfactory character for students, also at the university level 

[1]. However, interpreting measurement uncertainties opens interesting discussions about 

conducting experiments. It may also deepen the understanding of the examined phenomena and 

allows a different view on how scientists derive and discuss results. Unfortunately, (Austrian) 

teachers do not broach the issue of uncertainties in their lessons, although, they are convinced 

about their importance and significance in science literacy [2]. Therefore, two curricula of 

introducing measurement uncertainties have been developed and evaluated [3, 4]. 

 
Methods 

 
The development was done in two separate design-based-research studies and has been 

evaluated in several classes all over Austria. The R&D-Cycles contained: building a prototype 

based on the Model of Educational Reconstruction (MER) [5], pretesting of draft version, expert-

interviews [6], probing acceptance [7], expert-discussions, validation in classrooms and a time-

delayed post-test [6]. Within these cycles, mostly qualitative empirical research methods were 

used to evaluate the curricula: interviews using the method of probing acceptance, video-analysis 

of laboratory- and classroom-settings, participating observation, communicative validation 

(triangulation) [6,7]. 

 

Common Design Principles and Key Ideas 

 
Design principles were: Trustworthiness of measurement, continuous strategy in conceptual 

change (teaching method), content structure is determined by learners needs and context-

independent, practicability for teaching in common classroom settings, simple statistics and 

mathematics, expandable concepts. 

Key Ideas were: individual results of a measurement series are usually not identical, 

uncertainties can be determined by 2 different means (Type-A and Type-B), results of 
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measurements can be distinguished by their trustworthiness, results must always contain an 

adequate information of uncertainty; measured variables must have a numeric value and a unit. 

 

Curricula Design (Findings) 

 

Lower secondary level: In the first lesson, students conduct an easy looking experiment in 

small groups of 2-4 that leads them to the existence of uncertainties. With a scale to tick the level 

of trustworthiness the students shall estimate the uncertainty of their experiment. In the second 

lesson the experiment is to be analysed using simple methods of statistics such as the arithmetic 

mean and range of the data. Worksheets lead the students through both lessons. Hint-cards and 

additional tasks provide differentiated instruction. To conclude the second lesson, a concept 

cartoon is used to discuss the different types of measurement uncertainties and errors in small 

groups [3]. 

Upper secondary level: Students first build a measuring instrument for length (scaled in inch) 

by themselves for introducing Type-B uncertainties. In the second lesson, the instrument is used 

for measuring a given length. With the scattering results of the class, Type-A uncertainty is 

statistically calculated. Applying the new concepts in different cases is trained. In the optional 

third lesson, the (recent and historical) context of unit-systems and dimensions is also captured. 

The material is provided by presentation slides, worksheets and online-questionnaires [4]. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The analysed data of the interventions showed positive results in the learning of measurement 

uncertainties for both levels. The experiments and tasks turned out to be an easy tool to familiarize 

students with the existence of uncertainties and errors (as a different concept) in measurement. In the 

written assessments the students were able to name different kinds of sources for uncertainties and 

showed good results in comparing the trustworthiness of different outcomes by regarding 

measurement uncertainties. All key ideas could be satisfactorily covered by the curricula [3,4].  
The delayed additional test showed the long term acceptance of the key ideas by the students. 

Trustworthiness as central design principle for introducing uncertainties of measurements to 

students in secondary level turned out as a successful approach. 
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Abstract. Much research has shown that students’ misconceptions of radioactivity and ionizing 

radiation are common and significantly impact their learning process and ability to act as 

responsible citizens. MiniPIX cameras, based on the Timepix hybrid pixel detectors read out 

designed at CERN, are bringing experimental particle physics and radioactivity into secondary 

education. An analysis of the effectiveness of the MiniPIX as a learning tool to dispel these 

misconceptions is presented. 

Introduction and theoretical framework 

The difficulties regarding teaching radioactivity and radiation and the common misconceptions 

students have about these topics, are well known. The impact of these beliefs has also been deeply 

studied. Some of this research has suggested several possible causes, like, among others, the lack 

of tools to experiment on these topics and the level of abstraction that they require [1,2]. 

In the last few years, new detectors have been introduced into high school classrooms to teach 

radioactivity and particle physics more visually and experimentally. Several initiatives across 

Europe have been instigated, and many institutions are promoting the use of MiniPIX detectors as 

a learning tool at the pre-university level (Figure 1a) [3-5]. The authors intend to evaluate the 

effectiveness of this instrument in dispelling those misconceptions. 

These hybrid ionising radiation cameras are USB-size with a 2cm2 sensitive area and tens of 

thousands of active cells. They are based on developments by the Medipix Collaborations and 

R&D work for the large high-energy physics experiments at CERN. They consist of silicon sensor 

chips that form a matrix of 256x256 cells attached to integrated circuits containing the signal 

processing electronics, as illustrated in Figure 1b. 

 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Students measure radiation from a sample. (b) Schematic view of the Hybrid Pixel Detector structure, from 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1056683. (c) MiniPIX measurement of the tracks deposited by different particles. 
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An ionizing elementary particle which crosses the semiconductor silicon sensor volume 

generates thousands of free electrons and causes a signal current to flow towards the collection 

electrodes in each pixel, which can measure the amplitude of this signal, showing the shape of the 

deposited track and the deposited energy with the help of a laptop (Figure 1c). This allows students 

to visualise and distinguish the different types of ionising radiation. It is expected that this 

capability will help them to understand radioactivity, background radiation and the differences 

between ionising and non-ionising radiation as, for example, trying to see the measure from their 

smartphones [5]. 

Methodology 

In late November this research proposal was presented at CERN during the MiniPIX Users 

Meeting. In the initial phase of the research, many different beliefs appeared from previous 

research on the topic, so a selection of the most common misconceptions to be dispelled with the 

detector was made according to their causes and the detector features, as presented in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Analysed misconceptions related to radioactivity and ionising radiation. 

It is artificial. Little/no knowledge of the uses of radioactivity. 

It only stems from nuclear plants. Radiation is harmful to health. 

Only large nuclei can be radioactive. Confusion between irradiation and contamination. 

Non-scientific knowledge about risk.  Confusion between non-ionising and ionising. 

 

Up until now, nearly eighty 14-15 y.o. students grouped into three groups (A, B and C) at 

Sagrada Familia School in Spain were taught concepts about atomic structure, isotopes and ions, 

nuclear stability, radioactivity and types of radiation, as well as risks and uses of radioactivity. The 

training was done for a period of four weeks with two one-hour sessions per week. An additional 

experimental session with a single MiniPIX detector was designed, allowing students to measure 

background radiation and capture radioactive radon isotopes. This activity has been evaluated with 

pre- and post-tests based on previous research with sample N=65 and with a control group.  

Conclusion 

The data are still being analysed, but the initial results are promising. The three groups (A, B, 

C) have heard about natural radioactivity similarly (A: 42%, B: 55%, C:50%), with slightly lower 

percentages than the result shown by previous research [1] (over 60%). The control group (B) 

surprisingly decreased their knowledge to 40% after the regular classroom instruction, whereas the 

groups evaluated after the measurement of background radiation during the MiniPIX activity 

(A&C), almost doubled their percentage to 79% and 96%, respectively. 

Additionally, other clusters of the MiniPIX Users Network in Galicia, Madrid and Italy have 

started to gather their own data with different resources, ages and approaches, so it is the authors’ 

intention to increase the amount of data analysed and present the results at the conference.  
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Abstract. The research focuses on the effectiveness of classical dynamics teaching methods. A 

group working with a frontal teaching method was compared with two groups working with a 

learning activity-based method, one of which used a model rocket project to learn the subject. 

We investigated whether there were differences between the groups in the occurrence of 

conceptual changes related to dynamics and the impact on students' attitudes towards physics 

and their career choice plans.   

Introduction  

There are a lot of misconceptions about classical dynamics among high school students and 

university students [1]. Newton's laws are the basis of dynamics, so their introduction needs 

special attention. We have developed a method based on student activity, which introduces 

students to dynamics through the construction of a model rocket.  The aim of the research is to 

measure the effectiveness of the participation in the rocket project in replacing students' 

misconceptions with elements of Newtonian dynamics and in developing a positive attitude 

towards physics. The Kolb learning cycle, which has been successfully applied in science 

education [2-3], is the basis of the student activity-based methodology.  

 

Research  

The research was carried out in Szeged, with 121 9th grade high school students, to 

investigate whether the developed project is more effective in introducing Newton's laws than 

the traditional method in Hungary. The students were divided into three groups. With the 

"absolute control" group, we followed the traditional method for the dynamics (frontal work 

most of the time, with teacher demonstration experiments and, where appropriate, student 

experiments). With the "experimental" group, we worked with methods based on student 

activity, and the introduction was through the construction of a model rocket. For most of the 

lessons, we used a Kolb cycle-based session, where students could first have an experience of 

the phenomenon and then carry out an experiment. This was followed by a short frontal or group 

activity to generate concepts, which the students then had to apply to new phenomena in the 

fourth phase. In addition, the students built their model rockets in groups, lesson by lesson, 

using what they had learned, which were launched at the end of the project.  

The third group was the "control" group, which also used the student activity-based methods 

but did not build a model rocket. This was necessary in order to measure separately the 

effectiveness of the model rocket project and the methods developed in developing knowledge 

and influencing attitudes. To test knowledge building, we created a test with multiple-choice 

questions on common misconceptions identified in the literature. To test attitude change, we 

used a Likert-scale questionnaire, also developed in-house. Students completed the knowledge 

measurement and attitude test questionnaires before and after the project.  
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Fig. 1. From left to right: a) model rocket launch, b) powered ascent phase, c) parachute descent phase  

  

The results are used to answer the following questions:  

1. Is there a difference in terms of students' knowledge between the three 
methodological groups?  

2. Are there differences between the three methods in the development of students' 
attitudes towards physics?  

3. Does the rocket project have an additional motivational effect on students' career 
choice compared to the other methods?  

Preliminary results  

The attitude tests were subjected to factor analysis, which identified five factors in students' 

attitudes towards physics (1. perceived quality of lessons, 2. vision of further learning in science, 

3. student energy invested in learning physics, 4. difficulty of physics, 5. failure in physics). 

Students' mean scores on these factors were used to assess attitudinal change and, related to this, 

change in knowledge, which was assessed using analysis of variance.   

No significant change in attitude was found between pre- and post-tests for any group, but 

for factor 2, the experimental group scored significantly higher than the absolute control group. 

The results of the knowledge tests are very encouraging, as initially no significant difference 

between the groups can be detected, but in the post-tests both the control and the experimental 

group performed significantly better than the absolute control group.  

Conclusion  

The results of the knowledge test and the significant difference in Factor 2 (i.e. that students 

were more motivated to choose a science career) indicate that it is worth using student activity-

based methods combined with a model rocket building project to introduce Newton's laws.  
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Abstract. The advancement of space exploration is an important socio-scientific and political issue 

in Sweden. This study attempts to understand secondary school students’ awareness about this 

national “space ethos” and roles of space technology in their everyday life. Methodologically, this 

research draws on a sociocultural framework and examines the reflections of 69 grade 9 students 

in a questionnaire about space exploration consisting of a total of nine multiple choice, short 

answers and open questions. Students shared awareness and high expectations about space 

contribution to monitoring climate and environmental problems, providing satnav and 

telecommunication services, but showed limited understanding about satellite technology. 

Introduction 

Sweden is steadily advancing its space science and technical capacity. In January 2023, a new 

launch complex was inaugurated at the Spaceport Esrange, located in the very north of the country, 

above the Arctic Circle, capable of launching rockets, including human space missions, to orbit. 

This is the mainland EU’s first orbital launch complex offering an independent European gateway 

to space. Recently the selection of a new Swedish astronaut for ESA manned space missions was 

announced. These events were closely covered by the media. 

The study explores how national space ethos is reflected in fifteen years old students’ 

understandings and expectations about space technology and human space exploration.  

Theoretical framework 

Sociocultural theoretical perspective was found useful in making deliberations on the 

pedagogical framing of work with “space exploration issues” in science education. This 

interdisciplinary area has a solid physics foundation but is also characterised by a variety of 

epistemic, scientific, and educational uncertainties. For example, science does not provide solid 

evidence about long-term health effects of exposing humans to microgravity or the long-lasting 

polluting effects of space launches on different layers of the atmosphere. Teaching about space 

exploration includes not only conveying a broad array of physics principles, but also pedagogically 

approaching issues of risk taking, disputed values, uncertain facts and strong national political and 

economic interests. Focusing on cultural and socio-scientific aspects is important to understand 

human actions in complex and uncertain contexts and prepare teachers to work with them [1].  

Research focus and research questions 

This study was guided by the following research questions: 

• What do Swedish secondary school students expect to learn about the role of space 

technologies in addressing everyday life problems? 

• How do students’ answers on a questionnaire reflect their sensemaking about socio-

scientific issues of space exploration? 
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Methods and findings 

The background information for development of the research instrument was collected through 

analysis of Swedish science/physics curriculum documents and educational resources provided by 

the national and non-governmental organisations working with space education (e.g. 

rymdstyrelsen.se; esero.se). The constructed questionnaire consisted of a total of nine multiple 

choice, short answers and open questions. A small quantitative study with a sample of 69 grade 

nine students was conducted in northern Sweden.  

The paper discusses findings related to students’ attitudes and understandings of space 

explorations. The results show that students are moderately knowledgeable and enthusiastic about 

national achievements in space. They are aware about the general importance of space technology 

for communication and satnav, but did not know, for example, how specifically telecom works 

(signals spread) when they use Wi-Fi on the airplanes. Students show great expectations that space 

technologies can contribute to solving climate and environmental problems (54%), but also 

concern about space debris and that rocket launches can pollute the atmosphere (40%). They 

formulate insightful questions that they would like to pose to astronauts/space researchers if they 

would have a chance to meet them. For example: “How expensive are rocket launches to go up 

into space?”, “Is space infinite or do you think there is an end?”, “How much do you know that 

you are not telling the public?” 

Our particular interest has also been on what attitudes learners reveal towards risks related to 

scientific space explorations. “Risk refers to uncertainty about and severity of the events and 

consequences (of outcomes) of an activity with respect to something that humans value.” [2] 

Students were much concerned about risks related to space travel and potential threats that come 

from space. Over two thirds of the respondents would like to learn more about these issues.  

Conclusions 

The study identifies specific context-bound areas of inquiry that can be targeted by further 

physics curriculum development in the field of space education. We found that the students’ 

revealed knowledge and attitudes in responding to a questionnaire can be productively taken into 

account in developing space education materials for secondary schools. Relevant parts of physics 

courses can be enriched by introduction of visuals/virtual reality/augmented reality to show how 

space technologies work in our life and facilitate teaching of physical phenomena. For example, 

explanations of weightlessness and gravity can be illustrated by experiences of astronauts dealing 

with varied micro/hypergravity, and data available from the space industry. We need to work 

systematically in developing space education culture in science classes. An argument is provided 

for overt training of science teachers in approaching complex space exploration issues with 

associated risks and uncertainties in order to find personally and socially valued pedagogical 

solutions and reach expected educational outcomes. The author of this paper is engaged in 

developing teaching-learning multimodal material including artistic visual production on space 

related matters that will be also exemplified in the presentation. 
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Abstract. Motion simulation programs can be key components in learning mechanics due to their 

sandbox approach and intuitive use. In our research we focus on examining, whether students who 

use a motion simulation program while learning mechanics learn the curriculum more effectively. 

To measure this, we conducted an experiment that involved 700 students. The data shows, that the 

students who learned dynamics with the help of motion simulation software mastered the course 

material better than those who learned it in a traditional way. We also proved that this effect is 

especially significant for students from weaker and medium-strength schools. 

Introduction 

In the 21st century, digitalization of education is inevitable, an increasing number of lessons 

contain computer-based teaching material. Some of them are essentially just the modernized forms 

of old methods, while some are completely new. Such is the case with simulation software, which 

are used to supplement classroom experiments in physics classes. Their biggest advantage is that, 

with minimal equipment requirements, they can support complex experiments that are either 

difficult to accurately perform or cannot be carried out without the help of the teacher. Only the 

most dedicated students or those who receive a lot of parental support can complete the 

experimental homework tasks. Sadly, this can only widen the difference in understanding level 

between better and worse performing students. This gap can be bridged by the using a simulation 

software, which makes it much easier for less dedicated students to perform complex experiments 

by themselves. Students can use the simulation programs intuitively and by paying attention to the 

settings, they can model physical reality with great accuracy, they are able to draw graphs showing 

the forces and the time dependence of the movement, thus deepening their understanding. 

In a previous research, we examined whether the use of motion simulation programs has an 

effect on the better learning of the kinematics curriculum [1], the results showed that those who 

used the program achieved better results on the exams. This result provided the motivation to 

investigate more thoroughly the impact of these programs on physics learning. Thus, we conducted 

a large-scale educational experiment (700 students), the results of which we present in detail in the 

presentation. I already reported on the implementation and preliminary results of this experiment 

at the previous GIREP conference [2], the purpose of this current work is to present a more detailed 

evaluation of the experiment.  

Methods and results 

During the investigation, the students wrote three tests. The first one just before the experiment, 

the purpose of this was to establish the differences between the experimental and reference groups. 

The second one right after the experiment, the purpose of which was to measure whether those 

who used the movement simulation program were able to learn the material better. The students 

wrote the third test months later, the purpose of which was to measure which group achieved a 

deeper understanding overall. The three tests were different, so we cannot compare their results 

with each other, but we can see how the difference between the performance of the two groups has 
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changed. The pretest was a regular school test on kinematics, the posttest was also a regular school 

on dynamics, while the follow-up test was the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) created by 

Hestenes[3]. When evaluating the results, we also considered the strength of the schools the 

students were from, the results obtained in this way are shown on Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The performance of the students in experimental and reference groups of schools of different strengths during 

the three tests. 

 

This result further supported our assumption that one of the biggest advantages of using these 

programs is that the students learn by being committed to the subject, and the results show much 

greater progress for students who are otherwise less motivated to learn. We also realized that there 

were fewer signs of misconceptions in their answers, such as that a resultant force is needed to 

maintain uniform motion and that no force acts on freefalling bodies. The follow-up examination 

carried out after the experiment showed that the better performance of the experimental group, 

which was measured in the traditional school tasks, was not detectable in the tasks that were new 

to them and tested their overall understanding. 
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Abstract. Learning about Electricity suffers from the fundamental concepts being difficult to 

understand for students. The multimedia application “PUMA : Spannungslabor” was developed to 

support students by visualizing didactic analogies for electricity. The application uses Augmented 

Reality-technology to place a digital representation atop a real-world circuit. It is connected to the 

real-world circuit by camera and via Bluetooth, which enables the measurement and presentation 

of real-life data via the app. An additional mode was implemented, enabling the use of the 

application as a simulation. This contribution presents the application and gives examples on how 

it can support learning about electricity. 

Introduction & Theoretical Background 

Schools are increasingly able to use digital technologies in education. Their appropriate 

integration into the classroom has a positive impact on student learning outcomes [1]. One topic 

which would benefit from such additional support is the teaching of fundamental electrical 

concepts since many students still exhibit common misconceptions even after finishing the 

introductory lessons on electricity [2]. A common way to teach electricity is by using analogies. 

These help to understand, for example, how and why electrons move through a closed circuit. If 

adequately presented and discussed, these analogies can enhance the students’ understanding [3]. 

According to multimedia learning theories, it is best to present these analogies concurrently with 

the actual learning object, which in this case is an electric circuit [4]. 

The application “PUMA : Spannungslabor” 

The application “PUMA : Spannungslabor” was developed to support and enhance the teaching 

of introductory electricity. For this purpose, it visualizes didactic models of electricity, based on a 

height analogy, and based on an air pressure analogy, respectively. It achieves this by using 

Augmented Reality (AR)-technology to place them atop a real-world circuit, automatically fitting 

them to match the circuit and its characteristics [5]. The application is connected to the circuit via 

a small Bluetooth device, enabling the visualizations to be updated in real time according to 

changes made in the circuit, e.g., the opening of a switch. Additionally, the Bluetooth-connection 

enables the application to display measured values for voltage and current. The application also 

has an option to be used without a real-life circuit, as to a simulation, placing the visualizations 

atop a fully 3D-modelled circuit. Its design is identical to the real-life circuit the application is used 

with when learning with AR (compare figures 1 & 2). In total, the application can visualize 

electrons in open and closed circuits, representations of a height analogy (by displaying the 

electrons at greater or lower height above the circuit, depending on the electric potential) and of 

an air pressure analogy (by displaying areas of high and low electron density in open circuits and 

by coloring in areas of equal electric potential alike, in open and closed circuits). It visualizes the 

interactions between moving electrons and immobile ions according to a kinetic-theory-analogy 

of electrical resistance. For semi-quantitative experiments, it can display measurements of voltage, 

current and resistance for each component. These values are calculated by using the information 

supplied via the Bluetooth device. The application can augment circuits with one voltage source 

and up to three resistors and light bulbs, in parallel or series or a combination of the two. 
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Fig. 1 and 2. Using the application to enhance a circuit in AR-mode (left) or simulation-mode (right) 

Using the application in teaching & Outlook 

The application is intended for use by both teachers and students. It can enhance multiple stages 

of the experimental process, e.g., the forming of hypothesis by discussing theories using the 

analogy visualizations or using the experimental results to form theories about fundamental laws. 

It can also support the measurement process, either streamlining it by displaying all measured 

values at once or preparing it by allowing for quick and easy preliminary quantitative experiments 

to support the previously formed hypothesis. One example of an instructive experiment is a simple 

circuit with two lightbulbs, one of which is in parallel with a conducting element. By applying a 

voltage only one of the bulbs lights up (the one not bypassed). Visualizing the electrons reveals 

them flowing through the bypass, which can be explored further by visualizing the interaction of 

electrons and immovable metal ions. Every step of the explanation of this simple qualitative 

experiment can be supported by using the application “PUMA : Spannungslabor”. 

The application has already been used successfully in multiple classroom settings, with teachers 

remarking its ability to reach additional students and easing the use of models based on analogies 

in everyday teaching. At the moment, the application is used in a student laboratory study, 

examining the effect of its use on students’ conceptual knowledge gain. 
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Abstract. This study aimed to investigate the practices, and perspectives of in-service elementary 

and middle school teachers in Italy (N=74) and Turkey (N=56) regarding the properties of matter. 

A new questionnaire was created and used to collect data. Results showed that teachers in both 

countries mainly focused on the temperature in change of state. Their least concern was on 

magnetic susceptibility and latent heat. In teaching Turkish teachers preferred giving examples, 

while Italian teachers preferred argumentation. The Likert-type questionnaire showed that Turkish 

teachers had a higher average score than Italian teachers on both their opinions and practices 

regarding teaching the subject.  

Introduction 

The physics subject of the properties of matter is one of the main fields of research today and 

one of the basic and necessary topics in the curriculum from elementary school to university. 

Mainstream studies on this subject aim to reveal conceptual change, misconceptions, or alternative 

ideas about the properties of matter [1, 2]. In literature, various approaches were explored to 

teaching the structure and properties of matter [e.g., 3]. The learning progression perspective is 

adopted in the more recent studies developing contents starting from students' spontaneous ideas; 

results confirm previous findings [4, 5]. However, there exists no research study in the literature 

on how to design a vertical path from primary school to university focusing on properties of matter 

and their relationship. While there are studies exploring teachers' pedagogical content knowledge 

for teaching the structure and properties of matter [6], no research has yet been reported that 

examines teachers' perspectives and practices on this subject. Consultation with teachers is crucial 

to prepare suitable teaching content, and this study aims to reveal primary and lower-secondary 

teachers' opinions on teaching the properties of matter, with the goal of improving the quality of 

teaching and designing vertical teaching pathways. Hence, the research question was "What are 

the perspectives and practices of teachers who teach the subject of the properties of matter in 

primary and lower secondary schools?"  

Method 

The objective of a descriptive survey research is to provide a depiction of behaviours and to 

collect people’s perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and opinions on a present educational matter [7]. In 

this study we utilized a descriptive survey research to probe the perspectives and practices of 

teachers on the topic of the properties of matter. A questionnaire was developed and structured 

into three sections: demographic information, teaching methods, and the properties of matter 

treated. Feedback from experts was incorporated, resulting in a reliable questionnaire with 38 

items. The questionnaire was evaluated using the Cronbach-Alpha coefficient, and data were 

analyzed using the SPSS 24.0 Statistics software, using frequency, percentage, and arithmetic 

mean techniques. Scoring for negative items was reversed. 
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Findings 

One hundred and thirty in-service teachers participated in this study. 56 participants were from 

Turkey (24 males and 32 females) and 74 participants were from Italy (3 males and 71 females). 

Among the participants from Turkey 39 had a bachelor’s degree, 16 master’s degree, and one had 

a doctorate. On the other hand, among the participants from Italy, 32 had a high school diploma, 

41 had a bachelor’s degree or higher, and one had a doctoral degree.  

Findings show that in the unit of matter and its properties, participants mainly gave emphasis 

to temperature in change of state. They regarded magnetic susceptibility and latent heat as the least 

important. In teaching, Turkish teachers preferred to explain the phenomena with examples, while 

Italian teachers preferred to use the argumentation method in their lessons. While teaching physics 

subjects, Turkish teachers asked their students to explain and discuss their ideas in order to 

determine students' opinions based on interpretation, while Italian teachers stated that they wanted 

their students to draw (diagrams/sketches). Additionally, 80.8% of the participants believed that 

the topic of the properties of matter should be approached from an interdisciplinary perspective. 

Turkish teachers attributed this to the fact that physical properties are related to chemical 

properties, while Italian teachers explained that understanding the properties of matter could help 

find solutions to everyday problems by establishing links between people and physics. When 

examining the Likert-type questionnaire, which contained items on teachers' opinions regarding 

teaching the subject, it was found that the Italian teachers' average score was 3.69, while the 

Turkish teachers' average score was 3.92. In the same section, items aimed at understanding 

teachers' practices had an average score of 3.96 for Italian teachers and 4.19 for Turkish teachers. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The current study reveals Turkish and Italian teachers' perspectives and practices regarding 

teaching the properties of matter. However, there is a need for further investigation of the 

effectiveness of the different teaching methods preferred by the two groups.  This could provide 

valuable information for curriculum developers, and educators, and for designing vertical teaching 

pathways for the properties of matter. 

Note: Detailed data analyses will be presented at the conference.  
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Abstract. We are surrounded by lot of information and some of it is not based on truth. In physics 

classes, we should teach students how to identify information in scientific articles that is not 

scientifically correct and how to identify conspiracy theories, and therefore, develop critical reading 

skills. The contribution presents activity which was carried out by primary and secondary school 

pupils. The activity consists of reading two newspaper articles and of answering prepared question. 

The tool to evaluate the answers was designed and the results of evaluation suggest that pupils have 

the biggest problem with drawing conclusions based on evidence. 

Introduction 

We live in a world where we must make decisions, solve problems, choose criteria, or interpret 

information to which we have nowadays almost unlimited access. To do so, we use critical 

thinking, among other skills. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development states 

that pupils will need to apply their knowledge in unknown and evolving circumstances and for 

that, they will need a broad range of skills, including critical thinking [1]. 

However, the information we encounter may not be in accordance with scientific knowledge. 

Conspiracy theories are an example of false information we come across with. They often relate 

to important spheres of social life, while they are seemingly easy to understand, interesting and 

attractive. Although conspiracy theories often rely on scientific rhetoric, they use manipulative 

claims, argue with concepts without real understanding, unsubstantiated and unverified 

information. Educational process should lead students to take a stand on conspiracy theories. 

Incorporating the development of critical thinking into education helps to keep educated 

citizens, and prepares pupils for university studies, future careers, and real-life situations. An 

individual who thinks critically analyses information and situations, evaluates evidence and 

arguments, and makes conclusions by using reflective decision-making. 

The newspaper article as a tool of critical reading development 

About the basic meaning of literacy Norris & Phillips [2] state, that to be a competent 

reader, it is not sufficient to be capable of reading and understanding a text, but it is also 

necessary to be able to read it critically and, to infer, for example, whether the data and 

arguments the text contains are credible. Reading means understanding, interpreting, analysing, 

and criticising texts. We suppose that pupils could learn in physics classes how to approach the 

reading of scientific articles. 

Oliveras, Márquez, and Sanmartí [3] dealt with the use of newspaper articles as a tool for 

developing critical thinking in science classes. The goal of their research was to analyse pupil’s 

difficulties with the critical reading of newspaper articles with scientific content. To achieve 

this goal, they proposed so-called elements of science critical reading, [3]: 

1. identify the main ideas of the text, 

2. identify the writer’s purpose, 

3. identify the writer’s assumptions and viewpoints, 

4. formulate a scientific question which the writer answers in the article or propose 

a scientific experiment to verify the information in the text, 

5. identify data and evidence given in the text, 

6. draw conclusions based on evidence. 
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Survey about pupils’ critical reading skills 

The survey aimed at inquiring how can pupil identify elements of science critical reading 

was carried out. As a research sample, participants from primary and secondary schools (ages 

between 12 and 18) were chosen. They read two scientific articles – Collapse of the Twin 

Towers and The feeling of warmth. The first one introduced the participants to the conspiracy 

theory, the second one clarified the difference in the perception of the temperature of wooden 

and metal surfaces. The pupils were supposed to read the articles and identify the elements of 

science reading skills. 

An evaluation tool was designed to rate pupils’ statements – a table that describes individual 

performance levels and defines the evaluation criteria. The pupil could get 2 points for each 

element. For example, one of the elements is to identify the writer’s assumptions and viewpoints. 

If pupil does not identify them at all, he gets 0 points. If he identifies the writer’s assumptions and 

viewpoints but does not justify them, he gets 1 point. And if pupil not only identifies the 

assumptions and viewpoints, but also justifies them, he gets 2 points. The outcomes of each 

pupil’s work were quantified based on the designed evaluation tool. 

The results of the survey suggest that pupils experienced major difficulties with drawing 

conclusions based on evidence. Their conclusions were not supported by scientific evidence 

nor other arguments. Results also suggest that pupils experienced difficulties to formulate 

a scientific question. Comparing two articles, they experienced more difficulties to identify the 

writer’s assumptions and viewpoints in the article The feeling of warmth. They often claimed 

that the author was not stating his point of view, but merely “explaining”. 

Conclusion 

We suppose that the pupil’s skill to read critically can be reflected the best in the element 6. 

To draw conclusions based on evidence, pupils must relate the information contained in the text 

to the scientific knowledge they have and support it with appropriate arguments. The results of 

conducted survey suggest that pupils experienced major difficulties with this element. We are 

convinced that by introducing such activities more often in physics classes, pupils can ask 

themselves appropriate questions and look for answers when reading scientific articles. The 

results of survey are also in accordance with the results of the research mentioned above [3]. 
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Abstract: As the COVID-19 pandemic spread through the world, universities switched overnight 

from in-person to remote teaching and learning. This immediate switch to remote teaching caused a 

negative impact on laboratory components of physics courses. Remote laboratory delivery illustrated 

the widespread need for high quality virtual science laboratory resources and served as the catalyst 

for developing new approaches and methods. Today it is clear that effective materials developed for 

remote laboratories during the pandemic will continue to support post-COVID teaching and 

learning. This presentation will focus on some successful approaches to online/remote 

undergraduate physics lab offerings. 

 

 

Introduction  

  

     Undergraduate laboratories are an integral part of undergraduate education in science and 

engineering. It also happens to be the most challenging course component to adapt to the 

remote/virtual teaching environment. A Google search for “Virtual Labs” returns about 389.000.000 

results, however they fall into a relatively small number of different categories. The author focuses 

on some of the approaches that were examined in their search for solutions to virtualize their 

courses, with a preference for no-cost solutions. 

Undergraduate Laboratory Learning Goals   

     The need for converting traditional undergraduate science laboratories into virtual ones requires 

a re-think of their fundamental goals and learning objectives.  One can identify several broad goals 

of the undergraduate laboratory curriculum, with learning outcomes including: constructing 

knowledge, modelling, designing experiments, developing practical laboratory skills, analysing 

and visualizing data, and finally, communicating the experimental results [1].  

Methodology: Addressing various laboratory learning objectives in virtual/remote delivery 

     An exact duplicate of a physical lab that is adapted for use in  remote teaching often is not 

possible and is not needed in most cases. Instead, virtualization attempts should focus on finding 

options that allow one to achieve the desired learning outcomes even though the activities may 

look very different from the in-person lab environment. 

 

    The category of developing practical laboratory skills is the only one that cannot be fully 

achieved unless the students perform a real experiment. In remote learning the experimentation is 

limited to mail-in experimental kits, experiments with readily available household items, the use 

of motion video analysis (with free Tracker software to collect and analyse the data) [2] or, data 

collection assisted by smartphone-based applications.  

 

In the absence of students’ own experimentation, the next available option is to provide the 

students with real data for analysis and interpretation. It is a viable option if the learning goals are 

focused on analysing and visualizing data and communicating the results. One relatively labour-
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intense but effective approach is to create for the lab a set of videos, with each video being recorded 

using different physical parameters. Students can be given the objective, and according to the 

objective, they must make a decision which videos of the set to use and which parameters and data 

they must collect from the videos in order to accomplish the task. The advantage of this approach 

is that it retains some elements of the experimental design and data collection tasks, and only the 

equipment handling aspect is being lost.  

 

Another option is looking for data sets in publications. This is a good option for historic 

experiments, such as the Millikan oil drop experiment.  Analysing the data from these historic 

experiments and discussing their results can provide valuable teaching moments. 

 
When the real experiments are not possible and providing the students with data from real 

experiments is also not an option, the remaining choice is the data collection from a simulation-

based or virtual reality experiments.  

 

The reference part of this abstract lists some of the resources the author finds particularly 

valuable [3-6]. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The pandemic disrupted conventional ways of teaching and learning, with the laboratory 

components of curriculum being the most severely affected. The necessity to move from 

traditionally in-class labs to remote delivery required new ideas and a collective effort from physics 

faculty across the world. This forced disruption created an opportunity to develop and test new 

ideas. The need for remote teaching resources will continue, and some of the approaches have 

proven to be effective in realising learning goals. Developing, testing, compiling, and sharing 

resources for effective remote labs delivery will remain an worthwhile endeavour to support 

Undergraduate Physics Education. 
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Abstract. The development and trial of a laboratory exercise dealing with rotational motion using 

vector quantities such as angular momentum, torque, and moment of inertia have been evaluated 

through interviews with students. The lab consists of two parts, rolling cylinders down a slope, and 

exploring a rotating bicycle wheel. The second part allows the students to determine the wheel's 

moment of inertia in two ways. The results suggest that while the exercise works well as a learning 

opportunity for students who fluently use vector quantities, it needs to be revised for many students 

who cling to content learnt in high school.  

Introduction 

University students’ difficulties to understand both vector quantities and rotational motion have 

previously been described in the literature [1, 2, 3]. Attempts have been made for improvement, 

for example, a lab developed at the Chalmers University of Technology [3], which has been tested 

in two general physics courses in the engineering programs, the first one for chemistry engineering 

students and the second for computer engineering students. The goal was to make the students 

adapt concepts such as torque and angular momentum that are new to them, to solving other 

problems involving rotation. In this paper, we are interested in how the computer engineering 

students reasoned about their observations during the lab. More specifically we investigate how 

the students used the abstract vector concepts in their explanations of the observed phenomena.  

The lab consists of two parts, (1) rolling cylinders down a slope, and (2) exploring a rotating 

bicycle wheel. In the part of the lab dealing with the gyroscopic effect, students use a modified 

bicycle wheel seen in Fig. 1a. When the wheel rotates, it starts to precess around the rope 

attached to one of the handles. 

 

                                              

 
Fig. 1. (a) Wheel with rope attached to handle [3], (b) detected total magnetic field as a function of time [3]. 

 

Rotation and precession speeds are obtained from the variation of the detected magnetic field 

measured by an I/O Lab device attached to one of the handles. The relatively slow precession 

causes a variation of the detected field from the earth, while a small magnet attached to one of the 

spokes causes a much faster magnetic field variation. One example of the graphs is shown in Fig. 

1b. Among other relations it is found that the faster the wheel rotates, the slower it precesses. 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Theoretical framework 

We have found Norman’s idea of perceived affordance, i.e. “what actions the user perceives to 

be possible” [4], useful. Although developed for physical tools rather than symbolic ones, this idea 

allows us to make claims about the students’ self-reported perception of the possibilities for 

meaning-making that the vector quantities afford and whether the exercise enhances it. 

Methods 

To explore how the computer science students participating in the lab reasoned about their 

observations during the lab, group interviews were conducted. The interviews followed a semi-

structured approach, consisting of groups of three to four students and two researchers. This was 

done to gather, in part, how students reasoned and tried to help each other understand and answer 

questions regarding the lab, relevant concepts, and to see if any arguments presented by researchers 

or fellow students had them change their reasoning. To analyse the interviews and identify relevant 

commonalities and differences in the students’ meaning-making, thematic analysis was carried out 

following [5]. Further, as the initial analysis showed signs of potential gaps in the breadth of 

students’ perceptions and ways of making sense of the lab and concepts involved, additional 

interviews were conducted. 

Findings and conclusion 

Tentative findings suggest differences in what the students had gained from the lab. One of the 

interviewed groups contained average-performing students. They thought that the lab was 

interesting and were intrigued by the results. During the interview, however, it seemed they had 

not adopted the concepts of torque, moment of inertia, or angular momentum but instead tried to 

explain the observed effects using concepts like energy, friction, and acceleration.  

The second group consisted of students who had performed well in a mid-term test about 

mechanics. Despite being a bit hesitant in using the abstract vector concepts, they did much better 

in using those in their explanations than did the first group. 

The conclusion from the interviews is that the contra intuitive and spectacular effects of the 

gyroscopic effect do not necessarily stimulate students' desire to learn new concepts to explain the 

observations. Our interpretation is that this works well for students who have reached a higher 

level of understanding before they do the lab. Having perceived the affordance of the new 

conceptual tools, they are more comfortable to use them to explain their observations. 
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Abstract: We present a characterization of undergraduate physics teachers' approaches to the  pedagogy 

of derivations. Six teachers were interviewed and to analyze the data, we are developing an analytical 

framework, comprising three categories: Algorithmic approach b) Representational approach and c) 

Model building approach. Analysis shows evidence of cohering clusters of practices and value systems. 

Based on this, we characterize teachers ’approaches as leaning primarily towards one of the posited 

categories. This study is part of a larger project aimed at making the learning of derivations more 

meaningful and creating a smooth transition from physics derivations to computational modeling and 

machine learning.  

 

Introduction 

Derivations form a core component of physics education in India, where the instruction is still 

predominantly textbook driven and lecture based [1]. Most textbooks  present derivations (of wave 

equation, heat equation, Bernoulli’s equation etc) as a logically sequenced series of mathematical 

steps, with accompanying textual and graphical descriptions. Though textbooks form the primary 

basis of instruction, the pedagogy of derivations vary with instructors. The study presented provides 

a characterization of the different instruction approaches, through an investigation of teachers' 

conceptions of derivations and their pedagogical role.  

Data Collection and Analysis 

The focus of the study is on physics teaching at the undergraduate level. We interviewed 6 teachers 

in the first phase of the study. The teachers were asked about their approaches to teaching of 

derivations and related issues. To facilitate the analysis of the interview data, we are developing an 

analytical framework. Informed by discussions in physics education research related to modeling, 

mathematical sense-making, and conceptual blending, we posit the following three analytical 

categories as part of this framework to characterize the different pedagogical approaches [1-4].  

 

A) Algorithmic approach – This involves teaching derivations as a series of mathematical 

manipulations and procedures, culminating in the desired equation. The resultant equation is then 

memorized and implemented in simple problems (and rarely in novel, real-world problems). This 

often involves plug-n-chug. There are hardly any discussions on how to make meaning out of 

mathematics, and how the whole derivation process is related to making sense of the world around 

us. 

B) Representational approach –Here the derivation process starts with an initial discussion of the 

physical phenomena or setting to which it is related. This is then followed by the mathematical 

steps and procedures resulting in the required equation. The derivation ends with a discussion of 

how the equations connect back to physical phenomena, and how the different terms are mapped 

to entities in the world. The focus is primarily on the representational mapping, the relationship 

between the various entities in the mathematical model, and its referents in the physical world.  

C) Model-building approach – Here the derivation is considered as the process of loading the real 

world into mathematics. As such, this requires explaining the various processes involved in the 

construction or building of the model, which is captured by the derivation process. Specifically,  
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how the phenomena is decoupled from the real world, how representations are constructed and 

maneuvered, and how an algebraic expression is eventually generated. Unlike the first two 

approaches, which are specific to a particular derivation, this approach focuses more on a generic 

conceptual structure that is common to many derivations.  

 

Preliminary analysis of the interview data shows that practices of individual teachers do not fit 

neatly into a single category, and share characteristics across the different approaches. However, there 

is evidence of different cohering clusters of practices and value systems that are  espoused by teachers. 

Based on this structure, we characterize the different pedagogical approach as leaning primarily 

towards one of the posited categories. As an illustrative example consider the following excerpt from 

an interview: 

 

T1: …when I’m doing the derivation, I do it very religiously, step-wise…I don’t feel like leaving them 

with any sort of doubt in the math aspect of it, of course the intuition, I try to build along, that entity... 

that object, whatever it physically means. But even the maths part, I would like to be as rigorous as 

possible so there are no gaps when the first time they encounter the theorem [derivation]. So, I try to 

fill in all gaps possible…. you should have every information...you should work it on the board and 

be able to show it. …steps would mean the maths that would be involved and coming from one 

equation to another…what is that more that you need to [go from] equation one to equation two, I 

would like to fill that up, when I’m doing the theorem [derivation]. When I’m doing the question 

[problems] I may not do it.  

The above teacher puts primary emphasis on working out and explaining all the mathematical 

steps involved in the derivation. The gap between some of the steps in the derivation in the textbook 

– which the instructor should fill in – is perceived as a major source of difficulty for students. He also 

considers derivations/theorems and problems as separate, and serving seemingly different 

pedagogical roles. We can see that these practices and values are mimicking the textbook presentation 

of the subject to a great extent, and leans primarily towards an algorithmic approach. However the 

reference to intuition and physical meaning suggests that there are overlaps with the representational 

approach as well.  

In the next phase of the study, we plan to conduct more interviews and analyze them. We will  also 

explore the underlying factors that support and sustain a particular pedagogical approach, both at the 

personal and systemic levels. Concluding, this study is part of a larger project aimed at making the 

teaching and learning of derivations more meaningful. We are also working towards developing a 

smooth transition from derivations to other novel approaches to mathematical modeling such 

computational simulations and machine learning. We expect that the characterization of teachers’ 

approaches to derivation will enrich our initiatives and provide useful insights in these regards. 
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Abstract. Vector fields, differential operators, and the integral theorems of Gauss and Stokes are 

a central part of Maxwell's equations to describe electric and magnetic fields. For physics 

applications, a conceptual understanding is of particular importance, which often causes difficulties 

for students. Therefore, previous research emphasizes the need to foster conceptual knowledge by 

multi-representational approaches. For that purpose, this contribution presents a vector field 

simulation that addresses empirical findings on student difficulties and aims to promote a visual 

understanding of vector fields and differential operators. Additionally, findings of an 

implementation study integrating the simulation in recitation-based learning tasks are presented. 

Introduction and theoretical background 

Vector fields are fundamental in physics, for example, to describe electromagnetic fields. As 

such, they are typically represented algebraically using a formula or graphically by vector field 

diagrams. While equations are useful for quantitative calculations, vector field diagrams can 

present a lot of information at a glance, such as a field’s divergence or curl. In electromagnetism, 

vector fields appear prominently in Maxwell's equations. Hereby, the integral theorems of Gauss 

and Stokes are fundamental. They address several mathematical and physical concepts that are 

directly connected to the differential operators, for example, flux through boundaries (surface 

integrals), path (in-)dependence of line integrals, sources and sinks, or vortices. 

A sound understanding of vector calculus concepts was found to be significantly related to 

students’ performance in an introductory electromagnetism course [1]. However, previous studies 

have shown that a qualitative assessment of differential operators is challenging for students [2,3]. 

Students struggle, for example, to identify divergence and curl as local field properties, to 

decompose vector arrows, to interpret partial vector derivatives, and to balance fluxes through a 

test volume [2,4,5]. Further, it was shown that conceptual gaps regarding vector fields resulted in 

an improper comprehension of fundamental principles in physics [6]. 

In light of the aforementioned findings, researchers advocate for explicit instructions and visual 

representations in teaching vector calculus. In this context, Klein et al. (2018) introduced explicit 

text-based instructions for visually interpreting divergence. They presented strategies that refer to 

different mathematical concepts of divergence, namely partial derivatives and flux through 

boundaries. Despite of positive learning outcomes, students indicated that additional visual aids 

(e.g., sketches of vector decomposition) would have improved their performance. This could be 

confirmed in a follow up-study [3]. Additionally, Bollen et al. (2016) pointed out that modern 

instructional approaches, including technology and digital media, are needed since traditional 

instruction is insufficient to enable a complete understanding of differential operators [6]. 

Vector field simulation and present study (design, materials, methods) 

In light of the aforementioned research, we developed an interactive simulation that takes 

students difficulties into account and explicitly illustrates different mathematical concepts of 

divergence and curl [7]. Consistent with previous work in physics education, we use interactive, 

and dynamic features as well as visual representations [8]. Precisely, the simulation visualizes two-
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dimensional vector fields and vector decomposition, supports a point wise evaluation of 

divergence and curl, and allows to draw rectangles to determine surface and line integrals (Fig. 1). 

To derive implications of the simulation’s impact and to obtain clues for its further improvement, 

 
Fig. 1. Vector field simulation interface [9].  

 

the simulation was included in an implementation study of using multi-representational learning 

tasks in a first year electrodynamics course at the University of Göttingen [10]. Using a within- 

and between-subjects design comparing a multi-representational, simulation-based intervention 

group and a control group working on traditional tasks without a simulation, students’ performance 

was compared between the groups. Further, a questionnaire including eight items on simulation 

usability and design was exploited [11]. In this contribution, findings, experiences, and 

conclusions are presented and discussed. 

This contribution is based on the findings that will be published in [10], which also provides 

detailed information about theoretical background, research questions, and methods.  
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Abstract. Students’ being active in their approach to learning and learning from each other has been 

shown to lead to good learning outcomes. Several approaches use multiple-choice questions 

(MCQs) to achieve this. However, the discussions often proceed in ways unanticipated by the 

teacher, and we still do not understand how these discussions work in many contexts. Therefore, 

we videotaped discussions between students in a third-semester intermediate mechanics course 

while they answered MCQs and studied what happened when they got feedback that they answered 

incorrectly and had to try again. 

Introduction 

Active learning and peer discussion often lead to good learning outcomes [1]. Using multiple-

choice questions (MCQs) is a convenient way for both students and teachers to give and receive 

feedback when doing this in a classroom setting. Peer Instruction (PI) [2] and Team-Based 

Learning (TBL) [3] are examples of peer learning approaches that use MCQs extensively and have 

shown good learning gains. However, peer discussions often do not follow the teachers’ 

expectations, and the students’ answers often do not indicate their true understanding [4]. We can 

improve instruction by better understanding how students reason when engaged in these activities 

in different contexts. This study aims to describe the process of peer discussions in a particular 

activity of TBL through a lens of a resource activation framework. Resources can be activated on 

different grain sizes, from individual knowledge elements to control structures like epistemic 

games and frames [5]. 

In TBL, the course is split into modules where the students must prepare before class. At the 

start of each module, there is a Readiness Assurance Process (RAP) where the students take a test 

on their pre-readings. They first take the test individually without getting any feedback on 

correctness. Then, in their permanent teams, they re-take the test using the Immediate Feedback 

Assessment Technique (IF-AT) in the form of a scratch card where they can answer until correct 

by scratching off options until they find a star [6] while getting progressively fewer points. 

Afterward, there is a mini-lecture or whole class discussion on the concepts students still want to 

be clarified. 

The purpose of the RAP is to prepare the student and the team for the rest of the module, where 

they will work on more complex application exercises. First, the individual test makes each student 

accountable for doing their pre-class readings. Then, the team test starts the discussion and peer 

learning, makes the teams socially interdependent, and encourages positive group norms. Using 

the IF-AT, we also ensure that all the teams have seen the correct answer before proceeding.  

In this conference contribution, we will investigate what characterizes the teams’ discussions 

following feedback that they selected a wrong answer and how the students can learn through these 

discussions. 

Methods 

FYS-1001 Mechanics is a third-semester intermediate mechanics course. About 40 students 

were enrolled in the course in 2022. The course was organized into ten two-week modules, each 

with a RAP and application activities. Two weeks into the semester, the students were divided into 

diverse permanent teams, according to their results on a pre-test with the Force Concept Inventory. 
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This study presents results from observations of two teams (whose members all consented to 

participate in this study) during the team discussion part of three RAPs. The Norwegian Centre for 

Research Data (NSD) reviewed and approved the study protocol. 

In the videotaped discussions, there were 15 episodes where student groups selected an 

incorrect answer followed by a new attempt to solve the problem.  

Results & discussion 

There were two broad categories among the 15 episodes. In one category, the team uses the IF-

AT format to try new answers without substantial discussion. The learning potential seems limited 

in these cases, but the students can still learn about the group’s dynamics and may become more 

motivated for the subsequent mini-lecture. In the other category, the students engage in substantial 

discussion before scratching off another option. For example, students can activate new resources 

to make sense of the question or attempt to solve the problem using new epistemic games. We will 

exemplify these cases and present our interpretations at the conference. 

So, using MCQs with feedback can give interesting discussion that probably leads to student 

learning. However, we also see that a team can go from an incorrect to a correct answer without 

any substantial discussion that would give confidence that the students have attained the expected 

understanding. So, like in PI, we must attend to the students’ explanations in the plenary discussion 

and frame the activity to emphasize understanding over the correct answer. 

We have tried using MCQs with the IF-AT format and studied the resulting peer discussion to 

see how our students engaged with these kinds of activities in the context of TBL. Our findings 

could also be relevant for people interested in other active learning techniques that use MCQs, for 

example, peer instruction. By better understanding how students engage in group activities in 

different contexts, we can better understand the learning potential of different activities and, in 

turn, design activities and problems that promote student learning and engagement. 
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Abstract. In our research, a model for teaching first-year university physics courses within the 

European university context has been developed, incorporating interactive engagement (IE) 

methods into the existing course format. The model has been employed for ten years within the 

study program for future physicists and physics teachers, demonstrating a higher and statistically 

significant impact on the conceptual understanding of kinematics and dynamics concepts compared 

to traditional methods. Furthermore, by utilizing open data science tools for analysis, the 

interpretation of student results has been improved, further enhancing the evaluation of the 

effectiveness of IE methods in European educational settings. 

Introduction 

The traditional way of teaching at universities is predominantly based on lectures and problem-

solving methods. However, in recent years, this approach has shifted in many countries towards 

implementing interactive-engagement methods, which promote students' active learning. 

Interactive engagement methods (IE methods), originally defined by Hake [1], are those designed, 

at least in part, to foster conceptual understanding through the interactive engagement of students 

in heads-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities. In addition, these activities yield immediate 

feedback through discussions with peers and/or instructors. Numerous IE methods have been 

developed in line with Hake's definition, such as Peer Instruction, lectures with interactive 

demonstrations, Just-in-time learning, interactive engagement models, simulations and 

animations, flipped learning methods, and many others. The results of extensive research 

conducted over more than 20 years demonstrate that using IE methods significantly increases the 

effectiveness of university courses compared to traditional methods [1-6]. However, although 

implementing interactive methods in higher education has become common in many U.S. 

universities, it has not been adopted so widely in European universities [6]. 

Research and Methods 

Based on the research mentioned above, our research has aimed to address the following questions: 

• Is the designed model of the introductory physics course effective concerning the conceptual 

understanding of mechanics? 

• What is the initial level of students’ conceptual understanding of certain groups of concepts, 

namely kinematics, Newton’s laws, superposition of forces, and kinds of force? 

• How is the conceptual understanding of these groups of concepts influenced by the 

implementation of the designed model of the physics course? 

The IE methods were implemented into the first introductory physics course. Within the 

lectures, interactive lecture demonstrations and conceptual questions were used, following the 

procedure of the Peer Instruction method, enhanced by online voting. Problem-solving classes 

were enriched by interactive student-centered activities, with students solving more realistic 

problems by applying learned physical principles. Students used digital tools for data collection, 

mathematical modeling, data analysis, and interpretation while solving problems. 
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Students in groups also worked on long-term projects with more complex assignments than 

regular class activities. The project assignment was formulated by the teacher, and at the end of 

the project, students presented and commented on their results in front of the whole class. The 

introductory physics course has online support through an LMS Moodle e-learning platform.  

The model has been implemented since 2012. Its effectiveness was evaluated on the basis of 

the Force Concept Inventory test administered to 119 students who took part in the traditional 

methods course and 154 students who experienced the IE methods during their first semester 

(Table 1). Both groups answered pre-tests and post-tests that were compared and analysed as a 

whole, as well as within its dimensions aimed at understanding the groups of concepts, such as 

kinematics, Newton’s laws, forces superposition, and kinds of force. 

 
Table 1. Our research sample. 

 

Methods Study programme N 

Traditional (2006-2011) 
Physics 61 

Physics teacher 58 

Interactive (2012-2023) 
Physics 88 

Physics teacher 66 

Total number of students 273 

 

For our data analysis, we applied open data science tools (Jupyter, R, Python, Pandas) for 

standard and advanced statistical methods and approaches to data analysis of multiple-choice 

questions used in tests such as the Force Concept Inventory. 

Results and conclusion 

The results of pre and post-test analysis show a higher impact on conceptual understanding of 

kinematics and dynamics concepts in the IE method course compared to the traditional methods 

course. On the other hand, a detailed analysis has revealed common-sense misconceptions that still 

persist in students. The results also give us a picture of students´ understanding of mechanics after 

secondary school, which calls for change in how physics is taught at the secondary school level. 
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Abstract This paper presents a preliminary reflection on the Physics with Elements of Biophysics 

course taught at the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Wroclaw for 

biology students. Preliminary research on biology students' motivation and attitude towards 

learning physics, as well as the results of the course evaluation are included. The analysis of the 

obtained results will help to propose a teaching strategy that addresses the emerging problems and 

challenges. 

Introduction 

The Faculty of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Wroclaw runs courses not only for 

students of the home faculty, but also for those studying biology, chemistry or geology. The 

process of teaching non-physics-oriented students gives rise to a number of challenges and 

problems, from building motivation to learn physics, through choosing the content coverage of the 

syllabus, to teaching methods. The paper includes considerations on the Physics with Elements of 

Biophysics course offered to students of the Faculty of Biological Sciences.  

The current curriculum included the following topics: vector calculus (basics); principles of 

conservation in nature; development of results, measurement uncertainties; transport phenomena: 

diffusion equation, osmosis, electrical phenomena on semipermeable membrane, electrophoresis; 

sight and hearing - physical fundamentals; modern experimental physical methods in biological 

and medical sciences: microscopy (optical, electron, point probe microscopes), computed 

tomography, ultrasonography. 

Observations made by the tutors during the course indicate that biology students are not 

interested in physics, they perceive it as difficult subject, and their involvement in the class 

activities is generally very limited. In order to be able to propose a change in the curriculum and 

the subject's teaching strategy during the next edition of the course an investigation of the problem 

was carried out. 

 

Literature research and theoretical background 

 

Knowledge of the fundamentals of physics and ability to use it is an important competence for 

biology students, as indicated, among others, by a national report from the life science [1], aimed 

at preparing future scientists for the challenges of the 21st century. Despite the passage of years 

since the report's publication, the problem of attaining a more profound comprehension of essential 

concepts in physics, coupled with enhanced proficiency in mathematical abilities and advanced 

problem-solving skills by life science students endures as both valid and important. The 

importance of including the context of biology in physics teaching is also a challenge [2, 3], the 

same as the involvement of students in physics teaching and learning processes [4]. 

Considering the constant changes occurring in education regarding, among other things, the 

core curriculum, as well as the key competencies [5] acquired by students, the challenges of 

teaching physics are still present. Efforts to adapt basic physics courses to meet the needs and make 

effective use of learners of life science students are still underway at university teaching. 
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Methodology 

     From October 2022 to February 2023, 1st-year students at the Faculty of Biological Sciences 

took a course in Physics with Elements of Biophysics consisting of 30 hours of lecture and 15 hours 

of conversation classes. After the course, a survey was conducted among the students, which 

included questions about: their perceptions of physics as a teaching subject, teaching of physics 

experiences form high school (previous educational stage), the course they have been just taking 

and their own involvement in preparing for the class with self-assessment.  

 

Results 

 

A preliminary analysis of the 56 collected questionnaires makes it possible to identify three 

main areas that pose challenges in teaching physics to this group of students. The first is the level 

of prior physics education and perception of physics as the teaching subject. Students indicate that 

they have very limited knowledge acquired during their prior education. None of the respondents 

had taken a matriculation physics exam, and the vast majority had gone on doing physics at the 

elementary level. The second aspect is the selection of physics content included in the course. 

Students indicate that the material is too extensive and rate the level as too high in relation to their 

preliminary skills. The third aspect is the motivation of the learners. For the most part, students, 

due to their previous perceptions of physics and the belief that their skills were not sufficient, did 

not feel motivated to work or quickly abandoned their commitment due to emerging backlogs.  

A detailed analysis of the responses will allow us to look closely at the aforementioned 

aspects and perhaps uncover other important issues in teaching and learning strategies offered 

during the course. 

 

Conclusions  

 

The subject matter addressed is important for further planning of strategies for teaching basic 

physics to biology students. The preliminary results allow only very general, though important, 

conclusions to be drawn. They clearly indicate the need to revise, first of all, the physics content 

included in the curriculum and to select the subjects that are crucial for the education of biology 

students. It is also necessary to adjust the level of teaching appropriately to enable students to 

understand the topics and avoid the decrease in motivation to learn physics.  

Nevertheless, only a detailed analysis of the answers obtained and a broader analysis of the 

solutions already available and described in subject literatures will make it possible to propose 

changes both in terms of the topics covered and methods to increase students' motivation to learn. 
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Abstract. The students’ difficulties around dialectical argumentation in Physics problem-solving 

tasks are studied through acoustic, interaction, and argumentative analyses. Our case study with 

teacher students shows that they struggle with their conceptual understanding – leading to 

uncertainty and therefore no debate – but also with the social norms of not challenging the other 

learners’ ideas. We will show rich descriptions of these conversations and offer suggestions to ease 

the found difficulties. 

Introduction to studying settings of conceptual change 

The immediate window into learners’ thought processes is through talk - communicating their 

own and making sense of the other’s expressed explanatory model [1]. The process can be viewed 

as negotiating meaning and critiquing one another’s ideas to develop the schemas further [2,3]. 

Critiquing and debating have previously been shown to be major prerequisites of conceptual 

change: learners need to engage in dialectical argumentation [4], or in situations where a learner 

was confident in her answer, yet shown to be incorrect [5]. The moments of surprise, curiosity, 

and confusion are precursors for exploration and thus, conceptual change.  

We explore the epistemic emotions around conceptual change provoking tasks. Our approach 

combines acoustic analysis with other means to understand the dynamic nature of knowledge 

building in the classrooms. We ask,  

How can we characterize students’ debates of different explanatory models through acoustics, 

interaction, and argumentation? and When do students experience difficulties in debate?  

Methods and results 

This study looks at pairs of physics teacher students solving Predict-Observe-Explain -tasks 

about simple electric circuits. Their collaborative problem-solving took place in three 1,5-hour 

sessions, where student pairs were to individually think about the task and then negotiate their 

predictions together, before building the circuits and forming a shared explanation for their 

observations.   

Ten students with healthy voices participated in the voice analysis group, where their voices 

were recorded through headset microphones and their pair problem solving was also video 

captured. The discussions were transcribed, and, in this paper, we look at the case of one student 

pair. The three analysis methods involved are all turn-based. 

• In acoustic analysis, each turn was analysed for the average fundamental frequency F0, the 

average intensity SPL, and pausing (the degree of pauses). These can be used to show 

students getting emotionally engaged or mirroring the other speaker [6,7].  

• For interaction, conversation analysis was utilized to study the structures of talk and the 

speakers’ orientation to the discussion. Through known signals of discomfort or flow of 

discussion, one can point to (breaking) norms of conversation. 

• And finally, the argumentation coding [4] was used to locate parts of conversation with 

argumentation over different stances was happening, dialectic or otherwise.  
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In this case study, we will show data from a few pieces of conversation that involve different 

interpretations and enrich our understanding through three analysis methods.  

Findings and Discussion 

With the data from different conversation parts, we find that the debates that involve two 

different stances, can indeed go different ways. All discussions were characterized by the students 

first taking part in equal argumentative talk: offering claims and asking for more information. The 

acoustic analysis shows that in this non-dialectical phase, the students’ talk shows mirroring effects 

– the SPL and F0 levels follow one the other student.  

The “one-person a-ha” moments occur, when one student has a revelation – shown as spiking 

level of SPL and F0 – and speeds up in excitement. The other student agrees on the surface, but 

through conversation analysis findings we see hesitation, in e.g. lots of pauses.  

The “confused” moments occur where both are uncertain of the model they use. The 

argumentation features dialectic talk – they are challenging claims, but the acoustic and 

conversation analyses show uncertainty, and there are no surprises [5].  

The “challenge” moments were indeed most fruitful ones, as presupposed in [4], when one 

student challenged the explanation of the other. The acoustic analysis shows their pitch and 

intensity drop, supported by conversation analysis finding that they stall and hesitate to challenge 

their pair, and compensate by providing agreement to everything else.  

The difficulties for students are thus twofold: their uncertainty about the models used, and the 

social norm of not disagreeing (leading to not doing it at all in the “one-person a-ha” or 

experiencing social discomfort in “challenge” moments).   

The possible supports could be directed to making challenging a model as a natural part of the 

problem-solving process - either by sample prompts of how to word a challenge, or offering 

“steps” of the problem-solving that includes a collaborative challenging of models.  Another 

possibility is the use of scripts or “role play” in the process. The anxiety about making a social 

faux pas could be alleviated through playing the part of “critical lab pair”. Such supports may be 

tested out in our new run of the experiment in the coming fall.  
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Abstract. Making substantiated decisions is an important critical thinking skill. In this study we 

look at students substantiating their choice of apparatus for experiments. Students’ choices were 

registered and they were asked about the reasoning behind their choice. About three quarters of our 

population reasoned only by intuition. However, having students choose from similar apparatus 

that differ only in technical details stimulated about a fifth of our students to come up with valid 

(technical) reasons for their preference. This is therefore recommended for other lab courses. 

Introduction and Theoretical framework 

Nowadays artificial intelligence (AI) is available to everyone. Critical thinking skills will 

become even more important than before to assess the outcome of AI. Research tells us that critical 

thinking skills can be fostered in skills-based labs, and that decision-making plays an important 

role in this [1]. However, research does not tell us how decision-making in the lab can be triggered. 

In the setup of our Bachelor lab courses we have identified over 150 learning objectives. One 

of the more difficult ones to achieve is that students can determine, based on its specifications, 

which apparatus is best suited to their experiment. Wilcox & Lewandowski agree that this is a 

learning objective that is part of their Modelling Framework for Experimental Physics [2]. Etkina 

also finds it important that students learn how to examine the equipment to find out whether they 

can use it to achieve their research goal [3]. But neither writes about how students can be stimulated 

to substantiate their choice of equipment. 

In our Bachelor lab we have two setups for measuring oscillations and waves. We have the 

combination of a function generator with an oscilloscope, and we have NI Virtual Benches which 

comprise a function generator and oscilloscope into one. They differ in that the NI Virtual Bench 

has a software interface which makes it easier to export raw data, whilst for slow oscillations the 

oscilloscope shows live data better, for example. 

In the first session of the course students encounter one of these setups, in the second session 

they are told to use the other setup. In the third session, the students can decide themselves which 

setup they want to use and why, just like any researcher would. 

Our research question was: “How do students substantiate their decision to choose certain 

apparatus?” 

Methods and findings 

We registered students’ preferences for the two equipment options. From the second 

implementation onward, we interviewed the students about the reasoning behind their decision. 

In the (first year) undergraduate course on average just over 40 pairs of students took part. We 

have collected their choices from 2017-2018 up to and including the current academic year. Data 

collection was skipped during the academic year of 2020-2021, because that year students were 

not working in pairs due to the COVID pandemic. 

As stated in the introduction, students first worked with both setups in the first two sessions. In 

the third and final session they were then asked to express and motivate their preference. 

After the first implementation in 2017-2018 we changed various aspects of the course. From 

2018-2019 onward there were three mechanical (slow) and three electronic (very fast) oscillation 
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and wave experiments to choose from. In 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 students had to perform two 

experiments (one of each type) in all three sessions hence removing the influence of the type of 

experiment on students’ choices. From 2021-2022 onward we reintroduced that influence by 

asking the students to choose either a mechanical or an electronic experiment for the third session 

offering students extra reasons to choose either function generator and oscilloscope, or the NI 

virtual bench if they thought that choice depends on the type of experiment to perform. 

 
Table 1. An overview of all the recorded preferences of the students together with categorized substantiations. 

 

  Preference Preference Decision based on 

Academic 

year 

#Pairs 

(no data) 

Virtual Bench / 

Function generator + 

oscilloscope 

2nd session / 1st 

session 

Technical/Intuitive 

2017-2018 43 (1) 29 / 13 (69%) 33 / 9 (79%) No data 

2018-2019 42 (5) 15 / 22 (41%) 19 / 18 (51%) 7 (19%) / 32 (86%) 

2019-2020 45 (15) 18 / 12 (60%) 12 / 18 (40%) 3 (10%) / 27 (90 %) 

2021-2022 45 (7) 17 / 21 (45%) 24 / 14 (63%) 8 (21%) / 25 (66%) 

2022-2023 45 (15) 16 / 14 (53%) 11 / 19 (37%) 11 (37%) / 16 (53%) 

Total 220 (43) 95 / 82 (54%) 99 / 78 (56%) 29 (21%) / 100 (74%) 

The data shows no consistent preference for one of the setups or for the setup they used in either 

the 1st or 2nd session. The majority of students (74%) gave an intuitive reason for their preference: 

e.g. it was nicer to handle, they had used it before in the same experiment, it had a clearer interface. 

Interestingly, all these reasons were given (by different students) for both setups! Just over a fifth 

of our students (21%) substantiated their decision with valid technical reasons, e.g. easier to display 

live data, easier to export data, delivers more accurate data. This number seems to have increased 

by letting the students choose their setup for only one type of experiment. 

Conclusion 

There was no consistent preference for either of the two setups. Also, students did not 

consistently prefer the setup from either their 1st or 2nd session. By giving the students the chance 

to choose their setup just over a fifth of our students took this opportunity to substantiate their 

preference with valid technical reasons. Those students that did, confirm having achieved the 

connected learning objective explicitly and show their critical thinking skills in this specific 

context. It would be interesting to find out whether these are the same students that improve their 

score in anonymous critical thinking skills tests. 
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Abstract. Radio waves are essential part of communication technologies as well as basic physics 

education. Understanding electromagnetic waves requires skills in mathematics and knowledge 

of the phenomena. Still, data from radio technology may pleasantly surprise an inexperienced or 

mainly solution-oriented student. The research considers the effect of two different teaching 

approaches at BA-level. We observed the relationship between the formalism of physics 

according to didactics and engineering-like solution-oriented pragmatism. This study presents 

empirical observations on how the parallelism of contents can be managed with exercises.  

Introduction  

Human senses cannot detect radio waves. Perception is thus always linked to technology; 

devices are needed to make observations. Wave motion and especially electromagnetic waves 

are included in the school's physics studies at different levels. In a technological society, there 

are also many implementations other than just smartphones that use radio waves. In science 

education, phenomena are described as physics concepts, where quantities and units follow 

the SI concept. On the other hand in engineering prevail utilization of practical nonstandard, 

technical data as well short cuts for key value estimation. 

Theoretical Framework 

Understanding means the ability to recognize and understand technology and the skill to 

look at it humanely, socially and ethically. Technological doing (activity) includes identifying 

the technological process and its problems from the point of view of solving them. 

Although the student is personally responsible for achieving the learning goal through his 

own focus choices and attitudes, the acceptable goal level and conditions for learning depend 

significantly on the organization providing the education. The atmosphere and the students' 

external motivation are the joint responsibility of the school's teachers. By investigating the 

misunderstandings students have and adding exercises that help and motivate the student, 

permanent learning results can also be achieved. 

Methods and Findings 

This study follows the method of Critical action research, where we are critical of the 

existing teaching processes and aim to apply for improvements. Generally Action research is 

defined as pragmatic tool for better outcome [1]. Short communication technology education 

at BA-level was chosen for this teaching intervention study. 

The study compares learning results of two groups. In previous courses a more theoretical 

approach was utilized. In the new model, the course package included significantly more 

exercises performed in the Excel® environment, and the theoretical teaching was quite 

closely tied to the exercises. In the exercise-focused group (N=80), the students were divided 

into groups of 4 people. In the previous, traditional course, the teaching was theoretically 

focused and there were fewer exercises and those were mainly individual tasks. Teaching in 

both courses was guided by a schedule plan that was known to students. In accordance with 
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the models of good pedagogy, the course distributed preparatory tasks, gave lecture-teaching 

and examined the solutions of the practice tasks in groups [2]. Student-specific instruction for 

making solutions or searching for mistakes was given only when necessary. 

Research questions 

1. Which group had better student feedback and learning results? 

2. How should the good aspects of two courses with different types of emphasis be 

integrated in the future when planning course unit?  

 

Previously, students had been given ready-made calculation packages created for more 

demanding courses. Since none of them contained clear documentation, or an input page 

enabling Excel itself, it turned out to be difficult to use by some students. In the new strategy, 

the exercises started with the use of a spreadsheet calculator. 

In the practice related teaching group each student had their own working solutions on 

their computer and the practice groups developed computing tools for the needs of 

professional applications on a group-by-group basis. Some groups also considered the 

possibility of visualizing the variables as curves, or even building separate controls to adjust 

the variables.  

Findings 

The students' satisfaction with the course was slightly better in the group emphasizing 

practice tasks. In the written final exam, it was remarkable that in the group emphasizing 

practice, the number of lower grades in the final exam was also lower. Since the teaching 

resources and the lecturing frame remained the same, the theoretical teaching had to be 

connected to the assignment of practice tasks in the practice task-oriented groups. For this 

reason, the proportion of actual theoretical teaching was considerably smaller in the course 

emphasizing practice tasks. Learning by doing was mentioned in student evaluation of 

teaching. 

Conclusion 

Since both formalisms appear side by side in professional literature, teaching must take 

dualism into account. The goal is for the students to understand that the need for 

memorization or good guesses can be ignored with the help of concept derivation and with 

utilization of tools to generate example cases for calculus. On the other hand, even if the 

student completes the practical tasks, it is equally important that he also maintains the level of 

theoretical competence. From the real life viewpoint, the student should also gain a deeper 

understanding of the subject being taught. As such a deeper theoretical understanding always 

increases the student's interest in the subject being taught and thus improves the student's 

motivation level. 
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Abstract. In complex thermal systems in which the heat capacity varies with temperature, such as a typical 

Debye solid like silicon, the effective number of active degrees of freedom at any temperature can be defined from the 

internal energy in combination with equipartition. This allows for a conceptual picture of thermal equilibrium as well 

as elucidation of the link between the Boltzmann and thermodynamic entropies. It is shown that, in general, 

thermodynamic entropy is not the same as the Boltzmann entropy but there are clear circumstances under which they 

are identical. The instructional benefits of this approach are emphasized. 

 

Introduction  

The classical ideal gas is often used as an exemplar for thermal physics. The heat capacity is 

easily derived and conceptually easy to understand and the entropy takes a particular mathematical 

form identical to the thermodynamic entropy [1]. This equivalence between the thermodynamic 

and Boltzmann entropies is assumed to extend more generally to include all systems, despite there 

being no easy interpretation in the literature of the statistical basis of entropy in more complex 

systems in which the heat capacity varies with temperature. The purpose of this paper is to show 

that this extension is not valid and to elucidate the connection between statistical and 

thermodynamic entropies in more complex systems. This has significant implications for teaching 

thermal physics. 

 

Background 

By way of example, consider a typical solid. It is well known that the heat capacity varies with 

temperature according to the Debye theory and this is explained in terms of quantized lattice 

vibrations. In the classical picture of a solid there are considered to be 6 degrees of freedom per 

atom according to the partition of both kinetic and potential energy and the effect of changing the 

temperature is to change the amplitude of the lattice vibrations. In consequence, the heat capacity 

is predicted to be independent of temperature. In real solids, quantized lattice vibrations have a 

minimum energy determined by the frequency of oscillation and it is impossible to partition the 

vibrational energy at low temperatures between all the atoms. In effect, equipartition of energy 

breaks down and the heat capacity decreases with decreasing temperature as fewer atoms vibrate 

and degrees of freedom are effectively frozen out. 

Despite this relatively simple conceptual picture, there is no easy translation between the 

quantum and classical pictures. The Debye theory is not framed in terms of degrees of freedom 

and in fact many of the lattice vibrations can be considered to be long-range collective oscillations 

which act like travelling waves rather than uncoordinated vibrations of individual atoms with no 

definite phase relationship with neighbouring atoms. It is not clear, therefore, how many degrees 

of freedom are effectively activated by such oscillations.  

In consequence, we have no clear picture of the microscopic nature of thermal equilibrium nor 

of entropy. Nonetheless, it is possible to define an effective number of degrees of freedom from 
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consideration of the internal energy and assuming ½kBT per degree of freedom, where kB is 

Boltzmann’s constant. Under these circumstances, a simple definition of thermal equilibrium 

emerges as does a microscopic description of the thermodynamic entropy. 

Conclusions 

Using the ideas outlined above, specific]ally that energy is partitioned equally among the 

effective number of degrees of freedom, we can: 

  

• Define the effective number of degrees of freedom active in a system;  

• Define thermal equilibrium as equality of the mean energy per effective degree of 

freedom;  

• Associate the change in thermodynamic entropy with a change in the distribution of 

additional thermal energy among active degrees of freedom;  

• Show that the total thermodynamic entropy at any given temperature is generally less 

than the Boltzmann entropy with equality occurring only if the heat capacity is 

independent of temperature; 

• Conclude that the equivalence of the thermodynamic and Boltzmann entropies in the 

classical ideal gas is a special case rather than an exemplar for a more general 

equivalence. 
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Abstract. Problem solving is an integral part of teaching and learning physics, however, the 

research shows that by solving traditional problems students do not develop coherent knowledge. 

In the technological era there is a high demand for professionals of different areas with higher level 

thinking skills and scientific abilities characteristic for physicists. To help the students to learn to 

act and think like the physicists do, new type of problems have to be designed. We show how 

scientific papers can be used in the process and how such problems are seen by traditional physics 

educators. 

Introduction  

Problem solving is an integral part of learning physics at high-school and university level. 

Traditional physics problems in introductory physics textbooks normally ask for a specific 

numerical value while giving all necessary data and making all simplifying assumptions that are 

needed to find the solution. Students often solve this type of problems by searching for an equation 

in which they insert given numbers not thinking about the underlying physical concepts and the 

validity and/or suitability of assumed mathematical models, i.e., so called plug-and-chug problem-

solving approach [1]. The experts, on the other hand, use qualitative analysis and representations, 

such as force and motion diagrams, graphs, bar charts, field lines, ray diagrams, etc., in order to 

construct mathematical representation of a physical process [2,3]. The research shows that even 

after solving 1000s of traditional problems students do not develop conceptual understanding [4] 

of higher level thinking skills, and problem-solving strategies similar to those used by physics 

experts. However, the mentioned abilities are commonly expected in the era of a fast technological 

development and a rapidly changing world [5,6].  

In order to help all students not only future physics experts develop the appropriate problem-

solving strategies and with this also the thinking and reasoning habits characteristic for physicists, 

i.e., to help them learn to think like a physicist, physics educators have to design and use new types 

of problems. However, designing new types of problems is different and more difficult than 

designing traditional problems, which is one of the reasons why the new types of problems are 

rarely found in the textbooks. Descriptions of new types of problems can be found in [7] and [8]. 

Examples of those problems can be found in a textbook [9].  

Research and findings 

Here we describe the experience with designing new types of problems using existing research 

papers from refereed journals as a basis. The problems were developed following the Investigative 

Science Learning Environment approach [10,11]. Following the ISLE approach our problems 

engage students in activities that mimic the actual practices of physics and physicists. We discuss 

the benefits of newly designed problems by comparing them to traditional problems which require 

from students the use of similar normative knowledge. The discussion is based on our observations 

of the students solving the problems, their reflections and on how the problems are seen by the 

colleague university teachers who teach physics in a traditional way. First, our findings indicate 

that university students appreciate the context of problems taken from the research papers and the 

type of problems which promote using qualitative and higher level thinking skills, such as 

identifying patterns in data and devising or comparing and testing different hypotheses. Second, 

our findings indicate that traditional university teachers see the benefits of new types of new 
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problems and identify the relevant skills and abilities that such problems develop. Therefore, we 

can say that designing new types of problems using peer-reviewed research papers seems a 

promising way for the university teachers who are in a daily contact with research papers to design 

new types of problems appropriate for the university students.  
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Abstract. Continuous Professional Development (CPD) of school teachers is promoted worldwide 

and broadly researched. At the same time, academic teachers’ CPD is rarely addressed. Usually, 

science faculty members prove themselves to be high-level researchers, but at the same time, their 

interpersonal skills, pedagogical knowledge, and attitude of self-reflection on teaching are very 

limited. To address these issues, we designed the course Introduction to Academic Didactics for 

first-year PhDs. The results of the course development as well as students’ engagement and their 

perception of the current teaching formats, and their view of necessary changes, will be reported in 

a case study. 

Introduction 

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) of mathematics and science teachers is promoted 

worldwide and broadly researched and described annually in publications [1–4]. During the last 

fifteen years, many European projects funded by the EU [5–7] focused on training for in-service 

teachers, providing CPD to thousands of them across Europe. At the same time, Faculty 

Professional Development in higher education is addressed rarely and at most locally, despite the 

Bologna process and the existence of overarching documents setting up the general framework of 

uniform education in Europe [8].  

Usually, staff members of science faculties have a very high-level content knowledge they 

transfer to the students. Still, at the same time, developing interpersonal skills, pedagogical 

knowledge, and self-reflection in teaching is rare among them. Sometimes the faculties offer 

seminars or short courses concerning these issues; nevertheless, such actions are incidental and 

sparsely attended by staff members. Recently some universities started programs for certification 

of excellence in academic teaching, mostly in the North America [9-10] and the UK [11], aimed 

to uprise didactic skills and positive attitudes towards active teaching. However, it is still quite 

common that a Ph.D. who starts their first classes without any professional instruction tends to 

copy the ways of teaching, classroom management, and even interpersonal relations from 

experience gained during their studies. This way, changing the teaching habits from frontal and 

teacher-centered to more active and student-centered ones prolongs and is ineffective. 

Consequently, the employers complain about too theoretical knowledge of the alums and the lack 

of essential key competencies [12], including practical and social competencies, low level of sense 

of initiative and entrepreneurship, and low abilities to pursue and persist in continuous learning. 

 

A Course on Introduction to Academic Didactics 

To address a gap in academic teaching CPD five years ago, we designed a course called 

Introduction to Academic Didactic addressed to first-year PhDs at our Faculty. Classes are 

organized as a workshop based on building a Professional Learning Community of PhDs who 

start their teaching career at the university. Most of the participants have little experience in 

academic teaching prior to the beginning of the course. 

The main aim of the course is to raise PhD  awareness of the crucial impact of social 

dimensions in higher education. PhD students reflect on learning and teaching styles, learn 

about different practices and student-centered methods, and the assessment strategies coherent 
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with learning styles and expected learning outcomes. They diagnose the current situation of 

delivering lectures, tutorials, and labs, followed by their perception of the urgent need to change 

the teaching practice. They discuss classroom management (environment, groups, 

communication, goals, objectives and expectations, special needs students). They learn how to 

design a course –write a syllabus, develop and transform instructional content, prepare 

assignments, and use new technologies as supportive tools. On top of that, PhD students are 

encouraged to make Practitioner Inquiry [13] in their classes and engage in practitioner learning 

groups during their future work as higher education teachers. 
 

Research and Findings 

Over five years of running the course, we administered various reflection diagnosis tools 

and pre- and post-surveys to the participants. The general conclusion is that PhD students (now 

originating from Gen Z) see the urgent need to change academic teaching methods and attitudes. 

They point out problems to be solved and reflect on feasible solutions. They raise their concern 

about the educational system in which decisions are often made by academics whose teaching 

practice needs to be updated and who are not acquainted with rapid changes in social 

communication or the development of soft competences.     

In this contribution, we will present the view on academic teaching from the PhD perspective 

and the evolution of the course itself based on participants’ needs.  
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to detect university students' difficulties in kinematics with 

variable acceleration in relation to different representation systems (graphical and algebraic) in order 

to define the Learning Demands. Thus, design bases of a TLS (Teaching-Learning Sequence) are 

laid. An open-ended questionnaire has been designed and validated in relation to the epistemological 

keys and the learning objectives to be achieved with the future TLS. In answering, the questionnaire 

students have to identify, relate, compare and analyse different systems of representation through 

verbal/written reasoning when elaborating explanations. The analysis of the questionnaire was 

carried out using phenomenography methodology. 

Introduction  

In physics education research, there is considerable research on the ideas students´s ideas have 

about the motion of bodies with constant acceleration [1] that shows the gap between common 

sense thinking and scientific reasoning. Among others, Laurence Viennot [2] emphasizes that the 

aim of science is to establish a serious competitor to natural thinking, whose coherence and 

predictive power are clearly superior.  

This study is part of a larger research that deals with the design and evaluation of a TLS on 

learning the rectilinear motion with non-constant acceleration of a particle at University level. 

First, define epistemological keys and learning objectives have been defined. Based on these, 

we have designed an open-ended questionnaire to detect the learning difficulties and define 

the Learning Demands. This design tool would allow us to identify the gap between students 

should know and students' ideas to, in a next step, propose a TLS following DBR 

methodology [3]. 

The aim of this study is, therefore, to examine the difficulties and reasoning of second-year 

Chilean undergraduate engineering students in order to detect the learning difficulties of 

students' when learning the concepts of kinematics with variable acceleration. 

Experimental design and methodology 

Two epistemological keys associated with the motion of bodies with variable acceleration 

in university contexts were defined, which allowed us to define the learning objectives. Based 

on these, an open-ended questionnaire with twelve questions was constructed and validated by 

four peers, experts in physics and physics education, and applied in an advanced Mechanic’s 

course at a Chilean university (the questionnaire will be presented in the conference).  

The questionnaire was given to 806 second-year engineering students distributed in three 

regions of the country after instruction. This instruction was part of a calculus based physics 

course and they worked on non-constant acceleration kinematics using graphical and algebraic 

representations. The analysis of the questionnaire give us the opportunity to explore their 

abilities to identify, relate, compare and analyse different systems of representation, namely: 

non-linear motion graphs of position, velocity and acceleration versus time; the algebraic 
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functions that represent them and the verbal/written reasoning when elaborating explanations, 

justifications and/or criteria used when answering the questions. 

Student responses will be analysed using phenomenography [4]. Students' responses will be 

analysed bottom-up for categorisation. This analysis will be carried out in a cycle in which the 

answers will be analysed by at least two researchers in order to establish the categories. Once 

the categories have been established, the validation have been carried out measuring the inter-

rather reliability using Cohen's kappa. 

Findings 

As a first part of the results, we can present the relationship between the epistemological 

keys and the learning objectives (table 1). The second part of the process, however, is in the process 

of being analysed and will be ready to be presented at the conference. Preliminary results seem to 

validate the results obtained by other researchers for constant acceleration kinematics. 

 
Table 1. Results of the application of epistemological analysis design tool.  

Epistemological key Learning objectives 

The change of motion can be interpreted through 

functions and graphs relating position, velocity and 

acceleration  

Selects and differentiates systems of representations of 

the movement of bodies with variable acceleration. 

The different systems of representations (graphs 

and functions) for physically analysing the motion of 

bodies are interrelated, such that visual tools 

(interpretation of graphs) as well as algebraic 

representations (differential and integral of a 

function) can be used to extract relevant information 

from bodies in motion with varying acceleration. 

Identifies, relates, compares and analyses different 

systems of representation of the motion of bodies with 

varying acceleration. 

- Interprets, discriminates and extracts information from 

graphs  

- Interprets, discriminates and extracts information from 

functions of position 

- Relates, compares and analyses the systems of 

representation between graphs the algebraic functions that 

represent it. 

Concluding remarks 

We will present the students’ difficulties in the Conference. These difficulties allow us to define  

the learning demands that will guide in the design of the learning pathway and in the choice of 

active teaching strategies. In addition, these results help us in the future research on designing a 

TLS that we hope will help students to better learn the kinematics of non-constant acceleration and 

relate it in different representations.   
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Abstract. We present a project called ATENA – Asiago Teachers’ Network on Astrophysics. 

Based on authentic collaboration and action research, a teacher learning community was set up 

around the common research question of how Astronomy can be integrated into the secondary 

school curriculum to foster a coherent comprehension of the physics of the Universe. Four physics 

topics across the different grades were selected, and teaching-learning sequences informed by 

Physics and Astronomy Education Research were collaboratively developed. The experimentation 

of the teaching-learning sequences is ongoing and will be the basis for the development of pathways 

to be shared with more schools. 

Introduction 

The importance of including Astronomy in pre-university education has been emphasized by 

the scientific community. In addition to carrying a great cultural and epistemological value, it can 

support the development of science concepts and abilities, it constitutes an opportunity for delving 

into technological aspects, and it allows connections with multiple disciplines. Moreover, it can 

stimulate curiosity and interest in science, and it can trigger discussions about societal issues [1]. 

In recent years, our department has proposed several initiatives for secondary school students 

aimed at approaching Astronomy and the Physics of the Universe. Here we present our latest 

initiative, which is instead aimed at the teachers: a project named called ATENA (Asiago TEachers 

Network on Astrophysics), a professional development program the goal of which was to co-create 

teaching-learning sequences that integrate Astronomy into the Physics curriculum. 

The research 

The project moved from research in Physics and Astronomy Education Research (PER/AER), 

which has highlighted several conceptual, methodological, and epistemic themes and opportunities 

characterizing the teaching and learning of Astronomy [2,3]: 

• The role of observation over time as complementary to typical physics laboratory 

strategies. 

• The role of instruments, emphasizing the relationship between science and technology.  

• The importance of models, including physical, mental, mathematical, and digital models. 

• The importance of switching and connecting between global and local viewpoints. 

Overall, research suggests that a constructivist, longitudinal approach is the most effective 

strategy for achieving the twofold goal of developing familiarity with the sky and supporting the 

development of science content and practices.  

Moving from this background we identified the following research question: 

[RQ] How can we use Astronomy to develop a longitudinal path in secondary school that leads 

to a coherent comprehension of the physics of the Universe? 
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Methods 

In order to gain insights into our RQ we decided to directly involve teachers as co-researchers 

through the paradigm of authentic collaboration [4]. A year-long program was set up based on the 

learning community approach and action research, on the model of the previous CoLLabora 

project [5]. A group of 14 teachers were enrolled in the program. The RQ was transformed into a 

collective one, to which each teacher could contribute through action research. 

The program started in September 2022 and is currently ongoing. The schedule includes 30 in-

presence hours + 24 hours of individual work: 

• Phase 1: Training, experimentation of activities and didactical-disciplinary reflections 

(2-days residential course at the Asiago observatory + 1 meeting in Padua). 

• Phase 2: Planning of teaching-learning sequences (2 meetings + 9 h individual work) 

• Phase 3: Experimentation and sharing of outcomes (2 meetings + 12 h individual work) 

Teachers were asked to identify topics relevant to their classrooms where the integration of 

Physics and Astronomy could be particularly meaningful, and to develop, implement and evaluate 

a teaching-learning sequence (TLS) with the support of researchers. Four topics were selected so 

that groups of three or four teachers could work together. The chosen approach for the design of 

the TLSs was backward design, allowing a reflection on the “essential understandings” for each 

topic and a focus on evaluation. The design of each TLS was informed by results of PER and AER. 

Results 

Table 1 reports the topics identified by the ATENA teachers for the development of the TLSs: 
 

Table 1. The topics of the TLS that are being developed and experimented by the ATENA teachers. 

 

Topic Grade Relevant didactical elements:  

Introductory Astronomy 1 Focus on spatial abilities. Use of physical models, direct 

observations, and simulations.  

Gravitation (free-fall) 2 Focused on correctly constructing ideas on free-fall as a scaffold 

for understanding universal gravitation. 

Gravitation (universal) 3 Focus on the local/global connection. Use of simulations and 

object-based activities, attention to epistemological aspects. 

Wave properties of light and 

spectroscopy 

4 Use of home-made instruments (spectroscope); use of different 

representations; connection with local observatories. 

The speed of light 3-5 Use of a tabletop experiment and online resources (Stellarium).  

 

The experimentation will take place between March and May 2023. The value of each TLS and 

the first tentative answer to our research question will be discussed with the whole group after its 

conclusion. The results and the documentation will be the basis for the development of materials 

for the schools to be shared with a wider community of teachers. 
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Abstract. The talk presents the central elements of and thoughts behind the two-day student 

laboratory Labs4Future. This extracurricular offer for 15-year-old high school students tries to 

manage the linking of knowledge about climate change with effective individual and societal 

action. Based on a newly developed theoretical framework Lessons4Future, which integrates 

environmental psychology, sociology and science education, the talk showcases how we try to 

transfer the theory into experiments and activities. Among the presented elements are the Carbon 

Credits, an area visualization of daily personal and societal emissions, and a Mystery that 

addresses responsibility for the problem and solutions of climate change. 

 

Introduction 

 

Today’s 16-year-olds will grow up to live in world 2.5°C warmer than industrial levels. This 
will set off an unprecedented upheaval in food and water supplies, weather patterns and general 

living conditions. Luckily, from today’s perspective, we likely can still determine how far the 
changes reach.  

We work under the premise, that science education can contribute significantly to closing 
the gap between knowledge about the threatening consequences of climate change and societal 
and individual action. 

 

Lessons4Future – The underlying theoretical Framework and its evaluation 

 
We develop a theoretical framework that tries to integrate and adapt existing findings and 

models to educational settings. Three main influences make up the framework:  
Firstly, research from physics and science education: Preconceptions about climate change 

(1), knowledge types (2) and research on students’ knowledge (3) and affective 
predispositions(4,5). Secondly, environmental psychological models of linking knowledge and 

action (6–8) and thirdly, sociology and communication psychology on how to communicate 
danger and time delayed consequences (9,10).  

We evaluate this Lessons4Future framework in a design-based research project using a mixed 

methods design. In a Pre-Post-Follow Up setting the students answer questionnaires on knowledge  
(3), environmental attitude (11) and climate change hope (closely resembling perceived 

behavioural control) (12). Selected by Pre-Post data results, we plan to additionally invite 
students to perform a round of interviews, to try to pinpoint new and/or confirm theoretical 

hypothesized educational settings or mechanisms that evoke action.  
What we hope to show qualitatively is that Labs4Future, while applying the frameworks 

concepts, manages to improve knowledge, environmental attitude, and perceived behavioural 

control. Being a learning setting that has many similarities to school lessons, the framework and the 

developed experiments and activities may prove useful to teachers who plan their lessons. 

 

The talk: How to link knowledge and action in practise 

 

The talk’s central aim is to present how the theoretical concepts of the framework’s theory 
are realized in activities and experiments. 
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Figure 1: Some impressions from Labs4Future: Transmission of infrared radiation through greenhouse gases, 
photosynthesis of leaves, trees as a carbon sink and students selecting Carbon Credits 

 

For this to succeed the talk follows the two Labs4Future days, giving a general overview and 
focussing noteworthy elements. While all stations are shown briefly to get an overview, three 
are shown in detail:  
Carbon Credits, an area visualization of daily personal and societal emissions. This method  
considers effectiveness knowledge and perceived behavioural control. A Mystery about the 
complicated attribution of guilt for climate change related deaths, which addresses the 
constructs personal and moral norms and system thinking.  

The behavioural inhibitive climate anxiety is being countered in a utopia-thinking method, 
that also tries to break up the unquestioned habits of society and conceptualize other ways of 
living a happy and sustainable live.  

We plan to present some preliminary results from this second iteration of research, combined 
with some data from the large pilot (N=300). Lacking statistical will focus on the results from 

interviews on how students perceive this kind of educational setting in hindsight. 
All in all, the talk showcases a way on how to teach about climate change in a setting, that takes 

climate positive action into focus. Different materials and approaches are presented on site. 
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Abstract. The project “FisicaMente al Liceo” aims at strengthening students’ mathematization 

skills and their understanding of physics. After a trial in a pilot school, in 2022 we started an 

experimentation with twelve teachers belonging to five high schools in the network of the “Licei 

Matematici” in our region in Italy. The creation of a community of practice of teachers allowed 

co-designing pathways to enhance mathematics-to-physics transfer and representational fluency. 

In this way, teachers are contributing to increasing data on the effectiveness of the FisicaMente al 

Liceo project and to improving it, extending its applicability. 

Introduction 

The link between physics and mathematics is a central aspect of teaching physics. The two 

disciplines are intrinsically connected; the role of mathematics in physics is not only technical (a 

tool for calculation), nor only communicative (a language, with its semantics and representational 

capacity), but also and above all structural, based on the definition and interpretation of concepts, 

relations and problems and on a way of reasoning, as a guide to the hypothetical-deductive method 

capable of inducing predictions [1]. A greater awareness of the role of mathematics in physics 

must be accompanied by concrete actions on the part of the teacher, in terms of implementing 

choices, strategies and methodologies to overcome practices that focus solely on the technical 

aspects of mathematics or on the qualitative aspects of physics. 

The FisicaMente al Liceo project aims at supporting teachers in this effort by (i) identifying 

secondary school students' difficulties in correctly using some mathematical concepts in physics; 

(ii) developing learning modules for the enhancement of mathematization skills; (iii) favouring the 

transition from school to university. 

Theoretical framework 

To clarify the cognitive processes involved in solving a physics problem, Uhden et al. [1] 

proposed a variant of Borromeo Ferri’s modelling cycle [2], incorporating the link between 

mathematics and physics and distinguishing technical and structural skills. This model allows the 

development and diagnosis of structural skills for the conceptual understanding of physics in 

relation to mathematics. Three stages are distinguished: (a) the mathematization of a physical 

context at different degrees of depth; (b) the physical interpretation of mathematical expressions 

(translation of equations into natural or graphical language, developing also representational 

fluency, i.e. the competent use of different representations of a concept; identifying special or 

limiting cases and making physical predictions from the formalism); (c) mathematical operations 

and technical aspects. This model has great potential in supporting the teaching of physics and can 

be exploited to create educational pathways. The project relied on this conception of the 

relationship between mathematics and physics, and Uhden’s model was used to develop the 

learning modules. 
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Methodology 

The project stemmed from the experience of the FisicaMente project, which was directed to 

students in the first year of Science and Engineering degree courses at the University of Padova. 

In that project, from an analysis of the literature and of common students’ mistakes, we constructed 

a multiple choice test featuring 17 mathematics questions (on derivatives integrals, and vectors), 

and 17 isomorphic questions in physics (Newtonian mechanics). For each concept, different 

questions were constructed to explore students ’ability to use different representational formats 

(graphs, natural language, formal languages, numbers) [3].  

In the FisicaMente al Liceo project, we adapted the test for high-school students, modifying the 

language to make it accessible and adding a question regarding the level of confidence in the 

answer to each item. The test was tried out in a pilot school and learning modules were developed 

to address students’ difficulties as emerged from the test; the test was then proposed again as a 

post-test [4]. In 2022 we started a bigger experimentation with twelve teachers from five high 

schools in the network of the “Licei Matematici” in the Veneto region (Italy). The teachers were 

involved in a community of practice that allowed them to discuss students ’difficulties and co-

design learning modules aimed at enhancing students ’ability to use mathematics in a physics 

context and their representational fluency. 

Project implementation and preliminary results 

We scheduled two initial meetings in which researchers shared the aims and methods of the 

activities, in order to create a common design framework. In the first meeting, the teachers tried 

out the test and, reflecting together on its characteristics, commented on it for its use in the 

classroom. In the second meeting, after analyzing their own context and needs, teachers discussed 

Uhden’s model and tried to design some activities according to it. The teachers then proposed the 

test to the students, and researchers analyzed the data and provided a report for each participating 

class. A total of 340 students, from 14 fifth-year classes (grade 13), 2 fourth-year classes (grade 

12) and 1 third-year class (grade 11) were involved. 

There was then another meeting to share and comment on the results of the pre-test and design 

the actual learning modules to be proposed to the classes, in relation to the obtained results and the 

needs that emerged. The modules were designed collaboratively by the teachers, working in 

subgroups. 

The prepared activities will be implemented between March and April 2023. A post-test will 

be proposed in May, and finally, the project will be evaluated and analyzed in a final meeting. 

Thanks to this process, teachers are helping to collect more data on the effectiveness of the 

FisicaMente al Liceo project so that it can be improved and its applicability extended. 
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Abstract. This study examines students' conceptions about the greenhouse effect using multiple-

choice questions and analyses student’s answers from two perspectives: the "knowledge as theory" 

and "knowledge in pieces" perspectives. The former emphasizes coherence and stability, while the 

latter highlights context-dependency and fragmentation. Findings reveal that 30% of the 501 

German A-level students chose an answer based on a reflection-based misconception, which 

correlated with other misconceptions concerning the greenhouse effect and increased in likelihood 

by holding those misconceptions. The study suggests that both perspectives may have validity, but 

coherence in students' ideas is less often present than it is.  

Introduction 

Two competing perspectives have emerged in the study of students' conceptions of physical 

phenomena: the knowledge as theory (KaT) perspective [1] and the knowledge in pieces (KiP) 

perspective [2]. According to the former, students' ideas are the result of a coherent framework 

theory that forms in early childhood and influences how students interpret and explain the physical 

world [1]. In contrast, the latter proposes that students' conceptions are fragmented and context-

dependent, composed of independent knowledge building blocks called p-prims [2]. While the 

KaT perspective emphasizes coherence and stability, the KiP perspective highlights context-

dependency and fragmentation. Ultimately, the interpretation of student ideas depends on the 

perspective taken. In the context of the greenhouse effect (GHE), there is a specifically common 

misconception, where students think that visible rays from the sun get reflected by the earth’s 

surface, which in turn get reflected by greenhouse gases (GHG), which in turn further warms the 

earth. From the KaT perspective, students holding this misconception should argue in accordance 

with it when prompted with different questions regarding the GHE. From the KiP perspective, 

students holding these misconceptions should rather not argue in accordance with it but based on 

the context of different questions regarding the GHE. In this study, we investigate these 

perspectives using four multiple choice questions regarding the GHE. 

Design & Methods 

All analysis is based on a sample consisting of 501 A-level students of five German upper-level 

secondary schools (Gymnasium). The 501 students represent the complete A-level student body 

in their schools, except for random sick-leave students. To measure the students’ conceptions about 

the GHE, we used parts of a climate change concept inventory [3] using single-select questions. 

For our analysis, we used four items evolving around the GHE. One item directly asked students 

to choose the most plausible explanation for the GHE (overall 5 options, including a correct 

answer, an answer corresponding with the ozone-hole misconception and an answer corresponding 

with a reflection-based-misconception). Here, we coded 1 for students who opted for a reflection-
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based misconception and 0 otherwise. The other three questions tapped into different 

misconceptions that are relevant for the GHE, including the following: (1) whether visible light 

from the sun is reflected by GHG (ghg-reflect), (2) whether visible light reflected by the earth’s 

surface in turn gets reflected by GHG (earth-ghg-reflect), and (3) whether infrared radiation from 

the earth gets reflected by GHG (ir-ghg-reflect). Note that ir-ghg-reflect can be seen as a more 

elaborate conception than earth-ghg-reflect, but still does not represent the scientific idea of GHG 

absorbing and re-emitting infrared radiation. Again, we coded 1 when students held the 

corresponding misconception and 0 when they didn’t. To check for the student’s consistency, we 

calculated correlations between “having a reflection-misconception of the GHE” and the three 

afore mentioned ideas. Furthermore, we calculated a multiple logistic regression model to check 

whether and to which extent students are more likely to pick the “reflection-misconception of the 

GHE” answer when they have the idea that visible light or infrared light gets reflected by GHG.  

Results 

First, our analysis shows that 148 students (about 30% of the sample) have chosen the 

explanation based on a reflection-misconception. Further analysis revealed that choosing this 

answer was also correlated with the misconceptions ghg-reflect (r = .20 , <.001), earth-ghg-reflect 

(r = .20, <.001) and ir-ghg-reflect (r = .20 , <.001), all with a rather low correlation coefficient. A 

multiple logistic regression model shows that these misconceptions all increase the likelihood that 

students choose a reflection-based misconception as explanation for the GHE, variance explained 

in this model was 8% (F(3,497) = 15.73, p<.001). Students were 15% more likely to hold a 

reflection-misconceptions when they also chose ghg-reflect, 14% more likely when they chose 

earth-ghg-reflect and 17% more likely when they held ir-ghg-reflect. 

Discussion 

The results demonstrate interesting findings that can be discussed considering the KaT and KiP 

perspective. We do not want to take a side here, much more we think our results demonstrate that 

– depending on the student and the situation – both viewpoints (KaT and KiP) regarding a 

“reflection-based misconception” of the GHE might be adequate. We showed that when students 

hold misconceptions that align with an overall reflection-based explanation, the likelihood also 

increased that they chose this explanation. This could be seen as an argument for the KaT-view. 

However, due to the correlation coefficients being low and the variance explained in the regression 

model being low, in our study, there are more cases that students incoherently chose answers than 

they did coherently, which could be seen as an argument for KiP. From a theoretical point of view, 

further research should be conducted about why students hold alternative explanatory models for 

the GHE. On the practical side, we want to discuss whether different instructional approaches for 

the GHE might be needed for students that hold a “theory” about the GHE compared to students 

that have rather fragmentary conceptions. 
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Abstract. The Kibble balance is an instrument used for determining mass in the new definition 

of the SI system. The fact that this is a rather complex device may complicate students’ 

understanding of how the unit of mass is now defined. A simple model (showing just the 

“electromagnetic part” of the Kibble balance, not the relation of a kilogram to Planck's constant) 

can help understand the principle of this device. The paper will present the construction of such 

a simple model, show how to use it in both velocity and force modes, and discuss the results of 

measurements.   

Introduction  

In the “old days”, the definition of a kilogram was simple and understandable even to young 

pupils: kilogram was simply “that what is in Sèvres under a glass bell”. After a new definition 

of SI units was adopted in 2019, the definition of a kilogram is much less comprehensible for 

nonexperts. Also, the device used for determining (the unit of) mass is now more complicated 

than simple balance. Even if we left aside sophisticated quantum issues concerning the precise 

measurement of voltage and current used in professional Kibble balance, the electromagnetic 

part of its function using force and velocity modes seems not easy to grasp for students and for 

physics teachers too, at least at first glance. Some simple model, not costing millions of dollars 

as a professional Kibble balance, can help to understand the principle of this instrument.   

A “LEGO model” of the Kibble balance was built by physicists in NIST [1] just for this 

purpose. Nevertheless, it is still quite sophisticated. (For example, the position of a 3000-turns 

coil is measured here to an accuracy of 50 μm.) This was a motivation for trying to build a much 

simpler device that could be built by teachers themselves and could still demonstrate the 

principle of the Kibble balance. The first wish was very modest, to make a device that would 

demonstrate measuring a small mass to an accuracy of just an order of magnitude.  

Model of the Kibble balance   

Figure 1 shows the simple model of the Kibble balance in velocity mode measurement: the 

beam from the wooden batten can oscillate, forced by a spring; the voltage induced in the 

330turns coil is measured by a Vernier Labquest voltage sensor. (A neodymium magnet pole is 

inside the coil.) A laser pointer is attached to the beam, the spot of its light on the wall is used 

to measure the amplitude of oscillations of the beam.  

  

  

Fig. 1. A simple model of the Kibble balance: measuring in velocity mode.  
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In force mode (not shown here) the weight of the 0,1 kg is balanced by a magnetic field force 

acting on the coil. The current through the coil is measured by a common multimeter.  

Results of measurements  

In our case, the amplitude of the induced voltage in velocity mode was almost 0.15 V. The 

maximum velocity v of the coil was calculated from the amplitude and period of its oscillations 

and put into the formula F = U·I/v determining the force acting on the coil in the force mode. 

This agreed with the weight of the mass hanged at the other end of the beam to an accuracy of 

about 4 % or slightly better. (This can be compared with the accuracy of NIST “LEGO balance” 

which, according to [1] was about 1 %.)  

Conclusions  

The above-mentioned simple model of the Kibble balance was presented at the national 

conference of Czech physics teachers in 2020 and described in the conference paper [2]. As it 

has attracted teachers’ interest, it could hopefully be of some interest also to the international 

community of physics teachers and educators. The conference paper will describe details of the 

construction of the model as well as high school level derivation of the principle of its function 

and the formula for the force. Also, measurement with this device, its results, and possibilities 

for further improvements will be discussed.  
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Abstract. We offer a workshop for high school physics teachers to share good practices of using 

Arduino for teaching electromagnetism. Arduino-based classroom experimentation gives the 

opportunity to students to work in groups and conduct experiments with the application of modern 

devices.  It involves students completely in the work processes and in their own learning processes, 

and develops those skills and competences that are essential for a successful member of the society.  

The method and the project-based lesson plan we will share with colleagues encourage students to 

participate actively in classes and acquire practical knowledge by observing, measuring and 

analysing different phenomena. 

Introduction 

  In addition to developing scientific approach, the curriculum framework place great emphasis 

on the applicability of physics. The concept of knowledge is in constant change according to the 

changing world. Due to the technological development and the Internet, a huge amount of 

information is available and accessible from anywhere, at any time. Technological progress 

requires the development of new skills as well as a change of attitude in education. Nowadays, the 

emphasis is no longer on the quantity of knowledge imparted, but on its quality. Knowledge is 

available, the goal is for students to be able to understand information, evaluate it critically, and 

apply what they have learned previously in different situations. In education, therefore, the use of 

practice-oriented opportunities is emphasized [1].  

In our workshop we present a way of the acquisition of practical knowledge with the application 

of Arduino-based classroom experiments.  

The aim of Arduino in physics 

An Arduino microcontroller can be applied for teaching different topics of physics. Because 

Arduino and Arduino-controlled sensors are affordable, teachers can build many experimental 

setups for the physics lab, and with the use of them they can involve students in an interactive 

classroom activity. The effective use of digital tools may not only play an important role in 

motivating students, but also in active learning and competence-development, too. Our workshop 

emphasizes a method that was developed to support digitalized physics lessons in particular: digital 

measurements, data processing, data analysis, etc [2]. For effective teaching and learning the 

appropriate connection of technology, pedagogy and physics is required [3]. 

Research 

Empirical research was carried out in Budapest among with the cooperation of two high school 

teachers – the authors, both teach physics to students from 7th to 12th grades in different schools – 

to investigate the influence of Arduino-based classroom measurements on students’ attitude 

towards learning physics. We wanted to measure how effective students find dealing with 
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Arduino-measurements, thus we encouraged them to fill in a questionnaire. Most of the students 

enjoy conducted activity-based Arduino projects and measurements, because the tasks provide 

with applicable knowledge, deep understanding of the topics and the observed phenomena. During 

the learning process, they can develop competences, such as designing an experimental setup, data 

processing and analysis, estimation, reflective thinking and graphical representation.  

The aim of the workshop 

After a brief methodological-pedagogical presentation and the introduction to our empirical 

research, colleagues will be able to get involved in two physics projects – conductance probe and 

investigation of the magnetic field of a coil using Arduino and Arduino-controlled sensors, e.g., 

Hall-sensor. We introduce a simple setup and a simple code for operating the sensors and the 

devices, and support colleagues’ work with a worksheet we designed. The worksheet is formulated 

on the basis of the levels of the Bloom taxonomy [4], even provided the possibility of creation and 

production – differentiation for the faster colleagues. The worksheet will guide the participants 

from the basics towards more complex activities and bonus tasks – e.g., advanced-level 

investigations, research problems, etc. 

 

 
 

Fig.1. The Arduino circuit of the measurements. 

Conclusion 

Due to the changing concept of knowledge and new challenges in physics education, it is 

important to look for new ideas, develop and test new methods and task. Arduino-based classroom 

experimentation contributes to not only skills development, but also it increases students’ attitude 

towards learning physics. As Arduino is affordable – quite cheap compared to many other 

educational tools –, it is worth looking for its new usages and good practices. Our workshop 

supports colleagues with methodology and worksheets in order to extend their methodological 

toolbar. 
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Abstract. According to researchers in the Nature of Science (NoS), it is desirable that students are 

directly exposed to the process of building of scientific knowledge, in particular concerning the 

role of models and theories. In this contribution, a few experimental activities, aimed at explicitly 

showing several aspects of the role of models in science, are described. In order to set the stage, 

the role of models and theories in science is reviewed, and the views of both experienced 

researchers and non-experts are investigated and compared.  

Introduction 

Models and theories both play a fundamental role in the development of scientific knowledge, 

and the relationship between them is at the centre of a lively debate involving philosophical, 

sociological and educational aspects. The use of models in science has an unavoidable impact on 

teaching. According to experts, Nature of Science (NoS) is a fundamental ingredient of scientific 

literacy that improves the students’ understanding of scientific concepts, and thus concurs in 

enabling them to take informed decisions on scientifically based social and personal issues. Thus, 

students should be exposed to how scientific knowledge is built and how science is practiced. 

Among the important points to stress, there are the role of scientific models, the tentativeness of 

scientific knowledge, and the existence of controversies in science [1]. It has been indeed 

demonstrated [2] that the implicit approaches, which assume that simply “doing science” and being 

engaged with science-based activities necessarily translates into enhanced understanding of NoS 

by students, are less effective than explicit approaches. In this contribution, we explicitly deal with 

these issues, following the suggestion of several researchers (such as [3]). We begin by 

investigating the nature of models and their role in science, comparing the opinions of experts and 

students. Then, we present some experimental activities, concerning classical mechanics and 

thermal phenomena, aimed at making the different functions of models in the construction and 

development of scientific knowledge explicit.  

General framework: the views of models and theories in NoS 

The first step to consciously design educational activities focused on models is to unravel the 

intricate bundle that binds the terms “model” and “theory”, often declined differently according to 

different epistemological views. In the philosophical literature, models are in general classified 

according to several, not mutually exclusive, categories [4], among which we find: analogical 

models (which can be either formal or material), toy models (extremely simplified and strongly 

distorted renderings of the target system), models of data (obtained from immediate observation 

and including “curve fitting”) and phenomenological models (which only represent observable 

properties of their targets and do not postulate “hidden mechanisms”). In general, models include 

idealizations, i.e., deliberate simplifications or distortions of something complicated with the aim 

of making it more tractable or understandable. There are two types of idealization. Aristotelian 

idealization amounts to “stripping away” from a concrete object all properties that are thought not 

to be relevant to the problem. Galilean idealizations, on the other hand, involve deliberate 

distortions. 
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The connection between models and theories is better understood in the light of the main 

conceptions of scientific theory [4]. According to the Syntactic view (SyV), theories are sets or 

sentences in axiomatic systems, and models are meant to make them more concrete. In the 

Semantic view (SeV), theories are collections of models. In both views, models are subordinate to 

theory, which has logical priority, and cannot exist outside it. Other views, on the contrary, regard 

models as independent from theories, since they cannot be algorithmically extracted from them, 

and usually require more detailed information. Models are seen as “mediators”: the model, 

constructed either from theory or from data, mediates between the theory and their target system. 

Once the general theoretical framework has been defined, we will present the results of our 

investigations concerning how these concepts are perceived by a sample of experienced 

researchers and compare their views with those of both physics students (and graduates) and 

people which are outside the discipline. To do this, we developed a scale, the Views of Model 

Theories and Science Scale able to provide a significant measure of the people’s opinions about 

NoS, in particular concerning aspects related to the concepts of model, theory, and reality. This 

tool allows understanding whether there are topics on which the views of experts are very different 

from the ones of non-experts, but also whether there are controversial aspects on which the views 

of experts are not undisputed, or are far from the vision considered desirable by experts of NoS. 

The experimental activities 

The first activity challenges students with Galilei’s famous “jumping hill” experiment, with the 

aim of observing models at work. Once the data are acquired and plotted, students develop a 

predictive model based on them (a “model of data”). Then they build an idealized model, based 

on the point particle hypothesis. This is a typical example of Galilean idealization.  The resulting 

blatant discrepancy between the model of data and the model of theory stimulates students to de-

idealize the model by removing distorting assumptions and reiterate the comparison with the 

model of data. The subsequent historical reconstruction of Galilei’s process of knowledge building 

also offers the chance of discussing the “myth” of the scientific method, whose dismissal is one of 

the desirable aspects according to NoS researchers. 

In the second activity, students are first challenged with some mechanical models of ideal gases 

that allow the introduction of the concepts of material analogy and of scale models. Subsequently, 

after performing an experiment on the achievement of thermal equilibrium between two bodies in 

contact, they work with a toy model [5], which represents an example of mediator model, which 

is external to the theory and based essentially on a formal analogy. 

More details about the activities and students’ answers will be presented at the conference. 
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Abstract. The contribution focuses on exploring upper secondary students’ intrinsic motivation 

and its predictors in relation to different student engagement in experimental activities. The data 

were collected via a questionnaire based on the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory and analysed using 

Welch’s one-way ANOVA. Three experimental activities were compared: (1) lecture 

demonstrations with low student engagement, (2) science show with higher student engagement 

and (3) students’ hands-on experimentation. Respondents’ perception of these activities is as 

follows: (1) lowest interest, lowest effort, medium value, (2) highest interest, medium effort, lowest 

value and (3) medium interest, highest effort, highest value. 

Introduction 

Both intrinsic motivation (IM) and interest are fundamental concepts of theories explaining 

human behaviour. Interest can be conceptualized in different ways, but usually it is considered an 

implicit aspect of IM [1], its precondition [2] or antecedent [3]. In science education, it has been 

shown that various experimental activities can arouse students’ situational interest, the repeated 

stimulation of which can lead to an increase in stable, individual interest [2]. In educational 

psychology studies, the reported level of interest is usually considered a direct measure of IM, 

while other parameters that predict IM are also investigated – e.g. students’ perceived competence, 

their effort in an activity or its perceived value [4]. This study uncovers how three differently 

designed experimental activities moderate students’ intrinsic motivation and some of its predictors. 

Research context 

Our department offers several experimental activities in physics for upper secondary school 

students. We focused on three of them with very different levels of student engagement: 

• Physics demonstrations for upper secondary school students (DEMOs): lecture 

demonstrations with little student engagement; 

• Physics in all senses (PAS): lecture demonstrations strongly engaging students; 

• Interactive physics laboratory (IPL): hands-on experimenting (structured inquiry). 

The research question asked in this paper states: “From the point of view of intrinsic motivation 

and its predictors, do students perceive these three activities differently?” 

Methodology 

Over 9000 upper secondary school students participated in the research (DEMOs: 4808, PAS: 

2840, IPL: 1999). The data were collected between 2017 and 2020 through a questionnaire based 

on the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) to explore students’ perception of the experimental 

activity they had just experienced. We focus here on three IMI dimensions: Interest/Enjoyment 

(INT), Effort/Importance (EFF) and Value/Usefulness (VAL). The relevant questionnaire items 

were rated on a seven-point Likert scale, on which a lower number indicates greater enjoyment of 

the activity in the case of the INT dimension, more valuable activity in the case of VAL and more 

effort spent on the activity in the case of EFF. 
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Results 

Descriptive statistics for the IMI dimensions associated with the three different experimental 

activities (Table 1) show that students’ perception of these activities is as follows: 

• DEMOs: lowest interest – lowest effort – medium value; 

• PAS: highest interest – medium effort – lowest value; 

• IPL: medium interest – highest effort – highest value. 

According to Welch’s one-way ANOVA there are statistically significant (at .001 level) 

differences between the experimental activities in all IMI dimensions. All the pairwise 

comparisons are significant (at .01 level) according to Games-Howell post hoc test. 

 
Table 1. Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) for the IMI dimensions across the three activities. 

IMI 

dimension 

DEMOs (n = 4808) PAS (n = 2840) IPL (n = 1999) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

INT 2.58 1.28 2.22 1.14 2.34 1.14 

EFF 4.05 1.34 3.65 1.24 3.22 1.22 

VAL 2.49 1.15 2.69 1.18 2.29 1.05 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The Interest/Enjoyment dimension score which is indicative of students’ IM suggests that the 

lecture demonstrations can trigger interest both more and less compared to hands-on 

experimentation (cf. DEMOs vs PAS). It is evident that the degree of interactivity of the 

demonstration performances is therefore important in interest development process. It may seem 

somewhat paradoxical that while students’ declared Interest/Enjoyment in DEMOs is lower than 

in PAS, in the case of the perceived Value/Usefulness the opposite is true. Thus, in subsequent 

studies, it will be necessary to focus even on factors other than student engagement when 

interpreting these results (performer communication skills, choice of experiments etc.). 

Unsurprisingly, the effort expended on experimental activities clearly corresponds to the level 

of student engagement in the activity – higher engagement requires higher effort. Concerning 

Value/Usefulness, hands-on experimenting in the laboratory dominates the comparison. 

This contribution is only part of an extensive research that will be described in further detail 

during the presentation at the conference. 
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Extended reality (XR) technology blends the physical and virtual worlds, and has significant 

potential to transform education. Augmented and virtual reality (AR and VR) provide an interactive 

learning experience that allows students to visualize and explore complex concepts. AR technology 

is particularly useful for physics as it can provide an immersive and interactive learning experience, 

making the invisible visible. This proof-of-principle project developed AR simulations for a virtual 

optical table and introductory electromagnetism. The simulations were evaluated by undergraduate 

students and academic staff members who found the tools to provide an engaging and immersive 

learning experience with great potential. 

Extended Reality as a teaching tool 

Extended reality (XR) technology refers to the spectrum of technologies that blends the 

physical and virtual worlds. This includes augmented reality (AR) where there is an overlay of 

digital information on the physical world and virtual reality (VR) that creates a simulated 

environment that the user can interact with in a fully immersive experience, by simulating all 

of the senses. Both AR and VR technologies provide users with an interactive and engaging 

learning experience that allows them to visualize and explore complex concepts. The rationale 

for using AR technology in physics undergraduate teaching is to provide an immersive and 

interactive learning experience for students, while it offers unique affordances in terms of a 

multi-sensory experience. Physics is a complex subject that requires students to have a deep 

understanding of theoretical concepts, often marrying these with mathematical operations. In 

STEM in particular, XR is an attractive technology because it can, “make the invisible visible” 

to help learners understand concepts that are otherwise unobservable or experience situations 

that are unphysical [1,2]. For example, concepts in electromagnetism can be challenging as they 

require the student to blend their conceptual understanding of the topic with the mathematics 

of 3D vector fields  [3]. Similarly, Radu et al.(2020) [4] have demonstrated the benefits of using 

AR in a practical laboratory setting.  

Development of the Virtual Optical Table and Electromagnetism suite 

In this proof-of-principle project two undergraduate computer science students were 

employed as summer interns for a period of six weeks. The team developed two simulation suites 

using Unity 3D, which is a 3-D engine that can construct AR applications paired with Vuforia 

AR SDK. Assets for the simulations such as the individual lens shapes or the lasers were created 

using the 3D rendering software Blender. The simulation package was created for use with the 

Microsoft Hololens AR headset and also ported for use on a Meta Quest 2 VR headset.  

The first simulation was a basic electromagnetic setup which displayed the dynamic 3D field 

lines from a series of electric point charges or bar magnets. There is also the option at add/remove 

extra magnets or charges to increase the complexity of the setup as required, allowing 

experimentation with different configurations. This helps to develop intuitive understanding of 

how the electromagnetic fields interact. The second simulation is an interactive bespoke optical 

table, with various lasers and lens components. Comprising of a floating optical table that the user 
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can resize and move around spatially as required and interchangeable components (lasers, convex 

and concave lenses and reflecting plates). The user can then grab any component and place it on 

the table where it will snap to place, thereby building their own optical configuration. See Fig. 1 

for an example of the setup with a laser and three lenses. Included in the component options are 

both ideal lenses and more realistic ones that display both spherical and chromatic aberrations in 

a physically realistic manner. 

 

Fig. 1 (Left) An image of the 3D magnetic fields from two bar magnets. (Right) An image of the interactive AR 

optical table showing a laser setup configured with three lenses.  

Evaluation  

The potential efficacy of these interactive AR simulations as teaching tools have been 

evaluated using a mixed methods approach. Undergraduate students and academic staff members 

were invited to trial the simulations and then participate in focus groups and complete an 

evaluation survey. The research questions focussed on the user experience from the students’ view 

point and the staff opinions for the potential for this technology as a teaching tool, including 

possible use cases. The student focus groups indicated that the AR optical table was an engaging, 

immersive learning experience that helped them to visualize and understand complex physics 

concepts better. Furthermore, students appreciated the interactivity of the tool, which allowed them 

to manipulate virtual objects and visualize physics concepts in real-time. 

Conclusions 

This pilot project has proven that it is possible to build high-quality immersive teaching 

experience aimed at an undergraduate physics audience and has demonstrated the potential of XR 

technology in enhancing physics undergraduate teaching. The optical table was found to be an 

effective tool for enhancing student understanding, and enjoyment in learning challenging physics 

concepts.  
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Abstract.  

The purpose of this activity is the measurement of the average speed of the comet C/2019 Y4 in 

the course of the observations of 2 April, made through SVAS. We provide 12 centred and aligned 

images of the same celestial field: the comet is visible in the foreground. The average speed will 

be measured in relation to a reference system attached to the observation point. In the course of the 

activity, we will also detect the trajectory of the comet in the interval of observation. Eventually, 

we will discuss limitations and approximations of the measurement made.  

Introduction: from real data to real schools 

It is now a quite establish belief that studying with astronomical authentic data is a learning 

experience much more engaging than sitting and listening to a teacher. In fact, there are a lot of 

project and activities allowing teachers and students to get real data and use them [1]. However, 

the engagement is often bartered with some complications: software or platform installations or a 

certain amount of departure from the course core contents [2]. The real challenge is still to be both 

engaging and useful in terms of the scholastic curriculum. 

Methods and findings 

We provide 12 images of the same celestial field where the comet C/2019 Y4 is visible in the 

background of stars. The images are centred and aligned with each other [3]. Each image shows 

the start time. The duration of the pose is 60 s. The images are numbered in chronological order. 

The purpose of this activity is the measurement of the average speed of the comet in the course of 

the observations. The average speed will be measured in relation to the reference system of the 

observer. To deal with data, we can use a software as SalsaJ or any other software capable of 

automatically counting pixels in the image. The method can easily be adapted to activities with 

printed material.  

For the present discussion, we will assume to use a software which can measure a “parameter 

of luminosity” in each pixel (a counter) and which can establish a fixed and coherent grid of pixel 

in each image. In each image, we associate the position of the comet to the coordinates of the pixel 

corresponding to the top value (related to the surrounding values) of the luminosity parameter. The 

determination of position is not unique: for each image, adjacent pixels can show identical values 

of brightness. This allows us to estimate the uncertainty of the measurement process. 

The estimate of the mean speed of the comet is obvious and it will not be described here. We 

would rather focus on two elements: 

1. The natural emergences of errors in the position measurements;  

2. The role of possible hidden hypothesis in the correct interpretation of the result  
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Fig. 1. An image of the comet (on the left); a possible estimate of its position with error-bars (on the right) 

 

The error estimation related to the position emerges in a natural way: which is the “real” 

position of the comet if several pixels show the same top luminosity? Which pixel we should 

choose? Is it an instrumental problem? How could be solved? Could it really be solved?  

 

We have carried out the activity on the basis of an implicit hypothesis, which we did not 

express. The images we have analysed show the projection of the movement of the comet with the 

background of the sky, which appears – by definition – perpendicular to our line of sight. Only if 

the trajectory of the comet were actually perpendicular to our line of sight, our chart would 

correspond to the real trajectory. What is the real direction of the movement of the comet? In 

general, the direction of movement of the comet will not be perpendicular to the line of sight: in 

these cases, our measurement does not correspond to the real value of the comet speed, but rather 

to the value of one of its components. Our measure, in sum, is a lower speed limit value: the speed 

of the comet cannot be less than we have estimated. 

Conclusion 

This activity shows how to use real astronomical data to introduce the concept of mean speed, 

a core content in high school physics course. What matters more is that we encounter in a natural 

way the existence of uncertainties and hypothesis, both of which requires a discussion to be fully 

interpreted and understood. This allow students not only to discover a quite simple definition in an 

engaging way – but also to go deeper in the scientific method, which is made by assumptions and 

re-thinking of the processes of knowledge. 
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Abstract. We present a new kit designed to perform an educational study of several common 

devices that exhibit opto-electronic phenomena (LEDs, solar cells, photodiodes) that are studied 

using a cheap datalogger, a smartphone, and a board with a potentiometer that allow to obtain 

characteristic I-V curves and other interesting graphs. 

Introduction 

The kits that we present are compact and inexpensive experimental stations for students to 

explore the working principles of photovoltaic and radiative recombination effects, using a small 

handheld device and a smartphone. They can be used to create an educational environment where 

students experiment freely and firsthand by taking measures, making observations, modulating the 

measuring conditions and parameters, attempting some quantitative consideration based on the 

mathematical analysis tools available on the smartphone interface, that they might lately refine by 

exporting the data to a spreadsheet for further elaborations.. 

The kits to study opto-electronic effects with smartphones 

We designed a kit suitable for use with smartphones and with the free App Phyphox (for IOS 

or Android).  

    
Figure 1 Block diagram of the kits (left) and of the boards (right) 

 

Figure 1 shows a block-diagram of the kit, which consists of a 3-channels datalogger (that 

sends to the smartphone real time measurements of a voltmeter, an ammeter and a light sensor) 

and 2 different boards with 2 different circuits:  

• the first to study the four-quadrants I-V characteristics of a PN junction (LED or solar cell), 

in dark condition or under illumination, and to determine the threshold for light emitted by a 

LED 

• the second to study the performance of a solar cell by varying illumination and load resistance  

The boards are connected to the datalogger by a comb-connector, and in the first board the 

voltage across the PN junction is changed by turning the potentiometer P, in the second board the 

load resistance is changed by turning the potentiometer R. 
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Figure 2 The two boards mounted above the data logger through the comb connector. 

 

Examples of measurements obtained with LEDs of various colors are shown in figure 3. 
 

   

Figure 3 Top graph: I/V curve for red LED; Bottom graph: Light as a function of voltage. 
 

To characterize the behaviour of a photovoltaic cell as a converter of light energy into electricity 

and determine the conditions to use it with maximum efficiency, we use the second circuit. 

The power output is the product W=Vf*I, and the value of the variable load R  can be calculated 

as R=Vf /I. This allows to obtain a graph of the power delivered as a function of R. 

Four examples of the I-V curve obtained with the a solar panel made of 3 photocells in series 

illuminated by a lamp with intensity from approx7000 lux to approx 2000 lux are shown in figure 

4. The figure include the graphs of the power output W as a function of Vf (middle) and as a function 

of the load resistance R (bottom). 
 

    
Figure 4:  I-V characteristic , power W vs voltage V and vs load R, with different illuminations 
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Abstract. These days, teachers face an increasing challenge in motivating students, especially in 

physics. Classical experiments are often difficult to carry out with outdated experimental 

equipment and cannot compete with the stimulating environment. These circumstances have led to 

a significant change in the attitude of students towards physics.  Increasingly popular, low-cost and 

widely available microcontrollers can be used to solve these problems in physics class. In this 

presentation, we aim to introduce some of our home-made experimental devices controlled by 

Arduino, which contribute to the action-oriented education of students, provide a deeper 

understanding of physical phenomena and improve their attitudes. 

Inspirations  

It is increasingly common to meet teachers and students who are enthusiastic about the potential 

of Arduino. In recent years, there have been several projects and publications in the literature about 

experimental devices built with Arduino that can be used in high schools, even from the 7th grade1. 

Researches are also in progress in higher education to integrate Arduino into public education2,3. 

Curious and eagle-eyed teachers have seen the imaginative use of Arduino in almost all aspects of 

physics education. In optics, for example, there is a useful tool for teaching additive colors 4. In 

dynamics, there are also Arduino-inspired tools for teaching Newton's laws 5 and for momentum 

conservation 6 as well. In electrical engineering, there is a wide range of tools,7, and even tools for 

demonstrating interference experiments are available 8.  

 

Self-developed tools 

 

In this presentation, we would like to show you some experimental devices that do not require 

extensive experience in microcontrollers and can be easily built even with the involvement of 

students. We will also aim to help you with some good practices and measurements that we have 

found to help raise students' interest in physics and deepen their knowledge. In all cases, the 

experiments focus on measurements carried out by students, from the very simple to the more 

advanced tasks. 

 

The Arduino controlled thermometer pairs 

 

Building and using this device could be a good first step for teachers and students interested in 

Arduino, because it can be used in a huge variety of classroom settings, and requires only a few 

ingredients and previous experiences are not necessary. 

The device is called the NTC-Arduino thermometer pair, because it is based on a pair of NTC 

(negative temperature coefficient) thermistors connected to an Arduino, so you can measure two 

different temperature values at the same time.  

 

The Arduino sends the measured data to the computer, which can be evaluated and plotted by 

Excel. For example, it is an excellent tool to demonstrate the heat dissipation effect of evaporation 

(Fig. 1.). 
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Speed of sound and light 

 

Two more experimental tools are designed to carry out experiments related to the measurement 

of the most important waves, the speed of light or sound. Both devices are controlled by an 

Arduino, as before.  

The instrument for measuring the speed of sound makes it possible to measure the speed of 

sound in different gases as early as the 7th grade, during the learning of straight-line uniform 

motion. A spectacular experiment based on the measurement of the speed of light by LIDER is the 

determination of the refractive index of coke. 

  

Conclusion 

 

The tools were tested with groups of different ages and abilities. Changes in knowledge and 

attitudes were monitored by using pre- and post-tests completed by the students. The experiment 

is currently ongoing in some of the groups, but the results so far suggest a positive impact in both 

areas.  
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Abstract. We present the results of our research on the teachers’ ability to interpret student 

explanations and respond to them effectively. Students were solving a non-traditional problem 

involving momentum and energy. Teachers took the survey that contained the text of the problem 

and students’ written explanations of their answer choice. Teachers were asked to comment on the 

student’s strengths/weaknesses, and describe their hypothetical response to the student. To analyse 

teachers’ responses, we used the Tasks of Teaching from the content knowledge for teaching energy 

(CKT-E) framework. 

Introduction 

The first step in helping students learn is accepting that they come to classrooms with existing 

knowledge [1, 2]. Investigating students’ prior knowledge is the next essential step. Researchers 

take two diverging paths when exploring student ideas. One path labels student ideas as 

“misconceptions” [3, 4, 5, 6], and the other labels them as “p-prims” or “resources” [7, 8]. 

When researchers discuss students’ misconceptions they want to say that students have strong 

concepts which are incorrect and have to be eradicated from their minds so that the correct concepts 

can take their place [9]. Knowledge-in-pieces (KiP) perspective [7, 8] is an alternative to the 

“misconceptions” perspective discussed above. KiP model says that students have ideas, 

sometimes called resources and these ideas are small and context dependent. Depending on the 

question or the situation students put ideas together in different combinations. Sometimes they are 

appropriate for the situation and sometimes they are not, depending on the students’ prior 

experiences and the language that we use in physics. The ability to recognise and build on 

productive ideas to help students learn is at the heart of KiP model.  

The aforementioned skills are elements of teachers’ content knowledge for teaching (CKT) 

which combines teaching knowledge and skill, and specific subject matter. The idea of CKT was 

created by Ball and colleagues [10]. It originated from the concept of pedagogical content 

knowledge (PCK) that was introduced by Shulman [11]. The CKT assessment for physics teachers 

has been developed only recently [12]. The authors developed a framework to clarify CKT in the 

context of high school energy (CKT-E).  

Theoretical framework 

There are two elements of the CKT-E model. The first element is the Tasks of Teaching (ToTs) 

and the second element is the Student Energy Targets (SETs). The purpose of the study presented 

here is to analyse teachers’ responses to student ideas by using the ToTs which outline essential 

procedures through which teachers and students carry out activities that promote and support 

student learning [12], and to answer the following research questions:  

1. What kinds of feedback do teachers provide to the students?  

2. To what extent do teachers build on student’s productive ideas and address student’s 

problematic ideas when they respond to the student? 
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3. What aspects of the student’s explanations do they focus on when they respond to the 

student? 

Methods and findings 

We used responses of in-service and pre-service teachers who received a survey that contained 

a sample of student work and had to respond to it by identifying the student’s strengths, 

weaknesses, and describing their hypothetical response to the student. The sample of student work 

consisted of students’ written explanations of their answer choice for the non-traditional problem 

that involves both conservation of momentum and conservation of energy. 

The CKT-E framework was the stepping stone for the analysis of teachers’ responses to the 

explanations written by the students. We used two Tasks of Teaching [12] – Task II. Designing, 

selecting, and sequencing learning experiences and activities, and Task III. Monitoring, 

interpreting, and acting on student thinking. Three members of the research team and an 

independent expert in physics education answered all of the questions for each student's 

explanation. Using the aforementioned ToTs and the analysis of the expert teachers’ responses we 

created coding schemes to analyse teachers’ responses.  

To answer research questions, we will provide qualitative and quantitative analysis of teachers’ 

responses and highlight the patterns we found in those responses. 
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Abstract. Elixir to Schools started 10 years ago as a project aimed at improving physics 

education in the Czech Republic. Five years later it became an independent non-profit 

organisation. Nowadays it organizes more than 50 regional centres in the whole country for 

teachers of mainly physics and computer science but also from primary schools and 

kindergartens. Currently, over 3,000 teachers are involved in Elixir to Schools. The paper will 

describe support provided to leaders of the centres, annual conferences of Elixir and specific 

experience from the project as well as teachers' feedback gathered through the annual evaluation. 

Introduction 

One of the big problems of education at both primary and lower and upper secondary schools 

is that teachers (not only physics teachers) often face is the lack of support - from the state, 

school management, and colleagues.  

We can hardly do anything about the lack of support "from above", but we have been trying 

to secure support from fellow teachers and educators for ten years as part of the Elixir to Schools 

project. Elixir to Schools has been running as a project since 2013 (see [1]), and in 2018 it 

became an independent non-profit organisation established by the Česká spořitelna Foundation. 

Elixir's mission is to improve the quality of science and technology education in the Czech 

Republic. Our way is to support physics teachers and the use of digital technologies in teaching. 

We know that a teacher in their professional life will influence almost 2000 students who 

naturally enjoy classes and learn much more if the teacher is passionate and teaches engagingly. 

How Elixir to Schools helps to improve physics (and not only physics) education 

According to findings of The Czech School Inspectorate, science teaching in the Czech 

education system is often dominated by boring and incomprehensible 'open your notebooks, take 

notes and learn it by heart' teaching style. All Elixir's activities are aimed at getting teachers to 

use experiments as much as possible in schools, see [2]. Thanks to the spread of the heuristic 

teaching method (based on research, constructivism and hypothesis testing), Elixir is gradually 

changing the situation in the Czech education system. 

Currently, over 3,000 teachers from more than 700 kindergartens, primary and secondary 

schools across the country are involved in Elixir to Schools. Each month, educators visit one of 

more than 50 regional Elixir centres across the country free of charge (the centre usually takes 

place in the school where its leader works and teaches). During the meetings, teachers from 

different schools in the area meet and share their teaching experiences. Participants inspire each 

other and learn together what to do differently in the classroom using experiments and 

technology to develop students' competences and other skills such as critical thinking, discussion 

skills, advocacy, etc. In the ten years of the project's existence, about one hundred meetings have 

already been held in some regional centres. 

We encourage teachers not to be afraid of experimenting and changes of their teaching. The 

meeting also includes reflection on what the participants tried, how it went, what they did or 

would have done differently. The Elixir community thus significantly influences teachers to 
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change the way they think about their own teaching, changing their perspective on why, how and 

what to teach.  

Feedback from teachers and other activities 

70% of teachers attending meetings at Elixir centres declare a change in their teaching. Other 

participants, who perhaps have been teaching in an exploratory way using active working 

methods for some time already, come to Elixir for further inspiration and to learn new things. In 

addition to the expertise, this informal network of teachers involved in Elixir acts as a place for 

sharing and learning about pedagogical methods, formative approaches, and also has a 

significant impact on the well-being of these teachers – they feel less lonely, and declare a higher 

level of energy and willingness to stay in the education system. More than 80% of them declare 

that they would go to teach again. Given the persistent and deepening shortage of teachers in 

physics and computer science in particular, this is a great added value. 

Within Elixir, an important factor is the networking of thoughts and ideas across regions, 

which is ensured both by the centre leaders at the regular Elixir Academy meetings (4 times a 

year at the weekend), and also underpinned by the annual Conference in Hradec Kralove, as well 

as through our National Elixir Gallery and the annual Elixir Ideas booklet for the school year.  

Elixir activities and meetings survived even covid period in 2020-2021 – and not only 

survived but proved that experiments and enquiry based teaching can be done successfully also 

in online form, see [3]. 

In 2022, we opened up a space for educators to learn from each other outside the country by 

hosting Science on Stage Festival, an international festival of teachers from across Europe.  

The aim of the programme is not for pupils to get better grades, but for teachers to awaken a 

love for science and technology in them. The aim is also to develop a desire to explore in pupils, 

to learn how to think and work with error, and to encourage them to learn so that they understand 

as much as possible about the world around them.   

Conclusions 

The paper will offer specific experiences from the project as well as teachers' feedback 

gathered through the annual evaluation. Hopefully, our ten years’ experience can provide some 

inspiration to people and groups leading similar projects and activities in other countries. We will 

be glad to establish communication and exchange of experience with them. 
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Abstract. The focus of the study is on how pre-service physics teachers understand mathematical 

expressions (equations) when they analyse experimental measurements in physics lab courses. 

Sixteen pre-service physics teachers participated. Data sources were open-ended written tasks, 

semi-structured interviews and lab reports. The participants have had particular difficulties when 

they reason with mathematical expressions as they demonstrate a restricted understanding of them 

as formulas only. It is easy for them to calculate slopes of line graphs by applying the “formula” 

for slopes, when they process experimental data. However, they experience difficulties when they 

need to calculate rates at particular points of a curve. 

Introduction  

During the last years, there is a rapid growth of research studies related to laboratory education 

and students’ difficulties and reasoning about specific issues related to laboratory work. For 

instance, Ivanjek and colleagues 1 investigated students’ graph interpretation strategies and 

difficulties in different contexts of mathematics, physics (kinematics) and other contexts different 

from physics. Students were asked to provide explanations with their answers and the strategies 

they followed to work on the tasks. They found out that in physics, students preferred to use the 

strategy of using formulas, which sometimes seemed to block the use of other more productive 

strategies which students displayed in other domains.  

 Sokolowski 2, 3 investigated how undergraduate students understand mathematical 

equations and algebraic expressions. In addition, he explored how students perceive physics 

formulas in the mathematical sense and to what extent they can understand mathematical 

expressions as functions with variables. He found out that students’ understanding of mathematical 

expressions as functions is fragmented and that students consider mathematical expressions 

primarily as calculation tools. Sokolowski argued that on such a “function” basis, students will be 

able to understand the relationship between two or more variables, the related graphing and 

changes of one variable with respect to another one and subsequently, slopes of line graphs and 

tangents (and rates of change). Further studies by Sokolowski 2,3 in different physics domains 

looked at the use and understanding of physics formulas in contrast to covariational structures by 

physics students. Thus, in the literature and physics education research, formulas as calculation 

tools 2, 3, 4 are opposed to the concept of a function between two or more variables in a 

mathematical expression. 

The presented study is designed to address the following research question: To what extent do 

mathematical expressions (equations like F = ma, F = kx, PV = nRT, h = 1/2gt2, etc.) represent 

functions (which include variables with trends/ relationships, mathematical relationships between 

two or more variables and graphs) in the context of analysis of experimental measurements? 

Methods 

The research study took place in a lab course within a Physics Teaching program for prospective 

physics teachers. For the pilot study, sixteen students participated. They were the ones who were 

registered for the lab course (convenience sampling). All participants were informed about the 
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research purposes of the study, they gave their written consent and ethics guidelines were kept. In 

addition, all participants’ names were removed to be replaced by numbers. 

The participants carried out mostly school experiments like: Hookes’ law experiment, free fall 

motion, simple pendulum motion, insulation experiment, reflection and refraction, 

electromagnetic induction and the photoelectric effect. Pre-service physics teachers were not given 

any instructions about how to plan and perform experiments. In other words, they were free to 

plan, make decisions and justify decisions by making explicit the related reasoning. Data collected 

were from the participants’ answers to written open-ended tasks, laboratory reports and semi-

structured interviews based on the lab reports. All interviews were audio-recorded and fully 

transcribed. On average, interviews lasted for 50 minutes to one hour. Nine tasks were developed 

for the particular research purposes of the study. The written tasks and interviews were analysed 

by qualitative methods, with open coding 5.  

 

Findings and Conclusion 

 

One main tendency is that for the majority of them, the physics equations are “formulas”.  When 

presented with the equation h = 1/2gt2 (Task 1), F = kx (Task 2), F = ma (Task 3), most of them 

talked about them as formulas, which they use to solve problems. With much prompting, twelve 

(out of the sixteen) talked about variables, trends between variables, changes and therefore, they 

called the same equations “functions”. Only two of them never stated that the mathematical 

expressions F = ma and F = kx represent functions. These two students considered them only as 

formulas for problem solving and as calculation tools. It seems that the heavy use of those 

equations in calculations in textbook problems accounts for their restricted understanding of such 

mathematical expressions in physics. For example, one student explained in the interview: 

“Students know the formula, but they get confused when they are asked to read the graph and 

interpret the graph F vs a. They work with the formula to solve problems in physics and exams. 

But we are not taught that F=ma is a function. Physics teachers do not emphasize that F and 

acceleration (a) are variables. In turn, students do not understand the graph. They try to recall 

theory. They also respond intuitively. I think the issue, here, is how we connect Mathematics and 

Physics in our teaching (S 14, interview). 

Based on the findings, we want to conclude that physics instructors should emphasize the 

function nature (including the covariational reasoning) of many mathematical expressions and 

equations in physics teaching. Secondly, we want to argue that instructors should develop sound 

understanding of mathematical equations and physics equations (and functions) in the context of 

analysis of experimental measurements.  
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Abstract. In this paper we focus on education aimed at developing students' skills and 

competencies by building scientific literacy, which requires teachers to implement innovative 

teaching methods. Digital technologies and the wide availability of information make it possible to 

combine formal education with self-study at home. We strive for teachers to gain a personal 

conviction in the suitability and effectiveness of blended learning and to gain confidence in its 

implementation. We present a mapping of the current state of teachers' attitudes towards the 

introduction of innovative teaching methods and the needs for their connection to the learning 

environment. 

Introduction 

To succeed in a dynamically changing environment requires the use of a wide range of skills 

and competencies [1]. We are exposed to a vast amount of information that can have a lasting 

impact on our lives. The ability to evaluate information sources, assess their credibility, and 

determine their relevance to daily life needs to be specifically developed as part of basic science 

literacy. A student acquires science literacy not by listening to and memorising facts, but through 

active learning, inquiry-based learning supported by formative assessment and a focused focus on 

conceptual understanding of key concepts, and the development of research skills and 

competencies. The goal is to put into practice a positive attitude toward science and the ability to 

apply scientific approaches to problem solving. We believe that these goals can be achieved in 

physics education through the use of innovative teaching methods in a stimulating learning 

environment [2]. The main aim of our paper is to investigate and evaluate teachers' attitudes 

towards innovative teaching methods in order to identify the need to modify the learning 

environment for active cognition and to support them in their efforts to improve physics teaching. 

Methodology 

A promising approach to developing science literacy is the blended learning method, which 

combines face-to-face instruction and e-learning activities to create a dynamic and engaging 

learning environment [5]. We rely on the concept of the Future Classroom Lab (FCL), which we 

have specified for the needs of physics education [3]. The design of the learning environment 

includes the arrangement of learning zones, accessible storage for equipment, thematically 

oriented equipment, and space for student projects [4]. Our goal is to make blended learning 

accessible to physics teachers in real FCL environments through face-to-face workshops. We bring 

personal experiences to them and try to convince them of the effectiveness of such an approach. 

In this paper, we present the concept of FCL in teaching a selected physics topic and a possible 

scenario of blended learning in physics. We use a structured questionnaire to collect teachers' 

views. The main aim is to investigate and assess teachers' attitudes towards innovative teaching 

methods in order to identify the need to reorganise the learning environment for active cognition 

and to support them in their efforts to improve physics teaching. Through an anonymous survey 

in which teachers submitted photographs, we captured the current state of physics laboratory 

equipment and layout in schools. We analyse the photos using a series of assessment items and 

present the results from a set of 62 classrooms.  
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Results 

In the survey, only 32 teachers reported that they have adapted the modernised learning space 

to their teaching methods. The traditional layout of vocational classrooms and the post-renovation 

layout are predominantly classical in style (Fig. 1). The traditional classroom layout may not be a 

barrier to innovative teaching, but the responses in Fig. 2 indicate that the vast majority of teachers 

still teach in a traditional manner and only occasionally try innovative approaches. Only 21 

teachers perceive the school learning environment as conducive to innovative teaching methods. 
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Current state of the laboratories                              Figure 2: Characteristics of the teaching method 

Explanatory notes Fig. 2: TT: traditional teaching, TTi: traditional teaching, with innovative approaches, WIC-: the desire to teach 

innovatively, but don't have conditions, TIC-: innovative teaching, not ideal conditions, TIC+: innovative teaching, good conditions.  

The survey shows that teachers are interested and try to work on themselves, but inevitably 

need professional support. Our main goal is to show teachers that change is possible. Using an 

anonymous online photo collection (https://formfaca.de/sm/90pfyuYFl), we map the appearance 

of physics subject rooms in Slovakia. We analyse the collected anonymous photos of school 

physics laboratories based on the observed parameters such as the orientation of the classroom, 

number of seats, size of the work surface, orientation of the seats, position of the teacher, etc. The 

obtained photographs showing the layout of 62 physics classrooms indicate that the layout strongly 

dominates and supports the teacher's explanations, his dominance in explaining the material, and 

frontal work with the whole class. The reconstructed classrooms retain the traditional layout but 

are also equipped with an interactive whiteboard, data projector, and electrical wiring. Only two 

of the above classrooms are designed for group work and have at least two learning zones. 

Conclusion 

Based on the mapping of the current state of vocational classrooms and teachers' attitudes 

towards the introduction of innovative teaching methods at Slovak schools, we concluded that 

combined teaching in a curriculum environment is an innovative method for physics education. 

Despite traditionally conceived classrooms, teachers are open to the introduction of new teaching 

methods and are interested in innovations towards the creation of an FCL-style classroom. 
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at upper secondary schools.  
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The Influence of Teacher´s Experience 

on Students´ Argumentation  
 

Tünde KISS, Klára VELMOVSKÁ 

Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, 84248, Bratislava, Slovakia 

 
Abstract. Argumentation in solving physics problems is among the important aspects of teaching 

that contribute to the development of the students´ personality. In the paper we gave a definition of 

argumentation in teaching of physics, and criteria for evaluating students’ responses in terms of 

argumentation. As part of the research, we dealt with argumentation of students in solving physics 

problems in terms of the number of years of experience of their teachers. We found that students 

of more experienced teachers were not more successful in solving tasks focused on argumentation. 

Introduction  

Argumentation is a part of our personal and professional life [1]. However, children are also in 

daily contact with argumentation through the mass media, but they should also encounter 

argumentation during school attendance, for example in teaching physics to deal with examples in 

prediction, in making hypotheses, or in explaining different phenomena and events. Although 

argumentation is one of the basic cognitive skills of the 21st century, it is not consistently developed 

in teaching [2]. Research by Kuhn and Crowell [3] shows that it is possible to develop the 

argumentation skills in targeted way during teaching. 

Theoretical framework 

Within this paper we are dealing with argumentation of students in solving physics problems. 

In our understanding argumentation from the point of view of physics teaching means that student 

provides explanation or clarification some physical phenomenon, based on assumptions – known 

and valid facts, rules and laws of physics or based on facts and acquired information (for example 

by measuring) draws conclusions and provides evidence for hypotheses. 

As part of the research, we focused on finding out the state of the students´ ability to argue in 

solving physics problems, we needed to choose a criterion for evaluating students´ responses. We 

were dealing especially with three-part structure of argumentation text [4], which schematically 

can be expressed by T+A+Z, while T denotes the claim, A denotes the argumentation, proof, 

clarification and Z denotes the conclusion and the solution. 

Another scheme we were dealing with was Toulmin´s argumentation scheme consisting of six 

parts: claim, grounds, warrant, backing, qualifier and rebuttal, with which the argument can be 

developed, analysed and categorized [5]. 

Within the research, we monitored and compared the level of argumentation of lower secondary 

school students from three countries – Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Hungary. In this paper 

we are focusing on our findings related with the number of years of teacher experience. Our 

research question was whether the students of teachers with more years of experience achieve 

better results in argumentation than students of less experienced teachers. 

Methods and findings 

Students of lower secondary schools from three countries participated in this research. The 

research took place in all three mentioned countries from November 2020 to January 2021. 640 
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students from Slovakia, 366 from the Czech Republic and 349 from Hungary participated in the 

research. 

In pre-research we gave students (N = 75) a single task, and then we evaluated the students´ 

responses according to the above-mentioned structures. Based on the results we decided that within 

the framework of the research we would evaluate students´ arguments only according to the three-

part structure of T+A+Z. 

For research purposes, we also created a didactic test, in which we included tasks aimed at 

applying argumentation. We selected tasks for students from available, released tasks from 

international measurements of PISA and TIMSS. 

Within the research, based on the analysis of students´ solutions of physics problems in didactic 

test, we compared the success of students in terms of the number of years of teaching experience 

of their teachers. We assumed that if the teacher is experienced (has more years of teaching 

experience), then he uses years of refinement to introduce concepts that have proved his worth in 

practice. Years of experience also imply a certain routine in activities that can make it difficult for 

a less experienced teacher. As a result, a more experienced teacher is able to develop the students´ 

personality more comprehensively. After statistic evaluation we have found that our expectations 

that students of more experienced teacher will be more successful in solving tasked focused on 

argumentation was not confirmed. 

Conclusion 

As part of the research, we proposed a methodology for evaluating students´ responses when 

solving physics problems from the point of view of argumentation. We created a didactic test 

focused on students´ argumentation. We mapped the level of argumentation of lower secondary 

school students in three countries – Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Hungary. The conclusion of 

our research is the finding that the students of more experienced teachers did not achieve a higher 

success in solving tasks focused on argumentation than the students of less experienced teachers. 

We believe that in order to develop argumentation of lower secondary school students, quality 

materials are needed, with tasks that will enable students to apply argumentation when solving 

them, as well as training for teachers aimed at developing argumentation skills. 

Acknowledgements. This paper was elaborated with the support of the project KEGA 013UK-4/2021 Methodical 

materials focused on the systematic development of critical thinking. 
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Abstract. Physics education research has shown that attitudes and beliefs influence students' in-

class performance. The study examined changes in undergraduate molecular biology and genetics 

(MBG) students' attitudes toward physics before and after their introductory physics course. A total 

of 24 first-year MBGE students (Female:18, Male:6) enrolled in the General Physics I course 

during the Fall Semester of 2019-2020 participated in the study. This study's findings indicate 

positive and negative changes in certain sub-dimensions of attitudes toward physics. Nevertheless, 

the current practices in introductory physics courses are not generally effective in positively 

changing life science students' attitudes. 

Introduction 

Experienced practitioners in medicine and life sciences (e.g., biology, zoology, audiology) are 

aware of the importance of physics in understanding the structure and behavior of living systems 

at all levels, from molecules to ecosystems [1]. The tools they use in their experimental and 

theoretical studies require computational skills and physics knowledge. However, students just 

starting to learn in these fields often have difficulty relating the physics knowledge they learned in 

introductory physics courses to their areas of study. Physics education research has shown that 

attitudes and beliefs influence students' in-class performance/experiences [2-3]. Additionally, 

studies have shown that student expectations are essential in predicting university students' science 

achievement [3]. Considering the literature, this study examined changes in undergraduate 

molecular biology and genetics (MBG) students' attitudes toward physics before and after their 

introductory physics course.  

Methods  

A total of 24 first-year MBG students (Female:18, Male:6) enrolled in the General Physics I 

course during the Fall Semester of 2019-2020 participated in the study. The course was taught 

face-to-face, four hours weekly, including discussion-based lectures and numerical and conceptual 

problem-solving sessions. The course content was the same as the standard introductory physics 

course taught at universities in Türkiye. No changes were made to the course content concerning 

the field of study. Throughout the semester, students individually submitted homework 

assignments consisting of end-of-chapter questions from a college physics textbook. The data were 

collected during the first and 14th weeks of the semester during class time. The "Colorado 

Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS)" (version 3) was used as the data collection 

tool. The survey consisted of 42 items and eight sub-dimensions, which include (a) real-world 

connections, (b) personal interest, (c) effort, (d) conceptual connections, (e) conceptual 

understanding, (f) problem-solving, (g) problem-solving confidence, and (h) problem-solving 

sophistication. Data analysis was performed using the Excel scoring sheet provided by the survey 

developers [4]. Changes in each sub-dimension across the class were calculated as percentages by 

entering pretest and posttest data into the scoring sheet. Depending on the significance level, 

favorable and unfavorable responses were shown as expert vs. novice. 
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Findings 

According to the results of data analysis, a decrease in the preference for answers in the CLASS 

was observed across the class (mean posttest (%) - mean pretest (%) = -5.0, standard error = 2.1). 

The sense-making/effort subscale (-10.1) detected the most considerable negative inclination. In 

the personal interest and real-life connection subscales, students gave more preferred answers in 

the pretest than in the posttest. While insignificant positive changes were observed in the problem-

solving and problem-solving confidence subscales, an increase in unfavorable answers was 

observed in the problem-solving sophistication. In the conceptual understanding subscale, there 

was a tendency toward favorable answers. In contrast, in the applied conceptual understanding 

subscale, there was a tendency towards unfavorable answers. Significant differences in the 

subscales were observed between male and female students. While a decrease was observed in 

female students' attitudes towards personal interest, real-life connection, and effort subscales at the 

end of the course, no significant change was found in any subscale for male students. However, 

male students tended to have more unfavorable attitudes than females in the total CLASS scores 

(at a significant level). A significant positive correlation was found when the relationship between 

students' final exam scores and posttest CLASS scores was examined (r = 0.645, p <0.001). 

Conclusion 

The findings of this study indicate a decline in the experienced attitudes of MBGE students 

towards the university entrance physics course throughout the course. However, some positive and 

negative changes were observed in some sub-dimensions of attitudes toward physics. While the 

expert-like attitudes of students in the conceptual understanding dimension increased, a decrease 

was detected in the conceptual connections dimension. Similar results were obtained in a study 

conducted with biomedicine students [5]. It suggests that students struggle to process information 

in different situations or questions despite directing their understanding of topics covered in 

physics class toward a conceptual dimension. Finally, the negative trend in students' attitudes 

toward effort in physics is quite striking. At this point, it can be concluded that students tend to see 

mathematical models as equations that should only be used in numerical problems rather than 

understanding conceptual relationships and using them in problem-solving. In conclusion, it can 

be seen that the current practices in introductory physics courses are not generally effective in 

changing students' attitudes in a positive direction. In these courses, curriculum studies are needed 

to ensure the compatibility of physics subject content with topics in life sciences [6,7]. 
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Abstract. Traditional ways of teaching and learning Physics are usually led only by teachers. Students 

study historical discoveries. There is almost no space for creativity and interaction among students. How 

is it possible to raise a new generation of inventors and innovators that are able to work collaboratively, as 

they will be expected to do in the future society? This is the story of a high school STEM program run 

collaboratively with MIT Edgerton Center.  Students are actively engaged in their learning process by 

creating, researching, designing, building collaboratively with peers their own STEM projects and by 

developing lifelong learning skills. 

Introduction  

 The Italian public educational system where one of us (Maria Cristina) teaches math and physics 

allows students to attain advanced levels of knowledge in many subject areas [1]. Yet, we are 

concerned. Generally, why are graduating students stuck when they are asked something different 

from what was presented in the class environment? Why do they lack the spontaneity and imagination 

to consider new questions? Why are they having difficulties in applying what they have already 

studied to real life? How is it possible for students to lead their learning and work collaboratively, as 

they will be expected to do in the contemporary workforce and future society?  

In 2015, Maria Cristina discovered a new and very different world of education during an 

international educational program for teachers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Participants made discoveries by following their curiosity. Ideas and projects were created, discussed 

and shared among teams of learners and teachers from different countries, with diverse cultures, ages, 

and backgrounds. The instructor of this project exemplified teaching in a way that was really unusual 

for her: equal in power with other participants; acting like a guide if needed; interested in people’s 

good feelings.    

When Maria Cristina returned to Italy, she was excited to share this experience of “learning by 

doing” with her students and colleagues and she decided to bring the international project to the site 

of her school. The National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN), branch of Ferrara and the Physics 

Department of Ferrara’s University supported this endeavor.  This paper reports on the resulting 

educational project; Maria Cristina named it “HoPE, Hands on Physics Experience”.  

Project aims and research question  

 This project aims to empower students in their own learning process and to engage them so fully 

that “they don’t know they’re learning” [2], allowing them to investigate their experiences as 

newcomers to “learning by doing.” [3]. This project asks, “What happens in the classroom, how do 

(students) learn new skills for life and build a democratic community?” [4]. 
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Methods and design 

Collaborative learning, project-based learning, learning by doing and peer-based learning in an 

inclusive environment are at the heart of HoPE. As an extracurricular program, HoPE invites students 

aged 16 to 19 to commit to weekly meetings. Working in teams based on common interests and 

pursuits, students invent, make and test new STEM devices. Every team member contributes. Teams 

decide collaboratively the topic they want to investigate and the project they will undertake.  Students 

discover personal inclinations following their curiosity. Students become researchers, learning 

together with peers while building and testing prototypes.  Each teammate’s opinion matters. 

Whenever they disagree, teammates learn to respect each other and resolve differences. HoPE 

mentors are older high school students and HoPE alumni (now in college). HoPE teachers and 

mentors have a new role: teachers are facilitators, helping students to reach their own goals.  Teachers 

address students’ wellbeing, mediating issues among teammates and student mentors.  

Projects sometimes fail, but through mutual support, students persevere. These failures no longer 

frighten students; no adults’ judgments impinge on teams’ processes. Mistakes are not occasions for 

shame that curtail innovation. As students experiment, they exercise deep learning, and take on 

responsibility [5]. 

Results and conclusion 

Students share their projects and new skills with students of other schools, with classes of different 

grades, and with the community.  The knowledge that students construct is not the only aim, but also 

a way to develop lifelong learning skills and to build relationships [6].  The results achieved by the 

students are well represented by some of their anonymous comments. For example a team of boys 

and girls built a series of wind tunnels of different length and materials ranging from one to two 

meters to investigate fluid dynamics. At the end of this experience, one girl wrote “Some students 

think that this activity is only for boys. But it’s completely the opposite! The key to create teamwork 

is that every member contributes, with their ability or knowledge. In this way, we complete each 

other. It’s amazing”. The presentation of the contribution at the conference will include pictures, 

videos and diagrams made by students to illustrate their projects. 
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Abstract. An annual STEM career information day, organised by students for their classmates, 

was transformed into a digital congress format during the Corona pandemic. The face-to-face 

presentations were replaced by video conferences using the school’s digital platforms. This 

subsequently allowed to invite foreign speakers, a German YouTube influencer as well as several 

HGV alumni, who shared their experiences from their first semesters at the University. In the 

contribution we give an overview of the activities of our Humboldt Academy for Science and 

Engineering course and show the procedure of our digital STEM career information day. 

Humboldt Academy for Science and Engineering (HASE)  

For several years the Humboldt-Gymnasium Vaterstetten (HGV) has been offering the elective 

course “Humboldt Academy for Science and Engineering” (HASE, which is German for “bunny”) 

for students from grade 8 to 10. There they can get to know some useful techniques and tools, do 

research, tinker on technical projects of their own choosing and participate in different STEM-

themed competitions. Among the HASE activities of the last years were, for example, 

• Arduino workshops to learn the basics of microcontroller programming as a starting point 

for other projects, where different sensors come in handy, 

• practising soldering while constructing a test stand for microphones, 

• constructing a quadcopter drone from scratch, 

• building a cloud chamber as a detector for radioactivity and cosmic rays, 

• changing a cheap webcam into an IR detector, 

• using 3D modelling with a 3D printer and (in the near future) a CNC milling machine, 

• testing the thrust of different rocket nozzle designs, 

• collaborations with students in Warsaw, Poland and hopefully soon Tallinn, Estonia, 

• participating in the German CanSat competition of DLR / ESA. 

 

Through those activities, the students learn technical skills and scientific methods as well as 

gaining important competencies in teamwork, project management, patience, and frustration 

tolerance. Via field trips and collaborations with research institutes, they get an insight into 

academia and possible STEM jobs. We do not limit this to our exclusive little group but we want 

the whole school to profit from the connections that we forged over the years. For this reason, we 

invented OsterHASE information day. 

OsterHASE (“Easter Bunny”) 

Every year in the week before Easter, the HASE participants organise a STEM career 

information day “OsterHASE” for the entire 8th grade (approx. 200 students), inviting 10-15 

scientists, engineers, and other professionals with scientific or some technical, engineering back-

ground as speakers. Each student can select three favourites from the list of speakers and visits 

their three presentations. Sometimes our HASE students showcase some of their projects during 

the breaks, and sometimes we design a quiz with questions about each presentation, where the 

listeners who answer all questions correctly can win a prize. The day ends with a liquid nitrogen 
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show performed by a scientist from the Walther-Meißner-Institute for Low Temperature Research 

in Garching, which is always well received by the students.  

 

 

Fig. 1. A Liquid Nitrogen show in the atrium of our school. 

 

Although the teachers have the overall responsibility for this day, all HASE students have 

important roles to perform, like 

• supporting the guest speakers (contact by e-mail, call for abstract, quiz questions and photo-

graph, technical support during talk, catering), 

• allocating each student to their favourite talks, 

• attendance check in the classrooms, 

• hosting the quiz award ceremony, 

• assembly and disassembly of classrooms and stage. 

 

As the event had to be cancelled in the 2019/20 school year due to Corona, its format was adjusted 

for the following year. The date was moved to Pentecost (therefore renaming our OsterHASE to 

PfingstHASE). Face-to-face presentations were replaced by video conferences using the school’s 

digital platforms. This subsequently allowed us to invite foreign speakers from halfway around the 

world (who had to get up in the middle of their night), a German YouTube influencer as well as 

several HGV alumni, who shared their experiences from their first semesters at university.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Title page of the Moodle course for our STEM career day 2021 with all speakers. 

 

While the online conference can be described as a total success, our conclusion is that on-site 

real-life conferences are much more fun for the students and the speakers. However, the possibility 

of inviting remote speakers via a hybrid format will be remembered for the following years. 

Sebastian Bauer
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Abstract. It is a challenge to engage and develop the talents of lower secondary school students who have 

minimal knowledge of physics but are interested in why and how the world around them works. By making 

physical toys and conducting simple experiments with readily available materials, students are introduced 

to selected physical phenomena through play. In the physics club, we discuss physical principles and look 

for answers to curious questions. A great advantage for the pupils is that they can present their own toys and 

explain their physical nature to their parents and siblings. Every year, new exhibits are added to the physics 

club gallery, which motivates the followers. 

Introduction 

Nowadays, the role of a teacher is a multiple challenge. It is not easy to engage, teach and 

motivate today's pupils. Enthusiasm is not a skill but an attitude that every teacher should have. 

Enthusiasm is defined as "the degree of joy, excitement, and pleasure that teachers typically 

experience in their professional activities" [1]. The bureaucracy, stereotype and responsibilities 

that teachers have to manage often cause this enthusiasm to wane over time and the teacher himself 

needs motivation to continue his work to the fullest. If a teacher enjoys teaching his or her subject, 

it is only natural that building teacher-pupil relationships will lead to an improvement in the pupils’ 

relationship with the subject itself. Implementing a physics club can be a good way for a teacher 

to break out of the traditional teaching format and create a dynamic and engaging learning 

environment for pupils. Through a physics club, teachers can provide opportunities for pupils to 

experiment, demonstrate physical phenomena or make physical toys in an informal way. To give 

pupils room for individual active exploration, the use of commonly available tools for experiments 

proves appropriate. However, experiments using simple tools are not so easy for pupils' 

understanding of physics. When working with pupils in the Physics Kaleidoscope club, I try to 

fully exploit their educational potential (simple design, accessibility, repeatability also in the home 

environment, surprising course or outcome). 

Methodology 

Toys are an attractive tool to attract the attention of children of younger ages. In general, toys 

are considered to be a wide variety of objects used as aids and means of children's play aimed at 

personality development, preparation for work and for future life [2]. A large part of commercial 

toys use simple or more complex physical principles, which sometimes children do not think about 

at all. Explaining how they work can be quite complex, and the teacher should have a basic 

knowledge of the problems related to the chosen phenomenon and convey the most important 

information to the pupils, and provide the right answers to their questions [3]. As the club is open 

to pupils of the 6th grade with minimal knowledge of physics as well as their more experienced 

classmates from higher grades, it was necessary to think through the content of the club so that it 

would be equally interesting for all. It is the production of physics toys such as a kaleidoscope, a 

balloon-powered car, a periscope, a hand-held stroboscope, a cylindrical mirror, a non-Newtonian 

fluid and many others, which are an accessible and playful way of demonstrating selected physics 

phenomena. Their production is accompanied by a thirst for knowledge, the asking of curious 

questions, heated discussions among pupils and the expectation of satisfactory answers. The 

advantage is that many times the older ones help the younger ones, thus deepening their 

knowledge, learning to explain problems on a peer level and to tolerate each other. 
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In addition to cognitive skills, pupils also develop motor skills. The toys are made from 

relatively readily available materials present in every household, which greatly minimizes the cost 

of running the club. An added value is that the pupils can take the self-made products home, are 

their acquired knowledge is deepened by repeatedly explaining the principle of operation to their 

parents, siblings, friends.  

Fig. 1: Examples of some of the physical toys produced (Balloon car, Cylinder mirror, Kaleidoscope) 

The selection of individual physics toys is not subject to the thematic plans of standard physics 

lessons. The procedure is usually just reversed. First, a physical toy is selected, followed by an 

analysis of the physical phenomenon and its inclusion in the thematic area. It is the freedom in the 

choice of topics that pupils tend to appreciate positively. A rich source of inspiration for the 

selection of ideas are the websites linked in the references [4]. 

Results  

We asked the pupils who attend the Physics Kaleidoscope at our school why they enjoy going 

to the physics club, what fulfils them about the time we spend together. 

Vanesa 8th grade 

„This club is not just about learning physics. It's also about 

having fun and understanding how some things work 

physically in a playful way.“ 

Ashley Zoe 6th grade 

„I joined this club because I enjoy physics. And what I really 

like about our club is that we always do new interesting 

things in a nice atmosphere.“ 

 

Pavlína 6th grade 

"I enjoy going to physics club because I like to make things. 

We have the best teacher there from the whole school but 

also from all over the world. I like her a lot because she 

explains the material well and she is funny. I also have a lot 

of good friends and a lot of fun at the club. I chose this club 

because I enjoy physics and it is my favourite subject."

Knowing that pupils are actively involved in the club can be very rewarding for teachers and can 

help them to maintain their enthusiasm for learning. However, it is important to note that feedback 

from pupils is not the only factor that can motivate teachers. Physics is one of the most rewarding 

fields of science in terms of engaging. All a teacher has to do is to open the door to this magical 

landscape and be an enthusiastic guide for the pupils. For lower secondary school children, it is an 

inspiring opportunity that they will associate positively with physics throughout their lives.  
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Abstract. An interdisciplinary teaching activity in the Physics laboratory is described here using 

the hands-on methodology to experiment with high school students, an interdisciplinary learning 

crunch focused on the Fibonacci sequence. Students were involved in the equivalent resistance 

calculation of an infinite two-dimensional electrical circuit. In the laboratory, they built a system 

of resistances and, analogically, a system of springs, and they verified the same symmetric 

properties by rediscovering the gold number. The students developed content knowledge, critical 

thinking, collaboration, creativity, and communication skills. The hands-on experience increased 

students' motivation and participation, making them more involved in the educational process. 

Introduction 

Interdisciplinarity plays an important role in various fields for the following reasons: a) the 

first step is to get students to reveal their abilities and then guide them to define their place in 

society. b) it is also necessary for students to learn before acquiring any particular body of 

knowledge. c) lastly and more generally, it is important to allow students to find themselves in 

the present-day world, to understand and criticize the flood of information they are deluged 

with daily.[1] In interdisciplinary tasks, students’ attitude to generalize disciplinary knowledge 

to new application contexts is encouraged naturally. The European Union recently published 

recommendations to integrate all scientific disciplines with their applications in technology and 

engineering and with artistic expressions (STEAM). Benefits would be, for example, the 

positive effects of art in interaction with different disciplines, including mathematics and 

physics, from the affective and motivational point of view. Moreover, it fosters the development 

of creativity and critical thinking. Here, we focused on integrating Mathematics, Arts, and 

Physics in high school [2]. Students were involved in building a system of electrical resistances 

of the same value and a system of springs using springs with the same spring constant. They 

verified the same symmetric properties in both systems, so re-discovering the gold number. 

Starting from the symmetry properties, students were asked to “reinvent” mathematical 

concepts [3] about the golden ratio [4]. The Fibonacci sequence that appears in the result of the 

equivalent resistance was the leitmotiv to extend the work to several disciplines, including Art, 

proposing an interdisciplinary learning unit to the students. Our research question is: How the 

Physics laboratory activities can help cross and overcome several disciplines' boundaries?  

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework we used is the concept of boundary crossing [2]. Specifically, we 

refer to four mechanisms of learning at the boundary: identification, coordination, reflection, 

and transformation. From a cognitive point of view, we used the semiotization of borders, thus 

enabling the organization of time, space, and relations between subjects. The idea of the border 

is linked metaphorically and ontologically to the idea of interdisciplinarity [3]. 
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Methods and Findings 

The project involved 60 students aged 14-15 years, engaged in in-depth physics activities. The 

topic of electrical networks is not always studied with students in grade 10 but generally, in 

Italy, with students in grade 12. Instead, springs are studied in grade 9. However, it seemed 

innovative to deal with the two topics together also to broaden the discussion to include physics 

problems that can be solved by analogy. A qualitative analysis has been conducted considering 

identification, coordination, reflection, and transformation. The activities have been divided 

into several steps. As the first step, students were involved in the equivalent resistance 

calculation of an infinite two-dimensional electrical circuit. In the second step, in the Physics 

laboratory, they built a system of resistances using a dashboard, electrical resistances of the 

same value, jumps, and an ohmmeter.  

  
Fig. 1 Single-cell of an infinitive network of resistance, some cells of an infinitive network of springs. 

 

As shown in figure 1, starting from a single cell of equivalent resistance 2R, adding to this a 

second elementary cell, we obtain an equivalent resistance equal to 5/3R. If we continue the 

process of adding cells to the starting one, we obtain the series of equivalent resistances between 

A and B, for each new added cell:  
13

8
𝑅;

34

21
𝑅;  

89

55
𝑅;… Analogously, it is possible to compute 

the equivalent elasticity constant of a series of springs (see Fig.1), and it is: 2K, 
5

3
𝐾,

13

8
𝐾… 

As the third step, they built a system of springs with the geometry in Fig.1, using springs with 

the same spring constant, a dynamometer, and some mechanical rods. Also in this system, the 

students experimentally re-discovered the Fibonacci sequence, thus approximating the gold 

number, considering a system of springs analog to the system of resistance. Starting from the 

symmetry properties, students analyzed the mathematical properties of the golden ratio [5]. In 

the final step, the students observed some symmetries properties, analyzed the artistic features, 

and considered the Art and Maths history, as in De corporibus regularibus (Piero della 

Francesca) and De Divina Proportione (Luca Pacioli, Niccolò Tartaglia and Rafael Bombelli).  

Conclusions  

We deduced that students learn Physics more quickly, are more motivated to ask questions and 

seek resources from different disciplines if they are involved in a real challenging problem. 

Furthermore, by working on concrete projects, students acquire autonomy and responsibility, 

develop skills, apply knowledge, and learn meaningfully. Finally, the boundaries between the 

disciplines are crossed and overcome, integrating theoretical and practical knowledge. 
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Abstract. Effective and high-quality science teaching involves complex practices that depend on 

teachers' professional knowledge. Researchers have investigated the nature of pedagogical content 

knowledge (PCK) predominantly in the in-service secondary school teachers’ context. This 

research project aims to investigate the PCK construct through video analysis focusing on pre-

service primary teachers and examining one of the PCK components: teachers’ knowledge of 

students’ understanding. Fifty-nine participants, attending a degree programme in Primary 

Education, attempted two video-based tasks and their responses were analysed qualitatively. This 

study points out the need for primary teachers to extend learning opportunities to notice students' 

scientific thinking. 

Introduction 

The latest international surveys highlighted the difficulties of Italian students in achieving an 

adequate level of proficiency in science. Teaching is difficult, especially for primary school 

teachers because most of them do not consider themselves suitable for the educational task in 

science. As reported in literature, teacher quality appears to be a crucial factor in determining 

progress in student outcomes. In this context, the key role of teachers’ professional knowledge 

emerges and underlies the possibility of promoting in learners positive attitudes toward science 

and meaningful learning that can ensure educational success. 

Theoretical framework and research questions 

This research project aims to investigate the Refined Consensus Model of PCK [1] through 

video analysis in the context of initial science teacher education. The study focuses on pre-service 

primary teachers’ personal PCK that informs teachers’ enacted PCK. This qualitative study is an 

attempt to explore and characterize, using a video-based approach, the more situated and dynamic 

form of PCK underpinning a teacher's in-the-moment pedagogical reasoning. The purpose is to 

investigate one of the bases of teachers’ professional knowledge related to enacted PCK, 

specifically the dimension of knowledge of students’ understanding (KSU). 

In exploring the construct of PCK for pre-service primary teachers with reference to science 

teaching, the research questions which guided data collection and analysis are: 

RQ1: What characterizes noticing skills of pre-service primary teachers? 

RQ2: To what degree can they attend to, interpret, and take decisions based on student thinking? 

Methods and findings 

To examine the PCK construct, fifty-nine participants, attending the fifth year of a degree 

program in Primary Education in Brescia (Italy) in 2021-2022, were engaged in some video-based 

tasks at the end of a physics education course. All participants watched a video of a science lesson 

rich in student thinking and answered an online questionnaire.  

RQ1: According to the Framework for Learning to Notice Student Thinking [2] most of the 

participants attended to the whole class environment and the teacher’s pedagogy offering general 
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impressions and providing descriptive comments without supporting their analysis (Level 1 – 

Baseline). About 20% of pre-service teachers focused mainly on the teacher's pedagogy but started 

to pay attention to the students' thinking as well (Level 2 – Mixed). Finally, about 15% of the 

teachers focused on specific students and their scientific thinking. They examined specific events 

from the clip and used these details to draw inferences about student understanding (Level 3 – 

Focused). None of the teachers extended the analysis to consider the relationship between 

particular students’ scientific thinking and the teacher’s pedagogy and based on interpretations 

proposed alternative teaching approaches (Level 4 – Extended).  

RQ2: To analyse pre-service primary teachers’ in-the-moment teaching decisions and the proposed 

instructional responses in relation to emergent student thinking another codex index was used [3]. 

This is a proof of concept and, due to the page limitation, only “a snapshot” of the analysis of the 

data that presents an overview of the preliminary investigation is offered (Table 1). 
 

Table 1. The nature of pre-service primary teachers' teaching decisions in relation to emergent student thinking 

 

Vague or content-generic 

actions 

Content-focused & 

content-specific actions 

Student-focused & 

content-specific actions Total 

No connection with 

students' cognitive 

thinking 

4 17 0 21 

Connected with 

student thinking at a 

content-generic level 

8 22 1 31 

Connected with 

student thinking at a 

content-specific level 

0 1 6 7 

  12 40 7   
 

Fisher’s exact test has been calculated to verify whether there is an association between the level 

of noticing and the connection with student thinking when pre-service primary teachers take in-

the-moment decisions (p-value = 0.013). The result shows that there is a statistically significant 

association between the two variables. This aspect is particularly interesting and requires further 

investigation.  

Conclusion 

Collectively, the findings suggest that pre-service primary teachers seldom activate their PCK 

in the identification of students’ thinking and make suggestions connected with emergent student 

thinking in their in-the-moment teaching decisions (KSU). More research is needed to determine 

how to scaffold pre-service primary teachers’ skill development to the focused and extended level 

of noticing, above all in the Italian initial science teacher education context. 
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Abstract. Creating the conditions to foster the development of children’s scientific thinking in 

early childhood education services is a very stimulating cultural project based on the most recent 

psychological research findings. According to these findings, we present a brief theoretical 

overview of the reference framework we used to promote the growth of scientific thinking in 

some Italian kindergartens. We engaged a group of early childhood teachers and educators in a 

training program focusing on the theoretical framework and guiding them to involve children in 

educational activities to improve scientific thinking. An example of these activities is reported 

here.   

Introduction and Theoretical Framework  

Infants have innated capacities to process the information provided by their environment [1-3]. 

Psychological research has shown that even very young children are able to understand and explain 

physical phenomena, formulate hypotheses and develop their cognitive schemata based on innate 

psychology [4-6]. Although at young age, children do not yet have the relevant knowledge to 

evaluate the correctness of their early theories, their learning processes are similar to scientific 

reasoning: they proceed by posing hypotheses but also by mistakes, revisions, and systematic 

collection of information [7]. This is paramount: no qualitative difference exists between scientific 

thinking (how scientists build their thinking) and how children move their first steps in scientific 

investigations [8]. 

Thus, in developing their scientific thinking, children are able to focus on specific phenomena, 

framing the context. They recognise events’ correlations, manipulate their investigations to 

highlight changes or cause/effect relationships, or do simple experiments, even if for explanatory 

purposes [4, 9]. This development of scientific thinking occurs at two levels [9]: the level of 

everyday experiences and that of scientific experience. 

Children develop their first conceptual level as a consequence of their everyday experiences. 

Through interaction with the environment, they form their own intuitive idea (called also ‘naïve 

theories’) [10] of certain scientific concepts and the following-up actions. Still, this knowledge is 

restricted to what is directly observable.  

But it stands on the basis of the building of scientific thinking. On the other side, there is the 

level of scientific experience. Play and other child-centred activities promote the development of 

this abstract level of thinking: the focus of the activity is precisely on the development of scientific 

knowledge [8, 9]. Developing children’s scientific thinking means promoting educational 

activities mainly focused on building interconnections between the everyday level and the 

scientific one [11]. 

 

Method and Analysis 

We engaged a group of preschool teachers and educators (working with 3-5 year old children) 

in an in-service preschool teacher training program addressing the goals of accounting for them to 

activate the development of children’s scientific thinking in their practices. A well-depicted 
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theoretical framework was the starting point. Then, we proposed to them how to investigate the 

topic “Light and shadow”, promoting an inquiry-based learning environment. We focused their 

attention by enacting a circle time for telling, stimulating their scientific reasoning on that scientific 

topic. Subsequently, the children worked on two activities: during the first one, they observed and 

drew the shadows of the same objects, in the same places at different hours; the second one 

consisted in drawing the shadows of different objects at the same time. Each classroom teacher (or 

group of teachers belonging to the same preschool) collected artefacts, recorded the discourses, 

and reported all in the final reflection workshop of the program. In this revision stage, we discussed 

the analysis of children’s discourses underlying the teacher’s role in scaffolding the process of 

building scientific thinking.  

Findings and Conclusions 

Helping teachers and educators to be aware of how to scaffold children’s process of developing 

scientific thinking is the aim we wanted to achieve. Furthermore, we observed teachers in action 

monitoring how children had been sustained in their scientific investigations, individuating in their 

discourses structures that could be emphasised the activation of authentic inquiry learning. 

Therefore, promoting in-service training teachers could sustain early children’s exposure to a 

science practice.  
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Abstract. Visualizing multi-qubit systems is challenging due to their high complexity. We present 

the dimensional circle notation (DCN) as an extension of the so-called circle notation that is used 

in introductory quantum computing courses to reduce mathematical hurdles. By doing so, we reveal 

entanglement properties of such systems and make measurements and unitary operations in multi-

qubit systems more intuitive. DCN can therefore be used in education and research alike. In this 

workshop, we discuss the possibilities and limitations of DCN as compared to other visualizations 

and show how to use our publicly available DCN python/web-tool. 

Introduction 

Quantum Technologies are gaining increasing interest as an interdisciplinary field. Since it is 

relatively young, the opportunity of promoting diversity early in its development presents itself 

through various means, e.g. by making advanced quantum concepts accessible to a broader 

audience using appropriate visualization. 

Two level quantum system i.e., qubits, lie at the heart of quantum technologies as one of the 

simplest quantum concepts. A popular visualization of such a system is the Bloch sphere which, 

however, cannot represent multi-qubit systems in its primary form. There are various ways of 

visualizing such systems and entanglement in these systems based on the Bloch sphere [1], as 

generalized Wigner functions [2] or based on the underlying topology [3, 4]. These representations 

often require profound mathematical knowledge and are impractical beyond two- or three-qubit 

systems. In this workshop, we propose and intend to discuss a way to tackle these challenges. 

Dimensional Circle Notation 

A few years ago, a representation was introduced with the intent to make quantum algorithms 

more accessible for new learners: the circle notation [5]. In this notation, the (complex) coefficients 

of (multi-)qubit states are replaced with a circle representing amplitude and a radial line 

representing the phase. Here, we present an extension of this notation in which we represent 𝑛-

qubit systems in 𝑛-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 1. We call this representation Dimensional 

Circle Notation (DCN). The state shown there is separable due to the following characterization. 

A two-qubit state |𝜓⟩ = 𝛼00|00⟩ + 𝛼01|00⟩ + 𝛼10|00⟩ + 𝛼11|00⟩ is separable if and only if  

𝛼00𝛼11 = 𝛼01𝛼10,                                                              (1) 

as is stated e.g. in [6]. Otherwise, it is entangled. From this, a symmetry condition follows  

(Fig. 1): We compare the ratios of all pairs of coefficients along the axis of one qubit to determine 

whether that qubit is separable from the system. In DCN, we do this by comparing the radii of the 

inner circles and the difference of the phases. This can be generalized to multi-qubit states (see 

theorem 3 in [7]), so that we can see partite entanglement properties in DCN (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 1. Left: Two single-qubit states |𝜓⟩2 = 3/√2|0⟩ − 1/2|1⟩ and |𝜓⟩1 = 1/√3|0⟩ + √2/√3𝑒−𝑖𝜋/4 |1⟩ 

visualized in standard circle notation. Right: the product state |𝜓⟩ = 1/2|00⟩ +  1/√2𝑒−
𝑖𝜋

4 |01⟩ − 1/√12 |10⟩ +

1/√6𝑒
3𝑖𝜋

4 |11⟩ in DCN. Qubit #1 is attached to each of the basis states of qubit #2 to form a two-dimensional array of 

basis states. The green symmetry axis shows that this state is separable. 

 

Figure 2. The partially separable three-qubit state |𝜓⟩ = 1/√2|000⟩ + 1/√6𝑒−
𝑖𝜋

4 |001⟩ − 1/2|110⟩ +

1/√12𝑒
3𝑖𝜋

4 |111⟩. The green symmetry plane shows that qubit #1 is separable from the system whereas there is no 

symmetry along the two other planes, showing that qubit #2 and #3 are entangled. 

Conclusion 

We extended on the circle notation that is already utilized in introductory quantum computing 

courses by introducing dimensionality. In doing so, entanglement properties previously hidden 

become visible and measurements and unitary operations become intuitive. In this workshop, we 

intend to discuss challenges and possibilities of DCN while comparing it to other visualizations. 

We also present the python/web-tool on our GitHub page (https://github.com/QuanTUK) that 

allows easy creation of teaching material and interactive learning. 
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Abstract. In Physics Education Research (PER), Hake’s learning gain is widely used to measure 

students’ improvements. As learning gain tries to emphasise students’ progression in learning, in 

the same manner, we used teaching gain to measure the trend in changing teaching practices. To 

define teaching gain, we referred to teachers’ development of new habits of mind and practices 

when they start to adopt the ISLE approach in their classrooms. We report the results from the 

analysis of case studies of eight Physics teachers involved in an in-service training program which 

guided them to reflect on and change their tasks of teaching.   

Introduction and Theoretical Framework  

Learning gain was first defined by R. Hake in 1998 [1]. The definition given has been 

extensively used in educational research [1-3], for example, comparing instructional practices such 

as interactive engagement versus traditional methods [1], analysing how students’ mathematical 

knowledge affects Physics learning [2], or more recently exploring how feedback strategies 

improve students’ learning gains [3]. 

We applied the definition of normalised learning gain [1, 3] in the context of Physics teachers' 

training and professional development, transposing it and defining the teaching gain. We used this 

definition to identify the effect of the training process on the teachers involved.  

As a theoretical framework for teachers’ programs, we referred to DHAC (Development of 

Habits through Apprenticeship in a Community) [4, 5], embracing its adoption for in-service high 

schools Physics teachers' professional improvements.  During the three-year engagement period 

in our program, eight Italian Physics teachers started to implement the ISLE approach [6] in their 

classrooms' activities: adopting this approach meant a change in their practices and substantially 

in their tasks of teaching [7, 8]. Our program sustained their changes, monitoring their activities, 

tutoring, coaching them in a new teaching approach, and leading them to reflect on their teaching. 

As pre and post-test scores, we developed a simple descriptive instrument to evaluate the 

frequency of the use of tasks of teaching [7, 8] based on the ISLE approach [6], asking teachers 

about the frequency of adoption in teaching practices.  

Method and Analysis 

We administered the survey developed to collect data for post-test scoring at the end of the 

program exposure. As a pre-test, we completed the same survey for each teacher based on the 

monitoring activities and the classroom observations [9]. We validated our responses with the 

teacher’s agreement. The survey was based on a five-point frequency Likert scale to be treated as 

quantitative data (“Always” = 5 points, “Very Often” = 4 points, “Sometimes” = 3 points, “Rarely” 

= 2 points, “Never” = 1 point). It was divided into six sections (the same as the tasks of teaching 

[7]) and designed to take no more than thirty minutes to complete through a Google Form, storing 

the answers in an Excel spreadsheet. 

Then, we measured the teaching gain by applying the same used for learning insights. We 

defined a reading scale for our teaching gain, as detailed in Table 1, and then we calculated this 

value for our eight teachers. 
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Table 1. Reading scale for teaching gain. 
 

 

Findings and Discussion 

All eight sampled teachers improved their teaching gain, some more substantially, some less. 

The teaching gain alone is only a “snapshot” of what happened to these teachers, engaging them 

in a deep revision and reflection on their habits of mind and practices [4]. It measures the trend 

and the effect of the development of new habits. Of course, this process needs time, more than 

what we spent in our professional program. Administering the survey at the end of every academic 

year could be a tool for supporting teachers’ awareness of their changing process and evaluating 

the efficacy of our in-service training. 
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Abstract. This research focuses on the educational experiment of Interdisciplinary Lesson Study, 

carried out with 15-year-old students in Italy on the energy transformations. The teaching was 

carried out following the IBSE model of 5E and involving teachers from several disciplines. The 

theoretical lens used to read the data is the Lotman’s idea of Semiophere revisited in the 

educational context. It seems that collaborative teaching processes make teachers aware that 

asymmetry between disciplines can be an engine of knowledge. Moreover, these processes can 

also improve the teaching disciplinary actions.   

Introduction   

Lesson Study (LS) is an approach to continuing professional development [1]. LS has its 

roots in Japan, where it has been practiced by Japanese teachers for 140 years or more [1]. And 

since the beginning of the twenty-first century LS has become a global phenomenon [1]. In 

Italy, LS is being practiced especially in the field of mathematics education [2], and in physics 

education [3]. In this work, Interdisciplinary Lesson Study (ILS) is proposed. It is a research 

line that, at least in Italy, has not been followed as much as that of Lesson Study on single 

disciplines. The ILS experimentation that we will describe is focused on energy transformations, 

a physics field, but it requires reflections and attempts at solutions that come not from a single 

discipline. It was carried out in two scientific high schools in Campania, in the south of Italy 

and involved 15-year old students, teachers of Italian, Mathematics, History, and Physics and 

researchers from the University of Salerno and the University of Bari. The teacher who works 

within a cognitive domain, understood as the set of knowledge and epistemologies that 

characterize a discipline, often sees as non-culture - in Lotman's sense – [4] the cognitive 

domain of other disciplines. The aim is to analyze the overcoming of certain disciplinary 

boundaries [5], making the teacher more aware of what he sees and feels is foreign to himself; 

to analyze whether the disciplinary teachers can approach the teaching of their discipline  in a 

different way, taking advantage of the contact with epistemologies and methodologies of other 

disciplines; to see if, in addition to a collaboration between teachers and researchers, the 

collaboration of teachers of different disciplines can be successful for the teaching-learning 

process of Physics.   

Theoretical framework  

The theoretical framework that allows us interpreting ILS is J. Lotman's one [4], from which 

we borrow the idea of Semiosphere and its boundary as an element that defines the identity of 

the disciplines but does not separate; on the contrary, it becomes a meeting place for various 

cultural and disciplinary domains, a fertile ground for the cross-cultural competences necessary 

for the student of the 21st century. In this LS, we want to cross the borders between disciplines 

by showing how it can also be a method for teacher professional development from an 

interdisciplinary perspective. The research question guiding this work is: how can collaboration 
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between teachers from different disciplines foster teacher professional development in their 

disciplines?  

Methods and findings  

The Lesson Study follows a cyclic way [1] set out in 5 phases: co-planning, teaching, 

observing, reflecting, refining. The project group, which experimented with this LS, consists of 

two researchers in mathematics and physics education and four teachers from different 

disciplines (physics, mathematics, history, italian). The lesson is taught by the physics teacher. 

The other teachers contributed to the planning of the lesson and provided students with the 

prerequisites needed to deal with the lesson. During the co-planning phase, teachers from 

different disciplines came together to choose the topic of the lesson and plan the activities 

(Lesson Plan). It was chosen to focus the lesson on the topic of Energy Transformation because 

it is a topic very close to the current world political situation and included in Goal 7 of the 2030 

Agenda. The lesson was planned by following the 5E IBSE methodology [6]. During the 

engage, students were provided with documents from newspapers highlighting the energy 

problem, which has been emphasized by the war in Ukraine. Students were challenged to 

question what forms of energy that could be alternatives to produce electricity. During the 

explore, statistical data of different energy sources provided by the BP Statistical Review of 

World Energy were analyzed. During the explain, the mechanisms of energy transformation 

were clarified. The extend consisted of making an electric motor that enables the transformation 

from electrical energy to mechanical energy. During the teaching phase, physics teacher 

implemented the lesson with her students, while a researcher and the other teachers assisted 

with the lesson. During the reflecting phase, the videos of the lesson and the observation sheets 

completed by the observers were analyzed. Some critical issues of the lesson emerged. At the 

end, during the refining phase, changes were made to the Lesson Plan with reference to the 

critical issues that emerged.  

  

Conclusions   

Collaboration among teachers from different disciplines proved to be valuable. Teachers 

realized that some topics, specific to the physics curriculum, do not have a clearly delineated 

disciplinary identity but need to be addressed by crossing boundaries. Teachers gain awareness 

that asymmetry between disciplines can be an engine of knowledge. Only by crossing some 

borders do they contribute to forming students as 21st-century citizens.  
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Abstract.  

Recently, we showed the benefits of an open inquiry approach in quantum physics instruction 

for college students, as compared to traditional lecture-based teaching strategies. Higher levels 

of thinking abilities can be achieved by “driving” the students to personally experience the world 

and struggle for finding solutions to real problems, involving them in highly interesting learning 

projects and strongly motivating them to actively participate in the scientific endeavour. The 

challenges presented by the emergence of Artificial Intelligence are major societal issues to the 

academic culture. The present communication aims to discuss the role that Artificial Intelligence 

could have in facilitating (or not) the comprehension of Physics, highlighting risks and benefits 

in an African context. 

The 5E-cycle-based method as a way to prioritise modelling capabilities over knowledge 

restitution in Physics 

Two years ago (at the WCPE Conference) we presented and discussed a 5E-cycle-based 

learning activity focused on introductory concepts of Quantum Physics experienced at the 

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering of the Strathmore University (Kenya) [1]. The described 

constructivist environment aimed at supporting an effective understanding of concepts very 

relevant in Modern Physics, by triggering a chain of reasoned investigation, inquiry, problem-

solving, and collaboration with peers. By means of five phases of instruction (namely, 

Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, and Evaluation), we observed the benefits 

of an open-ended approach to build a model of the atom based on the Franck and Hertz seminal 

work [2-4]. The proposed learning path represented a feasible example of a combination of a 

traditional lecture-based teaching method with laboratory and computational activities. In this 

contribution, we present and discuss Jupyter-Notebook-activity-based learning with integrated 

coding to explain and model, by means of numerical simulations, the already-known physics 

[5]. The aim of these activities is to shift the paradigm from classical knowledge (maybe 

assisted by Artificial Intelligence - AI) to a highly active modelling experience where problems 

cannot be solved without numerical computing.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Physics Learning - A Double-Faced Janus? 

Artificial Intelligence is a thriving technology to transform all aspects of our social 

interaction. In education, AI develops new teaching and learning solutions that can be tested in 

different situations. Educational goals could be better achieved and managed by new 

educational technologies. Several papers have reported how AI can be used to improve 

outcomes in teaching, also providing examples of how technology AI can support educators to 

use data to enhance fairness and rank of education in developing countries [6].  
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With an adhesion of one million users in five days of its main product, OpenAI has 

demonstrated the infatuation for knowledge robots that constitutes a major academic challenge 

for all African students. The rapid adoption of AI chatbots in East African Physics learning is 

a social challenge for the quality of education in science. Using these tools with a proper 

discernment is of crucial importance, for example, for the quality evaluation of the personal 

research of the undergraduate, in particular when it comes to resolving investigation tasks. 

Could AI play a relevant role in facilitating the comprehension of Physics? AI-powered 

personalized learning can improve student motivation and engagement, resulting in better 

academic outcomes; but, on the other hand, there is a risk that students become too reliant on 

AI tools, which could limit their ability to think critically and independently. 

The physics that can be generated by the Large Language Models (LLM) tools can be 

qualified by what Wolfgang Pauli said while reviewing an article in Nuclear Physics ‘This isn't 

right. It's not even wrong’. The three aspects that mainly are of concern when correcting Physics 

homework from college-level students are:  

● Any lack of coherence, any logical inconsistency; 

● Absence of the presented experimental evidence to support the model; 

● Lack of analysis that would give the simulated model a predictive nature. 

The first point is taken into account by most ChatBots [7,8] and the second point is starting 

to be considered in the field of Physics for Game Engines [9]. We will focus on the last point, 

which should be at the forefront in Physics learning assessment. 

With this aim, we here compare and assess the modelling process and the problem-solving 

capability by cohorts of students engaged in a 5E-cycle-based learning path on Physics at the 

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering of the Strathmore University of Nairobi and at the Mombasa 

University; the learners belonging to the test group have been free to use AI in their study. The 

evaluation of their works allows us to highlight advantages and disadvantages of the use of AI. 

In particular, we verify in which measure (also in AI-powered learning experiences) the 

proposed workflows successfully allow students to engage in active learning, stimulating the 

activation of the inquiry process and, at the same time, supporting the clarifying of important 

experimental and technological aspects of Physics. 
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Abstract. Single-particle entanglement requires at least two degrees of freedom for the particle 

that is used to make a nonfactorizable superposition. Using a two-slit experiment with horizontal 

and vertical polarizers over each slit, respectively, we illustrate how one measures at the slits to 

create an entangled state, followed by a delayed-choice placement of a second polarizer (before the 

photons hit the screen) to control the particle-like, or wave-like nature of the final observed pattern. 

This approach is used to teach (both non-scientists and undergraduates) the subtleties of 

entanglement and how delayed-choice experiments actually work.  

Introduction 

Entanglement is one of the most important aspects of quantum information science—it 

underlies exponential speed-ups in quantum computing, it can be employed in secure quantum 

networks, and it can enhance the ability to measure experimental results more accurately in 

quantum sensing. Modernizing quantum instruction for the 21st century requires us to teach the 

notion of entanglement, and all of its subtleties. Usually, entanglement is discussed in terms of the 

Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiment [1] with Bohm’s modification to work with the spin 

degree of freedom [2]. But, the EPR-Bohm example can lead to significant confusion amongst the 

students trying to understand whether it involves an instantaneous signal being transferred between 

the two particles. While we do advocate for covering the EPR experiment as a wonderful example 

of entanglement, we believe that another experiment, where the two-slit experiment has a 

horizontal (H) polarizer over the upper slit and a vertical (V) polarizer over the lower slit, allows 

for a clear treatment of how entangled states enter into experiments and affect the results depending 

only on the instantaneous quantum state. This allows the students to properly learn how one 

prepares entangled states and how they illustrate the phenomenon of complementarity. 

We have taught Bohm’s version of the EPR experiment and the delayed-choice two-slit 

experiment with polarizers to both non-scientists and undergraduate physics majors for a number 

of years (in person at Georgetown University and on-line via edX [3,4]). Anecdotally, we find that 

students benefit from seeing the phenomenon of entanglement multiple times and it helps them 

form mechanistic models for how complementarity works in measurements with entangled states. 

The phenomenon is quite subtle, but can still be understood within a formalism that uses 

Feynman’s approach to teach quantum mechanics using arrows to construct probability amplitudes 

[5]. Undergraduates also use Dirac notation to represent these states and compute final 

probabilities more formally using the projective theory for measurements. 

Original aspects and pedagogical framework 

In our undergraduate quantum mechanics course, we spend more than one quarter of the time 

focused on conceptual ideas. We cover the ideas of superposition, entanglement, tagging, 

complementarity, and measurement. Superposition corresponds to the case where the properties 

of the quantum particle are indeterminant. In Feynman’s language, this is the situation if there is 

more than one alternative way that an event can occur (events correspond to the initial and final 

results of an experiment). In the two-slit experiment, superposition involves the indeterminacy 
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about whether the photon went through the top slit or the bottom slit. Single-particle entanglement 

corresponds to the case where we have a superposition that involves two degrees of freedom and 

cannot be factorized—for the two-slit experiment, we prepare the entangled states by an 

irreversible measurement at the slits using an H polarizer over the upper slit and a V polarizer over 

the lower slit.  Tagging is how we make entangled states reversibly—it does not enter in the two-

slit experiment we are discussing here, but is important elsewhere. Complementarity involves the 

question of whether we have which-way information about the two-slit experiment. When we do, 

we lose interference effects. When we do not, we have interference. In the two-slit experiment, we 

have which-way information via the polarization of the photons for the state we prepared. Finally, 

we have measurement, which is taught using the projective postulate to determine the probability 

amplitude, which is finally mod-squared to find the probability.  

Methods and findings 

The experiment starts with a state coming from the source with a diagonal polarization |𝜓〉 =
1

√2
|𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒〉 ⊗ (|𝐻⟩ + |𝑉〉). After passing through the slits, it becomes the entangled state |𝜓〉 =

1

2
(|𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟〉⊗ |𝐻⟩ + |𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟〉⊗ |𝑉⟩), where half of the photons are absorbed by the polarizers.  

If we measure at the screen, we get the pattern for travelling through the upper slit alone plus 

through the lower slit alone. If we use an H or V polarizer, we see the pattern corresponding to the 

upper or lower slit only. But, if we use a diagonal polarizer, the state becomes |𝜓〉 =
1

2√2
(|𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟⟩ + |𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟⟩) ⊗ (|𝐻⟩ + |𝑉⟩). It is now in a superposition, but not entangled, so it 

shows interference between the two slits. It is at a lower intensity due to the photons absorbed by 

the polarizers. The main finding we have is that the delayed-choice two-slit experiment provides 

an excellent venue to discuss these subtle issues of entanglement and complementarity. 

Conclusion 

We describe a simple experiment that illustrates many of the subtle features of entanglement 

without any extraneous issues (such as instantaneous signalling between entangled pairs of 

particles). Instead, everything about the system is described by the instantaneous quantum state of 

the system at any given time. The experiment appears on many youtube videos [6] and can even 

be demonstrated in lecture, if desired. 
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Abstract. A Teaching-Learning Sequence (TLS), designed to promote scientific practices in high school 

students, is presented. The TLS included laboratory experiences on linear motion using low-cost tools, 

such as Arduino, which were easy to replicate in other schools. The focus was on the process of 

laboratory work, the use of different representations and the development of arguments based on 

evidence. Collaborative working methods were used, and the TLS was modified to fit the teaching 

method of the teachers involved. The TLS was tested in three classes and will be replicated in two more. 

Preliminary results suggest that the TLS helped students to achieve the intended goals. 
 
Introduction 

 
The University of Padova's Research Group in Astronomy and Physics Education arranged a 

course named CoLLABORA (2018- 2020), which was focused on building a community of 

learners for enhancing the use of the laboratory in secondary school physics teaching [1]. As a 

result of this course, several teachers wished to disseminate the proposed approach within their own 

schools, and from there to the broader local school context.  
This contribution describes an action-research project carried out by one of these teachers, who 

wanted to rethink laboratory activities not only as a means of transmitting disciplinary content but 

also to promote the development of scientific practices [2]. Therefore, attention was focused not 

only on the final product, but also on the process that students use to design, carry out, and interpret 

the laboratory, in line with national and international guidelines and a spirit of inquiry-based 

learning (IBL) [3]. 

More specifically, a Teaching Learning Sequence (TLS) on linear motion was designed and 

experimented in three classes at a computer science technical institute. The characteristic of this 

TLS was to propose laboratories that were easy to replicate in other schools. The objective was to 

export the learning experience to different contexts, disseminate it, and evaluate its efficacy. 
 
Background and research questions 

 
The focus of the Teaching and Learning Sequence (TLS) was the development of scientific 

abilities, specifically the use of different representations and argumentation based on evidence [2]. 

To achieve this goal, the TLS included laboratory activities inspired by the ISLE model [4].  
In the design of laboratory experiences, various instruments were used, ranging from Tracker to 

position sensors, from “poor” materials (stopwatch and tape measure) to Arduino connected with 

ultrasonic sensors. The use of these tools was chosen to allow all students to work independently; 

typical school lab instruments such as the air-cushion rail were excluded as they did not allow for 

such autonomy. Furthermore, the material had to be easily available and low-cost.  
The TLS began with students' direct experience in constructing the concept of a spatial and 

temporal reference system, together with the idea of linear motion. Through more laboratory 

experiences, students learned to describe linear motion using various representations (graphic, 

verbal, mathematical, and pictorial). Experiments on uniform and uniformly accelerated linear 

motion were conducted, where students utilized the collected data to recognize and describe 

motions through a critical reflection on their underlying assumptions. All the work was carried out 

using collaborative methods, with students working in groups of three and guided through inquiry 

using a series of questions. Rubrics [5] were used to assess the development of scientific abilities. 
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The TLS was first tested in the IT technical institute where the teacher-researcher works, with 

good results regarding the developed competencies and student engagement. The same experience 

was then proposed in two other classes in a different type of school (a scientific high school), 

belonging to two different curricula within the school (general science vs applied sciences). The 

goal was to evaluate how the same TLS could work in different contexts and involve more teachers 

in the innovative teaching approach.  
The research questions that guided the experimentation were: 

• To what extent did the TLS enable students to develop scientific abilities, and in particular 

the ability to use different representations and to develop arguments based on evidence?  
• What are the challenges encountered when exporting the TLS to a different context? 

 
Methodology 
 

Altogether, the conducted experiment involved three classes of an IT technical institute and two  

classes of a scientific high school, with a total of 110 students. Two teachers from the scientific 

high school were involved beyond the teacher-researcher. To share the TLS, several meetings were 

organized to discuss the activities and agree on the expected learning outcomes. Checkpoints were 

identified for each learning goal, and laboratory work was assessed using evaluation rubrics. In 

order to fit the proposed laboratories into the workflow of the teachers, some minor modifications 

to the TLS were introduced while maintaining its focus on scientific practices. 

The plan for evaluating the effectiveness of the TLS included an analysis of students’ work, 

classroom observations and interviews with the teachers. 
 

Results and further development 

 

The experimentation is ongoing, but so far, the results indicate that TLS on motion helps 

students understand the meaning of graphs and the transition from one representation to another, 

such as from a pictogram to a graph or to formulas. Additionally, students appear to be more able to 

ask questions during the labs and to argument on their results based on the graphs rather than on 

preconceived ideas. However, the introduction of TLS in another school has highlighted some 

difficulties, as students' way of thinking is heavily influenced by their relationship with the teacher 

and their expectations. The final teacher interviews in May 2023 will help us to how the teaches 

have evaluated the experience, if they recognize an improvement in the scientific practices of their 

students and if the introduced innovations have become part of their teaching practice. 
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Peer Instruction is an effective lecturing method in physics but introduces a high demand on student 

preparedness. Some of the existing methods of increasing student preparedness have problems 

concerning learning effectiveness, student usage, and alignment with knowledge needs. We made 

introductory videos to address these problems and used a survey and interviews to investigate its 

success. The findings indicate that the videos were helpful in increasing student learning during 

Peer Instruction and that students gradually became aware of this. This type of introductory video 

may elevate the struggling students especially, leveling the playing field during peer discussions.  

Introduction 

Student-active, research-based lecture methods are more effective for learning than student-

passive, traditional lecture methods [1]. Peer Instruction, which was developed for Harvard physics 

classes [2], is a popular student-active lecture method in physics [3]. Student-active lecture 

methods, like Peer Instruction, put large demands on the preparedness of students. They also 

displace traditional lecturing if total lecturing time is held constant. Therefore, these methods are 

often combined with a Flipped Classroom approach [4]. 

In the Flipped Classroom approach, students are usually given reading assignments or videos 

to watch. Ideally, we want the instructional material the students use for preparation to stimulate 

elaborative encoding and retrieval, two essential learning strategies for developing relevant and 

accessible declarative knowledge [5]. We also want the students to develop a self-determined 

motivation for engaging with the material before lectures. For this to happen it should be optional, 

and the students should experience that the material affects their feelings of competence [6]. 

Finally, we want the material to be constructively aligned with the knowledge needed to participate 

in peer discussions. If the Peer Instruction-questions are well-formulated, the students must use 

central concepts, like physics principles and definitions, to qualitatively reason their way to the 

correct answer. The content of the material should therefore be centered on physics principles and 

definitions, what they mean, how they are used, and when they are used.   

In this research, we use videos as the instructional medium for getting students to prepare for 

lectures. An important reason for this choice is that many students find it easier to watch videos 

than to read text. The research questions were (1) to what extent do students make use of the 

instructional videos, (2) how do they make use of the videos, and (3) what are their experiences 

and reflections regarding the videos? To answer these questions, we used a survey and one-on-one 

interviews.  

Methods 

This research was done in an introductory mechanics course at one of the largest universities in 

Norway. There were 179 students from a wide range of study programs enrolled. The course is 

part of a research project, where well-known learning strategies are integrated into the lectures and 

other learning arenas.  

The survey was completed by 50 students and 13 students participated in the interviews. The 

survey was completely anonymous. The study has been improved by the Norwegian Centre for 

Research Data and all students gave their written consent.  
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One introductory video was made for each physics principle and definition in a hierarchical 

principle structure for mechanics [7]. All the videos followed the same structure. They started by 

showing where the principle can be located on the principle structure, and a short sentence on the 

name and meaning of the principle (or definition) and its conditions of application. The rest of the 

video was built around 9 questions intended to stimulate elaborative encoding, and a concrete 

example. The students were first asked to pause the video and do a pretest with the questions and 

the concrete example before the lecturer gave his elaborations and explanations. Then, the students 

were asked to do a posttest on the same questions. Finally, the students were asked to pause the 

video and retrieve the principle or definition.  

The survey was distributed in the middle of the semester. It contained a mix of open and Likert-

type questions. The interviews were conducted at the end of the semester.  The quantitative survey 

data was analyzed with simple descriptive statistics. The interviews and answers to the open survey 

questions were analyzed using thematic analysis [8].  

Findings and Conclusions 

For RQ 1, we found that most, but far from all, used the introductory videos. For RQ 2, we 

found that the students differed in the extent to which they followed the suggested structure in the 

video. However, this may be positive if they can adapt to their own needs instead of blindly 

following a set structure. Regarding RQ 3, the central finding was that several students experienced 

a large difference in learning during lectures based on whether they had watched the videos 

beforehand and that this experience boosted their self-determined motivation to prepare for 

lectures. This finding can be used to motivate new students to prepare with these videos.  

It is often the struggling students who are most in need of being well-prepared for student-active 

lectures. Finding impactful ways of making more students prepared for lectures can level the 

playing field and make physics instruction more inclusive.  
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Abstract. Teaching and learning Quantum Mechanics in secondary school is a unique challenge, at 

once requiring creativity, experimental, and mathematical literacies. Educating students to quantum 

science and technologies can therefore also be an opportunity to empower them with new ways of 

thinking, and the skills needed to navigate uncertain futures. However, engaging storytelling and 

interactive tools are required to complement or substitute limited experimental and mathematical 

competencies. Here we present a didactic experiment offered to secondary-school students 

accompanied by their teachers which uses the interactive art-science installation Quantum Jungle 

within the Culturo-Scientific Storytelling framework, offering a model for fellow educators. 

Introduction 

Teaching and learning Quantum Mechanics in secondary schools is both a challenge and an 

opportunity. Educators are moving beyond teaching with a purely historical approach [1], and 

conceptualising new ways of teaching in which real scientific thinking is engaged, where 

creativity, experimental and mathematical literacies are required [2]. The conceptualisation of 

quantum theory as a way of thinking is invaluable in building knowledge of the world [3] and for 

developing futures thinking [4,5], while in everyday-life quantum technologies are becoming a 

new career path [6]. The challenge requires teachers to engage in storytelling to effectively involve 

students, through the use of interactive tools to complement or even substitute their limited 

experimental and mathematical competencies [6,7].    

Our didactic experiment 

Here we report on a didactic experiment of two 4-hour workshops offered to secondary-school 

students outside of their curricula, using the Quantum Jungle (QJ) (Fig. 1), a 6-m2 interactive art-

science installation in Pisa composed of 1000 springs and 12000 LEDs, created by artist and 

computer scientist Robin Baumgarten. The QJ allows for visualisation of the time evolution of a 

quantum particle.  

Our experiment hinges on the theoretical framework of the Culturo-Scientific Storytelling 

(CSS) [5]. Here, activities are designed within the scientific inquiry cycle, through application of 

experimentation, observation, conceptualisation, and theory building. This is intertwined with an 

exploration of the topics which takes participants on a journey through the field, framed by the 

discipline-culture approach to knowledge: periphery, nucleus, and body [5, 8]. Using conceptual 

questionnaires, we study the extent to which the CSS architecture, as implemented with the use of 

the QJ, could effectively engage with the participating students and how it enabled them to grasp 

the proposed elementary concepts of quantum mechanics. This work represents a significant step 

for research-based outreach activities, extending the work of the QTEdu community in this 

important direction [9].   
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Fig. 1. Screenshots from the Quantum Jungle, visualising the time evolution of one quantum particle. After touching 

the springs, the quantum particle is initiated in a superposition state (top left). The probability distribution, calculated 

from computer simulations of the Schrödinger equation, evolves according to a quantum walk (top right, bottom left), 

and is visualised via varying light intensity of the LEDs according to the location. Finally, a single spring touch is 

interpreted as a measurement action, visualising the collapse in a single location (bottom right). 
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Abstract. In this presentation we showcase a novel approach to interdisciplinary education in 

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI), grounded in the field of Quantum Technologies (QT). 

We present the findings from a workshop undertaken with 40 PhD students, structured through the 

culturo-scientific storytelling. Using the interactive Quantum Decide Game, in which students 

debate the possible futures of a society enriched with QT, we demonstrate an original methodology 

for interactive design of educational material. By having participants grapple with deciding the 

future of QT, they are empowered with awareness of RRI, whilst simultaneously creating engaging 

storylines to engender the same in others.  

Introduction 

In Quantum Technologies (QT), there is an increasing urgency to promote wider awareness of 

responsible research and innovation, (RRI), [1] as the implications of this field’s recent explosion 

are still being mapped out [2]. To this end, in this presentation we report on efforts to address this 

need through the design and evaluation of a highly participatory RRI awareness workshop for PhD 

students, piloted at the University of Pisa [3].  

Design of the workshop 

The workshop introduces participants to QT using the culturo-scientific storytelling  framework 

[4], an engaging narrative which ensures participants, even those with no prior knowledge, to 

experience it as if they were scientists working in the field. We then make use of an interactive 

tool for discussing RRI, the Quantum Decide Game (QDG) [5]. In this game, participants are 

divided into groups and given different kinds of cards for discussion, prompting them to think 

about RRI principles in relation to QT.  

 

In the first round, participants receive different character/story cards so that they may think about 

the different stakeholders of QT and their roles. In the second round, participants are given info 

cards which help them understand the different kinds of quantum concepts and technologies. In 

the third round, participants are given question cards (drawn from RRI principles) that prompt 

them to think critically about QT in society. Finally, drawing on these rounds, the final round gives 

participants different priorities and possible actions to pursue to ensure QT is more aligned with 

RRI principles. They must discuss amongst each other and outline their priorities and actions 

individually and as a group in a Google form. Thanks to the design of the story and info cards, the 

QDG does not require any prior knowledge of Quantum Physics. 

Results  

We make use of a unique evaluation method, and one consistent with the dimensions of RRI,  

inspired by “staff-student co-creation”. Such a method has been demonstrated to hold benefits in 

engagement, awareness, and enhancement of learning [6]. In this methodology, students are 

engaged in the process of developing material with staff, at once “learning by doing”. We structure 
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a workshop using the Quantum Decide Game, and co-create resources for RRI awareness, by 

having student groups design scenarios addressing the 6 RRI dimensions using the character, info, 

and question cards available in the QDG. As a qualitative evaluation of the process of co-creation, 

we ask students to reflect on their experiences through an additional survey. This work is 

methodologically novel and practical in the creation of material which may be accessible to all 

who wish to evaluate their contribution to responsible research and innovation. 

 
Fig. 1. One of the “thinking cards” used in the Quantum Decide Game (ICFO, 2021), raising issues around the RRI 

dimension Open Science in the context of industrial research.  
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     Abstract. In Europe, there is a strong push for the development of an industry around Quantum 

Technologies (QT). To this end, it is crucial to develop a workforce consisting not only of Physicists, 

but also those able to create and market companies and products: engineers and businesspeople. We 

report on a novel course designed using the Quantum Competence Framework to provide 

transparency between learning outcomes and job requirements. We demonstrate how an interactive 

visualisation tool, the Quantum Composer, can be used to provide accessible education for both the 

Physics and non-Physics demographic, those who will compose the future Quantum industry.  

Introduction 

Quantum Technologies (QT) have been identified as one of Europe’s major strongholds for 

progress in the Digital Decade. There exists a great deal of academic and commercial development 

in QT globally, and Europe has a strong research culture which, through the Quantum Flagship 

funding program, aims to empower its nations to develop a strong Quantum industry [1]. In order 

to fulfil this ambitious goal, efforts must not stop at research and development. We will need a 

workforce capable of engineering devices, but also well-informed business leaders and specialists 

able to convert quantum advantages into a productive industry. As such, progress in quantum 

technologies depends crucially on the availability of well-trained specialists at all levels. Higher 

Education is the major contributor to this goal [2], but QT courses are traditionally housed 

exclusively in Physics and Quantum-specific programs, and thus not reaching target audiences 

such as Engineers and future business leaders.   

Our approach 

There is thus a pressing need for more accessible teaching resources for reaching the non-

physics component of the student cohort. As of now, there is increasing attention drawn to 

resources for teaching QT using state vector approaches [3]. Here we present a complementary 

approach, based on visualisation of the Quantum wavefunction, which may be used in both 

university and industry training courses to teach the most important concepts of QT. This approach 

aims to create a more beginner-friendly environment for non-experts to access these difficult 

concepts, without the prerequisite of advanced mathematical and physical knowledge. The course 

is built from the ground up using the interactive visualisation tool for Quantum Mechanics, 

Quantum Composer, which has been shown to be a powerful means of enhancing engagement 

through hands-on approaches [4,5].  

 

“A Visual Tour of Quantum Technologies”, is illustrated in Fig 1, while the didactic pathways for 

two target groups are indicated. i) non-Physics STEM students with degrees such as “Engineering” 

(black), ii) non-STEM students such as those in Business and Management (red). The course is 

the first of its kind to be comprehensively designed to address industry needs by using the 

European Competence Framework in Quantum Technologies [6] as a map for learning outcomes. 

We envisage an ecosystem in which both courses and job requirements are expressed using the 

Framework, enabling students to plan and optimise their learning paths. As such it represents an 

important step towards a general model for developing transparency between education and job 

requirements, spearheaded by Europe’s largest QT Education projects DigiQ and QTIndu [7].  
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Figure 1: The Quantum Composer based course, “Visualising the landscape of Quantum Technologies”. Black arrows: 

the didactic pathway intended for non-Physics STEM students, such as Engineers, to upskill in the physics underlying 

Quantum Computing. Red arrows: the didactic pathway intended for training non-STEM students such as those in 

Business and Management, to upskill in the basics of QT.        
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Abstract. Crosscutting concepts, (CCCs) are meant to foster integration between topics belonging 

to different scientific domains, and are considered to be one of the pillars of an integrated K–12 

science education curriculum. CCCs are expected to provide learners with organizational 

frameworks for connecting knowledge from the various disciplines into a coherent and scientific 

view of the world. However, CCCs are often defined and operationalized incompatibly in different 

disciplines. Here we describe the development of a questionnaire to study the cross-disciplinary 

coherence of Energy concept image.  

Introduction  

Crosscutting concepts, (CCCs) are meant to foster integration between topics belonging to 

different scientific domains, and are expected to provide learners with organizational frameworks 

for connecting knowledge from the various disciplines into a coherent and scientific view of the 

world. Thus, CCCs must have a coherent meaning across the curriculum. However, CCCs are 

often defined and operationalized incompatibly in different domains. For example, the physical 

definition of energy, as the ability to do work, is not applicable in the analysis of radiation 

phenomena, a battery-operated DC circuit and most processes in biology.  

It has been acknowledged that research regarding CCCs is still weak [2; 3; 4; 5]. As a respond 

we developed a tool for studying the cross-disciplinary coherence of the Energy concept image 

among teachers and students. This tool consists of paired questions, in different contexts each, with 

similar distractors and a request to justify the choices. The questions focus on the possibility to 

make quantitative judgements with regard to processes belonging to different scientific domains.  

Coherence and concept image  

Coherence in the context of science education is commonly associated with Learning goals 

coherence, curricular coherence and Cognitive coherence [6]. Experts’ (cognitive) coherence is 

described as an efficient organization of knowledge with meaningful relations among related 

elements [7]. In the case of energy, learners’ integrated knowledge was suggested as a measure of 

coherence [8; 9; 10]. This, accompanied with the scientific point of view, led to the 

conceptualization of energy as a quantitative, unitary crosscutting concept [10, 11; 14]. Following 

an idea originated in Math education [12], we regard here the set of properties associated with 

energy, together with a corresponding mental picture generated in one's mind (which includes any 

visual representation of the concept, even symbols), as a concept image of energy. In math 

education, gaps between a concept’s image and its definition have a negative impact on students’ 

ability to solve tasks [12]. 

Tool development and initial results  

The questionnaire, based on revising a previous version [14], encompassed two closed 

questions with similar distractors, and a request to justify the chosen distractor. Q1 asked in general 

whether (and how) it is possible to compare quantitatively the change in energy in processes 

belonging to different domains, while Q2 asked the same but in a calorimetric context (temperature 
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measurements in a thermally insulated chamber). In the analysis, we crossed for each respondent 

the chosen distractor in Q1 and Q2 in order to examine the responders' concept image coherence. 

The findings suggest that our subjects’ concept image of energy is context-dependent and hence 

incoherent (more findings will be presented at the conference). The perception that the different 

nature of the processes entails using different energy “forms” seems to limit making energy-related 

quantitative comparisons and clearly hinders fostering the idea of energy as a crosscutting concept. 

The responses to Q2 show that many individuals in both groups are permissive to the idea that 

calorimetry provides a plausible means to compare different processes, including living objects. 

For some, mainly among the teachers, the image of energy change as being measurable via 

calorimetry provides a preferred means to make quantitative comparisons between processes of 

different natures. Implications for curriculum planners and teachers' PD will be discussed. 
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Abstract. This presentation describes the results of design and implementation of an educational 

laboratory on Old Quantum Theory (OQT), consisting of 5 afternoon meetings with 36 high-school 

students and 9 teachers, held in early 2023. The course was aimed to propose an approach to the 

OQT which is coherent, meaningful, and historically correct, without radically changing the 

physics contents, the mathematical formalism and the prerequisites actually used in Italy. A first 

evaluation of the activity’s effectiveness was assessed by means of questionnaires – comparing the 

answers obtained with those provided by an external sample – and individual interviews. 

Introduction: the state of the art and open problems 

While Physics Education Research (PER) clearly indicates the opportunity of building a 

teaching approach for high school that aims at introducing a precise theory of Quantum Physics 

(QP) – or, more often, Quantum Mechanics (QM) – we do not think it helpful to ignore that in 

school practice – in Italy, and in many European countries – QP is discussed only in terms of the 

Old Quantum Theory (OQT). Moreover, it is commonly presented in a completely (and 

inexplicably) different way from the rest of physics contents: in fact, in addition to the fact that it 

does not constitute a consistent theory in itself (being only a set of ad hoc models), it is also 

presented with a didactic approach (which we call the “standard” approach) that is inconsistent 

and of poor quality. Poor from the point of view of historical accuracy (containing several errors), 

of conceptual coherence (missing a logical order in contents’ presentation), and also of didactic 

aspects (no connections are made between various concepts), the OQT is presumably the part of 

physics presented in the careless way, especially in textbooks [1-4]. In usual presentations, very 

few problems are proposed (mainly replaced by mere applications of formulas), and substantially 

no question of a qualitative type is asked. Moreover, the key moments of the OQT (black body 

spectrum, photoelectric effect, Bohr’s atomic model...) are presented as a moment of crisis of 

classical physics (which they were not): instead, they are semiclassical models, which should be 

presented in a disciplinary and correct framework [5]. The result of the standard approach is a 

fragmentary and inconsistent reconstruction which, as many studies underline [6-7], is the cause 

of profound misunderstandings, and makes the OQT confused, obscure and incomprehensible. 

The PER group of the University of Milan is completely in line with the results of research in 

QP education about the necessity of presenting a whole coherent theory already in high school, 

and we do not believe that going only through the OQT is the most suitable and effective choice 

to introduce QP. However, we must take people where they are and not where we would like them 

to be, and teachers and textbooks are currently waiting at the “OQT stop”. We thus have to take 

them to a renewed and consistent version of the OQT before leading them to QM (still keeping in 

mind, as we believe in Milan, that the terminal we want to reach is the Quantum Field Theory). 

Our course: Old (but Gold) Quantum Theory 

Recalling a famous phrase: “Everything must change for everything to remain the same”. That 

is: if teachers and textbooks absolutely want to keep on presenting the OQT, the approach used 

must change radically. Therefore, our research questions were: is it possible to present the OQT in 

a coherent and significant way? Is it possible without radically changing the physics contents, the 
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mathematical formalism, the prerequisites, without substantially varying the common intervention 

times? On these bases, and in line with the work started last year [8], the didactic path “Old (but 

Gold) Quantum Theory” [9] was designed. The 15-hour activity was delivered between January 

and February 2023, to 36 high-school students and 9 teachers. The meetings included commented 

(e.g., the meaning of the adjective “heuristic” in Einstein’s 1905 work) reading of extracts from 

original papers, and several 10-minute groupworks, with active reading and understanding. Groups 

were asked to autonomously reflect on many qualitative examples (e.g., Einstein’s idea of light-

quanta), and quantitative aspects (e.g., calculating Planck’s unit of measure).  Problems usually 

non addressed in textbooks were also faced, and successively discussed (e.g., “Why in the 

Compton effect does an electron not «eat» a quantum of light as in the photoelectric effect?”).  

After each meeting, questionnaires with open questions were administered (e.g., “Why a real 

plum-pudding model would be unreasonable?”), and individual interviews are still in progress. 

Results and discussion  

A to-date analysis of questionnaires shows that participants – compared with a sample of 86 

undergraduate students in mathematics and physics, and 46 teachers – seem to have acquired a 

more correct knowledge of the contents and a greater awareness of the topics addressed, showing 

a deeper understanding than peers who has dealt with the same topics in a traditional way. 

Moreover, they seem to have realised that the issues faced (and physics in general) have an intrinsic 

cultural meaning, having changed their looking at things: in fact, if we have a coherent framework, 

and propose learning models that allow the acquisition of disciplinary knowledge together with 

the knowledge of the nature of science [5], the learning is much more effective [10]. The path 

made them more critical in interpreting explanations and figures presented by textbooks (e.g., 

common representations of the black body). Some difficulties emerged in understanding 

elementary aspects because both students and teachers have unclear mental images (e.g., in the 

interpretation of the photoelectric effect, the light-quantum is seen as a small ball that can become 

a wave, “losing” its “tail” when it hits the electron). 

A complete analysis of students’ reasonings and answers will only be possible at the end of the 

individual interviews (that are still in progress) and will be presented during the conference. 
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Abstract. In this work we report on the results of the first refinement cycle of a teaching learning 

sequence based on the educational reconstruction of quantum information and computation at the 

level of secondary school. The results will serve as the base for refinements and improvements of 

the sequence, in view of a new testing cycle bound to start in late spring 2023.  

Introduction 

In recent works, a number of authors have proposed courses, tools and strategies in an effort to 

advance the scope of education to quantum mechanics (QM) in secondary school to include topics 

related to the “second quantum revolution” [1]. Following the teacher professional development 

course we designed and implemented in 2020 [2] we built a teaching-learning sequence (TLS) 

based on the Model of Educational Reconstruction [3] to introduce concepts of quantum 

information and computation. We present the results for two tests: one in the context of a 

vocational summer school, guided by researchers, and one in a context of curricular teaching, 

guided by the classroom teacher, formed in our professional development course. We note that, 

despite the smallness of the sample, these are to our knowledge the first data on student 

understanding of quantum computation in curricular secondary school teaching. 

Educational reconstruction of quantum information and computation 

Starting from the work in Ref. [4] where a basic principle of educational design is identified in 

the reconceptualization of the three main phases of foundational experiments (preparation – 

transformation– measurement) in terms of computation (input information – processing – output 

information), we worked on further clarifying of the information processing stage. In order to 

obtain a more fruitful elementarization of quantum algorithms and protocols we propose to 

decompose the information processing phase into three sequential processes: (1) the enabling of 

parallelism to generate an equal superposition of basis states; (2) the transfer of information 

encoded in the oracle function to the target register(s) exploiting the product structure of quantum 

compound states; (3) the enabling of interference by means of a network of logic gates to produce 

the desired state on which measurement can be performed. A second important design principle 

for our proposal, connected to the productive role of multiple representations [5], is the adoption 

of a semi-general translation strategy from two qubit quantum circuits to optical devices, where 

one qubit is coded as the polarization state, and the other as the spatial state [6] which allows 

students to switch between logical and physical representations of the same algorithm or protocol.  

Research question 

This study concerns an intermediate step of a design-based research (DBR) process and the 

main research question can be summarized as follows: what is the effectiveness of the current 

version of our TLS in promoting secondary students’ understanding of topics related to quantum 
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information and computation? How can these data be used for a revision of the TLS and 

progressing to the next cycle of testing? 

Methods and Context 

The TLS lasts about 25 hours, starting from a basic introduction to quantum mechanics using a 

two state approach, and ending with quantum algorithms and protocols (Deutsch and Grover 

algorithms; teleportation protocol). Instruction proceeds through  a variety of activities, including 

inquiry-based and modelling tasks described in two-three page worksheets. At the end of 

instruction, students are given a final test. 

We discuss data from two experimentations. The first one was conducted with 16 students of a 

final year class of  a science-oriented high school in spring 2022; the classroom teacher was the 

main instructor while one researcher was present and acted as supporting tutor and aid. The second 

one, held in summer 2022, involved 14 self-selected students bound to start the final year of 

secondary school, and was directly guided by researchers.  

Results and Conclusions 

Results will be discussed divided by the following areas: basic quantum formalism; one and 

two qubits quantum logical diagrams; translation between quantum logical and optical diagrams; 

quantum algorithms and protocols. Here we provide a summarized discussion.   

In general students manage to master the basic quantum formalism well: this aspect was 

revealed as the least problematic in our sample. Results on student understanding of quantum 

circuits, and their translation to optical circuits, are encouraging with some limitation: almost all 

students understand and translate correctly simpler designs, while  they struggle more for circuits 

involving many gates, and devices in the optical translation. In the curricular sample about half the 

students are able to correctly translate between the logical and optical representation for all the 

circuits proposed, while the percentage is much higher considering only the simpler ones. 

Concerning students’ understanding of standard quantum algorithms and protocols, we find that 

our tripartition of the information processing phase provides a very robust scaffolding for students’ 

mental models of quantum computation, and results, especially for the simpler Deutsch algorithm, 

are extremely encouraging, with about two thirds of students appearing to have obtained a 

meaningful understanding of the algorithm. For more complex cases (Grover and the teleportation 

protocol) student often miss or misunderstand some detail of the operation performed, but are still 

able to provide meaningful descriptions of the overall meaning of the procedure and the basic 

principles involved, including, where applicable, a discussion of the origin of quantum advantage. 

In summary, results are very encouraging but leave space for future refinements. In particular, 

the educational potential of the double representation, logical and optical, of quantum circuits does 

not seem to be exploited in full, and in the future we plan to improve its effectiveness integrating 

in the TLS experimental activities on the optical bench, and ad hoc designed  simulations. 
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Abstract. This research aims at designing a teaching approach to understand CO2 influence on 

temperature, as accessible as possible. We first analyse the most common approaches, which led us 

to question the relevance of some experiments on radiative properties of solids, then extrapolated to 

gases. We show that this generalisation is not obvious at all for students, and thus deserves empirical 

evidence. A new experiment with CO2 balloons viewed with an infrared camera is presented. The 

results, applied to the Earth system, enable to understand the temperature increase without using the 

absorption spectrum of CO2, inaccessible to most non-physicist people. 

Introduction 

Climate action requires a large consensus about the origin of the problem. Although the latest 

IPCC report clearly states that the observed climate change is integrally due to human activities, it 

is still not so consensual among the population. In 2022, according to an EDF-IPSOS survey, 37% 

of respondents (24,000 people in 30 countries) disagree with the idea that "current climate change 

is mainly due to human activity". This proportion is up by 6% compared to 2019. Given this 

situation, the role of science education in establishing the origin of climate change is crucial. The 

intention of this research is to design a teaching approach about CO2 influence on temperature that 

is as accessible as possible, i.e. with a minimum of conceptual prerequisites.  

Theoretical framework 

We use the Model of Educational Reconstruction [1], which is based on linking the analysis of the 

scientific content with the analysis of the students' views on the subject, in order to define the key 

content elements for teaching at a given level. Regarding students' difficulties, a recent literature 

review is available in the article by Toffaletti et al. [2]. These include in particular the difficulty in 

distinguishing the different types of radiation, and in understanding their interaction with the 

atmosphere. The content analysis leads us to question existing approaches, including the one, very 

common, which consists of comparing the temperature rise of two transparent enclosures equally 

exposed to radiation, after adding CO2 in one of them [3]. While a higher temperature rise is indeed 

observed in the case of CO2 , this is mainly due to conduction and convection phenomena, varying 

with the density of the gas, and not to the interaction of CO2  with infrared radiation, as in the case 

of the atmosphere. Another common approach is to extrapolate for gases the radiation absorption 

properties of matter that have been demonstrated for solids (glass, plastic). The empirical reference 

used is then the absorption spectrum of different gases [2]. For a public not specialised in physics, 

not mastering the notion of wavelength, these spectra cannot make sense. Without being able to 

rely on this notion, there is no experimental evidence of the role of CO2, beyond the analogy with 

glass. In view of this, our two research questions are as follows:  

RQ1: How intuitive is it for students to extrapolate the radiative properties of a solid to a gas?  

RQ2: How can the link between CO2 emissions and temperature rise be constructed 

experimentally without using the notion of electromagnetic wavelength?  
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Methods and findings 

RQ1: To answer the first question, a survey has been designed for secondary school students. 

Following a classical introduction to the emission and absorption of infrared radiation by solids, 

the students were asked their a priori opinion about the case of gases. The results were almost the 

same for both questions (emission and absorption): more than 3/4 of the middle school students 

(N=208) and 2/3 of the high school students (N=280) answered either that they did not know, or 

that gases cannot emit or absorb radiation. This means that most students, if they are not familiar 

with wavelength, have to admit those key facts, although they are counter-intuitive for them.   

RQ2: A specificity of this research was to carry out a long-term collaborative work between 

Physics Education Researcher and a Climate Physicist. It led to the design of new experiments (to 

our knowledge) for demonstrating absorption and emission of infrared radiation by a CO2 balloon, 

thanks to a physics laboratory infrared camera. Among the experiments proposed, the decisive one 

consists of observing a CO2 balloon colder than the background, in order to be in conditions 

analogous to the atmosphere, which is on average colder than the Earth's surface (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 – Air and CO2 balloons at 5°C in front of a 20°C background, seen with an infrared camera 
 

       
Figure 2 – Evolution of the radiation balance after CO2 emissions 

 

Integrated in a construction of the radiation balance of the Earth + Atmosphere system, this 

experiment enables to understand the link between CO2 emissions and temperature increase 

(Figure 2). Teaching Learning Sequence using this approach are currently tested at different level. 
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Abstract. Recent studies on astronomy teaching, considering the Brazilian context, have pointed 

out problems that make it impossible for students to learn. Among those, the area of teacher training 

stands out above all, and its real difficulties in developing the teaching of Astronomy. In this way, 

we seek in this paper to present a study developed in a Brazilian school about the implementation 

of a project aimed at the study of astronomical concepts for children. To do so, we start with 

theoretical-methodological assumptions and present some of the results obtained in the three-year 

period of the project.  

Theoretical framework 

The teacher working in primary education in Brazil has a background lacking in content aimed 

at teaching Astronomy, investing in continuing education courses would be an attempt to minimize 

the gap between what should be taught and what should be taught. what the teacher really 

dominates, to teach (Langhi & Nardi, 2005; Pacheco & Zanella, 2020; Rodrigues & Briccia, 2020). 

In this way and meeting this real training need for teachers who work at the primary level, 

Langhi and Nardi (2005, p.77) point out that "deficient teacher preparation in this field 

[Astronomy, emphasis added] and in other areas of science normally bring difficulties when 

working in the classroom". 

We propose the research project entitled Astronomy for children, developed during the period 

from 2019 to 2022 in a primary education institution, in the city of São Paulo, Brazil. 

This project aimed to investigate the formation of the scientific thinking of polyvalent teachers, 

and their subsequent teaching, regarding the concepts of Astronomy. In addition, it had the 

following specific goals: (i) to develop teacher training activities on the subject of Astronomy, (ii) 

to develop didactic and pedagogical materials to support teachers in teaching Astronomy in the 

early years, (iii) to promote a study with the participating teachers of basic concepts of Astronomy 

and (iv) take the elementary concepts of Astronomy to the first years of primary education, through 

direct interventions, such as workshops, fairs, and short courses. 

Thus, as mentioned, the aforementioned project was developed in a school located in the city 

of São Paulo, with a total of four participating teachers. In addition to them, we had four classes in 

the first years for the implementation and development of the didactic-pedagogical materials 

produced, which were: the 4th and 5th grade-years of the morning period, and the 4th and 5th 

grade-years of the afternoon period.  

The development of the research took place in three phases, the first of which was intended for 

training with the participating teachers on elementary themes of Astronomy, the second focused 

on the elaboration of didactic sequences for implementation in the first-year classes and, finally, 

the third took place through the implementation and development of the project in the classroom.  

Methods and findings 

Based on the training proposal presented to teachers of the fourth and fifth year-grade of 

elementary school, didactic sequences were designed to develop Astronomy activities with 

children aged 9 and 10 years. Thus, one of the activities provided for by the sequence dealt with 

the representation of elementary astronomical concepts, such as the notion of “day” and the 
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“night”. Figures 1 and 2 below shows some of the results obtained. Initially, the teacher asked the 

children to draw on a white sheet of paper, what “day” and “night” represented to them. 

In the first figure, with the border in yellow, it is noted that the sky is seen by the child as 

something fixed and static since he represented the clouds in almost the same position. When it 

represents the night, it places the stars, highlighting the format that storybooks and cartoons bring, 

in the model of the “David’s star”. The separation of the sheet into two parts, starting from "day" 

to "night", also describes that the child has a "temporal" notion, which has not yet been associated 

with the study of the planet's rotation and its positioning in relation to the sun. 

The second figure, in turn, represents the night seen from “outside” the planet Earth, placing 

it in the same dimension as the Sun and, also, a house on the surface of the Moon. Such 

representation gives us the indication that for this child the celestial bodies are of the same “nature” 

as the Earth and, in addition, the darkness of the universe is the same as that of the night.  

 

     
Fig. 1 e 2. Night and day representations by primary education students. 

Conclusion 

With this paper, we seek to present a study about implementing an Astronomy project 

developed in a primary school in Brazil. Initially, a training course was developed with the teachers 

of the 4th and 5th grades of primary education to, in a second moment, propose a didactic sequence 

with activities that sought to develop the elementary concepts of Astronomy. In this way, the first 

activity dealt with the differentiation of “day” and “night”, starting from constructing the student's 

conception. Thus, they were asked to represent in the form of drawings what they perceived. 

Figures 1 and 2 indicated that students have a notion of “time” associated with the passage from 

day to night, as well as the dimensions of celestial bodies. 
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Abstract. Empowering young learners to create a sustainable future is critical in educating future 

responsible citizens. Green education can also act as a vehicle to inspire the next generation of 

students to pursue a career in science. Under the umbrella of a green education curriculum, difficult 

physics concepts can be introduced and explained within a more interesting context, relevant to the 

everyday (and future) life of the students. Green education allows connecting abstract physics 

concepts to real-world technologies that are responding to environmental challenges. The EU 

GREEN-EDU project supported the development of new interdisciplinary approaches and teaching 

practices in science classrooms, enhancing the efficacy of teaching/learning physics by means of 

novel fields such as sustainable engineering, robotics and green biotechnology.   

The “Green Education for a sustainable future” project and the teaching/learning of 

Physics 

The “Green Education for a sustainable future” (GREEN-EDU) has been an Erasmus+ funded 

project that brought together universities and schools from Poland, Italy, Romania, Turkey and 

Greece (http://greenedu.uowm.gr/). The project aimed to connect abstract science concepts to 

familiar contexts, relevant to everyday life of the students and to real world technologies that are 

solving environmental challenges. Connecting school activities to everyday life can promote 

Meaningful Learning, as learning becomes connected to the applicability of acquired knowledge 

to realistic contexts. To put it simple, learning makes meaning as students understand why what 

they learn is useful for them. 

Education systems have a responsibility for alternative thinking and creating new ideas and 

challenging the old school of thoughts. This leads to different thinking amongst the students and 

help them in any kind of social interaction. When such an education culture is brought in it leads 

to transformation thinking in society. Students need to understand the links between the 

environment, conserving energy, ecology, and economy. Sustainability challenges in the 

community should be addressed. Students are provided with the opportunity to study and apply 

concepts, methods of applying green in all functional areas. If they have an understanding of the 

issues, it will help in the future to apply solutions. Higher education institutions have a crucial role 

in the community, namely, through partnerships with schools and teachers’ training centres to raise 

awareness and disseminate and increase Sustainable Development practices in the community [1]. 

Green education is all about creating knowledge, skills, attitudes and values related to the 

environment. Furthermore it can act as a vehicle to inspire a new generation of students to pursue 

a career in science in an inclusive way (addressing both boys and girls equally). 

Towards this direction, the GREEN-EDU project aimed at developing an online platform which 

acts as a repository of STEM green education resources, integrating the micro-MOOC approach. 

The latter is an innovative approach for developing STEM laboratories that motivate teachers in 

the creation of flexible personalized teaching/learning paths and to increase students’ interest and 

involvement, due to the innovative methodology of their learning. GREEN-EDU activities 
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promote responsible citizenship. Activities are designed in a form of lesson plans that include basic 

theory and laboratory work. Hands on activities as well as virtual labs have been designed. Topics 

encompass real- life problems in order to engage learners. Up to now, the platform includes a total 

of 45 learning activities divided in three categories: green chemistry, green biotechnology and 

green engineering and robotics [2,3]. 

Studying physics and taking on social responsibility at the same time? Take up climate, 

environment, and sustainability as topics and actively shape them? This could be made possible, 

as happens, for example in the new bachelor's degree in Physics of Green Technologies at the 

University of Marburg. The combination of physics with the fields of biology, chemistry, 

geography, and technology promises varied and exciting career prospects. Indeed, education is a 

key element to address sustainable development goals (SDG) [4,5] and as shown in [6] physics 

has an important role in delivering the global green economy. 

This contribution focuses on presenting how the educational resources developed within the 

project can be efficiently utilized in order to increase the efficacy of physics concepts learning 

process. In particular, this study looks at what integration models and practices school physics 

teachers should employ in integrating environmental topics and issues in their classroom and what 

challenges the teachers could face while integrating environmental topics in their classrooms. 

The Green Edu project ended in October 2022, but the idea of the Consortium is to take it a 

step further by: 

1. expanding the lab kits and activities in order to create a full green curriculum; 

2. connecting activities with realistic problems deriving from the SDGs in a problem-based 

learning approach 
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Abstract. In this poster, few school projects are presented which helps to combine theoretical 

knowledge and students’ creative and innovative skills in STEM activities. The topic is applied 

in Physics classroom and in practical outdoor activities with the Science Club students. The 

activities are based on taking and analysis of astrophotos, designing of simple rovers and 

measuring devices controlled by an Arduino microcontroller. The goal is to develop students’ 

competencies in a way that is interesting and stimulating to them. 

 

Astronomy with astrophotography’s 

The idea of analysing (and taking) astrophotos arose from the fact that there are no astronomy 

and space research topics in the compulsory school curriculum, but the students are excited about 

the topic. The media news constantly reports on the most advanced space research results, but 

they receive very incomplete knowledge about this in school. During the Project Week students 

make targeted observations with telescopes, take or download (NASA, ESA database) photos of 

sunspots and determine the sun's differential rotation. At the same time, they use astrophotographs 

to determine the diameter and dimensions of the Moon or one of the planets, as well as the 

chemical composition of various celestial objects. Later these photos are used to teach Kepler's 

laws, rotational motion, or other mechanical or magnetics topics. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. a). Study the sunspots; b). Heart nebula (S-ZS. Anett photography). 

 

Arduino applications 

The Arduino microcontroller is another intriguing tool for students that the compulsory 
curriculum does not provide opportunities to study. Therefore, in physics projects, they learn 

how to design and build devices that measure air pressure, temperature, light intensity, and 
humidity. The data collected during the measurements are then used to process biology or 

geography topics, for different student-research projects. 
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During the planning and construction process, they acquire circuit knowledge and 
engineering skills and get to know the basics of applied IT and 3D design programs. These 

open up new opportunities for them to apply their acquired knowledge in a new environment 
and thereby discover something new. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Arduino measuring device (by Mikó CanSat team). 

 

 
These new learning situations help the development of students' personalities in such a way 

that they are able to meet the challenges of the 21st century, think creatively, communicate 
easily and work well in a team. 
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Abstract. Algebra has a special and fundamental feature in the teaching of kinematics. The study 

was conducted with high school teachers teaching physical science from different schools type, and 

with different background. An open-ended questionnaire was distributed to them and they 

voluntarily participated on the study.  The aim of the study was to investigate their perceptions on 

their pedagogy of teaching kinematics and if their learners are able to use their prior knowledge in 

algebra to solve kinematics graphs. The teachers were adamant that that majority their learners are 

unable to use prior knowledge in algebra to solve kinematics problem.  

Introduction  

The teaching and learning of physics have significant inferences from other discipline, mainly 

mathematics. It has therefore been reiterated by researchers (Redish, 2005, Phage et al., 2017) that 

mathematics is the language and a tool for teaching and learning of physics. Research have shown 

that there are significant gaps in first-year physics students' grasp of a variety of topics, including 

kinematics graphs, according to data from prior studies (Small, Rowe, Godfrey, & Paton, 2011; 

Brinkworth, McCann, Matthews, & Nordström,2009; McDermott & Redish, 1999). 

This research aims and hopes to change the lives of rural high school learners around 

misconceptions about physics that it is abstract, also by stimulating them for work opportunities 

and retention in Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and Innovation (STEMI) fields 

and towards sustainable developments of their communities. 

Kinematics is one topic in physics that requires a lot of application and skills learnt from 

mathematics prior learning, background and knowledge in the form of algebra. Algebraic 

functions and equations are the most fundamental skills to be possessed in order to comprehend 

and solve kinematics equations and graphs, This involves analysis, interpretation, representation, 

etc., as well as tabulating data and naming of graphs, including its characteistics. It is therefore of 

vital importance and imperative in the teaching and learning of introductory physics to understand 

kinematics, to pay particular attention to the representation of graphs with respect to position-, 

velocity-, and acceleration-versus-time graphs (Christensen, & Thompson, 2012). 

Theoretical framework 

From the experiment and laboratory work’s point of view, teachers should be able to emphasize 

to their learners how they can utilise and relate their mathematics knowledge and skills of algebraic 

functions and equations to solve kinematics equations (Newtons equations of motion) and graphs. 

This means their learners will be able to use data collected from physics laboratory experiment to 

predict the type of graph and draw it. From a given or drawn graph, the learners should be able to 

extrapolate information, analyse, interpret and make conclusions made from the graph (Beichner, 

1993; Phage 2015). 

Furthermore, Christensen, & Thompson, (2012) and Phage (2015), have previously discovered 

evidence that students frequently enter upper-level physics courses lacking the assumed 

prerequisite mathematics knowledge and/or the ability to apply it productively in a physics context. 

This evidence comes from analysis of student use of mathematics in responses to conceptual 

physics questions, as well as analogous math questions stripped of physical meaning. 
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Methodology and findings  

The study followed a qualitative approach to do the investigation and to address the problem 

and respond to the research question, i.e., why school learners are underperforming in kinematics 

and end up dropping in big proportions the STEMI fields of study. The researcher used a 

questionnaire with questions relating to aspects of teaching and learning of kinematics (physics) 

with specific reference to its relationship with algebra (mathematics). The  questionnaire was 

distrusted to high school physical science teachers, who participated voluntarily and with ethical 

considerations and approval having being obtained. The confidentiality of the responses was 

maintained. Descriptive statistical analysis was used to analyse the data (responses from the 

questionnaire) obtained and to arrive at the conclusion. 

Conclusions 

The study indicated that most of the learners have poor mathematics background and skills hence 

their inability to solve problems nor relate kinematics problems with the algebraic problems and 

solution. Those with good mathematics background could either apply it minimally, i.e., to a small 

extent or could not find the find the relationship between two concepts. The study further implores 

that educators need constant workshops for professional development and forums to discuss and 

share their experiences from the classroom, have input in the design and construction of the 

curriculum unlike the current practice where they are expected just to teach and access their 

learners. They indicated that they need to overcome their shortcomings of teaching and assessing. 

In so doing, learners will be inspired to learn physics, enhanced their performance and be retained 

and increased in the STEMI fields of study. Kinematics, as an introductory concept in physics that 

uses a lot of algebra, is one milestone and a steppingstone to achieving all these goals and realising 

that mathematics is indeed the language of physics. Learners will be able to recognise the 

importance and put more focus and concentration during their mathematics class and when 

learning mathematics. 
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Abstract. We report the result of a collaboration among Universities, Schools, and Institutions 

to increase interest in new tools and learning environments. To address this issue, we provide 

scientific and didactic support to teachers through different kinds of training sessions to introduce 

innovative didactic methodologies for teaching and learning. The project involved a training 

course both in streaming and in carried out sessions with university staff as well as secondary 

school teachers. The five meetings focused on new technologies, weather data processing, space 

missions, image processing, and modern physics, with applications that can be integrated into 

civic education and dual training. 

 

The cooperation between different educational entities 

 

Teachers' training is fundamental to updating the curriculum and to introduce new tools in 

Physics education. To this issue, we started a collaboration among the Physics Department of 

Turin University, the Regional Education Office (USR) in Piedmont, and the Territorial 

Training Team (EFT) of Piedmont. The collaboration aims to provide scientific and didactic 

support through dedicated training sessions and to stimulate the participation of schools of 

different levels. For Turin University, the project falls within the framework of Public 

Engagement as an action of dialogue and collaboration between researchers, students, and 

teachers of the territory, with an approach that allows for the introduction of active and 

innovative didactic methodologies, reconfiguring the spaces and times of teaching and learning. 

The cooperation among educational entities is also in planning the Physics Teaching 

Methodologies and Technologies course for the master's degree and a short course on Teaching 

Methodologies offered to Ph.D. students in Physics. 

 

Training activities for teachers 

 

We report here the results of a training course which was held last year. The training course 

was designed with two different parts, each with different methods and objectives. The first part 

consisted of a seminar with university professors and researchers from research institutions as 

speakers. Such seminars had been carried out in presence in Turin, and broadcasted in 

streaming, since the project was focused on the Piedmont teachers, but it was open to anyone 

in Italy. The second part consisted of some laboratory experiences carried out in person. These 

laboratory experiences were designed and realised by teachers from secondary schools. 
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Topics and tools 

 

We selected current research themes such as climate change, space missions, and Einstein's 

relativity since they are not commonly included in the Physics curriculum; we suggested an 

approach based on the application of some new methodologies and technologies to introduce 

these topics. We used microcontroller development boards for measuring environmental 

parameters [1, 2], Artificial Intelligence [3] and data processing applied to Open Data coming 

from space missions (Rosetta @ 67P, NASA DART and Fermi LAT) or from weather archives. 

We also suggested a new approach to teaching modern physics. As a matter of fact, the 

dissemination of the foundations of modern physics, which combines Einstein's relativity and 

quantum mechanics, is very ineffective, and as a result, understanding the relevance of scientific 

discoveries continues to be the purview of a small elite of specialists. For this purpose, we used 

a web-based platform to explore the basic concepts of relativistic physics by emphasizing its 

impact on Global Positioning Systems which is of utmost importance in everyday life. In doing 

so, we take inspiration from the Einstein-First project, which aims to introduce the fundamental 

ideas of modern physics at every level of education [4, 5, 6]. 
 

Conclusion 

 

Satisfaction questionnaires testify interest on the proposed topics; furthermore, this course 

laid the foundation for a series of contacts and relationships among teachers from different 

schools, which was very important for novice teachers, and, in addition, it gave the possibility 

to share knowledge about specific technologies and software, and experiences on different 

projects. The activities illustrated to the teachers can be applied in different contexts and can be 

included in civic education courses and, in the case of the second cycle, in dual training 

(learning and working). 
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Abstract. The teaching of physics requires teachers with a professional and teaching profile ideal 

for it. For the above, it is necessary to have instruments to evaluate if the professional profile and 

the teacher’s training that allow them to reach the ideal profile to develop in the classroom the 

competencies requested in the physics courses. This study shows the procedure for constructing 

instruments for physics teachers, oriented to directors, teachers, and students. As a result, the 

instruments obtained are shown, as well as the interpretation codes and peer validation carried out 

for these instruments. 

Physics teacher training  

The teaching of physics is an essential foundation in the basic knowledge that any citizen should 

have as part of their competencies and skills for life; as mentioned by Noah [1], Physics is part of 

reality and is one of the sciences that presents greater difficulty in its understanding by students, 

this difficulty is evident in the low pass rate of the discipline in schools at different educational 

levels [2].  

On this basis, in a case study, Arriaga et al. [3] perform an analysis of the results obtained by 

students in the Introduction to Physics course in the engineering faculty at a Mexican university 

against teacher training, identifying that teacher training is an indirect factor that influences student 

learning, in addition, that teachers possess minimal teaching knowledge that they inherited from 

their stage as students and that the professional teaching profile is a factor that significantly impacts 

student performance. It is also necessary to consider the administrative situation related to 

“measuring” the knowledge that teachers have, particularly in school physics (discipline) and 

teaching skills; as an example, the work of Gómez et al. [4] at the University of Guadalajara 

mentioned that, to collect information where it is possible to know the student’s school 

performance, the teacher’s knowledge, and skills. 

Methodology 

In the case of the evaluation of the professional profile and teacher training of physics teachers, 

there are even fewer proposals for instruments or procedures [3][5][6]. In the case of Mexico, study 

programs that have Physics courses require personnel with an adequate profile for students to 

obtain the knowledge, skills, and competencies necessary for training; however, in the hiring of 

academic personnel, they only consider the professional profile [6]. 

For the development of the teacher evaluation instrument, research group worked during the 

summer of 2019, taking as a sample from the University of Guadalajara, the National Polytechnic 

Institute (both from Mexico) and the Austral University of Chile (Chile) since there was no 

instrument to evaluate the teacher in both institutions, so it was made based on the information of 

the teaching competencies of the agreement 447 of the Ministry of Public Education in Mexico 

[7]. Furthermore, the expert validation methodology [8] was used for the validation and reliability 

process of the instrument; the group of experts was made up of 7 doctors in educational physics, 

two from the University of Guadalajara, one from the National Polytechnic Institute, one from the 
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Autonomous University of the State of Hidalgo, one from the Polytechnic University of San Luis 

Potosí (all in Mexico), one from the Austral University of Chile (Chile), one from the Universidad 

de La Sabana (Colombia), as well as a Doctor in International Education expert in research 

methodology and a Doctor in Advanced Technology expert in physics teaching at the high school 

level, both from the Instituto Politécnico Nacional (Mexico). 

The instrument designs have different purposes, the first one being the interview with the 

directors (career heads, school or faculty directors, and rectors, among others), which was 

conducted to know the context of the school, the teachers and the physics academy, in all its 

characteristics; the interviews with the teachers seek to identify the characteristics of the teachers, 

such as teaching practice, the development of competencies and experiences in the classroom.  

Conclusion  

The use of these instruments has begun to be used to analyze teacher training and the profile of 

physics teachers at the Universidad Austral de Chile, where now it has been possible to intuit that 

the physics teacher, in general, requires continuous training, both disciplinary and teaching. The 

profile of the physics teacher in Mexico is more disciplinary, while in Chile, it is closer to the 

teaching profile and, therefore, the training options have a different orientation. 

Thanks to the use of the designed instruments, was possible to confirm that the teacher’s profile 

is fundamental to ensure that the student is capable (at the end of his training) of demonstrating 

the level of competencies acquired, obtaining the manifestation of theoretical and conceptual 

mastery. Furthermore, this allows identifying that the teacher should not only know the profession 

but should also acquire knowledge about pedagogy, which will have an impact on the student by 

considering the competencies, skills and strategies that are required so that they, in turn develop 

an interest in learning and develop the necessary competencies. 
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Abstract. We present a possible route to introduce the key concepts of quantum superposition and 

entanglement to secondary school students and to the general public avoiding mathematical 

difficulties. Our narrative is based on the description of key experimental findings, starting from 

Stern-Gerlach and Feynman double-slit experiments to the experimental proof of the violation of 

Bell’s inequalities by 2022 Nobel prize winners. Furthermore, we exploit carefully chosen analogies, 

based on custom-made models to help visualization and understanding. The narrative and the models 

have been successfully exploited in a public exhibition. 

 
 

Introduction 

 

The emergence of QTs calls for educational/outreach initiatives aiming at disseminating 

awareness about the foundations of Quantum Mechanics within the general public. Within the 

European funding plan "Quantum Technology Flagship", specific programs are devoted to the 

creation of the learning ecosystem necessary to foster a quantum-ready society [1]. In this 

context, the Italian Quantum Weeks project [2], has been devoted to design and propose several 

initiatives addressing the general public as well as secondary school students and teachers, 

aiming to increase quantum awareness and literacy. “Speaking the Unspeakable” is a public 

exhibit designed within the IQW project, held in several Italian cities in 2023. 
 
Theoretical background and research question: How to promote quantum literacy and 

awareness 

 
Quantum Mechanics (QM) is at the core of our understanding of natural phenomena, as well as 

at the basis of fundamental technological developments. Despite its paramount importance and 

unquestioned prediction capabilities, QM has not yet been truly assimilated as part of common 

culture, at variance with other most relevant scientific theories, such as evolution, genetics and 

Einstein’s relativity. This is due both to the complexity of the mathematical tools and the degree of 

abstraction required to grasp QM concepts, and to the counter-intuitive character of most of its rules 

and predictions. An overview of QM-related activities proposed in secondary school curricula 

around the world is found in [3], while the current state of research on teaching QM in secondary 

education is discussed in [4]. We are here interested in the design of QM-activities in the context of 

a public exhibition, where mathematical complexity should be avoided. To these aims, we design 

the exhibit around pivotal experimental findings and exploiting carefully chosen analogies [5], 

based on custom-made models, as detailed in the following. 
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The Exhibition itinerary and the use of analogies based on custom-made models 

 

The exhibition starts with a video showing a recent implementation of the Feynman double slit 

experiment - as a striking example of the concept of quantum superposition of states – followed by 

a model of the Stern Gerlach experiment, used to introduce both the concept of electron spin and 

the idea of non-commutative measurements. The key concept of superposition is further visualized 

and explored using an analogy based on the custom-made models shown and described in Fig. 1 A, 

while model B is used to introduce the idea of non-commutative measurements.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Model A Classical and quantum ensembles of cubes; Model B: The shape/color “quantum” rod 

representing a system in a superposition of both shapes (square/circle) and colors (red/blue) 

 

The case of the He atom singlet state is then exploited to introduce the concept of entanglement, 

which is further explained through a novel version of Schroedinger’s cat. This leads to discuss the 

so-called EPR argument as the starting point that led to Bell’s inequalities. To illustrate the meaning 

and implications of Bell’s inequalities, we gamify [7] their CHSH[8] forms, emphasizing the role 

of the realism and locality hypotheses. Eventually, the Nobel experiments about the violation of 

Bell’s inequalities are illustrated through a game activity. 
 

Conclusion 

 

The exhibit has been visited by more than 300 people, through guided tours performed by 

PhD students in Physics. Its success and effectiveness in increasing the public interest in 

quantum physics has been probed through a satisfaction survey. These promising preliminary 

results provide interesting clues, which may be helpful in devising novel educational paths to 

introduce quantum physics at the secondary school level. 
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Abstract. This work summarizes a project-based learning experience around electricity and 

magnetism at the university level. The challenge for students was to build a mechanical balance 

with the capacity of measure the mass of different objects using a relationship between voltage 

and mass without using a microprocessor. The typical solution of this project must be relied on 

mechanical and electromagnetic calculations and experimental tests to verify the data. The 

balance prototype was built using a solenoid enable to generate a magnetic force at one end of 

the balance arm, while the mass to be measured is placed on the other arm. This is a two-page 

summary of the work. 

Briefly Introduction 

Electromagnetic concepts seen in an electromagnetism physics course, at the undergraduate level, 

might appear complicated to understand for students [1], especially some concepts in electricity [2], 

including electric and magnetic interactions. As a result, students may find difficult to learn from their 

electromagnetism course, even worst, they cannot connect these concepts with everyday applications. 

Using Peer-project learning (PPL) methodology, which considers two components, a theoretical and 

practical/experimental component [3], the possibility of improving the learning of electromagnetism 

through the active work of students in the implementation of real-life project has been explored. 

Consequently, the purpose of this work is to show the results obtained in the design and implementation 

by students of an entertaining real-life project that uses electromagnetism concepts to measure the mass 

of an object, correlating the voltages of a solenoid and the mass of the object. 

Electromagnetic balance project 

a. Project proposal  
The project consists of building a prototype with the capacity of measure the mass of different objects 

through a relationship to the variation of voltage in a solenoid. This solenoid can generate a magnetic force at 

one end of the balance arm, while the object is placed on the other arm. This project was carried out through 

mechanical calculations (torques on the lever arm), electromagnetic calculations (voltage drops, coil 

resistance, generated magnetic field) and experimental tests for data validation (the force generated by the 

solenoid). Then, a functional model of a balance is designed from the principle of an solenoid and following 

the Biot-Savart and Faraday laws, in which a magnetic field can be created by an electric current through a 

coil, generating a magnetic force that will attract another magnet, this second magnet can be another solenoid 

which is affected by the induced current, reaching equilibrium in the balance. It is important to emphasize that 

the calibration will be fundamental since a relationship is established between the weighing of different masses 

and the magnetic force generated by the solenoid, for which it is expected to maintain a balanced scale when 

using a variable resistance.  
The main learning objective of this project is to design and create a calibrated electromechanical scale that 

allows measuring the mass of small objects (for example coins) a screw by applying mechanics and 

electromagnetism concepts. And the additional learning objectives are to design and build an electromagnetic 

device that allows to regulate the balance force using electrical circuit concepts. 

 

b. Method  
Problem statement: Accurate measurement of the weight of objects is essential in many areas. Devices that 

employ electromagnetic fields and forces can be used to accomplish this measurement. With the help of a 

solenoid and a simple current regulation circuit, a device can be created to accurately measure the weight of 

small objects. With your work team, design and build a device that allows you to measure the mass of objects 

between 1g and 20 g. 
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Prediction stage: Using the concepts learned in class, answer the following questions before proceeding to 
design and manufacture your prototype:  

How can you measure the weight of an object using torque forces? How to use magnetic force to measure 
objects? Make a brief description. Can you mathematically compare the magnetic force generated by your 
solenoid to the weight of objects you can measure? 

 

Prototype development and assembly Steps:  
Materials: AC/DC adapter; protoboard; Digital voltmeter; potentiometer; electric switch; copper wire; 
carbon steel bolt; steel rods 

Cut a rectangular-shaped plate of steel or another thin gauge ferromagnetic metal to be used as a lever arm 
in the project.  
Make a small slot at the end of the bar, to locate the 
coin holder in said slot.  
Cut the upper part of a plastic cup, keeping only the 
base, which will be used to contain the coins. With 

the help of a thread, make holes in the coin holder to 

configure a kind of basket that will be hung in the 
groove of the bar.  
Locate the center of mass of the bar with the coin 
holder, to make the corresponding hole.  
Once the drilling is complete, place a smooth rod 

and two small stops without squeezing the rod from  

behind or from the front.  
Build a structure that will hold the rod in an elevated position with a stop at the opposite end of the coin 
holder. Wind 1500 turns of 28-gauge wire around the ferromagnetic bolt preferably made of carbon steel. 

Results  

The final prototype solution for the electromagnetic balance, and the schematic circuit diagram, made 

by students, are shown in figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c). The figures show three different objects, whose 

weight has been obtained by means of the prototype (i) (use of the electromagnetic balance and 

conversion curve) and the verification of that value with an electronic balance (ii).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Tree different objects tested with the prototype to measure the weight: a(i),b(i),c(i) represents the conversion curve voltage (V) to mass (g). 
a(ii), b(ii), c(ii) represents the measure of the mass of the objects with an electronic balance 

Conclusion  

In conclusion, this work presents a project that uses concepts of electromagnetism to measure the 

mass of an object, correlating the voltages of a solenoid and the mass of the object. The project 

encourages active learning, critical thinking and collaborative work in students using the PPL 

methodology. It is considered that this project can become an effective and entertaining way to teach 

concepts of electromagnetism in parallel with the use of soft skills in students. 
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Abstract. This work presents the photoelectric effect and the electromagnetic spectrum topic from 

a Physics course in High School learned through the study of the implementation of spectroscopy 

techniques in Art analysis. In general, students have difficulties with Physics, especially when the 

topics are within the framework of contemporary Physics, either due to the complications inherent 

to the concepts involved or due to the difficulties involved in carrying out experiments that show 

the theory. In this way, we exposed the relation between Physics and spectroscopy techniques in 

Art analysis, showing them implementations of spectroscopy.  

 

Introduction 

During the last decades, numerous techniques derived from applied Physics have been at the 

service of Art History. The applications of Physics go from the dating of archaeological pieces 

with radiocarbon methods to the disinfection of valuable objects through treatment with ionizing 

radiation. Among the most interesting applications is the analysis of works of art through non-

invasive methods [7]. 

According to Durán [3] Physics and Chemistry are currently key disciplines for the study of the 

works that make up our Historical-Artistic Heritage, since they allow us to guarantee the 

authenticity of pieces of art, determine the various origins of the raw materials, as well as the 

techniques of manufacturing and elaboration of objects, in the same way help in the restoration 

processes and conservation. 

Physics and Art show an interesting relationship that allows contextualized knowledge, in this 

sense Álvarez [1] points out that "the fundamental purpose is to learn to relate and intertwine 

contents when facing scientific and artistic problems to produce interdisciplinary and integrated 

knowledge". 

According to Ruiz [6], the approach of the Project-based learning, PBL methodology in 

teaching practice allows students to obtain transcendental knowledge about those who learned with 

a traditional methodology in which the teacher is the core of the educational process, standing 

between the knowledge, the application, and the student. 

There is a need to show that Physics surrounds us in everyday life, that understanding it allows 

us to develop better tools in all areas of life and that it is always possible to contextualize 

knowledge [5]. 
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Proposal 

We know that traditional education seeks for students to be passive agents in the learning 

process and to memorize information that is easily forgotten because it lacks practical application 

outside the educational center [2]. 

In the PBL method, the student is an active agent in the teaching-learning process, since he is 

who seeks to learn what he considers necessary to solve the problem posed. In the same way, the 

development of this method as a class dynamic implies the development of social skills and 

attitudes that allow them to interact effectively with others [4]. 

It seeks to analyze the academic performance of Physics students in high school prior to the 

didactic intervention and after it in an experimental group and a control group, using a pre and 

post-test. Subsequently, a statistical analysis is carried out using the Hake factor (equation 1) that 

establishes the gain in the learning of groups to which a didactic strategy with a different 

methodology is applied. 

 

Results 

The work done on the topic of the photoelectric effect and electromagnetic spectrum is learning 

through the study of the implementation of spectroscopy techniques in art analysis.  

The students reacted positively to the proposal, as it is shown by the final course evaluation 

where they answered anonymously and felt free that the answer will not affect their final score. 

Also, the students reduce disinterest and obtained more self-confidence about their Physics 

learnings and expectations, being capable to understand Physics concepts and apply them to their 

daily life.  
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Abstract. The aim of this action research was to improve the mastery of pre-service science 

teachers in designing and implementing inquiry-based physics experiments. The implementation 

had three phases; i.theoretical information for inquiry, ii.implementation of teacher-prepared 

experiments, and iii.design and implementation of the participants’ own experiments. Data was 

gathered through reflection papers, self-evaluation forms, peer observations, and interviews. Pre-

service science teachers had difficulty in deciding about the variables to control and manipulate 

while designing their own experiments. Peer observation and interviews revealed that the main 

reason behind the difficulties they have was the lack of content knowledge for teaching physics. 

Practical work  

Practical work enables students to construct relationships between the domain of objects and 

observation and the domain of ideas [1]. However, teachers sometimes ignore the domain of ideas 

by including cook-book-style experiments during laboratory hours. When students are asked to 

follow determined steps, they do not need to think about any procedure for practical work they are 

concerned about. Therefore, the activity is said to be only hands-on, but as the literature review [2, 

3] shows that students learn only when the activity is not only ‘hands-on’ but also ‘minds on’. In 

order to address minds on activities students are given the responsibility to take decisions about 

the experiment, for example, determining the problem in a given daily-life scenario, determining 

variables, deciding on the variable that will be manipulated, and so on. At that point, it is important 

to reflect on the strategy of the experiment in the lab manuals.  

The purpose and implementation of the study 

The aim of this study was to develop a strategy that would give insight into how to improve the 

mastery of pre-service science teachers in designing and implementing physics experiments that 

address not only ‘hands-on’ but also ‘minds-on’. Here I present both the procedure of the strategy 

and the result of the implementation. The implementation has three phases (1) an introduction to 

types of experiments, evaluating experiments in science textbooks and lab manuals regarding 

students’ autonomy, (2) implementation of teacher-prepared inquiry experiments, (3) designing 

and implementing own experiments that give space for students to make decisions about the 

procedure. In the third phase, pre-service science teachers were expected to decide on the physics 

concept first, then investigate the objectives of the chosen concept and decide the objectives of the 

experiment. At that point, they set the inquiry skills that would be addressed during the experiment. 

They constructed a daily-life problem case that students will be left face-to-face in order to offer 

their own solutions and try whether work or not. It took two weeks -to have feedback and make 

revisions- to end up with the last version of the scenario and the leading questions they prepared 

for the lab manual. The implementation of the experiments took a total of four weeks (three-hour 

lessons), one week for one group to lead the experiments about the concepts of electricity, force 

and motion, and the reflection of light, heat and temperature respectively. During implementation, 

pre-service teachers had two roles: (1) being a student, and (2) being an evaluator. At the end of 

each implementation, pre-service science teachers were asked to write a reflection paper about the 
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lab manual (scenario, leading questions) and the performance of the responsible groups (leading, 

timing, etc.).  

Method and findings 

In this action research, 12 three-year students in Science Education Program were involved and 

the proposed strategy was implemented during twelve weeks in the Spring Semester of the 2021-

2022 academic year in the three-hour lesson of the Science Laboratory Course. Data was gathered 

through reflection papers, self-evaluation forms, peer observations, and interviews. Pre-service 

teachers were expected to write a reflection paper for each week answering questions such as: 

What makes this experiment open-ended? How would you revise this experiment to be both hands-

on and mind-on? Self-evaluation form was used to learn what pre-service teachers think about 

their experience of designing and implementing inquiry experiments. The difficulties they have, 

how they handle them, how they feel about the designing process and the consistency between 

their plan and performance were asked in self-evaluation form. Participants filled out the self-

evaluation forms in groups and individually. The researcher interviewed each group just after they 

implemented their designed experiment.  

According to the data gathered from reflection papers, pre-service science teachers had 

difficulty mainly in dealing with the variables which ones to control (f=9) and manipulate (f=6). 

Another important skill that they had difficulty with was planning what to and how to measure, 

ensuring precise measurements (f=8). One of the groups had trouble during the implementation of 

their design caused of the lack of content knowledge in physics. Self-evaluation forms and peer 

observations showed that pre-service teachers improved in designing open, clear, and researchable 

daily-life scenarios for included physics concepts that were difficult to them at the beginning of 

the process. They declared during the interviews that it was difficult not to give clues to their friends 

about the investigations and lead them in the right way. It was implicitly understood that they had 

to think about physics concepts and inquiry skills in order to lead their friends. Although it can be 

summarized as pre-service science teachers mastered designing inquiry experiments, they 

indicated that they were confronted with their lack of content knowledge for teaching physics.  
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Abstract. The present activity is part of an investigation with the title “Design and implementation of an 

Aalborg methodology for the concept of the reflection of light in the middle school”. The phase II of this 

investigation consists in the application of a pre-test and post-test about the concept of the reflection of light, as 

part of this process in the acquisition of knowledge the students realize a kaleidoscope with homemade and 

easily accessible materials. The purpose of this activities is to understand and applied the reflection of light 

through the formation of images in a plane mirror. 
 

Introduction  

The reflection of light is one of the wave phenomena that are present in various situations of 

our daily life and is part of the curriculum of the upper secondary level. The importance of their 

study lies in providing students with a more complex and abstract perspective of image formation 

that links to their prior knowledge.[1] 

Theoretical framework 

The kaleidoscope was invented by David Brewster in 1816, his main study was in the Optics 

topic including polarization of light. The simplicity of this experiment is interesting. Conwell 

describes this as "an arrangement of mirrors in a tube. As light enters the tube, passes through a 

triangular tunnel of mirrors that reflect images in an infinite variety of symmetrical patterns” [2] 

 

Students understand that kaleidoscopes can present variations in the angle of inclination, 

producing an n number of images or patterns that are not repeated in each movement of the 

instrument. 

 

                                𝑛 = ( 
360

𝜃
) -1                                         (1) 

 

The result is a symmetrical pattern that is repeated depending on the angle between the mirrors 

with different compositions, triangular being the traditional one.[3] 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 1. Evidence of a student, construction of the kaleidoscope 
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Problem of investigation 

 

The understanding of wave phenomena such as light reflection allows building a scaffolding 

for the subsequent study of more complex concepts of optics. What activities allow the 

understanding of the reflection of light and its behavior? 

 

Research questions 

 

How do students improve their understanding of the phenomenon of light reflection through 

experimental activities? 

How does the study of light reflection contribute to the understanding of more complex concepts 

of optics? 

 

Methods and findings 

 

The students participating in the analysis underwent a course designed through the Aalborg 

Methodology in which they carried out a research work throughout a school year. This activity is 

part of the methodology applied to the experimental group that underwent a research process based 

on a pre-test and post-test. Therefore, they have prior knowledge of the concept studied, unlike the 

students in the control group with a more traditionalist methodology. 

 

The application of a methodology that involves experimental application activities contributes 

to the understanding of the subject and the reinforcement of the acquired knowledge. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The implementation of innovative and easily accessible activities that have a close relationship 

with the required concept enriches the methodology applied to research in which it is desired to 

measure the learning gain of students. 
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Abstract. To face the current environmental and technological challenges, it is necessary to support 

and reform teacher training (for primary and lower secondary school teachers) at academic 

institutions in matters concerning energy. In this context we present the Erasmus project 'eˆ4', 

which aims to  (1) create a higher education course with innovative resources for teacher training 

in the field of energy technologies, (2) establish a network of academic institutions and partners 

from (energy) industry, agriculture and public institutions dealing practically with these matters 

(from hereon called stakeholders). Lastly, we want to make these results available on a (3) web 

platform.  

The project: teaching energy with tools of imaginative forms of expression 

     This poster presentation focuses on the Erasmus+ project called “e^4 higher Educational tools 

for an Embodied & creative Education on Energy”. It is a KA220-HED - cooperation partnerships 

in higher education project, aimed at creating materials and environments for training in-service 

and prospective teachers in a narrative and imaginative approach to science teaching and learning 

that fosters the use of imaginative forms of expression in the classroom. The project partners are 

five universities (Free University of Bozen/Bolzano, Italy and project leader; Dublin City 

University, Ireland; University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy; Nicolaus Copernicus 

University of Torun, Poland; University of Valencia, Spain) and three companies (Esciencia 

Eventos Cientificos, Spain; Ineuropa srl, Italy; and Sustainable Innovation Technology Services 

Ltd, Ireland). The interdisciplinary expertise of the group includes scientific and didactic aspects, 

together with multimedia, object-based teaching and augmented reality didactics. The working 

group consists of teachers, researchers and specialists in innovative teaching methods in physics, 

biology, economics and engineering. 

 

Project tasks and objectives 

The project will be implemented with three different but strongly interrelated tasks: 

1. Creating guidelines for a network of academic and private/public partnerships; 

2. Developing a curriculum, composed of four modules, for teaching energy in various fields 

using imaginative forms of expression; 
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3. Implementing an interactive web platform to support the curriculum and the network. 

The primary objectives of the tasks and of e^4 as a whole are: 

1. To develop and/or enrich higher education curricula (in primary and lower secondary 

teacher training), following a teaching approach based on imaginative forms of expression 

such as storytelling, gamification, embodied simulation, digital simulation to facilitate the 

understanding of science at primary and lower secondary school; 

2. To train future science teachers with new approaches and combat gender stereotypes in 

science and engineering careers; 

3. To create environments and resources for professional development on innovative 

approaches to science teaching and learning; 

4. To promote partnerships between universities and the private energy sector; 

5. To support the strengthening of the scientific skills of EU citizens and professionals to 

make informed choices and use creativity and critical thinking to tackle the climate 

challenge. 

 

The eˆ4 project is based on a narrative approach to science learning (Fuchs, 2015) and follows 

the basic form of understanding created when we engage in the study of natural and technical 

systems (Corni et al., 2019). It allows teachers to be involved in a topic in a way that parallels the 

cognitive development of young students (Corni & Fuchs, 2020, 2021) and places great emphasis 

on the use of natural language and visual metaphorical representations for an imaginative and 

qualitative understanding of a scientific and technical system. The imaginative structures 

underlying formal scientific reasoning develop early in childhood and can be supported in their 

development by education.  

Evidence shows that the narrative approach serves students of both genders equally, supports 

learning at all levels of scientific sophistication and is suitable for students with special needs. The 

narratives of the forces of nature (such as wind, fire, electricity, light and chemicals) and technical 

systems will be enriched with detailed scientific, technical, ecological and socio-economic 

information and made more formal according to the students' level of cognitive development. The 

imaginative approach has been previously implemented by many of the current partners who were 

involved in the “FCHgo! Fuel Cell Hydrogen Educational model for schools”, (www.fchgo.eu) a 

Horizon 2020 project, that produced and tested didactic materials to introduce hydrogen fuel cell 

technology into primary and secondary European schools (Dumont et al., 2021; Karwasz et al., 

2021). The poster will show the e^4 structure and outline the results of the development of the four 

didactic modules on energy in various fields of science and technology. 
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Abstract: Multiple choice questions are a common teaching and evaluation tool in large-enrolment 

introductory physics classes across North-American universities. Unfortunately, they do not provide 

students with the opportunity to formulate their own ideas. Case studies developed for this project 

allow the students to collaborate on more open-ended scenarios that cover the most fundamental 

concepts of a first-year physics curriculum. Examples of the case studies activities will be 

demonstrated. The effect of the case studies intervention on students’ conceptual learning and 

effectiveness evaluation methodology will be discussed. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

     It is well-established that an active-learning, activity-based environment results in much 

better learning outcomes than the traditional lectures. The partially flipped classroom 

environment with Peer Instruction (PI) [1] is known to result in lower course failure and drop 

rates. However, PI relies heavily on multiple-choice format questions, so students have no 

opportunity to formulate their own ideas. Our goal was to supplement multiple-choice based PI 

with activities that reduce the reliance on multiple choice format, while providing the students 

with the additional opportunities to collaborate on more open-ended scenarios. The project was 

inspired by our earlier work in which the collaborative class discussions based on open-ended 

scenarios were proposed as an alternative to the PI procedure [2]. 

 

Methodology: Case Studies 

 

     A suite of the instructional materials in the form of case studies was created for use in a 

large-enrollment introductory physics classes for science students. The scenarios developed 

target fundamental concepts of introductory physics curriculum and focus on common 

students’ misconceptions known from the decades of Physics Education Research (PER) to 

bring a real-life context to the Physics curriculum. An example of cases studies exploring a 

real-life event is the analysis of a record-setting 2011 fall from the Stratosphere: 

 

On October 14, 2012, the Austrian skydiver and Red Bull athlete Felix Baumgartner 

fascinated millions watching live from around the world when he completed a 

record-breaking parachute jump from the edge of space. Baumgartner ascended to an 

altitude of 39,045 meters in a helium balloon where he jumped to Earth from the 

stratosphere. He broke the world records for the highest freefall and the highest 

manned balloon flight, as well as becoming the first person to break the sound 

barrier in freefall. The 43-year-old expert reached a maximum of speed of 1,357.6 

km/h (Mach 1.25) through the near vacuum of the stratosphere before being slowed 

by the atmosphere later during his 4:19 minute long freefall.  

 

     The students were provided the set of data of the speed versus time and were asked a series 

of questions about the flight requiring them to analyse the data. Figure 1 below shows the 

speed-versus-time data plot.  
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Fig.1.Speed versus time graph of the 2011 jump from Stratosphere 

Research Questions 

     We are interested in finding the answers for the following questions:  

 

     Does providing the students with opportunities to collaborate on analyzing realistic physics 

scenarios and formulating their own ideas increase students’ engagement, and fosters active 

learning? 

 

     Does using these open-ended scenarios/activities as a basis for students’ collaborative 

discussions further improve students’ conceptual understanding beyond what is achievable while 

relying only on multiple choice questions and standard end-of-chapter problems? 

 

     What use is more effective: as a written homework group assignment, or as a live in-class 

collaborative discussion? 

Results and Conclusion   

     This is still a work in progress. Initially, the Case Studies were developed for the use in the 

live classroom discussions. Selected Case Studies were used during 2021/2022 academic year, 

still under the condition of remote teaching. Their full impact on the conceptual learning will 

be possible to evaluate once the Case Studies are fully deployed in the live in-class environment. 

     However it is already clear that the case studies based on a real-life scenarios can captivate 

student imagination and increase the engagement with the material. 
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Abstract. In the contribution we present i-learning material for physics aimed at pupils in primary 

school. The material takes into account the guidelines for creating i-learning materials and 

recommendations for accessibility for pupils with special needs. Also, the results of the evaluation 

of the i-learning material on a group of pupils will be added and suggestions for optimization will 

be given.  

Introduction 

In the Erasmus + KA226 project entitled AR Physics made for pupils with special needs 

(acronym: ARphymedes Plus) with partners from the University of St. Cyrila a Method in Travne 

(Slovakia, applicant), Slovenska Technical Universita v Bratislave (Slovakia), Univerza v 

Ljubljani (Slovenia), Vitale Tecnologie Comunicazione - VITECO SRL (Italy), DIADRASIS 

(Greece) and 2 schools  - Základná škola Postupimská 37 v Košiciach (Slovakia) and Osnovna 

šola Orehek Kranj (Slovenia) we focus on the preparation of materials for learning and teaching 

physics for pupils with special educational needs (SEN) . 

The project was approved in May 2021. The objectives of the project are broad and range from 

achieving equity and dignity for the majority of pupils so that all pupils can express their potential 

and talents, adapting the output to the needs of SEN pupils and teachers, analyzing the interaction 

and behavior patterns of SEN pupils in the technology-enhanced learning process, and developing 

an online platform that supports personalized learning and is adapted to the individual needs of 

pupils with different abilities. 

The i-learning material is currently being prepared and will be evaluated. We therefore expect 

the results of the evaluation to be available by the start of the conference GIREP-EPEC 2023. 

 

Theoretical framework 

Most researchers agree that access to appropriate ICT can reduce disparities in inclusive 

education and that children with SEN must have access to ICT-based programs that are part of the 

school curriculum [1]. One way to adapt is to change textbooks to interactive textbooks (i-

textbooks). A necessary and essential condition for the production of high quality i-textbooks that 

can be used in school practice is the definition of specific requirements such as accessibility, user-

friendliness, clarity, content that is well prepared in terms of subject matter and didactics using the 

latest information processing technologies, and a high proportion of interactive elements. It should 

also include various pedagogical activities that take into account the pedagogical-psychological 

aspects of learning and cognition, but also pay attention to the aspects relevant to the curriculum 

[2]. 

As early as 1998, it was reported that the most common specific learning disabilities in physics 

education are: dyslexia, dysgraphia, dyscalculia, combined disabilities - e.g., ADHD (attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder) syndrome, in which hyperactivity and attention fatigue often occur 

together, and in 2014, that disabled and gifted pupils in physics education must be considered as 

learners with special educational needs [3,4]. It can be assumed that the individual educational 
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development of each pupil will be a future imperative in physics education. Learning tasks are an 

important part of physics education for pupils with special needs. As the efficiency of physics 

education and science subjects is rapidly increasing, information about special educational needs 

must be included in the training of physics teachers before and during their education [4]. 

Research  

The i-materials for learning physics were created based on theoretical starting points and 

suggestions for designing interactive learning materials for pupils with SEN. The materials were 

tested in a mainstream school by a group of 8th grade elementary pupils, including pupils with 

SEN. Some SEN pupils have specific learning difficulties and have special educational needs pupil 

status; for others, this is only stated. 

However, we were interested in how pupils commented on the physics i-learning materials and 

where they saw opportunities for their improvement. To collect data, a questionnaire was prepared 

for the pupils in electronic form. Depending on the situation in the class, it will be conducted with 

the pupils in the form of an interview.  

Conclusions 

Learning materials play an important role in learning a subject, so it is important that they are 

also adapted to pupils with special educational needs. When using interactive learning materials, 

there are more opportunities for personalization. As part of the ARphymedes Plus project, we have 

tackled this task within the project consortium. We believe that the results of the evaluation will 

show how pupils have embraced such i-learning materials and where there is room for 

improvement. On the poster for the conference GIREP-EPEC 2023 we will present the i-learning 

material and the results of the evaluation in detail. 
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Abstract. The COVID pandemic presented public education with overwhelming challenges but also 

unprecedented opportunities. Online educational platforms came to the forefront, they offered alternative 

methods to convey traditional teaching materials to students. In this work we present, experiments aimed at 

understanding wave propagation phenomena, which can also be performed in an online setting. Using the 

digital version of the infinite mirror effect, with the active involvement of experimenting students, we 

demonstrate that the infrastructure built for teleconferences is excellent for demonstrating concepts such as 

period time and phase shift in the online classroom. 

 

Introduction 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced schools and universities around the world to adopt online 

learning methods to maintain educational continuity while ensuring the safety of students and teachers 

[1,2]. The pandemic has highlighted the importance of using novel online tools in education, which can 

facilitate remote communication, collaboration, and teaching. Among the popular online tools, Google 

Meet has emerged as one of the leading platforms for virtual classrooms, meetings, and webinars. Before 

the pandemic, smartphones had already started to make an impact in the modern classroom. Several 

applications [3-5] are available for measuring physical quantities, such as noise level, light intensity, 

pressure or even magnetic field. The most widespread sensor, now ubiquitous in each phone, is of course 

a digital camera capable of recording our surrounding with stunning detail. In our work, we combine 

online meeting rooms and the digital recording devices now part of the everyday life of most students, 

in a unique experiment aimed at developing and deepening students' intuition about wave propagation 

phenomena.   

 

The experiment 

 

In the 2020 Hungarian National Curriculum, the study of wave phenomena appears both in primary 

and secondary schools. The basic concepts of wave propagation have important connections to more 

advanced topics in physics such as hydrodynamics, electrodynamics and quantum mechanics. Ideas 

concerning wave motion also have connections to other subjects, such as mathematics and informatics. 

Thus, a clear and detailed discussion of this subject is a centrepiece of the physics curriculum and as 

such it was imperative to highlight its ideas also in an online classroom.  

Screen sharing in Google Meet allows users to share their screens in real-time, facilitating 

collaboration and presentations. However, screen sharing can create a feedback loop, where the camera 

captures the screen display, which is then displayed on the screen, causing the camera to capture the 

display again, resulting in a never-ending loop [6]. This feedback loop creates multiple layers of the same 

image, each layer having a visible lag due to the signal bouncing back and forth between the devices [7]. 

While this effect may seem like a fun distraction, as it can be observed in Fig. 1, it can have implications 

for understanding how signals propagate over the network. Recording the screen with a smartphone and 

measuring the lag between the layers of the mirror effect can yield information regarding the speed of 

information propagation over the network. By measuring the lag between layers, one can gain insights 

into the fundamental aspects of wave propagation, such as the signal's velocity, attenuation and phase 

shift.  

In our work we introduce a pilot experiment scheme to use this effect in an online setting. We 

performed measurements with a single class of 10th grade secondary school students during a partial 

lock down. One of the participants initiated the infinite mirror effect while the rest of the group recorded 

their own display with a smartphone.  
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Using a well structured and distinguishable repeating pattern in the screensharing the characteristics of 

the timing differences between the different layers in the mirror can  

be made measurable. The obtained digital video data was processed by a costum program to yield 

detailed information regarding the timing data. After the experiment a discussion ensued regarding the 

used method and the measured data. We examined what information could be extracted regarding the 

communication network and the used end-user devices. We repeated the experiments several times, each 

time finetuning the details of the repeating pattern and the procedure for the experiment itself.  

 

Conclusion 

 

We present a novel, online adopted, approach to experiments relating to wave propagation 

phenomena. We use the network infrastructure itself as a measurement medium to illustrate fundamental 

concepts in a fun and engaging way. With the help of our proposed experiments, students can form a 

connection between ideas rooted in physics and the underlying principles of network communication. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Infinite mirror effect in a digital classroom. In the different layers of the reflection hierarch marked by 

orange boundaries, one can observe and measure a time delay with the help of distinct phases of a simple 

animation highlighted by purple rectangles. 
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Abstract. The aim of our activity is to enhance courses of Physical Engineering at FEI STU with 

digital educational materials and problems that require numerical solution and/or processing of 

results using smartphones, tablets and/or laptop computers. This will engage students’ creative 

approach to learning using practically oriented problems. The outcome of our activity consists of 

educational electronic materials, tutorials for usage of Open-Source programmes and libraries, 

templates for input files for these programmes and spreadsheet programs relevant for the designed 

problems. All educational materials are freely available at a dedicated web page. 

Why is digital enhancement useful and needed?  

The most common means of attaining practical understanding of theoretical concepts in physics 

and engineering degrees is to train oneself on simple problems which can be solved algebraically 

using “pen and paper” and occasionally also complementing them with some numerical values. 

The arrival of information technologies (IT) has been quickly integrated into physics/engineering 

(P/E) curricula in a form of specific programming courses but, in contrast to the “pen and paper” 

method, it is not as actively used in the specialized P/E courses. Nowadays, the use of IT tools 

such as Matlab, Python or CAD has become a standard in professional engineering and research 

work so students should become fluent at writing short scripts and obtaining quick insight from 

solving problems, similarly to using “pen-and-paper” in the past. It turns out that up to 60% of 

students with only basic or none experiences with programming after solving few computational 

tasks could solve and model a new problem [1]. This has been also confirmed in a study at the 

University in Ohio [2]. Studies also show that even students agree that basic skills from 

programming could help them to implement their own ideas to solve problems better [3]. So it 

seems, we have all the reasons to enhance the training of using IT skills within P/E courses. 

Examples of IT tools  

The general physics course covers basics of mechanics, thermodynamics, electricity and 

magnetism. Ian Cooper [4] wrote a large repository of general physics problems for Matlab which 

can serve as a source of inspiration. We prefer Open-Source solutions, hence we turn to GNU 

Octave [5] which is almost identical in the syntax. Simple GNU Octave scripts can be run on a 

smart phone, which makes this an attractive option to complement traditional “pen-and-paper”. As 

an example, in Fig. 1a we show the outcome of a script with just 45 lines that calculates and 

visualizes electrical field of two-point charges. Students can further modify the script by adding 

more point charges as different locations, as we will present in our contribution.  

Our second example of a tool for IT enhancement of learning is the program Jmol [6] for 

visualisation of atomic geometries. Already a very short scripts can give useful 3D visualisation 

of molecules and solids.  As an example, in Fig. 1b we show an outcome of a 16-line input file 

defining the GaAs unit cell and a 3-line script defining the lattice plane (110). Modifying these 

inputs to get a glimpse of other basic crystal structures and their lattice planes is indispensable for 

students of semiconductor technologies or condensed matter physics. 

Our final tool we want to demonstrate is collection of Open-Source programs for Finite Element 

Method (FEM) – Gmsh [7] for creating simple computational models and meshes, Elmer [8] for  
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performing actual FEM calculation and Paraview for visualisation of the computed fields. Perhaps  

the simplest problems on which students can gain basic experience are from heat transfer. We 

developed few short tutorials to get familiar with these programmes as well as the FEM approach, 

such as calculation of temperature field and thermal resistance of inhomogeneous insulating wall. 

In our contribution in conference proceedings we will present students’ tasks and results in 

developing a FEM model for calculation of a thermal resistance of composite wall starting from 

simple example of heat conduction through a homogeneous wall. 

Conclusions 

In our contribution we will present examples of enhancing integration of IT skills within 

physics/engineering curricula: within general physics course, semiconductor physics and 

technology and thermal engineering. We show that these can be used in a relatively short time and 

using short scripts for a several Open-Source programmes. The presented scripts and 

documentation will is available also on our website [9]. 

 

Fig. 1. Output of a short script for visualisation of an electrical field (left) and (110) lattice plane in a GaAS (right).  
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Abstract. ChatGPT, a recently released revolutionary AI chatbot based on deep learning and 

artificial neural networks, enables highly proficient human-like conversations, translations, and 

reasoning. Our ongoing research aims to investigate ChatGPT's potential in physics education, 

including its capabilities, limitations, and impact on students in real conditions. Employing an 

exploratory sequential mixed-methods design, our preliminary results from the first phase reveal, 

for example, that while GPT-3.5 acts as an Aristotelian thinker with respect to FCI, GPT-4 achieves 

a Newtonian thinking level. The study will also present ChatGPT's performance in various physics 

tasks and its implications for enhancing students' physics understanding and engagement. 

Introduction: The Breakthrough of ChatGPT and AI's Growing Presence 

The recent emergence of ChatGPT [1], with the GPT-3.5 model debuting in November 2022 and 

GPT-4 model in March 2023 (see Fig. 1), has immediately captured headlines across digital media 

around the entire world, marking 2023 as the year of artificial intelligence. The primary reasons 

stem from ChatGPT's remarkable proficiency in facilitating seamless human-like conversations, 

and translations, as well as understanding, analyzing, learning, and drawing conclusions.  

The capabilities of the ChatGPT, a highly advanced chatbot based on deep learning and 

artificial neural networks, arise primarily from its unprecedented training data (45 TB of raw data) 

and the cutting-edge GPT architecture [2] of the large language model behind it. Technical reports           

[3,4] highlight the rapid progression of this type of technology; for instance, GPT-4, equipped with 

a vision module, demonstrates impressive human-level performance in a wide range of academic 

and professional tasks, such as achieving the 90th percentile in the Uniform Bar Exam and the 

99th percentile in the Biology Olympiad. Even more, ChatGPT showed its creativity potential by 

writing a scene [5] for the iconic TV show MASH presented in a podcast by A. Alda (Hawkey) 

and M. Farrel (B. J.). Undoubtedly, ChatGPT and its new possibilities for science and research 

itself have not gone unnoticed [6], including the Physics Education Research (PER). We have 

registered, e.g., two current PER studies [7,8] testing GPT’s performance in introductory 

university-level physics as well as its level of physics understanding in the sense of the FCI [9]. 

The Potential of ChatGPT in Physics Education: Our Research and Preliminary Results  

Our main research goal is to investigate the potential and integration of ChatGPT in physics 

education, including its capabilities, limitations, and impact on students and teachers in real school 

settings. In the frame of starting Ph.D. study (DB), we have chosen an exploratory sequential 

mixed-methods design with a focus on qualitative perspectives, while also incorporating 

quantitative data from school practices to provide a more comprehensive understanding of 

ChatGPT's role in physics education. In our GIREP contribution, we will present more details of 

our research together with the preliminary results from the first qualitative phase. This phase is 

still ongoing and involves not only interaction with ChatGPT (Fig. 1) as in mentioned studies [7,8], 

but also our theoretical analysis and understanding of what ChatGPT actually is, how it works, and 

not only from an informatics and mathematics perspective but also in terms of cognitive 

psychology and STEM education didactics [10,11]. 

Our preliminary results confirm the findings of [7], indicating that while GPT-3 still exhibits 

Aristotelian thinking (with FCI scores ranging from 62% to 75%), GPT-4 demonstrates Newtonian 

thinking (with FCI scores of more than 87%). Especially GPT-4 shows very good to excellent 
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performance in general physical considerations, Fermi problems, and providing general solutions 

to standard Physics Olympiad problems. However, GPT-3.5 still struggles with arithmetic, AI 

hallucinations, simple unit conversions, and standard quantitative problems from university 

textbooks (such as Halliday, Resnick, and Walker), whereas GPT-4 has rare problems in these 

domains. The implications of the qualitative phase will be important for designing the second 

quantitative research phase that aims to apply ChatGPT in real conditions to explore students' 

perceptions regarding its effectiveness in enhancing physics understanding and engagement. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Current ChatGPT model versions and an excerpt of a conversation with Legacy GPT 3.5 (FCI: Q1) 
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Abstract. We present a preservice teacher development program called Virtual School, which was 

established at our university in Italy on the model of an Australian partner experience. Within the 

framework of a virtual community of practice, participants co-designed and co-taught online 

physics classes for secondary school students. The program entailed opportunities for reflection 

and feedback from different perspectives, and the design of lesson cycles was informed by physics 

education research. We describe the impact of the program in terms of the ways pre-service physics 

teachers conceptualize themselves, and we discuss possible evolutions of the experience and 

implications for initial teacher education. 

Introduction 

With the 2020 pandemic, the teaching and learning of physics has encountered different 

challenges. One that is often overlooked concerns pre-service teachers, who often started their 

careers without having the possibility of entering real classrooms.  

To deal with this problem, in 2020 an Australian university (Monash) started a project called 

Virtual School, which consisted in offering online revision classes for students in their final year 

of high school, under supervision of a faculty member. In 2022, the project was brought to Italy in 

the context of a joint research program. In the Italian context, the aim of the project was also to 

improve preservice teacher training. In fact, in Italy secondary-school teacher education does not 

necessarily include training in discipline-based education, and no internships are required before 

teachers enter the profession. Opportunities for engaging with the teaching of the discipline in a 

safe, supervised, and reflective manner [1] are therefore lacking. The Virtual School project aimed 

at providing such an opportunity in terms of a small community of pre-service and early-career 

physics teachers who collectively developed, taught, and reflected on physics classes under 

guidance of researchers in general education and physics education, and in-service teacher tutors. 

Background 

Research in physics teacher education is resonant with general education literature in 

suggesting that teachers learn best in a community [2]. In particular, recent literature in has 

identified some elements of a model for physics teacher education [3]: 

• Opportunities for cognitive apprenticeship. 

• Being immersed in a rich community of practice. 

• The grounding and support of physics education research (PER). 

If well sustained and orchestrated, these elements can contribute to forming in pre-service 

teachers a more meaningful idea of what it means to be a good physics teacher [4]. The 

development of this idea can be better understood if considered in the background of Epistemic 

Framework Theory [5], which describes how teachers conceptualize their role and profession.  
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Research question and methods 

The research described here was a joint research project between general education researchers 

and physics education researchers. We hypothesized that, through the program, teachers’ epistemic 

frames could be modified, and in particular that preservice teachers could develop their conception 

of what it means to be a good physics teacher. We identified the following research question: 

[RQ] In which ways a virtual community of practice can impact preservice teachers’ ideas of 

what it means to be a physics teacher? 

Pre/post interviews were employed to investigate participants’ epistemic networks and their 

ideas on being a physics teacher.  

The program 

In the Italian pilot version, the Virtual School took the form of a summer course consisting in 

8 online lessons taught to 9th-grade students. Two schools with different curricula were involved; 

for each school an in-service teacher with background in PER acted as teacher tutor. 

Participants (N=8) were recruited among students in their final year of Master’s degree and 

among newly graduates within their first two years of teaching. They were involved in a digital 

community of practice, which allowed them to network and share pedagogical and content 

expertise while engaging in the Virtual School activities. They co-designed the lessons and taught 

them in pairs. The topics of the two paths were kinematics + forces (school one) and thermal effects 

(school two). After each lesson, feedback was provided from the coaching staff, highlighting their 

different perspectives (general and online education, physics education, practitioner).  

A Moodle platform with resources about online teaching, lesson planning, and PER was 

developed. In particular, it contained a Moodle book where PER results were summarized and 

referenced. It featured an introduction to PER and some of its underlying models (e.g., students’ 

ideas and resources); topic-specific sections identifying the main students’ ideas, important 

learning outcomes, and effective teaching strategies; a section on the use of mathematics and one 

on practical work; and a section on the use of technologies (e.g., simulations) for physics teaching. 

Participants could discuss any issue with their tutors who also shared students’ work and additional 

teaching materials, and office hours were scheduled for further discussion with the researchers.  

Results and conclusions 

Preliminary results suggest that the Virtual School experience has significantly impacted 

teachers’ orientation toward teaching and, in particular, toward the teaching of physics. Their 

conception of the physics teaching profession is now more interconnected, open to innovation and 

collaboration, and it gives greater emphasis on expertise about students’ ideas and learning.  

In 2023, the Virtual School concept was further developed and improved. The activities are 

now ongoing and will be analyzed to highlight the evolution from the pilot version. The results so 

far suggests that the Virtual School community is a promising context for enhancing physics 

teacher education and suggests areas of improvement for initial (physics) teacher training. 
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Abstract. A Teaching Intervention Module (TIM) on optical spectroscopy was designed in the 

theoretical framework of the Model of Educational Reconstruction. This study illustrates a proposal 

for a conceptual survey related to the TIM implemented in three classes of N = 50 high school 

students (17-18 years old). We focused the survey on the mechanism of colours’ formation and the 

interpretation of spectra. The answers’ categorization will provide the students' conceptual 

understanding of these topics, as well as the distractors for the reformulation with multiple-choice 

items. Data analysis is currently in progress, and the results will be presented at the congress. 

Introduction    

Considering the ongoing evolution of physics curricula, the analysis of conceptual learning 

associated to the Teaching Intervention Modules (TIM) on optical spectroscopy, that help students 

adopt interpretative models of natural phenomena, is still an under-researched topic [1]. In this 

study, we consider spectroscopy as an important point for adopting an interpretative model of the 

nature of light. Indeed, students often show difficulties in understanding the dispersion of light 

through a prism (e.g., light has no color, and a prism adds color to light) [2] and the nature of light 

in terms of coloring an object, as they think that colors are properties of the objects [3]. About 

spectroscopy, previous findings evidence how students have difficulties in associating t the type 

of light source with  the spectra characteristics, in particular on discrete spectra as a type of 

diffraction pattern [4] and in relating the discrete line spectrum to the energy levels of atoms in a 

light source, as well as in dealing with the transitions involving the ground energy level [1, 5]. A 

test to measure the students' understanding about the addressed topics in a 6 hours-TIM was 

recently implemented. The rationale of TIM previously designed and implemented [1] focus on 

the conceptual knots evidencied in literature and on the light model used by students. Research 

questions are related to the categories which characterize the answers for each item, and in 

particular: 1) How do student interpret additive and subtractive colour synthesis? 2) Are students 

aware of the main characteristics of different kind of light spectra? 3) How sort of light model do 

they associate to the process of spectra formation?  

Methods 

The TIM was designed in the framework of the Model of Educational Reconstruction by means 

of Design-Based Research methods [1]. 50 high school students (17-18 years old) of Treviso 

(Italy) participate to the TIM answering to monitoring questions and filling in a post-test consisting 

of 2 multiple-choice items and 14 open-ended questions. The analysis is carried out identifying the 

response categories through an iterative process. Here we report preliminary results about the 

frequencies of the main categories, to briefly describe the survey.  

Preliminary results 

The vision process related to reflected selected radiation was identified by the 92% of the 

respondents, and a range from 70% to 90% of students identify the correct effects in matter 
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radiation interaction (e.g., infrared noticeably heats the affected object, the X-rays penetrate deeper 

in the object, the colored light makes its own colour more intense). 24% of students identify orange 

color as a measurable entity and not only due to a mixture between yellow and red, and the same 

students state that an orange spectrum line can be found. Light emitted by a source is characterized 

by its colour and/or intensity for 82% of students. Students identify the chemical composition of 

the source as information which could be derived from its emission spectra (88%), but most of 

them (64%) state that band or continuous spectra differ from the discrete ones just because of their 

complex chemical composition (many elements), not mentioning the increasing number of energy 

levels. Some items about spectra interpretation are reworded from previous instruments [4-5], and 

12% of students still confuse the energy levels with spectrum lines. A prism as instrument 

producing a continuous spectrum (22%), or  a grating as blocking specific colours (28%) is an idea 

still present. The need of an energy exactly corresponding to a difference in energy levels, for a 

transition to occur, is identified by 36% of the students. 

We are still analysing the open answers on the interpretation of the process in spectra formation: 

results will be presented in the congress. 

Preliminary conclusions 

Data analysis is still undergoing. A preliminary analysis confirms that some of the students’ 

difficulties emerging from the literature are reduced by means of specific reflections requested. 

The complete response categorization across the whole survey will provide insights about the 

mental models exploited from students in interpreting the assessed phenomena. The results will 

also provide information to design a conceptual survey on light spectroscopy with specific 

distractors for multiple-choice items.   
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Abstract  
Our aim is to showcase inquiry-based experiment units used in laboratory environment and the process of their 

development. These units are focused on qualitative and quantitative optics experiments for upper secondary 

students. Worksheets guiding the students through each unit were created and tested several times to ensure quality 

using students’ feedback. This contribution presents these worksheets for experimental sets in Interactive Physics 

Laboratory operated by the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University as well as review of 

worksheets based on students’ feedback. 

 

Introduction 

 
Research on inquiry-based learning has shown that hands-on experimenting is very helpful 

in teaching physics concepts and linking learnt theory with practical work [1].  
Based on this idea, Interactive Physics Laboratory (IPL, [2]) operated by Department of 

Physics Education at Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, provides schools 

with the option of bringing up to 16 upper secondary students to hands-on experiments of a 
chosen topic.  

This poster shall present two of these experimental sets that were developed within two 
diploma theses and focus on optics. The first set (qualitative) is focused on sight, how light is 

combined and perceived, how human vision and vision disorders work. The second set 
(quantitative) is mostly focused on wave optics experiments, which include linear polarisation, 

diffraction and interference of light and refractive index measurement [3].  
The aim of this contribution is to present the development of these hands-on experimental 

sets, their respective worksheets and the detailed description of the feedback process. 

 

Development of optical experimental sets 

 
The first stage of set development was to find suitable demonstrative experiments. The 

experiments were chosen to provide practical basis for theory that is taught at schools but are 
not usually presented during school lessons and remain attractive for all kinds of students.  

The second stage was distribution and arrangement of experiments into units (for example 
Malus law) and preparation of worksheets that would guide students in an inquiry-based 
approach to the physical phenomena that the selected experiments demonstrate. Let’s briefly 
describe the general structure of a worksheet on the example of Malus law:  

1. the basic theory of light polarization, so that students begin their inquiry with revised 
knowledge or at least the minimal required knowledge of the subject,  

2. Create own hypothesis of the possible results of experiments – make a guess of what the 
intensity of unpolarized light going through a single polarization sheet will be compared 
to the original beam.  

3. a brief description of the experiment – measure the intensity of light before and after it 
goes through a polarization sheet with luxmeter.  

4. Write your conclusions. 
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Gathering students’ feedback 

 

The third stage of set development was testing of created units with worksheets with groups 
of students in IPL. One of the Faculty Schools provided groups of upper secondary students for 
four testing sessions during which a total of 87 students completed several units.  

Feedback on the tested units was taken in three forms as shown and described in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Three forms of gathering feedback from testing sessions 
 

 

Colour feedback 
  

Lecturer’s observations 
  

Solved worksheets 
 

 

      
 

 Who: Individual students   Who: Lecturers   Who: Groups of students  
 

 When: At the end of the session   When: During the whole session   When: During the whole session  
 

 New set of worksheets for each   Observations and taking notes of   Scanned  worksheets  (one  per  
 

 student to mark in colour parts:   students’ work, focused on:   group) with students’ answers.  
 

 •  partially problematic (blue),   • unintended additional help   
Original worksheets are left for 

 
 

    

with tasks, 
   

 

 

•  not understandable at all (red), 
      

 

   

• 
  students to take away.  

 

   

time of completion, 
   

 

 •  well understandable       
 

   

• misinterpretation of tasks, 
    

 

 (uncoloured).       
 

   

• discussion in group. 
    

 

 + Additional comments       
 

         
 

          
 

 

Students’ feedback was analysed and changes were made in the worksheets. This process of 
testing was repeated at least two times for each experimental set. If none of the three forms of 
feedback showed a signal for necessary change of set, it was declared to be finished.  

w  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Example of students’ feedback concerning the used applet. 

 

Conclusion 

 

We have developed two sets of experiments in optics, each containing five experimental 

units with worksheets that guide students through the experiments in an inquiry-based approach. 

Each experimental unit has been tested several times and optimised through received feedback 

that has shown that the usage of student language in the theoretical part of the worksheet as well 

as in the instructions of experiments is crucial for students to understand prepared tasks. 
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Abstract. Neurosciences significantly influence shifts in knowledge in many different fields 

nowadays. Results of neuroscientific studies help elucidate many phenomena, especially the ones 

occurring during the learning process. Neuroscientific subfield that transdisciplinary studies 

cognitive development is called educational neuroscience. Many theories proposing to promote 

education, in general, have been published. The theory of Five Pillars of the Mind, formulated by 

Tokuhama-Espinosa, is one of them. This article proposes an example of applying this theory to 

Physics education. We aim to enhance Physics education to be more brain-friendly by proposing 

redesigning a series of educational activities concerning inclined plane.  

Introduction 

Design of a series of Physics teaching-learning activities has been in the interest of educators 

since the very beginning of Physics education itself. Teachers often contribute to this activity when 

creating a school curriculum. While creating a series of activities, teachers often use textbooks, 

national curricula, and other available sources. Activities are directly used in teaching sequences, 

and teachers afterwards incorporate some observations they have made while pupils were learning 

and therefore improve the activities. This process is well-known to Physics teachers as well as to 

other educators. The aims of Physics education play an important role in this process. Many 

discussions have been held over the years about the best Physics textbook. These discussions are 

reasonable only if we think that Physics education aims only to acquire a body of knowledge. But 

rather, each of the three categories of Physics education goals should be considered when 

designing a series of educational activities. In the past, the order of teaching-learning activities 

within series has been influenced by the level of abstraction. Concepts on the lower abstract levels 

that are more accessible in everyday life, such as concepts from mechanics, have been taught 

before concepts that are less intuitive for pupils. This approach is common for constructivism and 

has been used for decades. On the other hand, the last two decades have been dedicated to 

understanding the brain more, which brought many interesting ideas and theories about 

economising students learning and thinking. We aim to present one of such theories and propose 

its possible application to Physics education. 

Neuroconstructivism and the theory of Five Pillars of the Mind 

Neuroconstructivism is a relatively new course within learning sciences. Researchers focus 

more on an interrelation between cognitive development and brain development. Having roots in 

constructivism, which means that intuitive, less abstract concepts are being taught before more 

complex concepts, neuroconstructivism brings an element of understanding the brain and applying 

obtained knowledge to education for education to suit the brain. Applying this while designing a 

series of activities or even designing a curriculum contributes to making a brain-friendly 

curriculum.  

The theory of Five Pillars of the Mind has roots within neuroconstructivism. It has been 

formulated by prof. Tokuhama-Espinosa [1] after reviewing, with her team, about three thousand 

neuroscientific studies concerning education. The outcome of this research is that everything one 

learns can be divided into five groups: symbols, patterns, order, categories, and relationships. 

These are the five pillars of the mind.  
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Applications to Physics education  

Pillars are well-defined in general, but not many examples from Physics education are 

mentioned. We focused on bringing this theory closer to Physics teachers by explaining each pillar 

on Physics related concepts. These examples are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Physics examples of Five Pillars of the Mind. 

 

We chose an Inclined plane as a main topic to present the possible application of this theory 

into Physics education. We defined a level that high school graduates should reach concerning the 

Inclined plane. Then we analysed three different series of textbooks, both national (Slovak) and 

international [2], [3], [4], to propose an optimal division of teaching-learning activities within an 

8-year programme for pupils aged 11 to 18 years. Afterwards, we identified the pillars that are 

promoted by each activity, developing an understanding of different concepts concerning an 

Inclined plane.  

Conclusions  

While designing activities, one needs to consider not only the content of Physics education but 

also the development of the pupil´s scientific competencies. Neurosciences offer a different view 

on designing activities that might be considered and further examined. 
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Abstract. Fidget spinners are a type of popular toy that was designed in the last decade. There are 

different types and configurations of spinners that rotate around a central bearing. Due to the 

minimal friction between the parts, spinners can rotate at very high speed about the central axe, and 

it is possible to turn a cheap toy into an intriguing experimental device. The purpose of our study 

is to present a simple fidget spinner experiment, as well as a Java applet that has been developed 

for theoretical investigation of the problem.  

Introduction  

A fidget spinner is a small handheld toy designed to be spun between the fingers. Although the 

popularity of fidget spinners peaked in 2017, they are still used by many people as a form of 

relaxation or distraction. Spinners come in different types and configurations, typically consisting 

of a central ball bearing with prongs or blades extending from it. The prongs are made from plastic 

or metal and carry additional weight to provide inertia for motion. 

Due to their flat structure and low friction between the parts, spinners can rotate at very high 

speeds around the central axis when hit by an impulsive force. This makes it possible to transform 

a cheap toy into a fascinating experimental device. The aim of this study is to describe a simple 

fidget spinner experiment and provide a Java applet for theoretical investigation of rotational 

motion. 

Experimental setup and Java applet 

The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1. The spinner’s central bearing is attached to a 

vertical axle that is fixed in place. To generate impulsive force, we utilize an air compressor. 

We gather data using a photo gate and Meter ZD1301, which was specifically designed for high 

school experiments and classroom demonstrations at the University of Novi Sad (Serbia). The time 

intervals between successive passes determine the angular velocity of the spinner, as shown in 

Figure 2. While the air compressor is active, the angular velocity increases, but then declines over 

time due to frictional forces. To analyse the experimental data for intermediate and low angular 

velocities (under 150 rad/s), we considered both dry and viscous dissipative forces, as suggested 

in the literature [1, 2]. Coefficients of the both forces were determined. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Fidget spinner, air compressor and photo gate in our workshop. 
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Fig. 2. Angular velocity of the spinner as a function of time (red dots - experimental points, 

solid black curve – fitted theoretical resultes). 

 

In case of high angular velocities (over 150 rad/s) we have to include the effects of the drag 

force acting between a fluid and a solid surface in our analysis. The drag force depends on the size, 

shape, and speed of the solid object, as well as properties of the fluid. Our further plan is to 

determine the dimensionless drag coefficient for spinner used. 

Figure. 3. shows screenshot of the beta version of the Java applet [3]. When running the applet, 

it is possible to turn on and off the impulsive force and track the effects of dry and viscous 

dissipative forces and drag. Additionally, it is possible to plot temporal evolution of angular 

displacement, angular velocity, and angular acceleration. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Java applet (green curve – angular displacement, red curve - angular velocity, 

blue curve – angular acceleration). 
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Abstract. Environmental, societal and economic trends due to climate change require the 

promotion of socioscientific decision-making (SSDM) in physics education. However, teachers 

have different attitudes and perceive multiple challenges about its implementation in their 

classroom. Goal of this project is the research-based development of an in-service teacher training 

module to change hindering beliefs and increase teachers’ intentions to promote SSDM in their 

physics lessons. 

Introduction and Background 

Climate change as well as its effects on environment, society and economy require the 

promotion of socioscientific decision-making (SSDM) in science education. The future legal 

curriculum for physics in Austrian middle-schools addresses this issue by requiring the “discussion 

of measures to meet current goals of climate protection [...] and their implementation options" [1]. 

While the necessity of SSDM is extensively justified in the science education literature [2], 

international studies show differentiated perceptions and attitudes of science teachers towards 

socioscientific issues and decision-making, e. g. that facilitating subject knowledge is more 

important to them [3, 4]. Also, they perceive multiple challenges for the practical implementations, 

e. g. scarce time resources [5]. Therefore, this project aims at the research-based development of 

an in-service teacher training on the topic of "promoting SSDM in physics classroom practice" 

with a special focus on climate change and crisis.  

Theoretical Framework and Research Question 

Focussing on teacher training, the project is theoretically located in the Refined Consensus 

Model of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) [6]. An educational reconstruction for teacher 

education [7] is conducted to bring results of research about SSDM to the personal PCK of 

individual teachers. This is seen as a necessary precondition for the actual implementation in 

physics lessons. Knowledge transfer is particularly challenging as teachers’ (intentions to perform 

a certain) behaviour depends on their behavioural, normative, and control beliefs [8]. Taking these 

theoretical foundations into account, the main research question of the project is: “Can a research-

based training program change in-service physics teachers’ hindering beliefs about promoting 

SSDM in their classroom practice?” In order to cause a cognitive change of hindering beliefs 

through the teacher training program, affective aspects are considered in designing the 

interventions using the Cognitive-Affective Model of Conceptual Change [9]. 

Methods and Design 

In the first step of the research project, the extent of Austrian physics teachers’ intentions to 

promote SSDM is surveyed and dominant hindering beliefs are identified. Therefore, an online-

questionnaire is developed based on items from studies with similar research contexts and 

theoretical foundations. The questionnaire will be incorporated into a Massive Open Online 

Course (MOOC) on the topic of the new physics curriculum for middle-schools in Austria. The 

second step includes using results of the online-questionnaire to develop concrete key-ideas of 
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how teaching concepts about SSDM can be putted into action in the classroom practice. The 

iterative evaluation and redesign of key-ideas follows the schemes of design-based research [10] 

and will use the method of probing acceptance [11]. Finally, the most successful key-ideas are 

taken up and refined for a realistic setting of in-service teacher training. The impact of training 

program on teachers’ beliefs is evaluated by a pre-post-design using problem-centered interviews. 

Current Progress and Outlook 

So far, the theoretical framework and the methodological approach have been developed and a 

literature review on teachers' beliefs has been conducted. Overall, a wide variety of teachers' beliefs 

as well as many overlaps between the results of respective qualitative studies can be identified. It 

seems that the beliefs and attitudes of teachers from different countries and scientific disciplines 

are similar. In turn, the similarity legitimizes the use of closed-end ranking items in the online-

questionnaire, which is developed and piloted at the moment and will be distributed in the fall of 

2023. Generally, low intentions of teachers regarding the promotion of SSDM are expected, so 

that first key-ideas will be formulated to prepare the interviews probing acceptance. 
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Abstract.  This contribution describes an analysis of student drawings concerning the topic of the 

greenhouse effect. We examined drawings from students at different levels of education before 

exposing them to a dedicated teaching-learning sequence. We also explored effective methods for 

analysing the drawings and looked for connections with the drawings and diagrams found in school 

textbooks and images available on the internet. 

Introduction 

Climate change is one of the most important challenges to mankind, a full awareness of which 

requires understanding of various disciplines due to its complexity and interdisciplinary nature. 

According to researchers, students cannot develop a critical scientific thinking without a deep 

conceptual understanding of the topic being studied [1,2]. 

This research explores the topic of the greenhouse effect (GHE), focusing on potential 

misconceptions and inconsistencies in students' understanding of the concept [3]. Since drawings 

attempt a mediation between naive and scientific conceptions, analysing them can be an uneasy 

process. Students' drawings can be influenced by various factors, including textbook images that 

may be inaccurate, leading students to develop misunderstandings [4]. However, despite these 

limitations, drawing analysis can play an important role in determining whether students have 

constructed a coherent mental model of the GHE.  

Research questions 

The main research questions at the basis of the present work are: 

• How can students' drawings of the GHE be used to understand their mental models of 

the phenomenon?  

• What elements in the drawings can be considered a strong indication of a coherent 

understanding of the physical mechanism of the GHE? 

• How are students' drawings influenced by textbook and websites images?  

Methods 

Our research aimed at analysing student drawings and captions related to their initial ideas of 

the GHE. We collected drawings from several student cohorts, including junior high school 

(grades 9-10), senior high school (grades 12-13), and advanced undergraduate or lower graduate 

physics students usually enrolled in the program for future physics teachers.  We also gathered 

images on the GHE from the main textbooks used in schools and from the web.  

The study analysed drawings and images by considering several key physical aspects, 

summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Evaluation table for the analysis of drawings produced by the students and images found in textbooks and 

on the internet. 

 

Results  

During our preliminary analysis, we found that some drawings were unclear, with symbols that 

could stand for rays, waves, or energy. However, we also noticed that students' drawings included 

several elements which highlighted the presence of some common misconceptions, such as 

multiple reflections or greenhouse gases as a thin localized layer. 

Conclusions 

This document briefly describes the method of a study on drawings of the physical mechanism 

of the GHE produced by students of various levels of instruction. Additional results will be 

presented at the conference, especially regarding the relationship between students' drawings and 

those presented in textbooks and on the web.  
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Abstract. The development of scientific thinking is a priority in the elementary education 

curriculum for the teaching of Natural Sciences and Technology in Mexico. The objective of 

this study is to analyze the relationship between the use of experimental activities, the optical 

phenomena of reflection and the refraction of light, as a didactic resource to promote the 

development of scientific thinking in children. The method was systematized through design-

based research (DBR), carried out in three interactive cycles: a) preliminary design, b) validation 

and implementation, and c) redesign. The participants were 60 students from 8 to 10 years old. 

The Experimental Activity to Develop Scientific Thinking 

The development of scientific thinking is one of the objectives established through the 

teaching of Natural Sciences and Technology, during primary education in Mexico. The set of 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to science acquires meaning when used to explain 

phenomena that occur in the environment and natural processes from a scientific perspective. 

Students are expected to understand physical phenomena such as light and its interactions. This 

represents a challenge for teachers, because, during their initial training, the contents alluding 

to physics are not included in the curricular map in teacher training schools. A knowledge of 

the content is necessary for the processes of planning, intervention, and evaluation [1]. 

There is a valuable contribution to physics education research (PER) regarding inquiry-

based learning and laboratory activities. The trend is with university students, compared to 

elementary school, particularly in Mexico, a smaller amount of research related to the teaching 

of optical phenomena is identified. Several studies point out the importance of the didactic 

resource of experimentation to favor the development of scientific thinking from childhood and 

the generation of research processes in which they are practiced: observation, formulation of 

questions, predictions, and confrontation of ideas. Doing experiments in the classroom allows 

the construction of diverse explanatory perspectives of the studied phenomena [2]. They are a 

strategy that incorporates information, and develops habits of thought and reasoning about 

science; it contributes to the understanding of the phenomena, awakens the need to explain why 

the observed events occur, and allows the student to build school scientific knowledge [3]. 

Methods  

The objective of this study is to analyze the relationship between the use of experimental 

activities of the optical phenomena of reflection and refraction of light, as a didactic resource 

to promote the development of scientific thinking in the basic school stage. The method 
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corresponds to Design-Based Research (DBR), defined [4] as a systematic methodology with 

the purpose of improving educational practices, recommended for the teaching of physics [5]; 

by the collaboration between researcher and participants in a real situation and context. It was 

carried out in three interactive cycles: a) preliminary design, b) validation and implementation, 

and c) redesign. The participants were 60 students from 8 to 10 years of primary education in 

Mexico. During the study, a prototype called Bounce Light System was designed and 

implemented, made with accessible materials such as wood, a protractor, a flashlight, and easy 

use for the age of the students. The instruments were a survey applied to five experts in physics 

didactics and an interview with four primary school teachers to validate the design of the 

experiment. The data was used for the redesign stage. The observation technique was used 

during the intervention and the work sessions with the primary school students were recorded. 

For the qualitative analysis, the Atlas.ti Software was used. 

Results 

The results recognize the advantages of the experimental activity to promote the 

development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes towards science in childhood, the students 

were able to understand the behavior of light in reflection and refraction, and collaborative 

learning, and curiosity were favored. From this study, four key moments are recognized for the 

use of experiments at the primary level: a) introduction to the phenomenon, b) interaction with 

the phenomenon, c) inquiry about the phenomenon, and d) scientific interpretation of the 

phenomenon. With the use of the experiments, the participants managed to have a formal 

approach to the study of optics from the perspective of everyday situations, they showed better 

performance in the ability to record observations, and their mathematical knowledge was 

favored, especially in the measurement of angles.  In conclusion, the importance of considering 

the context in the teaching of topics related to physics is identified, favoring the reflection of 

the observation for the construction of explanations of what happens in the environment and 

the construction of meanings based on scientific thinking in children. 

Finally, new approaches have emerged as a result of the results obtained, it will be important 

to continue with research on the effects of using experimental activity with optical phenomena 

in primary school and to recognize the relevance of accustoming students, from the first 

educational levels, to the formulation of explanations about what happens in their environment 

from a scientific perspective and to use physics as a means for an integral education. 
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Abstract. In this contribution, we describe an experimental activity that can be carried out by using 

smartphones to investigate the oscillations of a damped oscillator made of an elastic rubber loop 

and a mass. This system allows one to obtain information on the viscoelastic properties of the 

rubber material. The analysis is carried out by varying the mass. We found that a non-linear model 

for the elastic force is needed to explain the experimental data.  

Introduction  

 

The use of smartphones as laboratory tools for school physics experiments has recently received 

attention since it gives the possibility of carrying out an ample variety of didactic experiences in 

an introductory physics laboratory [1]. This opens the possibility of designing and developing 

versatile low-cost laboratories, where expensive devices can be replaced by smartphones. In this 

contribution, we use the smartphone’s accelerometer sensor (accelerometer) to carry out 

measurements of vertical free oscillations of a damped oscillator made of an elastic rubber band 

and a mass. The main goal of the contribution is to present an easily achievable experimental set-

up with which to introduce students to the study of viscoelastic properties of  non-linear oscillating 

systems. 

  

Experimental setup and da analysis 

 

By the phyphox app [2] that controls the smartphone’s built-in accelerometer, we record the 

periodic acceleration of a damped oscillator made of an elastic rubber band and a mass. The 

smartphone is hanged to a rubber loop of cross section 1 mm times 3 mm that can oscillate 

vertically. The smartphone, which also serves as an oscillating mass, is fixed to a home-made 

expanded-PVC support. The mass of the smartphone with the support is 265 g and can be changed 

by adding weights. On displacing the smartphone by a few centimetres from its resting position 

and letting it go, the smartphone oscillates up and down. The phyphox app records the three 

components of the smartphone’s acceleration at regularly spaced time intervals of about 0.005 s. 

The oscillations take place along the vertical y-axis. Moreover, the values of the acceleration along 

the x- and z-axis remain very close to zero. From a(t), we can measure the angular frequency  

and the damping coefficient   as the mass varies. 

The Newton’s second law can be used to describe rubber-band oscillators, which is obtained by 

connecting in series a spring, of elastic constant k, and a damper, with viscous coefficient β, that 

exerts a frictional force proportional to the velocity. 

The dynamic of the system can be described by the following differential equation  𝑚𝑔 − 𝐹𝑒 −
𝐹𝑣 = 𝑚𝑎, where  𝑚𝑔, 𝐹𝑒, 𝐹𝑣 are the weight, the elastic force and the viscous force, respectively. 

We solved the previous equation for both linear and non-linear elastic force and compared the 

results (see Fig. 1). The non-linear elastic force is a function of the deformation according to a 

third-degree polynomial. 
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Figure 1. Acceleration for m = 440 g 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

The analysis of the measurements we performed showed that a linear model of the elastic force 

disagrees with the experimental data as the oscillation amplitude decreases. We obtained a better 

agreement with the experimental data through a non-linear model in which the force is a function 

of the deformation according to a third-degree polynomial. The analysis was extended obtaining 

as the pulsation and the damping coefficient vary as a function of the mass (see Fig. 2).  

 

 
Figure 2. Angular frequency and damping coefficient as a function of mass 

 

The use of a smartphone acceleration sensor in introductory physics laboratory, at an 

undergraduate level, opens the possibility of designing and developing versatile low-cost 

laboratories, and provides a new way of teaching and learning also for distance learning.  
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Abstract. Over a decade the International Particle Physics Outreach Group (IPPOG) has been 

offering to the scientific community, to teachers and educators an online platform containing a 

collection of high-quality engaging education and outreach materials in particle physics (PP) 

and related sciences, the Resource Database (RDB). After a major revamp and importance 

curation process in the past few years, a brand new RDB has been published as part of the 

newly developed IPPOG website, more open to students, teachers, and the general public. The 

new RDB aims to offer a primary source of PP outreach material, which would help to bring 

PP closer to society. Important part “Talking to Society” offers materials providing the bridge 

between science and society and its challenges. 

 

Introduction / Motivation 

 

Threatened financial support for large experimental endeavours, falling interest of young 

people to engage in studies of STEM, especially physics, and mistrust in science are the main 

challenges the scientific community is faced with currently. These are based on the 

misperception of science, especially physics and basic research in society, largely caused by 

the scarce exposure to modern physics, which is in most cases not included in school 

curricula. Introducing PP and related sciences to students and the public, while showing the 

current state of art of contemporary physics and bringing the understanding of the world we 

live in and its technologies, is of vital importance to bridge the gap from science education at 

schools and foster appreciation of science by the public. 

 

Framework – International Particle Physics Outreach Group 

 

IPPOG [1] has been making concerted and systematic efforts to present and popularise PP 

across all audiences and age groups for 25 years by developing suitable methods, tools and 

activities. Today the scientific community has in IPPOG a strategic pillar to aid the fostering 

of long-term, sustainable support for fundamental research around the world. The IPPOG’s 

principal aim is to maximise the impact of education and outreach efforts related to PP, raise 

scientific literacy in society, educate the public on the values of basic research and develop 

and train the next generation of researchers, scientists and engineers by offering hands-on 

experience and connecting physics to real life while using cutting edge technologies.  
Current IPPOG activities include the ever-growing and well-established International 

Masterclasses in Particle Physics programme [2], the outreach Resource Database [3], the 

Global Cosmic Rays experiments at schools platform currently in development [4], different 

programmes, competitions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and events [10,11]. 

 

Project description – IPPOG Resource Database 

 

The richness of IPPOG’s expertise, given the diversity of its members in terms of cultural 

and educational backgrounds, provides a perfect ground for sharing, developing and 

improving the explanatory and teaching materials, strategies, methods, activities and tools to 
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reach broader audiences, based on the best practices in outreach and education of particle 

physics and related sciences. Since 13 years an online platform has been built to facilitate the 

exchange of PP education and outreach resources across the globe. IPPOG’s Resource 

Database (RDB) is a collection of high-quality engaging materials (e.g. videos, posters, talks, 

hands-on activities, tools, brochures and more) recommended by IPPOG representatives and 

contributors to help sharing the wonders and excitement of PP with teachers, students and the 

general public. In 2022, a brand new IPPOG website [1] was published, including new RDB. 

The new design greatly broadens the audience and use of pages and resources. New RDB 

aims to offer a primary source of PP outreach materials [2].  
It has been developed in close collaboration with the IPPOG community and its target 

audiences (scientists active in outreach and especially high school physics teachers) and 

offers a more user-friendly way of navigating, search, submissions and feedback, improved 

functionality, up-to-date content and full range of relevant physics topics [12, 13]. Since 

2020, nearly 400 resources collected over the last 10 years have been reviewed by a group of 

experts. New taxonomy has been developed, including a new tag ‘school topic’, which helps 

teachers to identify where in their classical physics curriculum they can use the particular 

resource. Many new items are being collected at the same time in order to provide the most 

comprehensive and up-to-date collection of outreach and educational materials in PP and 

related sciences worldwide. New content is being prepared, with the aim to provide a 

powerful tool for the scientific community to shape the attitude and perception of physics and 

fundamental research by decision makers, funding bodies and the public, and to motivate 

young people to undertake physics studies [3]. The “Particle Physics and Society” category of 

RDB and the new resources platform “Talking to society” include relevant and powerful 

materials to justify the importance of fundamental research and to showcase its positive 

impact and benefit for society and its global challenges in form of success stories of 

applications from PP and related sciences. 
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Abstract: We used the Lawson test of scientific reasoning to check the level of operational 

reasoning for 660 students entering the Faculty of Science of Palacký University in Olomouc. 

Besides the standard item and test characteristics, we also identified possible factors affecting the 

scores. Our results confirm there was a statistically significant difference between the women's and 

men's scores, but no difference between future science teachers and students of technical programs. 

The scores correlate with the probability of completing at least the 2nd year of the bachelor’s degree. 

The eye-tracking analysis showed a gender difference in the problem-solving process. 

Introduction 

Closely connected with the unstoppable development of technology and science is the change 

in the work requirements market placed on graduates. Skills needed for competition ability are 

referred to in the professional literature as skills for the 21st century. Science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics education (STEM) gets increased emphasis with the requirement 

that teaching should be oriented not only on educational knowledge of the given area but also on 

the development of skills needed for practical work in science. The effort is to develop scientific 

literacy in pupils and students, the important part of which is the ability of scientific reasoning. 

In the literature, there are many definitions of scientific reasoning. We accept the definition, 

that it represents the cognitive skills necessary to understand and evaluate scientific information, 

which often involves understanding and evaluating theoretical, statistical, and causal hypotheses 

[1]. In the 20th century, the theory of the cognitive development of individuals was dealt with by 

Jean Piaget, who called this set of skills “formal Reasoning”. He measured the level of scientific 

reasoning using tasks in interviews. 

The paper and pencil style of assessment instrument that measures students’ level of scientific 

reasoning was designed by Lawson in 1978 [2]. Lawson developed an improved version in 2000 

[3]. The assessment instrument named Lawson’s Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning 

(LCTSR) is a two-tier, multiple-choice test with 24 items. The LCTSR tests six dimensions 

including conservation of matter and volume, proportional reasoning, control of variables, 

probability reasoning, correlation reasoning, and hypothetical-deductive reasoning, all of which 

are crucial skills identified as necessary for a successful STEM career. According to the scores 

divided into three equal intervals, Lawson suggested classifying students into three formal 

reasoning categories: concrete operational (scoring up to 8 points, i.e., 33%), transitional (scoring 

between 9 and 16 points, i.e., 34% and 67%), and formal operational (scoring above 16 points, i.e., 

67%). In our research, we used the LCTSR. 

 

Methods and findings 

 

In 2018–2021, the LCTSR was tested with the total number of N = 660 students entering the 

Faculty of Science, Palacký University Olomouc. The test was typically taken within introductory 

courses in the first week of the semester so that scores were not affected by any university-level 

instruction. Besides the standard characteristics for test items and the whole test, we tried to verify 

the hypothesis that males over-score females and check whether future science teachers reached a 
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different level of scientific reasoning than students of technical study programs. Both hypotheses 

were checked by the Mann-Whitney U test with a significance level α = 0.05 and a two-sided t-

test for identical means with the less strict assumption of different variances. We also studied the 

variability of the results in dependence on the year the students entered our university.  

In 2020, we asked students to indicate on a scale of 0–24 to estimate their own test scores. We 

used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to examine the correlation between students’ actual scores 

and the difference between their perceived and real scores. We also used Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient to verify the correlation between the scores in the LCTSR and the success of finishing 

the 2nd year of study.  

We compared the scores in the six dimensions of scientific reasoning covered by the LCTSR 

and compiled a correlation matrix between them to identify, which of the categories is most 

important for the overall test ranking.  

Additionally, We asked extra 32 students who were not in the original sample to solve five two-

tier questions from the two categories, which appeared as most important for the overall score in 

our testing. Finally, we employed eye-tracking technology to observe the solving process of those 

respondents.  

Conclusion 

Based on the results of the LCTSR for 660 students in 1st year of study we found differences 

between the overall score of women and men, but not between future sciences teachers and 

students of technical study programs. There was also no difference between the results according 

to the year of starting university studies, which may indicate that distance education in 2020 and 

2021 did not have a great impact on the development of scientific reasoning among students in 

the last years of secondary school. We found an anticorrelation between test results and students’ 

self-confidence. Students with higher scores were more likely to underestimate their performance. 

The analysis of the results showed the connection between the results of the test and the 

completion of the 2nd year of study. Even though the level of scientific reasoning may have an 

influence on the successful completion of the study programme, 52 % of students belong to the 

transitional category, and just approximately one-quarter rank in the highest category. Hopefully, 

the results from our research can be used in the future to improve the quality of teaching and 

adapting tasks to the needs of students.  

For eye-tracking research, we used tasks from two categories – the identification and control 

of variables and probabilistic thinking. These dimensions of scientific reasoning are the most 

important for an overall score. We found that task-solving practices were different for women 

and men, but unrelated to the study program.  
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Abstract.  The aim of the paper is to show one of the possibilities of how simple devices based on 

microcontrollers, as well as on other commonly available and inexpensive electronic components, 

can be used in the realization of experiments in the framework of pupils' exploration from the 

thematic unit Periodic Motion. The experimental set-up (designed and made at the authors' 

workplace) has a modular design and contains a DSO150 digital oscilloscope supplemented with 

suitable sensors. An optional component is also the Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller, used for 

direct digital sound synthesis and a cheap function signal generator XR2206. The kit will be used 

at the authors' workplace in the framework of further education of teachers in the implementation 

of inquiry-based experiments. 

Introduction  

Digital technologies in the classroom have been part of the teaching process for quite a long 

time. The physics teacher now has a wide portfolio of different tools and experimental kits to 

support the teaching of physics. Recently, various microcontrollers (Arduino, Raspberry Pi) have 

come to the front more and more and have found their place not only in the computer science 

classroom. Also, the use of digital oscilloscope in physics classes is already commonly applied 

and had been often transformed into an online form during the pandemic situation [1, 2]. 

However, alongside the design and development of experimental activities suitable for pupils' 

exploration, it is also necessary to support the lifelong learning of teachers, which must prepare 

them to use such forms and methods of education. Therefore, in the framework of the KEGA 

project, we have focused on creating a more complex system of support not only by providing 

a sufficient number of experimental activities but also by supporting teachers through seminars 

aimed at implementing these activities in the teaching process. 

Brief description of the developed experimental set-up 

The problem of using a simple digital oscilloscope as a basic element of a school measurement 

system as well as the application of other microcontrollers such as Arduino in teaching physics, 

we have already discussed earlier. We were looking for the possibilities of their simple application 

to the pupils' experimental activities in the framework of inquiry-based exploration in physics 

lessons [3, 4, 5]. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experimental device. 

The experimental set-up used during mentioned pupils' activities contains some simple 

elements, more of them designed and made at the authors’ workplace (power supply, light sensor 

with photocell, sound sensor, laser module, etc.). Connecting a sound, light sensor or a coil as 

a detector of a time-variable magnetic field to the single-channel digital oscilloscope DSO150 

allows to realize of a whole spectrum of measurements (Fig. 1). It is possible to capture the 

oscillations of a wide range of mechanical systems or musical instruments, including the human 

voice, detect a variety of periodic processes (string or tuning fork oscillations, propeller rotation, 

etc.) with using of laser light (Fig. 2) and to determine the rotational speed of rotating devices. The 

Arduino Uno R3 programmed to generate different sounds by direct digital synthesis and a simple 

function generator XR2206 are suitable for investigating the basic parameters of AC signals such 

as period, frequency, etc. One of the most significant advantages of such an arrangement is the 

possibility convert the captured periodic signals into the sound domain and hear them immediately. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Measurement of tuning fork (without wood resonator) oscillations using laser light. 

Conclusion  

Our future efforts are focused on creating an e-platform providing enough ideas for the 

experimental activities of secondary school pupils with an emphasis on the development of their 

inquiry competencies and a space for the exchange of experiences and the sharing of good ideas 

by teachers at the same time. In parallel, it is necessary to finalize a plan of seminars and their 

content for teachers as part of lifelong learning, which will aim to develop professional 

competencies of teachers focused on the successful implementation of inquiry-based activities in 

the teaching process.  
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Abstract. In the field of education, in addition to the evaluation of the learning process, the 

examination of the effectiveness of teaching plays an important role. Teachers are often hopeless 

to see what prior knowledge and competencies the student is coming from and thus what the 

ideal developmental task is in the given lesson. In this research topic, our goal is to create a 

computer program that can learn what practice task a student should solve for the most optimal 

development based on his/her knowledge and competencies. 

 

Introduction 

 

The research topic discussed in the passage aims to develop a computer program that can 

identify the optimal practice task for a student based on their prior knowledge and 

competencies. One of the challenges faced by teachers is to determine what developmental task 

a student should work on during a given lesson. However, by leveraging machine learning and 

predictive analytical tools, it is possible to create a computer program that can learn and analyze 

data to identify the best practice task for each student.  
It is widely recognized that the use of information and communication technology (ICT) has 

had a significant impact on education systems and learning processes. With the increasing 

availability of online tutorials and courses, there is a wealth of data available that can be used 

to classify and analyze student behavior. Machine learning techniques can be used to make 

course recommendations more effective by considering students' usage preferences and helping 

to match them with appropriate courses. [1]  
In addition to course recommendations, machine learning methods can also be used to 

evaluate the effectiveness of teaching. Traditional teaching methods can be complemented by 

machine learning techniques to provide a more comprehensive assessment of student learning. 
These methods can help teachers to optimize the development and practice tasks for the student 

and evaluate the effectiveness of their teaching methods. [2] 

 

Schematic of the algorithm 

 

The essence of the planned algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. Before completing a given specific 

test, we assess students’ general competencies (mathematics, reading literacy, science) as 

finding the optimal pathways for development is highly dependent on these abilities. Students 

then complete a subject related, specific test (mechanics in our study). Based on the result, it 

identifies the typical misconceptions and errors and then releases a version of the practice tasks 

to correct them. The system monitors the solution of practice tasks and provides feedback to 

the student. The student then repeats the same test. Based on the results, the machine analyzes 

the progress. The machine monitoring the input parameters (competencies), the specific test 

results, the solution of the practice tasks and the development data. Based on many fills, this 

results a huge data set. Artificial intelligence sees through the correlations and refines the 

practice process based on it, allowing students to develop personalized optimization. The cycle 

can, of course, be repeated. 
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Figure 1. The schematic of the algorithm 
 
 
 

 

Educational experiment 

 

The experimental group of the educational experiment will be high school students from the 

9th to the 12th grade. Pilot tests will start in april, the large-sample experiment is planned for 

2024. By collaborating with physics teachers, we can reach hundreds of students during the 

pilot test, which should provide us with enough data to identify the essential correlations. In my 

presentation I will describe in detail the background of the algorithm and the preliminary results. 
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Abstract.  

Although the weather accompanies our students every day and the technical basics are taught in 

various subjects, their understanding of weather phenomena is poorly developed. The difficulties 

students have in applying their knowledge of mathematics and physics to weather are complex. We 

would like to explore these difficulties and the reasons for this lack of understanding through 

various studies. For this purpose, we conducted two studies on students’ learning difficulties related 

to the foehn weather phenomenon. The results show that despite thematic teaching in geography, 

mathematics, and physics, basic concepts are not known, and interpretive strategies are lacking. 

Introduction and Theoretical Framework 

Foehn weather conditions frequently occur, especially in mountainous and hilly regions. 

Therefore, the term foehn repeatedly appears in weather reports in Austria. To adequately interpret 

weather reports concerning the term foehn, students need to know which consequences the 

phenomenon has on their daily lives. In addition, the weather phenomenon foehn can be used as a 

contextual opportunity to address different thermodynamical contents in the classroom. In the 

literature, studies cover general ideas students have about weather and clouds [1–3]. Nevertheless, 

there is a lack of studies on students’ ideas of foehn, particularly on understanding the underlying 

concepts behind this phenomenon. Students' perspectives need to be clarified in order to design a 

learning arrangement on the weather phenomenon of foehn based on the model of educational 

reconstruction [4]. To close this research gap, a first explorative study was designed to gain initial 

insights into students’ ideas of the weather phenomenon and one selected primary central concept 

for understanding this phenomenon, such as the adiabatic state changes.  

Method 

Guided interviews were conducted with ten students (8th grade) to collect students' 

conceptions. The interviews lasted between 10 and 25 minutes. After an introduction with 

questions about the regularity of consuming weather reports, the learners were presented with 15 

terms that could be related to the topic (e.g., precipitation, humidity, mountain) in the form of index 

cards. In a first step, the students sorted out the terms they did not know. They were then asked to 

explain the terms they knew and classify them as "belonging to foehn" or "not belonging to foehn". 

For all selected terms, it could be argued they belong to the weather phenomenon of foehn. At the 

end of the interview, the students got questions on how air behaves when going up and down and 

when it is raining. The interviews were transcribed and analysed through qualitative content 

analysis [5]. In a second study, we investigated whether and how upper secondary students 

recognise and interpret adiabatic changes of state. We asked 40 students (11th grade) to complete 

tasks in which they had to identify graphs of adiabatic changes of state. In each task they had four 
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graphs to choose from, of which only one was correct. During the task we recorded the students' 

eye movements with an eye tracker.  

Preliminary Results 

The first results of the interviews showed that the students do not know the main technical terms 

concerning underlying concepts of the weather phenomenon foehn. E.g., "latent heat" (none of the 

respondents knew the term), "condensation" (80%), or "dew point" (70%) were unknown to most 

of the respondents. Particularly surprising in this context is that the term "evaporation" was known 

to all respondents in contrast to “condensation”, as the two terms are usually thematically close. 

The results of the second study showed that about 25% of the students solved the adiabatic change 

of state tasks correctly, despite the fact that the mathematical and physical basis for answering 

these questions was taught in classes 6 and 8. The eye movements of students who completed the 

task correctly showed a specific strategy. The axis labels were looked at first, followed by long 

saccades between the four graphs. This suggests that the students tried to get an overview of all 

four graphs by comparing them. There were also graphs to which the gaze did not return. This 

indicates that graphs (e.g. isobaric state changes) were swiftly excluded. For graphs in the shortlist 

(e.g. isothermal state changes) the gaze focused on pairs of values. This suggests that features of 

indirect proportionality were checked. The correct choice could then be made. People who solved 

the tasks incorrectly showed unaligned eye movements, indicating a lack of strategies [6]. 

Conclusion 

In our study, we found interesting hints on students’ ideas about the underlying concepts of the 

phenomenon of foehn. As the students do not show basic ideas on underlying terms of the 

phenomenon of foehn, our results suggest that students do not have well-connected knowledge to 

understand this phenomenon. Nevertheless, further interviews and eye-tracking-studies are 

currently being conducted to get deeper insights into the students’ ideas. In addition, there seems 

to be a need for support to show students how to apply their knowledge of mathematics and physics 

in the context of weather.  
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Abstract. Pre-service physics teachers should be prepared for diagnosing students’ conceptions 

within the physics classroom. This demand is met by a seminar implemented in the teacher training 

program at the University College of Teacher Education Styria. Within this seminar, participants 

work with video vignettes and conduct micro-teaching sessions. The focus of this study is to 

investigate the impact of the seminar on pre-service physics teachers’ professionalization. To this 

end, participants were surveyed after each session of the seminar via a self-assessment 

questionnaire. Our data analysis revealed both positive and negative changes in the pre-service 

teachers’ self-assessed diagnostic skills and readiness. 

Introduction and Theoretical Framework 

To design physics lessons adaptively, physics teachers need skills and readiness to adequately 

diagnose their students’ conceptions. While typical students’ conceptions are well described in 

physics education textbooks, there are also many students’ conceptions that are not covered by 

physics education textbooks but that physics teachers encounter in their classrooms (see [1]; in the 

following refer to as textbook and off-textbook students’ conceptions). Consequently, it seems 

highly desirable that future physics teachers should acquire competencies for diagnosing textbook 

and off-textbook students’ conceptions during their university-based teacher training. This 

requirement is met by a seminar implemented in the teacher training program at the University 

College of Teacher Education Styria [1, 2]. Within this seminar, after a general introduction on 

assessment and diagnosis, pre-service teachers practice diagnosing textbook and off-textbook 

students’ conceptions through video vignettes and conduct micro-teaching sessions that focus on 

the diagnosis of students’ conceptions (see Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Overview of the seminar 

Unit Content of the unit 

0 Introduction and overview of the seminar 

1-3 Assessment and Diagnosis (general introduction) 

4-6 Practice diagnosing students’ conceptions through video vignettes 

7-9 Micro-teaching sessions that focus on the diagnosis of students’ conceptions 

 

Due to its content structure, it is plausible to assume that participation in this seminar positively 

impacts pre-service teachers’ skills and readiness to adequately diagnose textbook and off-

textbook students’ conceptions. The present study aims to empirically investigate this assumption 

on an explorative level. 

Method 

For this purpose, during the 2022/2023 winter term, all participants of the seminar (n = 9) were 

surveyed after each unit via a self-assessment questionnaire. Thereby, we asked the participants 
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(among other things) to rate on a 10-point bipolar scale how confident they currently feel about 

diagnosis textbook and off-textbook students’ conceptions by themselves (for this purpose we 

adapted the instrument of [3]). Due to the small sample size, we analysed the collected data for 

each case individually. Thereby, we z-standardized the data across all survey points and afterward 

followed the procedure of single-case-based visual data analysis by Kennedy (for details, see [4]). 

Results 

Figure 1 illustrates the initial results of two of our single-case-based data analyses. For both 

participants presented here, their median self-assessments change over time differently. While 

Bernd gained self-confidence regarding the diagnosis of textbook and off-textbook students’ 

conceptions, Anna’s self-confidence decreases over time. These patterns also emerge for other 

participants of the seminar. Furthermore, some participants showed an increase in self-confidence 

when diagnosing students’ conceptions with video vignettes and a decrease in self-confidence 

during the micro-teaching sessions, or vice versa. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Single-case-based analysis of Anna’s and Bernd’s self-assessment. 

Conclusion 

Initial results of our single-case-based data analyses revealed both positive and negative 

changes in participants’ self-confidence regarding the diagnosis of textbook and off-textbook 

students’ conceptions. Further analysis is ongoing. The results will be presented in detail on the 

poster and their implications regarding the possible benefits of using video vignettes and micro-

teaching sessions within university-based physics teacher training. 
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Abstract. By teaching measurement uncertainties students in middle school should gain 

competences in critical thinking, conducting experiments and analysing results in a proper way. In 

the first author’s master thesis, a teaching concept for the beginning of natural science classes was 

developed and evaluated in a middle school in Vienna. The concept was evaluated and improved 

in three cycles using the design-based research method. Students are performing an experiment that 

leads them to measurement uncertainties. Sources for uncertainties and the trustworthiness of the 

experiment are discussed. Using simple methods of statistics such as the arithmetic mean, the 

experiment will be analysed. 

Introduction  

Acquiring experimental skills is part of every physics curriculum. While the hands-on part of 

experiments raises the interest in physics, the part of calculating and discussing measurement 

uncertainties sometimes has an unsatisfactory character for students, also at university level [1]. 

However, interpreting measurement uncertainties opens interesting discussions about conducting 

experiments. It may also deepen the understanding of the examined phenomena and allows a 

different view on how scientists derive results. Therefore, a concept of introducing measurement 

uncertainties was invented and tested in a Vienna middle school within the context of a master’s 

thesis. For development, the method of design-based research was used. Materials were evaluated 

with methods such as probing acceptance studies, film- and audio recordings during class and 

written assessments. Finally, an interview with an experienced physics teacher showed further 

points for improving the existing teaching concept [2].  

Theory of Measurement Uncertainties in GUM 

The concept of measurement uncertainties in GUM (Guide of the expression of uncertainties 

in measurement) is based on the unknown true value of a measurand [3]. In GUM, there is a strict 

distinction between errors and uncertainties. While errors like miscalculation must be prevented, 

systematic errors need to be corrected. However, uncertainties must be calculated. There are two 

categories of uncertainties: 

• Type A evaluation of uncertainty: evaluated by means of statistical methods  

• Type B evaluation of uncertainty: evaluated by other means   

Type A uncertainties include measurements that are repeated and result in a series of values. If a 

measurand is derived by a single observation, the uncertainty will be described by type B 

evaluation. This, for example, includes the uncertainty of a gauge, which is often specified in its 

handbook. Otherwise, a reasonable estimation of the instrument’s uncertainty is required. Hence, 

the three main types of type B uncertainties contributing to the uncertainty of a gauge, namely 

scale, nonlinearity and digitizing uncertainty, must be geometrically summed up [4, 5]. 
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Measurement Uncertainties in Physics Class 

The aim of the master thesis was to create a teaching concept that can be used for students at 

the beginning of science/physics classes at the age of about 11-12 Years [6, 7]. Students shall be 

introduced to measurement uncertainties; they shall be able to name sources of errors and 

uncertainties and to discuss and calculate them. By means of uncertainties, the students shall be 

capable to evaluate the trustworthiness of different results. For the purpose of probing the invented 

teaching concept, the following question was raised: Do the proposed tasks lead to a deeper 

engagement with measurement uncertainties so that the intended teaching goals are successfully 

reached?  

A concept for two lessons of about 50 minutes was developed. In the first lesson, students 

conduct an easy looking experiment in small groups of three that leads them to the existence of 

uncertainties. The students shall estimate the amount of water in a prepared bucket. Water needs 

to be scooped with a small measuring cup. The measured water of each cup will be noted and then 

summed up. With a scale to tick the level of trustworthiness the students shall estimate the 

uncertainty of their experiment. The teacher should intervene as an inspiring mentor for a 

productive discussion of uncertainties and errors in a plenary session. In the second lesson the 

experiment is to be analysed using simple methods of statistics such as the arithmetic mean and 

range of the data. Alternatively, the standard deviation can be used in advanced classes. To 

conclude the second lesson a concept cartoon may be used to discuss the different types of 

measurement uncertainties and errors in small groups [6, 7]. 

Conclusion 

The analysed data of the intervention comprising two teaching lessons showed positive results 

in the introduction of measurement uncertainties. The experiment turned out to be an easy tool to 

familiarize students with the existence of uncertainties and errors in measurement. Interesting 

ideas, e. g. using different instruments, discussions about outliers, estimations of the error, were 

found in the group recordings and during the discussion in the plenary session. In the written 

assessments the students were able to name different kinds of sources for uncertainties and showed 

good results in comparing the trustworthiness of different outcomes by regarding measurement 

uncertainties. The results of this master thesis are first steps for implementing teaching concepts 

of measurement uncertainties. Not only at middle school level but also at university level, having 

profound knowledge about the analysis of results in measurement is a great advantage.  
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Abstract. Prospective Primary Teachers (PPT) education requires activities to produce competence, 

crucially in producing conceptual change, from common sense ideas to a scientific vision of 

phenomena. Test -in/out and research-based proposals as formative tools seem useful to identify the 

learning knots of specific topics and to support professional development of PPT. An in-out test on 

electric phenomena was developed using the research outcomes on conceptual knots, administered to 

a group of PPT before and after a formative module. The learning gain of the formative module 

emerged in data analysis, offering guidelines for PPT pre-service education. 

Introduction 

A wide literature investigated students’ common ideas on physics topics. Electricity is a field 

where research pointed out several learning difficulties, particularly with regard to electrodynamics 

[1]. These difficulties appear to be linked to learning knots in electrostatics [2,3]; therefore research 

was carried out about the students’ reasoning in interpreting simple electrostatics phenomena as 

electrification by friction and contact, induction and transfer of charge [4,5,6]. Four models of charge 

emerged: entity created by friction, electric atmosphere, fluid (the most used one), charged particles; 

the models of charge transfer take into account only charge amounts or Coulomb force; the concept 

of electric potential turns out to be one of the greatest sources of learning difficulties. 

In the context of PPT education, the teachers’ acknowledgment of common sense ideas is an 

important step to develop a strong awareness of their presence in children and of their overcoming 

possibility in teaching practice by creating effective learning environments. The competence in 

creating learning environments require examples. In MEPS [7] model adopted in PPT education, the 

formative module developed starting from research based learning paths is not a sufficient tool to 

make PPT achieve the competence required to address conceptual knots with children. PPT education 

involves the study of the ways in which the integration of subject matter and pedagogical education 

provides professional competences for primary science education, particularly professional skills 

related to the implementation of strategies in context, aimed at children support in their overcoming 

conceptual knots and/or activating interpretative models fostering scientific thinking. Involving 

primary prospective teachers in the analysis of spontaneous reasoning based on different models [7] 

can support their building of disciplinary knowledge, epistemological understanding, and competence 

in scientific knowledge construction and evaluation practices [8]. 

The problem to be faced is how to train teachers to enable them to offer in primary school activities 

producing conceptual learning, overcoming learning knots and adopting different approaches to build 

learning environments. The skills that teachers need to gain are primarily how to make children 

overcome the learning difficulties emphasized by the educational research; moreover, the teachers 

must become familiar with the proposed paths in the educational literature and with the analysis of 

the common children’s ideas on the different subjects [9]. In this research we analyze the role of a 

test-in/out in focusing attention on conceptual knots and learning outcomes produced by the approach 

based on different educational paths. This paper analyzes the PPT ideas and how they would address 

the learning knots with children. 

Research & Methodology 

The PPT education adopted in MEPS model [7] discusses the underlying physics through 

educational paths in which the main research based educational results are showed, along with the 

ways in which the conceptual knots identified by the literature are addressed. 

Research questions are: 

1) How do PPTs interpret the situations related to the conceptual knots highlighted in the literature? 
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2) How does the discussion of conceptual aspects by research based educational paths focused on 

conceptual knots change the view and the way of dealing with concepts with children? 

3) What is the role of test in-out in the process of professional education for PPT? 

The research outcomes from research literature on electric phenomena was the source for a test in-

out including multiple choice questions related to the learning difficulties, taking into account the 

learning knots addressed by the proposed learning path, and four open-ended questions related to the 

PPT approach on the subject. Between the test in and the test out, the illustration and discussion were 

carried out of the didactic proposal, based on research for electric phenomena, by the same university 

teacher. The same test at the beginning and at the end of the Metacultural phase of MEPS containing 

17 multiple choice questions, was submitted to a sample of about 100 PPTs, with individual remote 

response methods. The multiple-choice questions were followed by open-ended questions in which 

it was asked, according to the PCK modality: How would you explain the topic to the children? The 

answers were analyzed in order to determine the ideas of the future teachers, in particular to 

individuate the main needs for the Metacultural phase of their education. The results of the data 

analysis, that are currently underway, will be presented. 

Results 

The data analysis was done by comparing the In-Out tests answers. It gives the framework of the 

educational needs of the PPTs to gain professional competence. From the data analysis the following 

main aspects emerge as improved ideas in electrostatics: charging of metals by rubbing, from 44% to 

78%, interaction involving two charged objects, from 33% to 73%; distinction between charge and 

mass in force and movement, from 17% to 69%, Coulomb force as source of charge transfer, from 

36% to 2%, a shift from the idea of equilibrium to the concept of potential as source of charge transfer, 

from 30% to 86%. 

Conclusion 

The test-in modality to focus on the conceptual knots, the teaching based on examples of paths 

developed in the research and the test-out verification gives us evidence of overcoming many 

conceptual knots. We record also an improved PPT self-confidence on the ways of teaching the 

subject to children, now under analysis in open questions. 
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Abstract. We present examples of lesson materials on quantum technology, currently under 

development, to be used as an introduction to quantum physics in upper secondary school aimed at 

students with a general STEM background. We expect that introducing students to quantum 

technology and how its applications impact their daily environment can be a fruitful starting point 

for developing some intuition about quantum phenomena. Thus, the materials contain hands-on 

activities and demonstrations with a predict-observe-explain approach. Additionally, we wish to 

explicitly connect quantum physics to other fields of scientific study such as chemistry and biology. 

Introduction 

Even though a full understanding of quantum physics presumably requires a transition from 

sensory experiences towards mathematical models [1], such a transition – as done in other physics 

topics – may benefit a better understanding of the context [2], e.g. by using hands-on and minds-

on activities about quantum technology. The growing field of quantum sensing [3] seems to offer 

new ways for professionals and students alike to probe the quantum realm that so often seems 

elusive. In this light it is our goal to show how the everyday world is impacted by quantum 

technologies. We aim to provide ways for students to actively experiment with quantum 

technologies thereby developing at least some intuition for the concepts involved. Examples range 

from LEDs to lasers, and from photodiodes to NV-centre based magnetometers. One way to put a 

strong emphasis on students’ own observations and challenge pre-consisting knowledge or 

assumptions is using predict-observe-explain tasks [4]. In this poster presentation we present 

examples of the material under development in two different contexts. 

Context I: similarities between rod cells in the eye and semiconductor physics 

The eye can be interpreted as a biological quantum sensor, likely capable of detecting individual 

photons. When light strikes a rod cell in the retina the photoelectric interaction between light and 

retinal sets off an amplifying cascade that produces an easily measurable electric signal [5]. See 

figure 1.  

 
Fig. 1. When 11-cis-retinal (left) absorbs photon energy it transforms into all-trans-retinal. 

 

The functioning of a rod cell and a photo diode (PD), figure 2, share some striking similarities. 

Students can experiment with PDs and study the interaction between light and a semiconductor: 

e.g. investigate how the sensitivity of a PD depends on the frequency of the incident or how to 

distinguish a genuine signal from noise. Subsequently their findings can be compared with the 

properties of rod cells.  
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Fig. 2. Can a rod cell in the retina (left, adapted from [4]) be modelled as a photodiode (right)? 

Context II: magnetometry with diamonds 

So called nitrogen vacancy (NV) centres in diamond form isolated spin systems [6]. The 

implementation of these impurities in a diamond lattice shows great similarities with doping in 

semi-conductors and can readily be visualised by students with a hands-on activity, see fig (3).  

 
Fig. 3. Students constructing a model of a diamond lattice (white) with an NV centre impurity (purple and yellow). 

 

Applications of NV-centres range from magnetometry to the magnetic imaging of living cells. 

All these applications hinge on the fact that NV centres fluoresce red when illuminated by green 

light, similar to how chlorophyll in olive oil fluoresces, see fig (4). We propose a sequence of POE-

demonstrations to promote student learning of the concept of fluorescence, e.g., starting with a 

green laser passing through plain water, introducing the olive oil and discussing whether the light 

will exit the oil green or red. Such a discussion could also incorporate the use of energy diagrams. 

 
Fig. 4. Green laser light passing through olive oil (middle) producing red fluorescence. 

Conclusion 

At GIREP 2023 we present teaching materials on quantum technologies, translated into English. 

Firstly, we offer an activity linking the semiconductor physics of a photo diode to the biology of 

the eye. Secondly, we offer a sequence of POE-demonstrations to investigate the nature of light 

and fluorescence. We intend to use the opportunity to exchange experience, and teaching materials. 
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Abstract. We report on the results of a series of interviews conducted with some experts on 

quantum physics concerning aspects of its teaching at the secondary school level, specifically the 

overall appropriateness of this teaching, the historical approach, the needed mathematical 

background and the topics that should be included. Some foundational and controversial aspects of 

quantum physics, which concern potentially includable topics, are addressed as well. 

 

Introduction 

Quantum physics (QP) underlies many areas of scientific research and plays a vital role in 

technologies, both the established ones, such as micro and nanoelectronics, and emerging ones 

such as quantum computing. QP has been an important part of university physics education for a 

long time and became part of the upper secondary school curriculum in many countries in the last 

years. Thus, its teaching has been at the centre of the investigations of many researchers in Physics 

Education. In fact, teaching QP involves great challenges, because it requires fundamental changes 

in the way the physical world is understood and conflicts with the classical thinking of students.  

According the Model of Educational Reconstruction [1], which provides a conception of 

science education research that is relevant for improving instructional practice and teacher 

professional development programs,  the first component in designing a science curriculum is the 

clarification and analysis of the science content. This clarification includes the analysis of 

significant topics, related applications, and their scientific and philosophical implications. To 

understand the key topics to be taught at the secondary level, some studies have been conducted, 

investigating which subjects experts consider significant and what arguments these experts 

provide.  In fact, there is no consensus on what to teach in introductory QP courses with a few 

physicists even denying the appropriateness of teaching QP at pre-university level, in view of the 

conceptual difficulty of the topics. Among the experts who agree, many believe that QP is relevant 

for promoting scientific literacy, being one of most relevant cultural achievements of science in 

the last centuries, while others think that it is mainly necessary to inform and educate society about 

quantum technologies and future technological developments. 

In the last decades researchers have criticized the common textbook approach which motivates 

developments of quantum theory with key experiments, by following a quasi-historical 

reconstruction which is however not aimed at conveying history truthfully. Moreover [2], many 

researchers raised the question to what extent mathematical skills are needed for a good 

understanding of quantum concepts, with some authors [3] arguing that it is not possible to reach 

more than only a superficial knowledge of QP without knowing its mathematical structure. 

Besides the above issues, to analyse and clarify the scientific content, education researchers 

must approach some foundational and controversial aspects in QP concerning topics included in 

school curriculum, which should then be cleared up. 
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In this work we will report the results of some interviews which were conducted with 17 experts 

in different areas of QP, with the aim of answering to some questions about the contents, the quasi-

historical approach and the role of mathematical skills. Some of the questions asked are the 

following. (Q1). Is it appropriate to teach QP at pre-university level? Why? (Q2). Is it feasible to 

understand quantum physics without knowing well its formal mathematical structure? How much 

does incomplete mathematical knowledge hinder learning QP? (Q3). Do you agree with the (quasi-

)historical approach to teach QP? How much time should be devoted to this topic? (Q4). What are 

the key topics in quantum mechanics to be addressed in secondary schools? During the interviews, 

we formulated some additional questions about some controversial aspects of QP. Some examples 

follow. (A). In recent times, some researchers have argued that it is not necessary to use photons 

to successfully explain the photoelectric effect, as the latter is an evidence for the quantization of 

energy and not of the electromagnetic field. What do you think? (B). Einstein quantized 

electromagnetic radiation in localized packets with well-defined energy and momentum, later 

called photons. What is the photon really? (C). Which is a better description of the complementary 

principle, the Bohr-Pauli definition or the Greenberger–Yasin–Englert (GYE) duality relation? 

Preliminary results 

The interviews were analysed autonomously by each of the authors. About the appropriateness 

of teaching QP at secondary school level, the experts are almost in complete agreement. Only two 

of the respondents express explicit opposition. All experts agree that the main obstacle to teaching 

QP is an inadequate knowledge of mathematics. In motivating the appropriateness of teaching QP 

at school, the experts emphasise the cultural relevance of the topic and aspects related to scientific 

literacy, while they are mostly perplexed by the introduction of technological topics and quantum 

technologies. Almost all the experts consider the presentation of the “cornerstone experiments that 

ushered in QP” to be appropriate. However, some experts criticise the choice of the traditional 

historical approach, both because it necessarily overlooks the complexity of the developments, 

with the risk of giving students wrong ideas about NoS, and because it can lead students to confuse 

between quantum mechanics and old quantum theory. A further reason is that this roundup of 

experiments is not usually supported by adequate laboratory activity. The results concerning the 

key topics to be taught will be reported and we will compare our results with an analogous study 

carried by [4].  

With regard to the foundational aspects concerning the explanation of the photoelectric effect 

and the nature of the photon, a 'traditionalist' attitude seems to prevail in the experts. The objection 

reported in the literature that it is not necessary to use photons to explain the photoelectric effect 

is regarded as a non-issue, while the prevailing view of the photon among experts is that it is a 

particle with definite energy and momentum. This conservative attitude is also partly reflected in 

the choice of what is the best description of the complementarity principle between the traditional 

description by Bohr and Pauli and the more modern one given by the GYE relation: experts often 

fail to see the contrast between the two definitions and still consider the traditional formulation to 

be the best. 
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Abstract. The biggest challenge for teachers nowadays is to raise students’ motivation for learning. 

In this contribution the novel technology, augmented reality (AR), in teaching physics will be 

presented. In the workshop participants will be actively engaged, testing teaching materials from 

teachers' perspective. Materials including AR has been previously tested among pupils, students 

and teachers within the Arphymedes project. The results will be discussed and compared with 

impressions of workshop participants. which were developed during the Erasmus project 

ARphymedes.  

 

Introduction  

Physics is becoming an increasingly important part of basic education: not an exclusive 

education for future scientists, but a crucial choice in today's science-oriented society [1]. On the 

other hand, teachers in elementary and secondary school are dealing with a lack of students’ 

interest for physics. In the perception of students, physics involves complex concepts of which 

they do not understand the resulting knowledge, which makes problem solving difficult and causes 

them to fail and avoid the subject [2].  

In the last two years teachers needed to translate the combination of experimental work and 

theory into an online learning environment, which was a major challenge. In the case of teaching 

physics as an experimental subject, discussing problems and designing one's own experiments 

and/or conducting experiments (collecting one's own data) individually or in groups should be 

used to the same extent as demonstration experiments to increase student interest and perceived 

usefulness. However, because of the epidemy, the implementation of experimental work was 

limited to online experiments [3]. One interactive method that could help overcome this limitation 

to some extent is the use of augmented reality (AR). AR is also a growing area of interest to 

promote comprehensive learning. Recently, there has been a growing literature on the use of AR 

in the classroom, highlighting its advantages and disadvantages. The former include better 

understanding of the subject matter and higher student motivation, while the latter include 

unproductive classroom implementation and differences between students [4].  

About the project  

In the workshop outcome of the project AR Physics made for students (acronym: ARphymedes) 

will be presented. Participants will be able to gain an insight into teaching materials and 

recommendations of their performance within teaching process. Assessment of the suitability and 

usefulness of the materials in the physics lessons will be the subject of discussion.  

The 3-year project Arphymedes started in September 2020. The main goal of the project is to 

increase engagement of students in physics classes by providing hands-on opportunities for all 

students, especially those who are currently underrepresented in physics and perform relatively 

poorly in STEM. Another goal is also to some extent eliminate the problems associated with 

teachers lacking materials that facilitate the preparation of interactive classes. The expected 

outcome of the project is a so-called pedagogical toolkit that includes a students’ book, a teachers’ 

book, an application, and training materials for teachers. The toolkit combines knowledge from 
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physics and, to some extent, history. This unique combination of disciplines opens up the 

possibility of using the toolkit in subjects such as physics, history, and social studies. The primary 

target audience is students ages 11 to 15, elementary school physics teachers, and students' 

families. The results of the project will be freely available and disseminated through formal and 

informal channels, i.e., a) national, regional, and local education authorities and public and school 

libraries, and b) the websites of education authorities, project partners, schools, and libraries, and 

social media managed by the project team. 
 
In the workshop outcomes of the project ARphymedes will be presented. Participants of the 

workshop will be actively engaged in testing the students’ book with the application and teachers’ 

book as well. The impressions of workshop participants will be discussed and compared with the 

survey among other teachers. 

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the European Commission [grant number 2020-1-

SK01-KA201-078391]. 
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Abstract. The spreadsheet is widely used in practice, not excluding the teaching of physics. One 

of the possibilities is to create simulations for exploring physics phenomena. The aim of the paper 

is to show one of the possibilities of using them during inquiry-based activities focused on periodic 

motion. Simulations are mainly intended for the basic physics course for university students of non-

physics science study programs and were tested in an online physics course during two pandemic 

academic years. The feedback received during the lessons was used for the final adjustment of the 

simulations. 

Introduction  

At the time of the pandemic, it was necessary to find a way to continue teaching so that the 

students were affected as little as possible by the situation. The transition to online teaching was 

managed, in some form, by teachers and students relatively quickly. However, with experimentally 

oriented subjects, there was a problem how to get the experiment/inquiry to the students. At that 

time, the use of real experiments that could be carried out at home, or the use of video experiments, 

appeared to be a suitable means of achieving educational goals. Although their use brought results, 

it was often not possible to analyse the data obtained in more detail, or the possibilities of analysing 

the investigated phenomenon under different input conditions were considerably limited. 

One of the ways to transfer experimentation to students was the use of the simulations. The 

simulation allows you to change the input parameters and examine the changes that occur. Thanks 

to that, students are allowed to better understand physical principles and laws, and in combination 

with a real experiment, they provide a comprehensive view of the investigated physical 

phenomenon and allow students to see how physical principles and laws manifest themselves in 

the real world [1] [2].  

Nowadays, there are many physics simulations that can be used immediately without any 

modifications in the classroom. However, the available simulations do not offer the possibility to 

work with graphs to the required depth, which is crucial for the fulfilment of the educational goals 

of the basic physics course. Just simulations created in some spreadsheets, for example, MS Excel, 

OpenOffice, etc. provide a possibility to work with graphs more intensively. Although this kind of 

simulation doesn't contain any moving objects, just graphs, it is very interesting from point of view 

of the development of students' ability to read and work with graphs. The use of such simulations 

can help to a deeper understanding of explored physics phenomena [3] [4] [5]. 

Simulations of Periodic Motion 

Several real experiments of periodic motion are relatively easy to implement even in home 

conditions with commonly available means in the home, but a deeper analysis of the investigated 

phenomena can be considerably limited.  

During online teaching, it was important to find such a tool that would allow students to work 

with graphs in various forms, and easily acquire, analyse, and process data. Another important 

condition was that the tool should be accessible without additional investment. For the reasons 

mentioned above, we chose MS Excel for creating simulations. Simulations created in Excel are 

easily modifiable, it is possible to enter a problem task for students directly in the simulations, or 

other information important for students from the point of view of correct work with the 
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simulation. The simulations could be directly adapted to the content of the basic physics course. 

No less important fact is the use of the Slovak language, too. 

Created simulations are focused on exploring the basic characteristics of oscillatory motion 

(period, frequency, angular frequency and phase constant), comparing and analysing the motion 

of several spring oscillators/pendulums. By means of simulations, it is also possible to study the 

transfer of kinetic and potential energy during the movement of the oscillator, which is not possible 

in the case of a real experiment. 

During the lessons dedicated to periodic motion, students realized several inquiry-based 

activities using simulations. For example, to find out the dependence of the period on the mass and 

on the spring strength. Other tasks for the students were to find out, how the transfer of kinetic and 

potential energy takes place during oscillatory motion or to explain how two oscillations are 

composed. Students worked with simulations in groups or individually. Subsequently, there was a 

discussion of the obtained results and a generalization of the conclusions. 

 

     
 

Fig. 1 Samples of simulations of oscillatory motion and Lissajous curves 

Conclusion 

The simulations were used as part of the basic physics course in the academic years 2020/2021 

(60 students) and 2021/2022 (36 students). The use of simulations was reflected in the higher 

scores of students in solving tasks requiring manipulation with graphs, compared to the results 

achieved by students in the period before the pandemic (without using simulations). Based on the 

experience gained during online teaching, we also implemented these simulations in face-to-face 

teaching. Feedback concerning the content/control of the simulation was obtained at the end of the 

physics course as part of the discussion. On this feedback, the simulations were adjusted to their 

final form. 
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Abstract. In recent years, the use of STEM educational methodology in the classroom has been 

increasingly promoted, but due to the heterogeneity of approaches and the lack of knowledge on 

the part of teachers, it is necessary to accompany this process through the design and 

implementation of research-based STEM projects. This study presents the design of a STEM 

project for secondary school that integrates the disciplines of physics and robotics with a PBL 

approach and its implementation and evaluation with future secondary school trainee teachers. 

The STEM education 

The STEM education movement has made a strong entry into the education system with the 

aim of trying to reverse the decline in students' scientific-technological attitudes and vocations and 

to build general STEM literacy [1, 2]. That requires, on the one hand, developing new projects 

based on educational research and, on the other hand, ensuring teacher training and assistance on 

the path towards interdisciplinarity [3].  

Although the diversity of definitions and interpretations of STEM is vast, they all share 

common characteristics such as the integration of content, skills and procedures from science, 

technology, engineering and mathematics, the relation to real-life situations and the project-based 

learning (PrBL) approach [4].  

Building an autonomous car 

The context of the project is a company that requires the development of a simplified prototype 

of an autonomous car that meets the following three requirements: respect speed, avoid collisions 

with obstacles, and be able to maintain a safe distance. Students will do that using the mBot robot, 

which requires knowledge of programming and kinematics (uniformly rectilinear and uniformly 

accelerated motion). 

There are three phases within each objective or challenge set:  

1. Developing the necessary knowledge 

2. Designing the program for the robot 

3. Evaluating other group's design  

For example, to make the car respect the speed, the students must, on the one hand, understand 

the concept of speed and, on the other hand, know how to program the mBot robot. In addition, it 

is essential to consider that mBot moves according to the power percentage defined in its program. 

Thus, the students will use a program called Tracker to analyze the speed at which the robot moves. 

This program produces motion graphs based on videos recorded by the students, allowing them to 

extract the necessary data from them. After learning the content needed, the students will design 
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the program required for their specific situation. Finally, another group will use the Tracker 

program to analyze the movement of the mBot robot and evaluate whether it fits correctly and 

optimally to the requirements set at the beginning of the challenge.  

We evaluate the project in three ways: content, procedures, and opinion. For the first, a set of 

open questions has been designed according to the objectives and is carried out both at the 

beginning and the end of the sequence. The second is evaluated through the exercises done during 

the project and the design and evaluation reports. Finally, the student's opinion is collected with a 

questionnaire at the end of the project using a Likert scale on different aspects of the project and a 

comparison of emotions felt at the presentation of the project and the end of the project. 

The study with future secondary school teachers 

The TLS was implemented with 18 students of the UPV/EHU's Master's degree in secondary 

teacher training in the 2022-2023 academic year, specializing in mathematics and natural sciences. 

The project was framed within a subject dedicated to innovation in science education, where the 

objective was to help students to create their own STEM proposals. Thus, the project "building an 

autonomous car" was used as a possible example. Moreover, this allowed the students to 

experience the sequence from the student's point of view and to experience interdisciplinarity first-

hand, responding to one of the requests from the students of this master's degree about the need to 

see concrete innovative examples [5].  

Concluding remarks 

Having made a preliminary analysis of the results obtained, we can foresee a positive impact in 

terms of knowledge and attitude. Thus, having seen first-hand the usefulness of proposals like this 

one, we hope that future teachers will be encouraged to implement interdisciplinary projects with 

their students in the future.  
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Abstract. Several studies have explored students' perspectives on understanding physics equations. 

This paper focuses on students' epistemological changes as they deal with the meaning of the wave 

equation. Prior to interventions, we assessed students' intuition about the wave equation and 

identified three epistemological beliefs related to this equation. We then designed tutorials that 

targeted specific aspects of the wave equation to aid students in making sense of it. While a few 

persistent views remained evident in the post-test, some students demonstrated an elevated level of 

understanding with regards to the wave equation. 

Introduction  

In physics education research (PER), it has been reported that students interpret physics 

equation differently as they attempt to comprehend them. Some students believe that they 

understood a physics equation if they can use it to solve problems [1], while other focus on 

understanding the variables in order to fully grasp the meaning an equation [2]. 

In this study, we present a case in which university physics students attempt to understand the 

wave equation. This particular equation was chosen due to its tricky mathematical structure, which 

can often be deceptively simple at first glance. However, comprehending its meaning poses a 

significant challenge. We contend that by gaining a better understanding of this equation, students 

may overcome certain conceptual difficulties related to waves, which some of those had previously 

identified in our research [3]. 

Methodology 

We proposed four key aspects of understanding the wave equation (Fig. 1) and developed seven 

learning objectives (LO) for our tutorials. These objectives include: (1) translating graph 

transformations, (2) relating  graph transformation to the wave equation, (3) deriving the wave 

equation from the mathematical description of waves, (4) reflecting on its second-order partial 

derivative, (5) realizing that not all functions represent physical waves, (6) interpreting the wave 

equation based on force and concavity, and (7) deriving the wave equation using previous 

relationship and dimensional analysis. Our aim was for students to grasp these physical intuitions, 

and subsequently understand the wave equation at a deeper level, which could also impact their 

epistemological views. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. How students understand the 1-D wave equation 

The study collected data in three stages: pre-test, tutorials, and post-test. We developed a 

questionnaire consisting of five open-ended questions, but for this contribution, we focus on 
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presenting the results from question 1. In this question, we asked students to explain the meaning 

of the wave equation in their own words, which aimed to explore their intuition about the equation. 

We administered the same questionnaire during the pre- and post-tests, with tutorials provided 

between these two assessments. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted in pairs with twenty physics students from four 

universities. They were in the third year of their studies and had completed a course on waves. 

Each pair participated in five interviews lasting between 45 minutes and two hours. The post-test 

was given after one month of finishing the last tutorial. 

Results and Discussion 

In the pre-test, three epistemological views emerged regarding how students made sense of the 

wave equation. Some students simply recited its mathematical terms, while others read out the 

individual or combined variables out loud. We noted that no student was able to provide the 

meaning of concavity, not even its definition. The remaining students attempted to describe the 

wave equation more comprehensively, although some of their responses lacked physical meaning. 

This group of students provided diverse responses to the question, with many incorporating the 

concept of periodic waves into their reasoning when interpreting the wave equation. 

During the post-test, we observed a shift in the way students attempted to explain the meaning 

of the wave equation. While some confusion about the physical concepts remained, their responses 

demonstrated a pursuit of deeper understanding. For example, some students who previously 

viewed the wave equation as a mathematical description began to consider the physical quantities 

involved and their relationships. Others who had previously read the variables out loud now had a 

more comprehensive understanding of the wave equation as a whole. Notably, we observed that 

students had a more immediate grasp of the relationship between force and concavity, and many 

used this in their attempts to make sense of the wave equation. 

In PER, tutorials have been shown to play a critical role in changing students' views towards 

expert approaches and deepening their understanding of physics concepts [4].  However, despite 

the positive outcomes observed in our study, we also noted that a small number of students did not 

revise their initial reasoning during the post-test. While we did not consider their reasoning as 

incorrect, we anticipated that the tutorials would prompt deeper analysis and a more nuanced 

understanding of the wave equation among students.  

Conclusion 

Our study provides a perspective on teaching physics equations by demonstrating the benefits 

of exploring different aspects of the wave equation. By introducing students to new ways of 

thinking about this equation, we aimed to equip them with tools that can be applied to other physics 

equations they will encounter in the future. Our findings suggest that such an approach is indeed 

feasible and could be extended to other equations and topics. 
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Abstract: In this research we intend to present Ausubel's Significant Learning (1980) as a central theme, linked to the 

construction of PET bottle rockets for teaching Newton's Third Law in a first-year high school class, with 32 students, 

from a public school in the state of Paraná, Brazil. Based on the empirical knowledge of the students on the subject, 

educational activities were planned and implemented with the aim of building reflection and generating learning of the 

physical concepts presented. 

 

The construction of PET bottle rockets with water propulsion were means used to develop 

a Meaningful Learning 

In this research, we intend to present Ausubel's Significant Learning (1980) as a central 

theme, linked to the construction of PET bottle rockets for teaching Newton's Third Law in a 

first-year high school class, with 32 students, from a public school in the state of Paraná, Brazil. 

Physics is indispensable in people's lives and it must be taught in a way that allows students to 

develop their potential, their ability to understand and intervene in the world. Unfortunately, 

that's not always the case. Moreira (2012) describes that, during the teaching process, it is 

common for Physics in schools to be treated in an abstract way with the manipulation of 

complex schemes, without articulation with real situations and it gives to students a huge 

distance of scientific knowledge from their lives.  

Therefore, not everyone reaches the real understanding of science. This lack of 

understanding results in many students getting out of school with scientific concepts just 

memorized and out of context. This situation makes young people incapable of intervening and 

changing the world in which they operate. Thereat, Meaningful Learning becomes necessary to 

promote relevant learning, so that the students can reflect on physical concepts learned at school 

to use them in everyday situations.  

According to Ausubel (1980), for learning to be meaningful, it must make the new 

knowledge connect directly with some relevant knowledge that already exists in the student's 

cognitive structure. It was verified that the construction of PET bottle rockets allows the 

investigation, problematization and study of several concepts within the field of Dynamics. To 

validate what was proposed, a significant didactic sequence was applied, to facilitate the 

learning of the concept of Newton's Third Law, investigating the relations of force, impulse, 

pressure, center of mass and relative velocity, bringing the problem: What are the possible 

contributions of the experimental activity of building rockets for the promotion of Meaningful 

Learning in a high school class?  

To solve this problem, the problematization of the functioning of the rockets was used as a 

methodological strategy. Based on the empirical knowledge of the students on the subject, 

educational activities were planned and implemented with the aim of building reflection and 

generating learning of the physical concepts presented. The discussions and analyzes of the 
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plans and the records of the observations of the educational practice itself revealed that, through 

experimentation in Physics Teaching, it was possible to open and establish a dialogue between 

scientific knowledge, everyday situations and discussions of technological and social aspects, 

contributing to the construction of knowledge and greater motivation of students, culminating 

in Meaningful Learning 
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Abstract. UDCiencia is a multidisciplinary group composed by professors and students from 

different scientific branches, focused on educational innovation and scientific outreach. Our aim 

is to create appealing materials and methodologies for teaching physics (and other sciences) to 

undergraduates, but also to students from schools, high schools, or special education centers. Our 

approach is based on the Serving-Learning (SL) philosophy: professors provide mentoring to 

undergraduates, and they develop multidisciplinary hands-on workshops to address specific 

topics. We present here “Under Pressure”, our recent workshop for exploring the concept of 

pressure and the reasons behind the morphology of some (abyssal) marine species.  

Introduction  

Finding new and innovative ways of teaching is one of the most important (and sometimes one 

of the hardest) duties of a professor. On the other hand, achieving the highest level of excellence 

in teaching is also one of the main concerns in public universities. In this context, the Universidade 

da Coruña (UDC) has been promoting the creation of Teaching Innovation Groups (TIGs) during 

the last years. TIGs are entities that gather professors who collaborate in designing teaching 

materials and methodologies for their lectures, exchange feedback from the performance of their 

teaching strategies and, ultimately, work together for improving the quality of their lectures and 

their institution. UDCiencia is a multidisciplinary and transversal TIG, which is not only composed 

by professors from different scientific branches (biology, physics, chemistry), but also by students 

of these degrees and other staff from the Science Faculty, such as librarians or laboratory 

technicians. Our aim as TIG is teaching by bringing closer university to the rest of the society, i.e., 

disseminating science in schools, high schools, science fairs and, specially, among vulnerable 

collectives. In this work, we present our working methodology and the activity, “Under Pressure”, 

as an example of it. 

Methodology of our activities 

Our teaching strategy is based on a hybrid mixture of at least three different educational 

approaches: Learning by Teaching (LT) [1], Learning by Doing (LD) [2] and Learning-Service 

(LS) [3]. First, students are asked to collaboratively design a multidisciplinary workshop on a 

previously accorded topic. For doing this, they have to think about feasible and affordable 

interconnected experiments and setting them up by themselves (LD). In parallel to the 

experimental process, they have to study the science behind the experiments, understand it 

properly and prepare explanatory speeches adapted to the age and knowledge of the potential 

public (LT). Last but not least, our students present their workshop in public, facing the challenge 

of disseminating what they have learned in a broad range of different contexts (LS). During all 

these steps, the professors act as mentors and guide the students on their path. The materials 
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elaborated for the workshops are afterwards introduced in the subjects of the different degrees of 

the Science Faculty.  

“Under Pressure” 

One of the last activities of UDCiencia took place at the Aquarium Finisterrae, a local scientific 

museum focused on the dissemination and conservation of marine and coastal ecosystems. It was 

an activity addressed to all kinds of public, which consisted in three workshops: one focused on 

the biology of different marine species, other focused on the formation of the marine fossil records 

and, finally, the workshop on physics that entitles this section, “Under Pressure”, which was 

focused on the concept of pressure and its relation with the morphology of marine life.  

In “Under Pressure”, we performed an interactive travel from the basic concept of pressure 

towards marine life and technological applications. We challenged our visitors to face situations 

in which their physical intuition was completely misleading with the purpose of surprise them, 

enlighten them and making them learn about the relevance of pressure in the atmosphere and under 

water. At the end of the workshop, the attendees were able to understand the effect of water 

pressure on our bodies when diving and the dependence of the morphology of marine creatures 

with depth. Specifically, they learned why the swim bladder of pelagic fishes prevents them to 

dive very deep and the need of abyssal fishes to reduce the amount of air within their bodies to 

survive to the large pressures they are exposed to. 

Conclusions 

UDCiencia is a Teaching Innovation Group that goes beyond simply passive teaching by 

incorporating students as a key stone of the teaching project and adopting strategies from Learning 

by Teaching, Service-Learning and Learning by Doing methodologies. The implication and 

collaboration of students from different degrees in the development of workshops such as “Under 

Pressure” improves the learning of relevant physical concepts and strengthens the vision of science 

as a collective and multidisciplinary effort. Moreover, for the undergraduates, participation in these 

workshops is, indeed, a precious opportunity to apply for the first time the knowledge acquired in 

their degree in a real situation and with a social perspective.  
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Abstract.  

The Olmicomics is a laboratory designed for the last year of lower secondary school. The students are 

challenged in representing the linear distances within of the Solar System, using a purely numeric one and 

some simple material as a long string and some pegs. At the end of the laboratory, we provide also a visual 

for comparison. The mixing of abstract and concrete reasoning results in a series of interesting methods to 

solve the posed questions. This activity allows them to take a step forward in their awareness of complex 

concepts as approximation, error, precision and simplicity. 

Introduction 

The laboratory Olmi-comics is born with a strong constructivist inspiration in 2003/04, thanks 

to a collaboration with Prof. Maria Giaele Infantino, at that time teacher at the ISC "Munari" - 

Quartiere degli Olmi – Milan [1]. The heart of the workshop is the creation of a representation of 

Solar System (SS) to be hanged on a piece of string. The laboratory was replied over 100 times in 

the last 10 years. 

While detailed instructions are usually provided to represent the SS [1], in our case the boys 

and girls are challenged to create it without any specific indication, except the use of two elements: 

a piece of string of unknown length and the information showed in table 1. The students are also 

provided with cards with the planets’ images and some pegs to hand them on the line. On each 

card the name of the planet and the mean value of its orbit are reminded too.   
 

Table 1: mean orbital rays (in a.u.) of the planets of the SS including the two inner dwarf planets Cerere and Pluto 

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Cerere Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto 

0.4 0.7 1 1.5 3 5.2 9 19.5 30 39.5 

Theoretical framework, research and research questions, original aspects 

Although no complicated concepts are involved, the mental representation of the distance 

among the orbits of the planets turns out to be an obstacle for everyone. Previous analyzes have in 

fact shown that the common perception produces a SS with rather regularly distributed planets, 

even if a table of distances from the Sun are provided [3].  

When km or millions of km are used as the unit of measurement, distances are not understood 

due to too large numbers (millions or billions). But even if astronomical units are used, students 

tend to run into the same problem, even though this choice should drive to a different mental image. 

Can an embodiment learning process – with an inquiry-based and peer-to-peer approach - can 

help in building a more precise mental representation of the Solar System? 

Methods and findings 

The environment is informal: the activity is usually run in an old astronomical done, on the roof 

of Brera Palace. It is a round room with a diameter of 11 meters. A wall is used to project table 1. 

After a welcome and a casual warming up, students form small groups of 3-4 people and they are 

asked to represent the Solar System as described before. They can sit down on the floor, move 

around and find the most appropriate set-up to feel themselves at ease. They are provided with 
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cards representing the planets (dwarf or not), a long spring, pegs and table 1, with the proper 

definition of astronomical unit.  

It is now stated that the final result of the whole workshop is a collective one: they will provide 

the facilitator with suggestions, in order to allow him/her to design a SS representation activity for 

primary school students. They are asked to use the simplest method they can find, to be as simple 

as possible and to make the smallest number of calculations as possible. Differently said, they are 

asked to use a method which is as simple as possible, but at the same time reliable and accurate. 

During the work they can discuss and exchange information and points of view.  

The lab ends as in a scientific workshop: each group illustrate its own strategy. Vantages and 

disadvantages of each method are discussed with other groups. After the collective discussion, we 

show them the visual in fig. 1 

 
We discuss together if this visual could help them and primary school students to discover the 

“halving method” easily or not. The most common comment is that it could help, but it should be 

better not to show pupils the visual and push them to deduce it from the abstract, numerical clue.  

We also underline that this method does not take into account the dimension of the planets: 

their school-work will be to reproduce the SS in a public park at least 1 km long with the correct 

scale for their dimensions. Then they are invited to consider the position of Proxima Centaury 1b 

on the same scale, the Earth nearest planet outside the Solar System. 

Conclusion 

The workshop lasts a couple of hours and push the students to use their mind and their body to 

represent the linear distances within the SS. Some groups adopt a very bodily approach, using as 

a unit the length of a shoe or a hand or some fingers (in every possible combination). Some others 

group use the length of a peg or of a tile, which are obviously a bit more “universal” than any piece 

of body. Many groups adopt mixed unities: tiles for the furthest planets and pegs or fingers for the 

inner ones. On average 1 group out of 6 notices that, with some approximation, they can get the 

position of Uranus just bending the string in two identical halves. Most of them go on by this 

method getting also the other planets’ position until Jupiter. From Jupiter to the Sun, they usually 

switch to the unit method, in order to refine the position.  

Students face to many interesting themes, beside the astronomical content: approximation, 

error, precision and simplicity. We believe that challenging these 4 concepts is the most precious 

result of the lab. The informal evaluation we conducted shows a good permanence in the students 

of their first steps in the scientific method and limits. 
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Abstract. This project aims to promote gender inclusion in STEM education at the University of 

Padova, Italy. The project has examined the level of awareness among secondary education students 

regarding gender disparities in STEM fields and attempts to develop new initiatives to improve 

academic guidance and challenge stereotypes and biases that may discourage students from pursuing 

Physics and other STEM fields. The project was initiated with an on-site questionnaire and a focus 

group gathering preliminary results and identifying needs and deficiencies that may prevent 

enrollment in STEM degree courses. 

 

Introduction  

Despite some progress in increasing female participation in certain STEM fields, gender 

disparity persists, especially in certain subjects like Physics, Computer Science, and 

Engineering. In Italy, for instance, only 17.6% of female students obtained a degree in STEM 

in 2021, compared to 33.7% of male students [1]. This project's goal is to promote gender 

inclusion in STEM education at the University of Padova. By examining the level of awareness 

possessed by secondary education students on the topic and developing new initiatives tailored 

to improve academic guidance, this project aims to challenge stereotypes and biases that may 

discourage students from pursuing Physics and other STEM fields at university level. 

 

Theoretical Framework and Context 

From existing literature results it is possible to highlight the most profitable methods and 

strategies to encourage female participation and their interest in scientific subjects, improving 

the results achieved and enhancing self-confidence and self-efficacy [2]. These actions carried 

out using these methods can be classified (as proposed by Brotman & Moore, 2008) in terms 

of equity and accessibility; curriculum and pedagogical approach, and culture and values of 

science identity [3].  

Given the project's focus on the University of Padova, it was also imperative to gain an 

understanding of the institution's context. As such, enrollment and graduation data was 

analysed to gain insight into the current degree of gender disparity in specific STEM fields. In 

the academic year of 2018/2019, data obtained at the University of Padova revealed that only 

26.9% of the students enrolled in the Physics Bachelor program were female. After analysing 

the situation of the Paduan context, this project aimed to design and develop activities for 

secondary school students that favour an approach to scientific degree courses, particularly in 

the field of Physics. 
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Project Implementation and Preliminary Results 

As a preliminary activity, the project invited the theatre performance of “Le Sorelle del 

Cielo” (“Sisters of the sky”). This show told the story of thirteen female astronomers so to 

develop awareness in the teachers and 81 high-school students that attended about the gender 

gap in STEM. In order to gain an understanding of what the students’ conceptions about 

Physics and Astronomy was before and after the show and to understand their knowledge on 

the topic of gender disparity, a brief on-site questionnaire was conducted and recorded. The 

survey revealed that prior to the activity, only 35.4% of the spectators were aware of the gender 

gap in STEM, but that 48.9% recognized it as a significant problem in need of resolution. 

As a follow-up, a focus group was organised to discuss the topic of STEM, orientation, and 

gender, with 20 participants, including representatives from the Department of Physics and 

Astronomy, other university teaching staff, university students, and secondary school teachers 

and students. As a consequence of the diversity of perspectives and backgrounds between the 

participants, the discussion allowed to better identify needs and deficiencies that may prevent 

enrollment in STEM degree courses. One key finding was that family plays a significant role 

in shaping students' choices, with family support proving to be a crucial factor. Moreover, high-

school students highlighted the importance of talking to university students and being informed 

about career prospects as effective orientation strategies. Additionally, participants were asked 

to rate various initiatives aimed at reducing the gender gap. The three most highly rated 

activities were: (i) being able to talk to scientists about their work and careers; (ii) being able 

to talk to older students enrolled in science degree programs; (iii) discussing how science can 

help society and solve social problems. The first two answers were consistent with the results 

obtained in the EU-funded project HOPE (Horizons in Physics Education) in which the 

inspirational factors that drive young people to study physics were analysed [4], while the third 

activity has significant potential to inspire targeted and innovative initiatives.  

The conclusions obtained from this preliminary study will be crucial for the design of the 

academic orientation actions. Ultimately, the objective is to promote gender parity in STEM 

fields at the University of Padua and to create a more inclusive and equitable learning 

environment. 
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Abstract. Despite a growing number of research on different types of non-classical learning 

methods and widely known benefits, implementation in the common school system is still rare. 

 Although there are studies identifying challenges, many of the learning methods seem to assume 

a specialized school system and they are not simply transferable to practice. Method “Learning 

using mentors” was designed to be easily implemented and to help teachers bridge the gap between 

the common school system and the benefits of modern learning methods. This paper summarizes 

results of two years of experimental use of the method at the high school in physics. 

Introduction 

There is a growing body of research on modern learning methods attempting to move teacher’s 

work from teaching using traditional methods towards establishing innovative forms of learning. 

This burst in publications, however, does not mean the same level of engagement when 

implemented in classrooms. The author of this study focused primarily on mentoring used with 

cooperative learning. 

Cooperative learning came from the USA, where it began to establish itself in the 70s of the 

20th century. Cooperative learning began to penetrate to the Czech Republic at the end of the 90s 

(Kasíková, 2017, p.107). 

Since its inception, this concept has been continuously developed and expanded, and more and 

more sub-variants have been created. Now there is not one method of teaching, but a whole class 

of methods for which the name is just a common umbrella term. In the end, it is difficult to find 

agreement on what method is a subset of another, or whether the methods are referred to in 

different ways but are in fact synonymous. Sharan titles the opening paragraph in his paper aptly 

(Sharan, 2002, p. 107) The Non-Equivalence of Cooperative Learning Methods: They Overlap but 

Do Not Duplicate One Another. 

There are also studies exploring and identifying the difficulties and challenges in implementing 

these methods from a teacher’s perspective. The study from Switzerland (Buchs et al, 2017) 

contains a meta-analysis identifying six of the main challenges from the literature and the author’s 
own survey validating previous results.  

Research 

This study summarizes experience from the first two years of experimental implementation of 

the method named Learning Using Mentors (LUM) at the Kadaň grammar school in physics 

lessons. This method has been designed to be easily implemented in the mainstream school system 

in the common physics lessons. The article briefly introduces this method, the experience gained 

after the first two years of its trial application, and an outline of the next steps in the research of 

this method. It also reveals some strategies how this method deals with typical challenges known 

from practice and from literature.   
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Learning Using Mentors (LUM) 

The basic idea of this method is to appoint a team of mentors, students to whom some of the 

authority and activity of the teacher will be delegated. This role entails: 

1. They lead practice lessons and the group work of their classmates. They practice in lessons 

and lead classmates in groups. It means they have to prepare a lesson with exercises after 

the previous topic had been taught by the teacher.  

2. Tutoring outside school. The mere fact that mentors have been officially appointed in front 

of their classmates gives these classmates much more courage to ask mentors for help. 

Mentors then teach them personally or online. 

3. Creating tests. This is a very important part of the method. Now, there is a certain higher 

degree of authority and responsibility given to mentors.  

4. Evaluating tests. Evaluation in Physics is, in fact, a process that can usually be quantified 

in some way. If the teacher defines the key, mentors can evaluate the tests as well.  

5. Conducting laboratory work. This is an important extra time teacher had to spent with them 

and especially for some mentors it is a strong motivator for their mentor role. 

First experience and ongoing research 

The foundation for the next development of this method are the two years of experience with 

its experimental implementation at the Kadaň Grammar School. In parallel with this experimental 

learning, regular learning takes place. 

Another source of data comes from qualitative research whose framework combines grounded 

theory and action research. The first part of the research is based on the analysis of semi-structured 

interviews with mentors as well as with other pupils that were held in June 2002.  

In this paper, I want to present some of the results of the study. Some of the results confirm a 

positive impact on mentors and classmates. Some results were unexpected, uncovered some 

difficulties, and helped to modify this method. 

For example, it shows how delegated responsibility acts as a much more natural external 

motivation for learning and development in a given subject. It also shows how strongly the use of 

this method depends on the quality of relationships in the classroom and between students and the 

teacher. 
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Abstract. In this contribution, we focus on physics play as a stimulus for experimental activity. 

Games and physical ones are already a common part of teaching. We conducted a survey in which 

we observed classrooms using a physics game we created and a standard-assigned experiment to 

judge whether the physics game is a suitable stimulus for experimental activity. The survey showed 

that the physics game is a suitable stimulus, even if the implementation of experiments without a 

procedure is difficult for the pupils. 

Introduction 

Board games are known for their motivating and engaging character. They are used to support 

the teaching of physics [1] and to assess pupils' knowledge [2]. Authors create board games for 

various purposes. The authors focused on the Ludo Board Game where they investigated the 

increase in student activity [3]. Authors conducted a survey, finding that simple and interesting 

games can be used to teach science theories [4]. We are interested in stimulating pupils to 

experiment, that is, we are looking for various stimuli [5] that can stimulate experimental activity. 

We observe the involvement of pupils in the implementation of experiments using stimuli or a 

standard experiment with a procedure. For this reason, we created a physics game based on the 

board game Guess It on the topic of Heat. 

Theoretical framework 

The main task of the survey was to find out whether the game as a teaching method can 

stimulate pupils to experiment. We compared a lesson in which the pupils performed experiments 

using a physics game with a lesson in which the pupils performed an experiment that included a 

list of aids, a procedure, and questions for reflection. The physics game was more demanding in 

that the pupils did not get the exact procedure of the experiment, but only hints, tasks, and aids. 

Groups of pupils were asked questions on the topic Heat. After a correct answer, they received one 

of the progress points (hints, tasks) or aids. If a group of pupils was able to carry out an experiment 

based on them, they could carry it out. Since we are interested in stimulating pupils to experimental 

activity based on various stimuli, we chose a physics game as a stimulus. Thus, we set a research 

question: Can a physics game stimulate pupils to experiment more than a standard experiment? 

Methods and findings 

As a research method, we chose to observe a lesson, where the teacher is also an observer. We 

added the observation with a questionnaire with a Likert scale (1 – least positive, 5 – most positive). 

Before conducting the survey, we made a questionnaire with eight questions: 

1. How satisfied were you with your performance during the experiment? 

2. How would you rate your involvement in group work? 

3. Are you satisfied with the result of your experiment? 

4. Do you think you learned something new? 

5. In your opinion, was the realization of the experiment interesting? 

6. How did you like working on this activity? 
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7. Was working with aids easy for you? 

8. Did you know how to follow the procedure? 

 

After completing both activities, we provided the pupils with a comparative questionnaire (CQ) in 

which they had to choose either a physics game or a standard experiment for each of the above-

mentioned questions. The survey took part of 24 pupils in the second year of the eight-year 

grammar school (12-13 years old). In Table 1, we present the average values calculated using the 

values with which pupils evaluated individual questions after completing both activities. 

 
Table 1. The results of the survey for the lesson with a standard experiment and the physics game. 

The standard experiment 

Questions 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 

Total 4,35 4,00 4,17 2,09 3,39 3,96 4,52 4,57 

The physics game 

Total 4,33 4,42 4,04 3,54 4,04 3,92 3,79 3,17 

Conclusion 

The survey showed that during the physics game, it was more difficult for the pupils to work 

with the tools because they did not have a procedure to follow. The results of the 8th question are 

also related to this. In the standard experiment, pupils rated their ability to follow procedure at 4,57 

points, but in the physics game experiment at only 3,17 points. When evaluating the interestingness 

of the experiment, it turned out that pupils gave an average value of 4,04 in the physics game. 55% 

of students in CQ said that the physics game was more interesting for them than the standard 

experiment. The answer to the research question, of whether a physics game can stimulate pupils 

to experimental activity more than a standard experiment is that a physics game stimulates pupils 

to experiment more than a standard experiment, which is also proven by the fact that in the CQ, 

pupils chose the physics game in most questions (5 questions out of 7). 
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Abstract. Energy is both a concept of everyday life linked with strong societal issues and an 

abstract scientific concept particularly complex to teach. Teaching energy requires the use of 

scientific school models and is facilitated by the use of energy chains. Through guided 

interviews, models and associated chains proposed by academic trainers (in-service education) 

have been clarified. These models and their representations are diverse and often diverge from 

those promoted by research in didactics. In particular, they generally do not take into account the 

degradation of energy, a property which is nevertheless fundamental to talk about energy in a 

societal context. 

Introduction 

The societal concept of energy is linked with major economic and environmental issues 

(industry, transport, heating...). In science, the concept of energy links together fields which are 

considered very different from each other. Each field has developed its own scientific model that 

may not be valid in others. In secondary schools, scientific school models of energy are used in 

order to enable students to approach the concept of energy. Didactics recognizes energy as 

particularly difficult to teach [1] and some researchers propose to represent school models with 

the energy chain, "a useful and essential prerequisite for mastering the concept of energy" [2] 

(p.97, our translation). 

By analyzing Cycle 4 (grade 7 to 9) French textbooks and by interviewing several teachers, 

we have found that the models of energy and the energy chains that they propose are rarely 

consistent with those prescribed by didactics. It appears that the scientific school model of 

energy and its representation by energy chains poses a problem for teaching. That is why we 

have chosen to focus on the way in which the teaching of energy is approached in in-service 

education. 

Research questions and theoretical framework 

We delineated the contours of the prescribed school science model of energy and its 

associated energy chains through a review of the scientific literature in physics didactics. We 

then constructed a praxeology of energy chains in order to identify which properties of energy 

can be represented by energy chains, in what way, and to solve what kind of tasks.  

This analysis tool allows us to infer part of the school model of energy referred to by a given 

chain, and to highlight the limits of each chain - which are not the same as those of the related 

model. It is then applied to answer the first research question: 

(RQ1) What scientific school models of energy and energy chains do trainers propose to their 

in-service education trainees? 

We use an adaptation for training sessions of DADE approach [3], which is typically used in a 

classroom setting, to answer our second question: 

(RQ2) What reasons might explain the choices of models and chains made by trainers? 

 This framework enables us to relate the choices made by trainers to the context in which they 

operate, which explains some of their choices. To characterize and categorize the professional 

knowledge of trainers, we refer to Shulman’s work [4,5] on teachers' professional knowledge, 

which we adapt to trainers. 
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Methods 

We contacted all academic trainers who provide in-service training sessions related to energy 

teaching aimed at Cycle 4 teachers in metropolitan France. We conducted telephone interviews 

with volunteer trainers, which lasted between 30 minutes and one hour, then we transcribed 

them. The interview protocol included questions related to the trainer's professional background, 

the energy-related training in which they were involved, and the scientific concept of energy. 

During these interviews, we chose not to mention energy chains; as soon as trainers spoke about 

it by themselves, we asked them to specify what "energy chain" meant (form, function, use). 

We conducted a lexical analysis of the transcripts to determine the properties of energy that 

were or were not discussed, the chains proposed by the trainers (category of chain, properties of 

energy that they may or may not represent), and the tasks evoked that involve use of the school 

model of energy. By using the DADE approach, we established links between the implicit and 

explicit choices of the trainers, their professional knowledge and the model and chains that they 

promoted. 

Findings and conclusion 

The results we present are part of a thesis work in progress and will be completed by July. 

In 2021-2022, 7 of the 25 academies in metropolitan France offered training on energy 

education. 12 trainers from 6 academies accepted to answer our questions.  

Three of these training sessions are similar, provided by the same organisation (MPLS, 

attached to the "La main à la Pâte" foundation). The trainers who run them are not teachers and 

are not specialists in the topic. They do not mobilize school scientific models of energy properly 

speaking, and they do not propose any representation for energy phenomena. The other three 

sessions focus on different school science models of energy, all based on the conservation of 

energy and its transfer. The energy chains that they propose are different from each other, most 

often consistent with those promoted by didactics, but with a more limited scope: in particular, 

they don’t clearly represent energy conservation. Three of the five teachers-trainers without 

university qualifications in didactics or research chose to conduct these trainings because energy 

was a teaching topic they found particularly problematic.  

Trainers think that it is important to understand the scientific concept of energy to be able to 

address the societal problems associated with it. Yet, energy degradation, a property which is 

fundamental to talk about energy in this context, is almost never mentioned and can hardly be 

represented on energy chains. 

In the following work, we will observe and analyze a training session in order to verify the 

conformity between the declared and the effective models and chains that the trainers promote. 
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Abstract. The understanding of the anthropic greenhouse effect (GHE) rests on two key concepts, 

namely thermal emission and the interaction of different kinds of electromagnetic radiation with 

different kinds of matter. A survey of the existing Physics Education research concerning the GHE 

and climate change shows that students have in general a poor understanding of such concepts. In 

this work, we present some experiments designed to foster their learning. We shall moreover show 

how the learning outcomes of the students have improved after the incorporation of these 

experiments in a pre-existing teaching-learning sequence focused on the physical bases of the GHE. 

Introduction 

The GHE, and more in general climate change (CC), is a theme of ever-growing timeliness [1]. 

Hence, a basic understanding of it, in particular of its physical bases, is now part of the curricula 

of several school grades. However, as evidenced by researchers in Physics Education [2,3], a full 

understanding of the physical phenomenon which underlies the GHE is hindered by some 

misconceptions affecting, in particular, the pivotal phenomena of thermal emission (specifically, 

the emission spectrum of a body, which depends on its temperature) and of radiation-matter 

interaction and its dependence on the frequency of the radiation and on the type of matter which 

interact (a relevant example being the selective transparency displayed by our atmosphere) [4]. 

Indeed, such concepts turned out to be critical issues in the previous incarnations of a teaching-

learning sequence (TLS) on the physical bases of the GHE which we have been developing over 

the years, as the analysis of the results showed [5,6]. 

In this work, we describe some experiments which we have designed and performed to enhance 

the learning of the above-cited concepts, and which have been incorporated in more recent versions 

of the TLS. These experiments only require poor and easy to retrieve materials, with the addition 

of an IR camera. The research questions that we are addressing are: 

• Can simple experiments enhance the understanding of difficult concepts such as 

thermal emission and selective transparency? 

• How can the introduction of such experiments in a TLS improve the understanding of 

a complex phenomenon such as the GHE? 

The experiments  

A selection of the experiments we designed, to address the above-described difficulties, is 

shown in the pictures below. Some of them (cf. Figure 1A, 1B and 1C) require a relatively 

unexpensive IR camera working as smartphone plugins, while others (cf. Figure 1D) are based on 

poor materials and on the different sensors available in a common smartphone. More experiments 

will be described in the poster. 
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Figure 1A 

 

Figure 1B 

 

Figure 1C 

 

Figure 1D 

 

Figure 1. Some of the experiments proposed for understanding thermal emission and radiation-matter interaction. [A] 

Thermal emission in the IR and in visible light of a pencil lead carrying an electric current. [B] Selective transparency: 

a hand seen through a silicon plate with a normal camera and with an IR camera. [C and D] Selectiveness of 

transparency and of absorption: experimental verification of the Lambert-Beer law in the IR [C] and in visible light 

[D]. 

Conclusions 

The results obtained in the trial of a new TLS incorporating the new set of experiments show that 

the latter is very effective in improving the understanding of the key concepts of thermal radiation 

and of radiation-matter interaction, showing a definite improvement over the previous versions. In 

turn, this produced an overall improvement in the understanding of the whole phenomenon of the 

GHE. 
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Abstract. The article is devoted to the investigation of impact of the non-formal physics related 

activities on the target group of Lower and Upper-Secondary school students. Research was 

conducted on the basis of physics competitions, that run in Slovakia during the period 2022 – 

2023 with the application of the questionnaires based on the Informal Education and Outreach 

Framework.  

Introduction  

According to the definition of the UNESCO Institute for Statistical Research [1], non-formal 

education is characterized by the following features: planning, institutionally, complementary 

or alternative nature, optional dependence of components on formal education. It is non-formal 

education that is associated with the current trend: individuals need to learn throughout their 

lives. On the other hand, non-formal education is designed to provide universal access to 

education. The most common forms of non-formal education are short courses, workshops or 

seminars, competitions, olympiads, etc. The result of this type of education cannot be a 

document on education or a state-recognized qualification. Non-formal education also includes 

educational programs for out-of-school children, as well as programs focusing on life skills, job 

skills and social or cultural development.   

Our Research 

Non-formal physics education is running together with formal, however there is not many 

works regarding its effectiveness evaluation, in comparison to the formal education. Taking 

that into account we propose the following question: How to measure what is the impact of 

particular science related non-formal activities? The research was conducted on the basis of the 

three physics competitions that were held in Slovakia during the period 2022-2023: 

- Young Physicist Tournament 2023 (number of respondents n=28); 

- Festival of Science AMAVET 2022 (number of respondents n=43); 

- Physics Náboj 2022 (number of respondents n=88).  

For the research we have applied the framework of Sue Allen, The Informal Education and 

Outreach Framework, which proposes to measure the impact of the Non-Formal educational 

activities on the following impact categories: awareness, knowledge, or understanding; 

Engagement or interest; Attitude; Behavior; Skills [2].  

For the research purposes we have developed questionnaires on the basis of the chosen 

framework. The questions were chosen from the corresponding questionnaires found at the 

resource Pearweb [3] in regard to the impact categories, taking into account each particular 

activity features. The evaluation was performed according to the Likert scale, where 1 – is «I 

absolutely agree with the statement», 2 - «I agree with the statement», 3 – «I am uncertain», 4 

- «I disagree with the statement», 5 - «I absolutely disagree with the statement». These 

questionnaires were spread between the target group of respondents right after their 
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participation in the particular event. We have collected the data and analyzed them in the R 

environment [4].  

Results 

The graphs below represent the assessment of the competitions Festival of Science 

AMAVET 2022, and Physics Náboj 2022. The value in percent shows the number of the «I 

absolutely agree with the statement» answers in regard to the number of all answers of 

respondents for that particular impact category.  

 

Figure 1. Evaluation of the Festival of Science AMAVET 2022 and Physics Náboj 2022 on the basis of the 

Informal Education and Outreach Framework. 

According to the questionnaire analysis – for the festival AMAVET 2022 greatest impact 

from the activity on them was dealt on the Attitude to science category (51% of positive 

answers), for the Physical charge 2022 tournament – on the Engagement category (45% of 

positive answers) and for TMF 2023 – on Skills (37% of positive answers), Engagement 

category (36% of positive answers) and Behavior (36% of positive answers).  

We have noticed, that most of the negative answers (21% of the «I absolutely disagree with 

the statement» answer for that question) were related to the connection between the information 

gained on the non-formal events and information gained on the physics classes. We are tended 

to think, that existing non-formal activities need to be supported by the innovative physics 

formal learning. 
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Abstract. To enable students to take responsible action in the context of anthropogenic climate 

change, learning about scientific concepts underlying its mechanisms is essential. In general, the 

progression of learning processes is influenced by learners’ conceptions. Students’ conceptions of 

the scientific underpinnings of climate change have been investigated in various studies. To provide 

a broad overview and profound insights into research findings, we conduct a systematic review 

following PRISMA-guidelines. The review includes literature published in peer-reviewed journals 

in English between 2013 and 2023 about the conceptions of the scientific underpinnings of climate 

change held by students aged six to 18.  

Introduction  

Anthropogenic climate change poses huge challenges for humanity in social, economic and 

scientific domains. Therefore, education about climate change is crucial in providing learners with 

the knowledge and tools to take responsible action [1]. For taking responsible action, adequate 

conceptions of the scientific concepts underlying climate change appear to be an essential 

prerequisite [2].  

Theoretical framework and research questions 

According to the model of educational reconstruction that relies on moderate constructivist 

views of teaching and learning [3], the consideration of learners’ perspectives and accordingly 

their conceptions is crucial to facilitate learning processes. Students’ conceptions of phenomena 

associated with current climate change, like the greenhouse effect, have been investigated in the 

course of research on climate literacy. In their systematic review of literature on climate education 

Bhattacharya et al. [4] report findings on students’ and teachers’ conceptions, but on a rather 

superficial level. Their work is an important first step but at the same time points at the not yet 

exploited potential of a systematic review of students’ conceptions about the scientific 

underpinnings of climate change. Our systematic review of research literature realises this 

potential, investigating already-published insights into students’ conceptions of the scientific 

underpinnings of climate change.  

The following research questions guide the analysis: (1) Which students’ conceptions about the 

scientific underpinnings of climate change are reported in the literature? Which conceptions are 

especially widespread across the analysed literature? (2) Which tendencies in students’ 

conceptions can be found comparing different age groups? (3) What sources (media, complexity 

of concepts,…) do the authors of the analysed studies attribute identified students’ conceptions to?  

Methods and findings 

Concerning the methodology of our systematic review we follow the PRISMA 2020-statement 

[5]. The analysis is focused on research about students’ conceptions in primary and secondary 

education (aged six to 18 years) conducted between 2013 and 2023. Using different databases 
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(e.g., ERIC, GREENfile) and a search string customized for the purpose of the review, we identify 

relevant peer-reviewed articles published in English. Further refinement concerning the inclusion 

of articles is achieved by the application of exclusion- and inclusion-criteria fixed beforehand. The 

conceptions found in the articles are analysed and categorised according to qualitative content 

analysis [6].  

Preliminary results show that the methodologies of the studies included in the review vary and 

the described conceptions often seem to show only superficial or limited understanding of the 

scientific concepts. Some authors infer sources for the genesis of students’ conceptions, which can 

be classified as topic-related, like the abstract nature of the concepts, or context-related, like the 

representation in various media (internet, textbooks, …). One phenomenon with particularly many 

and wide-spread alternative conceptions seems to be the greenhouse effect. Students seem to have 

difficulties in distinguishing between the greenhouse effect and ozone layer depletion, 

conceptualizing the role of greenhouse gases and their impact, as well as understanding the 

interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the Earth and its atmosphere. The full analysis will 

be presented at the conference.  

Conclusion 

Our systematic review of the literature on students’ conceptions of the scientific underpinnings 

of climate change aims at providing data that can function as a starting point for research on the 

development of learning progressions and offer implications for practitioners in schools and 

teacher training courses. Available data will be analysed to enable a broad overview as well as 

profound insights into existing conceptions. 
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Abstract. The STEAM-ACTIVE project (KA2-Erasmus+) aims to contribute to higher education 

innovation to train university students to produce meaningful learning, and to develop multiple 

competencies according to an interdisciplinary approach to solve socio-scientific-technical 

problems. As a result, a Protocol has been developed for Teachers to illustrate the STEAM project design 

methodology framework with active teaching methodologies, part of the project presented in this work. 

Moreover, an E-learning-based training course for engineering teachers is been designed. As a final result, a 

collection of STEAM-based Teaching-Learning Sequences (TLS) will be designed. 

Introduction 

The process of developing teaching methodologies in the field of Higher Education must 

necessarily take into account the structural changes that the new generations show in their study 

and research activity. Today we are faced with new students and new types of learning, as also 

highlighted in the Communiqué of the Conference of European Ministers responsible for Higher 

Education, held in Leuven in 2009, in the context of the development process of the European 

Higher Education Area. These new students are new generations who will assume the role of future 

citizens, future teachers, and future engineers. Furthermore, the Commission itself has identified 

the STEM sector as one of the main shortcomings on the European territory in relation to the 

professional skills necessary to face the market of the future [1]. The need therefore to counter the 

lack of STEM skills and the programmatic choice to promote projects in this context, align 

perfectly with the STEAM-Active project. It aims to activate Teaching-Learning Sequences (TLS) 

based on STEAM in the context of learning paths in Higher Education, in the engineering field. A 

teaching model based on active students’ involvement is proposed with a Problem/Project Based 

Learning (PBL) approach. Protocol development is based on a wide literature review carried out 

at the beginning of the project. 

State of art 

The Protocol indicates actions to produce significant learning and develop multiple skills, 

following an active student involvement approach. A teacher-student participatory approach is 

promoted in which the student is placed at the center of the training intervention [2]. The student 

is placed in a specific context of problem-based or project-based learning (PBL) to address an 

intervention situation, which considers technical, scientific, and social factors. An approach to 

learning based on the student's direct experience in dealing with the complexity of the real-life 

situation is well suited to educational processes in engineering [4]. Thus, students develop the 

competence of knowing how to use the concepts learned in different ambitions of their specific 

field of study, as explained by the functional understanding concept defined by Lilian McDermott 

[5]. The main purpose is therefore determined to provide university professors with a protocol for 

the creation of TLS that includes all the features necessary to adhere to the innovative teaching 

model proposed by the project itself. 
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Methodology 

We developed a bibliographical review in the Web Of Science using the following keywords: 
STEM/STEAM education/literacy/learning/teaching/competencies for higher education for the 
last five years (2018-2022). Having reviewed the titles and the abstracts by two researchers 
independently, we selected 214 papers for analysis. The results are published on the web of the 
project [6]. Thus, the development of the protocol is based on an extensive literature review carried 
out at the beginning of the project. To support teachers in the implementation of the protocol, an 
e-learning course has been done and several TLS will be designed in the next phases of the project. 

STEAM-Active protocol 

Based on the bibliographical analysis we adopted the following STEAM definition in this 

project: STEAM education is a teaching method that integrates content, skills, and beliefs from at 

least two disciplines that form the acronym and that focus on real-world contexts. Moreover, the 

protocol is based also on the key aspects we detect in the bibliographical reviews. The protocol 

consists of 8 steps. Each step is described and justified in an introduction and 8 tables are proposed 

to be filled [6]. In the conference, the protocol will be explained in detail but in this short paper, 

we are going to briefly present the 8 steps of the TLS structure of the protocol. 1) General data 

(University, program, level, involved subjects, and integration mode). 2) Context (Number of 

students, number of ECTSs, needed resources, required prior knowledge, the expertise of PBL of 

teachers and students). 3) Interdisciplinary axis: Gender and circular economy (description of the 

action promoted in the TLS). 4) TLS structure details (Main guiding question, learning objectives, 

learning demands, learning pathway). 5) Relationship between different stages of the TLS 

(Learning pathway, objective, learning demands, methodological needs, activities). 6) Activities 

(Guiding question, number, time, learning objective, main content, statement for students, 

explanation for teachers, evaluation (if any)). 7) Evaluation (when (at the beginning, in the process, 

at the end), character (summative, formative, diagnostic), and subject (auto-evaluation, peers-

evaluation, teacher-evaluation). 8) Application of transversal axis (strategy, where and how).  

Conclusions 

The main objective of the protocol design was to create a common language between different 

backgrounds, universities, countries, and partners of the STEAM-Active project. Thus, we are 

explicitly doing the basis of our design so that it is easier for other teachers to decide if our 

proposals are applicable in their contexts or how they could adapt them to do so. Furthermore, we 

think this protocol could help other STEAM TLS designers define and design effective TLSs 

regarding aspects that the bibliography says we need to include.  
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